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50$ iron, 8$ sílica, 1.3$ phosphorous and 0.15$ sulphur, The 

siderite, containing about 40$ iron, 6$ sílica, 0,7$ phosphorous 

and 0.15$ sulphur, can be improved by roasting to about 48$ iron 

and 7$ of sílica. 

The estimated reserves, positive and probable, are as followsj 

1 - Barreiras Brancas deposit - 1,000,000 Tons 

2 - Monte da Gandeira - 500,000 Tons 

3 - Barreiras Brancas No. 1 - 500,000 Tons 

Total - 2,000,000 Tons 

Three-fourths of the ore v/ill have to be mined underground 

and condltlons are not favorable for cheap mlning. Percentags 

of extraction from underground cperations vrill probably be between 

60$ and 75$. Possibly one-fourth can be mined in open pits by 

stripplng both walls, but the cost per ton wlll be high, because 

the ore is narrow and would have to be cleaned by heavy media 

operation or by hand sorting before shipment. The líjnonite ore 

is not susceptible of concentration. The roasting of the siderite 

can be performed either at the mines or near Porto, whichever 

location shows the greatest economy, taking into consideration 

transportation and fuel ccsts. The mines should have a life of at 

least 10 years, with production of 800 to 1000 tons a day, which 

is about ali the railway would be able to handle. Truck haul to 

the rail head at Bragança would probably be prohibltlvely costly. 

If the narrow gauge railway were extended to the mines, there would 

be a haul by narrow gauge cars of about 172 km from the mines to 

Tua, where the ore could be transferred to the broad-gauge Linha 

do Douro - or, if the river were Improved for navigation, to barges. 
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If the railroad vrere extended to the mine, the freight rate to 

Leixões probably would be about 106$00 a ton, to which must be 

added costs of mining, delivery to rali head, roasting, and general 

expenses, ali amounting to about 80 escudos a ton. Dock charges 

and govemment tax aggregating 20|00 a ton at Leixões would brlrg 

the total cost FOB ship to about 206$00 a ton. Since the probable 

selling prlce of the roasted ore at Leixões would be about 209$00 

a ton, the profit margin would be only 3$00 a ton vdiich is so 

narrow that it is not felt that it would justify the rlsks in- 

volved. In any event, the exploitation of only 2,000,000 tons 

would not contribute significant tonnage for a long enough period 

to have much influence upon the economics of improvement of the 

Rio Douro for navigatlon, nor could it have, save briefly, much 

effect upon the general economy of the Nation. 

4. Moncorvo Deposits 

The Moncorvo deposits are the largest in Portugal and are im- 

portant both to the National economy and to the question of im- 

proving the Douro River for navigation. They are situated on the 

hills east of the town of Torre de Moncorvo in the Bragança dis~ 

trict of the Province of Tras-os-Montes, 22 km by narrow gauge 

railroad from Pocinho, and 20 km by road. They are 800 to 900 

m above sea levei and 200 to 300 m above the railroad, which in 

turn has a drop of 300 m from the llttle statlon of Carvalhal near 

the mines, to Pocinho. The ore caps the tops of hills which form 

a curve somewhat like a giant fish hook, 3 to 4 km long. On the 

slopes there are widespread deposits of float ore, which take the 

form of pebbles and small boulders as the bottom of the hill is 
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approached. 

The deposits must have been known to the Romans but they 

probably found the ore too hard to mine and too sillcious for 

them to smelt. There are 35 .icessions of 50 hectares each. The 

more prominent deposits were filed on by the Geraans some years 

ago and were held by them until the last war. They are now in 

the name of Companhia Mineiro De Moncorvo and are in litigation. 

The French Company of Schneider & Compagnie also acquired 23 

concessions, most of them having float ore only. Currently, a ■ 

company called Ferromlnas Lda., is operating on the concession 

Fragas da Carvalhosa, No. 290. It has shipped between 30,OCX) and 

40,000 tons of ore to England and vdll probably fumish 60,000 

to 70,000 tons more under its contract. 

Positive and probable reserves are estimated at 7^,000,000 

tons. The largest single deposit is that of Cabeço da Mua - 

40,000,000 tons. The Fragas^ da Cotovia and Creto de Mendel aggre- 

gate 25,000,000 tons. The Santa Maria and Fragas da Carvalhosa 

deposits contain about 5,000,000 tons each. There are estimated 

to be about 3,000,000 tons of float ore. Except for the float 

ore, the mining operation involves stripping, cleaning and the 

remo vai of the ore from open pits, 

The ore is too high in sillca to serve as the only feed for 

a blast fumace, Furnace-men do not llke to use ore which contains 

more than 18^ of silica as a rule, and the average silica content 

of the fumace charge should be 8$. The Carvalhosa ore shipped 

to Britaln is mixed there with a Welsh ore, very low in silica, 

and the mixture apparently has been found to be satisfactory, 
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but thls provldes a rather limited mrket. In general, the ore 

will have to be cleaned and concentrated, In order to avoid 

transportation of the waste material, beneficiation should be 

effected at the mine. Concentration can be accomplished readi- 

ly by cleaning by hea-vy media separation or by cyclone separators 

followed by fine grinding and flotation. Thls should yield a 

product containing 60^ iron and less than 10^ silica, in the ratio 

of one ton of beneficiated ore for each two tons of crude ore 

mined, If a central nd.ll is set up for beneficiation, the deposlts 

can be worked one at a time, so that the one ndll vd.ll suffice 

for the entire exploitation. After beneficiation, the ore would 

be pelletized, i.e., formed into pellets about 1 or 2 cm. in 

diameter. An aerial tramway would carry the pelletized ore dovm 

the movntain side to narrow gauge cars which would transport it to 

Pocinho. Unless the Douro were improved for navigation to permit 

barge haul, the ore would be transferred at Pocinho to the broad- 

gauge cars of Linha do Douro, and, if it were destined for export, 

hauled to Leixões. 

The cost of mining, beneficiation, pelletizing, dellvery to 

narrow-gauge railroad cars and general expense is estimated at 

110$00 a ton. Present rail charges from Carvalhal to Leixões, 

exclusive of transfer from narrow-gauge to broad-gauge cars at 

Pocinho, is 70$00 a ton. Transfer at Pocinho costs 2$00 a ton. 

Government royalty tax and harbor costs at Leixões add 22$00/ton. 

If the ore is concentrated to 60% iron and less than 10^ silica, 

it should sell for about 244$00 a ton at Leixões and should find 

a ready market at almost ali times, This indicates a profit of 
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about 40$00 a ton, which should be ample to attract capital to 

the enterprise. 

It should be practical to mine 2,000,000 tons a year, and to 

find ready markets for the resultant 1,000,000 tons of beneficiated 

ore if it were desired to export it. At this rate of production, 

the reserves would last about 40 years. 

With production stepped up to 1,000,000 tons a year, some 

reduction in cost of transportation and in cost of handling at 

Leixões should be realized. The railroad has kindly consented to 

consider the problèm of handling large volumes of ore to Leixões, 

and has indicated that if traffic amounted to as much as 2,000,000 

tons a year, it probably would move it from Carvalhal to Pocinho 

by aerial tramway or would run a broad-gauge track from Pocinho 

to Carvalhal. In such event, it would hope to establish a rate of 

60|00 a ton from Carvalhal to Leixões. Since no transfer at 

Pocinho would be entailed, this figure would be net to the shipper 

- a saving of 12$00 a ton under the present rate. With only 1,000, 

000 tons a year to handle, a broad~gauge extension apparently would 

not be undertaken, but there would, it is believed, be a substan- 

tial reduction from the present charge. 

At Leixões, it is anticipated that the handling of 1,000,000 tons 

a year would mean the enlargement of ejd.st.ing facilities and the 

installation of special equipment for the economical handling of 

the ore - with resultant reduction in charges to the shipper. 

If the Douro were improved for navigation, still larger savings 

(and proflts) would be made possible, The pelletized ore would 

be ideally suited to water transport, and its movement in the 
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annual volume herein contemplated would be the deciding factor 

in the economics of navigation improvement to Pocinho. The barge 

loading point probably would be about 4 km westward from Pocinho, 

It would be quite simple to continue the narrow-gauge tracks be- 

tween the rails of the broad-gauge line for the small additional 

distance required to reach a favorable site for loading. 

In so far as navigation is concemed, the prospect would be 

equally favorable if a domestic iron industry were established, 

since if the ore did not have to be moved, other raw materiais, and 

the finished prcducts would require transportation. 

5. Doirsestic Tron Production 

If, instead of exporting ali of the ore, it were desired to 

establlsh a local iron industry, a number of factors would require 

careful consideration, 

In or.der to convert the ore into iron, two other principal 

ingredf.ents are required namely, coal or charcoal, and limostone, 

Location of these necessary materiaishas an important bearing on 

the choice of a site for a plant, and still more important perhaps, 

is the location of the market for products. Of compelling im- 

portance also are power and water supply, In Portugal, most 

of the factors involved are near Porto, the ore being the only 

ingredient reqviring extensive transportation. This statement 

should be qualified oomewhat by notlng that the -devalopmcnt.of the 

Douro River for power will provide large sources of electric energy 

in the general region of the ore deposits, 

Portuguese anthracite is not a coking coal, althcugh some 

sort of coice could probably be made by mixing it with petroleum 
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distillation residuas orhigh vola&tle imported coals. The 

absence of coking coal requlres considerable research to determine 

the best type of furnace to use, but it does not per se preelude 

the production of iron. Iron was produced for years in the 

United States without coke, Recent developments in South Africa 

with the German Krupp-Renn process, may be applicable to the 

Portuguese problem. The matter is far too complex to be resolved 

by an investigation of the limited scope of the one just completed. 

The potentialities are, however, interestlng, and the importance 

of the iron ore deposits, particularly those of the Moncorvo re- 

gion, are so significant to the National economy as well as to 

that of the Douro valley, as to warrant their thorough explorar- 

tion and detailed study, to develop the most profitable methods 

for their exploitation. 
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CHAPTER V 

IRRIGATION 

1. Climatic Characteristics 

From the standpoint of hydrologlc characteristics alone, 

irrigation of garden crops and orchards in the Douro Basin in 

Portugal is desirable. The annual precipitation has a distinctly 

seasonal pattem vdth a marked deficiency of average precipitation 

In the months of June to September, inclusive. The duration of 

the summer dry season may vary from year to year, from three to 

five months, and there may be individual months of deficiency 

even in the winter or spring seasons. 

2. Topographic Conditions 

Even though irrigation may appear to be desirable from a 

hydrologic standpoint, there are several obstacles to the 

establishment of irrigation projects on a considerable scale, The 

first of these is the almost total absence of relatively levei 

tracts of land which could be served by a system of canais radiating 

outward from a central source of supply. The largest tracts 

are in Vilarica Valley at the mouth of the Sabor River and 

the Chaves Valley ("Veiga") in the Tamega Basin near the town 

of Chaves, The latter valley is now served by an irrigation 

system. Development of the former valley is discussed below. 

3. Present Land Use 

The second obstacle to the development of large scale irriga- 

tion is the fact that a large percentage of available land is 

devoted to vineyards for the production of port vdne. The 

irrigation of such vineyards is prohibited by law as irrigation 
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is considered to be detrimental to the quality of the port vdne, 

The arable land not devoted to vlneyards is used for garden plots 

and small fields of com, small orchards of oranges, lemons, figs, 

pears and apples. With the exception of the vineyards the pattem 

of agriculture use is broken up into many small plots because of 

the rough topography wich often necessitates extensive terracing. 

In the downstream reaches of the Douro near Porto there are many 

small land holdings. Under the above conditions irrigation by a 

system of canais is impracticable. The only altemative is to 

supply water by wells to individual tracts, a practice which is 

often followed now, 

4. Vilarica Valley 

A. Location - The most promislng site for a large-scale irri- 

gation project is the Vilarica Valley. This valley is located in 

the lower reaches of the Vilarica River, a small tributary of the 

Sabor River. The two rivers join at a point 3 km north of the junc- 

tion of Sabor and Douro Rivers. The main valley extends from the 

mouth of the Sabor River to the junction with the Vilarica River 

and then up the Vilarica River for a total distance of about 9 km. 

Th©' average width of the levei land within the main valley is 0.8 n 

km, making an area of about 700 hectares. The main valley floor 

varies in elevation from 104 m above sea levei at the mouth of 

the Sabor River to 126 m at the upper end. Above the end of 

the main valley, there is a second smaller valley of about 100 

hectares in area and at an elevation about 25 m higher than the 

first valley. 
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B. Previous Investigations - Extensive investigations of 

the land use and agricultural economics of the valley were made 

by the Juntà Autonoma das Obras de Hidráulica Agricola (now 

incorporated in the Hydraulic Services) in the period 1935-42. 

The area was mapped topographically to a scale of 1:2500 and a 

detailed survey was made of the soils classification and land 

use. The survey was conducted for an area far beyond the limits 

of the main valley floor, in that it extended 19 km upstream 

from the mouth of the Sabor River and to elevations 80 to 90 m 

above the lower valley. A total area of 2500 hectares was classi- 

fted. Of this total, 1744 hectares were considered to be irrigable 

by waters of the Sabor River, in accordance with a plan outlined 

below, 

The irrlgation of the Vilarica Valley was proposed by the Por- 

tuguese government in an overall plan for the multiple-purpose 

development of the Sabor River, The plan included a dam with pool 

elevation at 20? m above mean sea levei, to be constructed near 

Quinta das Laranjeiras on the Sabor River, for irrigation and 

power, A similar project has been studied in this report and is 

described in Chapter X, Because of the high elevation proposed 

for the Sabor River dam, it would be possible to transfer water 

to the Vilarica Valley through a tunnel at about elevation 180 m. 

This tunnel would dlscharge into canais which would command an 

area 1,000 hectares greater than the main valley. In addition 

to the gravity distribution system supplied by the tunnel, a pump- 

ing station would be constructed to lift water to areas located 

about 200 m above mean sea levei. There is considerable doubt as 
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to whether the areas with steep slopes and poor soil, located at 

elevations up to 75 m above the main valley, could be irrigated at 

a justifiable cost. 

The 10 year old estimates for the diversion tunnel, canais, 

pvjmping station, and the proportionate part of dam and reservoir 

costs chargeable to irrigation, total 28,000 contos, or 16 contos 

per hectare. Because of súbsequent increase in construction costs, 

the unit cost for irrigation under present day conditions would be 

about 30 contos per hectare. The above analysis is based on the 

assumption that the proposed hydroelectric development is justified 

and able to contribute about 98% of the dam and reservoir costs. 

As a development on the Sabor River for power production has low 

priority, it is not possible to justify irrigation of the Vilarica 

Valley from reservoir storage at the present time. 

C. Altemative developments - Before discussing any possible 

altemative developments, it should be noted that the area of re- 

latively levei land that can be easily served by a system of 

canais is 700 to 800 hectares, The average unit capital cost for 

justified irrigation projects in Portugal is 30 contos per hectare 

at present price leveis and for crops other than rice. On this 

basis, the capital expenditure for irrigation alone for the Vilarica 

Valley would be only 21,000 to 24,000 contos. It is obvious that 

such an expenditure will not pay for a dam and reservoir, no 

matter how small, and a canal system. 

(l) Diversion dam - A possible altemative is the con- 

struction of a diversion dam on the Douro River for the purpose 

of directing v/ater into main canais that would flow north against 
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the natural valley slope, If the distribution were made by 

gravity to the upper end of the main valley, the diversion dam 

would need to be 30 m high and would then become a major structure 

that could only be built at a cost many times the alloviable ex- 

penditure. When the proposed Pocinho project is built, it might 

be possible to divert water above this dam to the Vilarica Valley. 

(2) High-head pumps - In lieu of a high diversion dam 

on the Douro River, water could be pumped into the system of canais 

mentioned above by high-head pumps located on the bank of the Douro. 

O 
The required total capacity of the pumps would be about 1 m /sec. 

Because of the shallow depths prevailing in the Douro River in 

the summer it would be necessary to construct a low dam to raise 

the water to the required levei of the entrance weir for the pump- 

ing station. Such a dam would also be necessary to provlde sluic- 

ing facilities in order to prevent sediments from entering the 

pumping station. The pumping station would require protection 

against great floods. The entire installation would be less costly 

than a high diversion dam, but could not be built for the allow- 

able capital cost. The construction of the Pocinho power project 

would obviate the need for the low dam, 

(3) Deep-well pumps - The third altemative would be to 

irrigate the valley by a series of deep-well pumps driven prefera- 

bly by electric motora and serving a simple system of small canais. 

Before undertaking such a project,test wells should be driven to 

determine the quality and dependability of the ground water 

supply. If an adequate supply of hydroelectric power at reasonable 

rates can be obtained from the International Douro, an irrigation 

project of this type probably can be justified, 
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CHAPTER VI 

FLOOD COMTROL 

1. Flood Characteristics 

The great floods in the Douro River are generally concentrated 

in the six-months period from December to May, but may occur in- 

frequently In the months of October, November and June. The river 

is not continually in flood In this period and there may be periods 

of a month or more of low flow in these fali, winter and spring 

months. The floods result from -widespread meteorologic distuib- 

ances that generally approach the basin from the west and south- 

west. Because of the great extent of the drainage area comprising 

/ 2n the Portuguese and Spanish Ba sins (97,000 km ) ali of the component 

tributary areas do not receive heavy rains and produce flood peaks 

simultaneously. As a result of the general west to east movement 

of the storms, the peak floods in the Portuguese tributaries and 

in the National Douro generally occur before the flood peaks from 

Spain arrive. As 78% of the Douro Basin is in Spain, it is inevi- 

table that there is a substantial contribution to flood flows from 

this area. In major floods the Spanish contribution appears as a 

secondary peak in the National Douro one or two days after the 

major peak from the Portuguese tributaries, or merely causes a 

prolongation of the peak of the Portuguese flood. A chronological 

list of flood peaks in the National and International Douro are 

given in Tables VI-1 and VI-2. ( see pages VI-8 and VI-9')> 

The basin of the National Douro is mountainous and the main 

river and tributaries flow through narrow valleys, portions of 
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■which are canyons with almost vertical sides. The International 

Douro is an extraordinary canyon for 100 km. A similar topographic 

formation extends into Spain for another 35 km. About 45 km above 

the International Douro and near the city of Zamora, the ri ver 

flows through a broad plain for a distance of about 300 km. The 

important point to note about the topographic features in Portugal 

and along the Spanish border is that they do not provide any appre- 

ciable modification of flood peaks by natural valley storage, In 

Spain, peak flows on the main river are modified to a large extent 

by storage in the great flood plain above Zamora and by artificial 

storage in the Ricobayo Reservoir on the Esla River, a tributary 

that enters the main river about 20 km above the International 

Douro. Prior to the construction of this reservoir, the Esla 

River was the greatest flood producing tributary in the entire basin. 

The estimated flood peaks on the Esla River have always exceeded 

the corresponding flood peaks contributed by the entire basin a- 

bove Zamora. Although the Ricobayo Reservoir may always cause 

some reduction of flood peaks on both the Esla River and on the 

main Douro River, the effectiveness will depend upon the elevation 

of the power pool and the residual storage remaining at the time of 

a flood. In the great flood of January 1939, the peak inflow to 

the reservoir was 6,000 m3/s and the resulting peak outflow was 

3,500 m3/3. The estimated maximum discharge at Puente Pino in 

Spain, below the Esla River, was 5,220 ra3/s on Jan. 19 but the 

maximum daily discharge In Portugal at Régua was 6,570 m3/s 

Jan. 18. Without the reservoir, it is quite probable that there 

might have been a second peak in Portugal that was considerably 
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higher than the first. The distribútion of runoff in the 1939 

flood appears to have been unusual, because in most floods the 

peak contributed by the area in Spain is less than that resulting 

from runoff from the Portuguese trlbutaries. Because of these 

basin characteristics, the Ricobayo Reservoir can, in general, 

provide only minor flood control benefits in Portugal. 

2. Flood Danage 

Flood damage in the International and National Douro is small 

except in very rare floods such as those of 1860 and 1909. The 

International Douro suffers no appreciable flood damage in spite 

of the extraordinary range in stage of about 30 m between low 

water and the stages of major floods. The sides of the canyon 

are uninhabited and the only structures are a few grist mills. The 

simple machinery in these mills is dismantled in vdnter. Floods 

completely submerge the stone shelters and rubble weirs, but 

partly because of the small differences in head abcve and below 

the installations, the damage is not great and is repaired each 

summer. 

On the National Douro the principal damages in great floods 

are at Régua, Porto and several small resort tov/ns. In ordinary 

floods these places as well as the many "quintas" for the produc- 

tion of port wine are well above the flood levei. The railroad, 

most highways and ali railroad and highway bridges are above 

ali but the rare floods. 

The greatest floods of which there is depsndable knowledge 

in the National Douro were those of 1860 and 1909. Substantial 

damage occurred in these floods to waterfronttproperty at Régua 
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and Porto and to river shipping in the latter place. The most 

important floods in the last 33 years were those In 193é and 

1939 which had stages about 10 to 12 m lese than those of 1860 

and 1909 in the ri ver abòve Porto. Minor dajnageu-and;1 tnterferettice 

with shipping occurred at Régua and Porto. At both places the 

river bank rises sharply so that inundation even in the greatest 

floods extends only a few hundred meters from the normal ri ver 

channel. 

Economic justification for flood protection nrust be based on 

the average annual damages prevented, or the so-called flood con- 

trol benefits. These benefits must at least equal the annual 

charges (interest, amortization and maintenance) resulting from 

a capital expenditure for flood protection, In economic analyses 

for flood control, it has usually been found that the greater 

part of the total annual damages results from relatively frequent 

flood damages. The annual damage resulting from a great flood is 

relatively small because it is obtained by dividing the total 

damage by a recurrence interval of perhaps 50 years or more. For 

example, a 50-year flood may cause a 14,400 contos total damage 

but only 288 contos annual damage. If a particular protective 

work can prevent 80^ of this damage, the annual benefits for the 

work will be 230 contos. However, at a 5% annual charge, the 

capitalized value of the benefits will be only 4600 contos which 

would not permit very extensive works. If there were annual 

damages resulting from smaller floods, and if these damages were 

prevented, the amount would be added to the benefits (damages 

prevented) from the great flood against which protection is provided. 
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The above rather academic discussion is inserted in this re~ 

port to show that extensive flood control projects in the National 

Douro can not be justified, because of the infrequency of important 

damage even if there were not other physical obstacles. A brief 

discussion of possible methods of flood protection is given below., 

3. Possible Flood Protection Methods 

The two most common methods of flood protection are by upstream 

reservoirs, and by levees and channel improvements at damage centers. 

To obtain effective protection by reservolrs it is necessary to 

regula te the flow ir-om a large percentage of the total drainage area 

above the damage centers.,In addition, it is necessary to have 

relatively broad valleys for reeervoir areas. There are very 

few such valleys in the National Douro. 

The best reservoir sites in the basln of the National Douro have 

been stv.died for povrer developmont. If developed for effective 

flood control, ali the projects combined would control only 21% 

of the area v.ithin Portugal and 5 to 6$ of the Total area. Even 

if there were some reduction of the major flood peaks from Por- 

tugal, the contribution from Spain would pass throirgh unmodi- 

fied, Because of the narrow valleys on the main river, no 

effective flccd control storage could be obtained on the National 

or International Douro, 

The second flood protection method would be to construct 

levees or walls at important centers such as Régua and Porto. 

Earth levees are eldminatod at once because of the scarcity of 

suitable constructive material and because, by reason of the 
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vd.de base needed, the levees vrould occupy almost the entire 

area to be protected. Narrow vertical walls of reinforced con- 

crete could be constructed, but they would be objectionablè. 

because of their interference vd.th water front commerce at 

both Régua and Porto, -To protect against the rare floods, the 

walls at Régua would need to be so high that they would also be 

objectionable in appearance to property owners. 

A tbird but rarely applied method for preventing urban flood 

damages is to remove the property subject to damage, and to prevent 

further bulldlng in areas subject to damage. As property becomes 

obsoletr, it can be tom down and rep?.ac0d by dock loadlng facili- 

ties, parking lots, parks and rocreatlonal areas, Resebtlement of 

the inhabitants must be at govemment expense, but the net benefit 

to the regional economy, in the case of Régua and Porto, would 

appear to be greater than an investment in rarely used protective 

works. 

Protection of the Vilarica Valley from frequent inundation 

would be desirable if it could be obtained at a reasonable cost. 

Flooding of the valley results from either high stages in the 

Douro River alone or from the coincidence of flood stages in 

both the Sabor and Douro Rivers. Protection from Douro River 

floods might be obtained by constructing a dam about 30 m high 

across the mouth of the valley, However, such construction would 

require provision for passing floods from the Sabor River. If the 

latter floods occurred during high stages in the Douro, it would 

be necessary to create a differential head within the Vilarica 

Valley in order to pass the Sabor River floods through sluices 
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In the dam. The creation of such differential head would result in 

interior flooding of the valley. If the tributary area within the 

protective works were small, interior flooding covild be prevented 

by providing large drainage pumps. Such a solution for disposing 

of Sabor River runoff would be prohibitively expensive. If topo- 

graphic and hydrologic conditions were more favorabie, consideration 

might be given to diverting the Sabor River directly to the Douro 

River and by-passing the Vilarica Valley, but such a solution 

is out of the question. 

A second method for protection of the Vilarica Valley would 

be to construct levees along one or both sides of Sabor River and 

Vilarica Creek channels. Such levees would connect with the hills 

at convenient points in order to inclose completely the areas to 

be protected, Such levees would need to be more than 20 m high 

near the mouth of the valley and for such a height would require 

a minimum base width of 125 m. It is obvious that the cost of 

such large structures could not be justified for the protection 

of such relatively small tracts of agrlcultural land, Pumping 

plants might also be required for the leveed areas, to evacuate 

local rainfall and seepage durlng periods of high stages in the 

Sabor or Douro. 
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TABLE VI-1 

FLQODS OF DOURO RIVER aT BUEITE PINO - 

DRAIMGE ÁREA - 63.300 Km2 

FLGOD (!nr/s 

1930 2250.000 

1931 1968.750 

1932 2250.000 

1933 2015.625 

193A 1459.375 

1935 2500.000 

1936 3425.000 

1937 1828.125 

1938 1100.000 

1939 5250.000 / 

19A0 2062.500 

194-1 2250.000 

194-2 1100.000 

1942-4-3 1731.250 

1943-44 875.000 

1944-45 543.750 

1945-46 1875.000 

1946-47 2918.750 

1947-48 2250.000 

1948-49 375.000 

1949-50 403.125 

1950-51 2625.000 
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STATISTICAL STUDY 

TABLE VI-2 

OF THE GREATEST 

AT BITETOS 

ANNUAL FLOOD FLOWS 

Hydrologic 
Year 

HighesJ 
(m-? 

1922-23 2,910 

1923-24 6,025 

1924-25 2,600 

1925-26 6,225 

1926-27 4,980 

1927-28 4,980 

1928-29 1,350 

1929-30 4,275 

1930-31 2,950 

1931-32 1,925 

1932-33 3,750 

1933-34 1,925 

1934-35 3,150 

1935-36 7,050 

1936-37 6,100 

1937-38 5,500 

1938-39 7,250 \\ 

1939-40 4,025 

1940-41 5,250 

1941-42 1,700 

1942-43 4,475 

1943-44 1,510 

1944-45 1,080 

1945-46 

1946-47 
Vl-9 

3,150 
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CHAPTER VII 

NAVIGATION 

1. Present Coramerce 

The present vvater-bome coramerce of the Douro River consists 

mainly of coal and wine. About 260,000 tons of coal per annum are 

produced by the Pejao tlines and almost ali of it is transported 33 km 

dovmstreara to Porto by a fleet of 90 rabões wooden craft with model 

(strearalined) hulls 21.7 m long by A.95 m wide and raeasuring 1.A5 m 

from keel to rail (see Plate 5a). The normal cargo, carried loose 

in the hold, is 60 tons. The rabao has very little freeboard under 

full load. The rabões are steered by a long stern sweepj are propelled 

dovmstreara by the current; and upstreara by raeans of a sail when the 

wind is favorable. When there is no wind, they are pulled by a motor 

boat, poled, or (in certain reaches) towed by oxen. Sometimes the 

river stage falis so low that 6-ton cargoes have to be lightered from 

Germunde past the Carvoeiro shoal, a fe*.7 kilometers dovmstreara, and 

combined at the latter point to forra the standard loading. Occasionally, 

truck haul over poor roads ali the way frora the mines to Porto is neces- 

sary. 

The port wine now carried by the river is loaded at a nuraber of 

points between Cinfães and Pocinho, 39 and 179 km by river, respect- 

ively, above Gaia (directly across the Douro River from Porto), which 

is the clearing point for wine produced in the Douro region. During 

the period 1939-1951, an average of a little over 5,000 casks a year 

moved by river and over 32,000 casks a year by rail. A full cask weighs 
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750 kg. The empty casks, which are returned upstream for refilling, 

weigh 100 kg each. 

VJhile coal and v/ine constitute the significant river coinnerce 

from tke standpoint of tonnage, there is some dovmstream movement of 

miscellaneous cargoes such as firewood, brush, cork, grain, flour, 

chestnuts and fruit, 

2. Potential Cominerce 

A. Miscellaneous commodities - For purposes of appraising the 

econonic justification for improving the Douro River for navigation, 

the future movement of the miscellaneous commodities mentioned above 

is not believed likely to prove decisive, because the tonnage is com- 

paratively slight. A significant addition raight be the future upstream 

movement of fertiliaer. Portugal as a whole, imported over 370,000 

tons of fertiliaer in 1951, bub data as to the tonnages and destinations 

of that used in the Douro basin are not available. 

B. Coal - The mining program approved by the management of Empreza 

Carbonífera do Douro, the operators of the Pejao mines, contemplates the 

production, beginning v/i th 1953, of 360,000 tons of coal a year. If the 

procedures advocated by Pierce uanagement in its Coal Eeport (Appendix A) 

are adopted, the annual output would be about 383,000 tons, but if a 

therraal pov/er plant were built at Germunde to bum the processed coal, 

it probably v/ould consume about 92,000 tons of that output. This 

v/ould reduce the dov/n-river shipments to about 291,000 tons a year. 

For purposes of the navigation study, the last mentioned figure 

has been used, which may be too conservative from the navigation stand- 

point. If a thermal plant were built to bum the lov; grade U% ash coal, 
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noraally left in the ground, a vashin^ plant v/ould not be built. It is 

then concaivable that fche proposed output of 360,000 tons of fuel, for 

sale on the open market, v-ould be uined, in addition to the 168,000 tons 

of low grade 1+% ash coal, to be consuiiied locally. 

Pierce .Management estimates a probable life of about 3^ yearsfor the 

mines, if 333,000 tons a year of cleaned coal are produced by processing 

the products of full seam nining, but these estimates are based on drilling 

done to date. The regional geology indicates the possibility of reserves 

under large tracts that have not been drilled. It therefore seems reason- 

able to assume at least a 40 year life for the mines under whatever program 

of exploitation that rauy be adopted. 

G. V/ine - The Douro Valley produces annually a large volume of table 

wines and is the source of ali port wine. The annual production of port 

wine is about 28,000 tons and of other wines is almost tv.àce that amount. 

The handling of the crop entails, in àddition to the downstream move- 

ment of the v/ine, the upstream moveraent of 12,600 tons of empty wooden 

casks and over 3000 tons of brandy. A small portion - perhaps 1$^ - of the 

crop now moves by water, and it does not appear too far-fetched to assume 

that with provision of adequate navigation improvernent, as much as might 

do so for the follov.ing reasons: (1) water transport is cheaper; (2) the 

wine originating inland must in any event be hauled in trucks or carbs or 

in narrow gauge railroad cars to the broad gauge railroad which traverses 

the river bani': and there unloaded and transferred; (3) shinpers seem to 

prefer water transport because it eliminates the damage to casks from the 

jostling and rubblng received on the sharp curves of the railroads. 
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D. Ore - As pointed out in paragraph 4 of Chapter IV, there is 

a potential movenent of about 1,000,000 tons a year.for ábout U0 years 

of beneficiated laartite ore from the Moncorvo area to Porto or Leixões, 

3. Navigation Iraprovements Required in the Douro River 

General - Because there appears to be no river traffic of con- 

sequence, either present or potential, above Pocinho, the portion of the 

stream considered for iraproveraent of navigation is the distance of about 

18A Ian between the mouth and Pocinho. The total distance in tum divides 

naturally into the portion between Porto and the sea, called for conven- 

ience Foz do Douro, or the mouth, the portion (67 Ion) between Porto and 

Carrapatelo, the most downstream of the hydroelectric daras considered, 

and the reach between Carrapatelo and Pocinho, improveinent of which for 

the generation of electric pov/er is under consideration. 

B. Type of navigation selectcd -For purposes of planning for nav- 

igation improvement and computing costs and savings, a navigable depth 

of 2.7 ra (9 ft.) has been selected. It is a depth widely employed for 

inland waterways of the United States and found usually to afford a 

satisfactory balance betv/een economy of transport and first cost and 

maintenance cost of waterway improvements - although the trend of late 

years has been toward still greater depths. The greater the depth, the 

greater in general, is the capacity of a given tow, and the lower the 

cost per ton-mile of freight movement. 

On the Douro River, the principal tonnage vdll be iron ore from 

the tioncorvo mines. It is believed, therefore, that the character of 

the works for improvement of navigation should be governed in large 
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measure by the needs of that traffic. On the basis of experience 

elsewhere, a steel hopper barge 175 ft. long by 26 ft. wicie (53.5 m 

by 7.95 m) weighing about 136 metric bons vvas selected as best raeeting 

ths Moncorvo ore brade requiremenbs. Considering bhe sinuousiby of the 

sbream, bhe lengbh of haul involved, and lockage requiremenbs, ib appeared 

bhab four such barges, lashed bwo abreasb and propelled ahead of bhe bow 

boab, would consbibube bhe mosb sabisfacbory size of bow. Where condi- 

bions permib, ib is believed bhab propulsion of bhe barges ahead, rabher 

bhan bovàng bhem asbern by means of hav:sers will be found bhe mosb econ- 

omical means of moving cargo. 

C. Developmenb from Carrapabelo to Pocinho - The rise in the river's 

normal v/ater surface in the 116 Ion from Carrapabelo to Pocinho is about 

94. m or an average slope of a little over 0.8 m per loa. The swiftly 

flov.ãng stream twists its v:ay through granite and schistose hills v/hich 

rise sharply on both sides - sometimes, in the case of the granite, so 

steeply as to form canyons. Occasionally its course is interrupted by 

rapids. In places patches of rock protrude above its surface. When 

the stage permits, a fev/ shallov; draft rabelos and rabões negotiate 

its difficult course, with cargoes of vrine, fruits or chestnuts or 

various other products of the region. 

Improveraent for navigation by means of low daras only vrauld be 

costly and would require many locks, but ths very features which are 

unfavorable to shipping are favorable to the developmenb of power. The 

reach could be mosb advantageously developed for pov/er production by 

the construction of three daras ab the Carrapabelo, Kegua and Valeira 

sites respectively (see Plate 16), v/hich would create slack v/ater 
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pools having depths of 27 to 36 in at the dams, and gradually dimthish- 

ing in depth upstream, until, near their upper ends, deepening would 

be i^equired to provido 2.7 ni depths. 

As there is some navigation at the present time, it would appear 

that even though they were built solely for the generation of electric 

power and vvithout thought of improving the streaia for navigation, the 

three dams v/ould have to provide some means for passing the craft that 

now ply the river, It has been assumed, therefore, that each dam 

would be equipped with a small lock, about 11 n wide by 4-5 ni long, 

capable of locking through 4- craft at a time of the rabelo type. 

Because of the difference in elevation to be overcome, it seems probable 

that the lift would be in two stages at each dam. As traffic is not 

heavy, and schedules are probably rather casual, it is believed that 

operation of the locks 16 hours a day would prove acceptable. 

For ore tov/s of the type planned after iraprovement for 2.7 m 

depth of navigation, the locks again would be double-lift structures, 

but larger lock chambers would be required. The dimensions selected 

were a width of 56 feet (17 m) and a usable length of about 280 feet 

(85.5 k). Such a chamber will accommouate two ore barges abreast, with 

a 32 m tow boat astern. It is easy to breal: a barge tow crosswise and 

reasserable it, but time-consuming to break it lengthwise and reasserable 

it. In ucing a lock chamber of 17 m by 85.5 m, a four-barge tow would 

place the two forward barges in the chamber and back out: then, when 

they had been locked through, enter with the two remaining barges; 

and be locked through^ and then reascemble its tow and proceed. 
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The lakes created by the power d aras would raise the mter surface 

to such high elevations, that the distance between banlcs would be 

greater than at normal stream leveis. This would peruit vessels to 

pursue a less sinuous course than would be necessary if they had to 

follow the low water raeanders closely. In the upper ends of the pools, 

however, original conditions of depth and sinuosity would continue to 

prevail and in order to provide for tows of the type envisioned, some 

vrork of channel deepening would be required. 

(1) Cost of locks - The estimated costs of the locks required 

for ore tows are as follows: 

Contos 
Carrapatelo Dam 102,325 
Régua Dam 76,74-3 
Valeira Dam 55.664 

234,732 

The estimated costs of locks of 11 by 45 

meters required if navigatlon is not improved, are as follows: 

Contos 
Carrapatelo Dam 57,266 
Régua Dam 42,949 
Valeira Dam 31.153 

131,368 

The differences between the costs of the 

large and small locks, chargeablc to navi^ation improveraent, are as 

follows: 
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Contos 

A5,058 
33,79A 
2A.511 

103,363 

(2) Cosi of channel excavation - As, where power is involved, 

the pool of one dam cannot be ailovíed to raise the tailvmter of the next 

installation upstrean, it would be necessary to excavate a channel in 

the rock of the river bed iinraediately belov; each of the three power dams 

at an estiraated aggregate cost of about 4.6,64.5 contos. 

(3) Operation and maintenance of locks - Lock crews are 

assuraed to include, for operation 24. hours a day, 7 days a week, one 

lock master and six laborers. For a lock v.ith t\/o lifts, the cost per 

annura \.o\iLd be about 402.5 contos. 

For the small locks, operated only 16 hours a day, the cost per 

annum would be 307.3 contos. Thus, the operating cost chargeable to 

navigation would be 100.6 contos for each of the three dams. If the 

additional ordinary maintenance and repair charges of 115.0 contos 

which the larger locks would entail are added, the annual cost of 

operation and maintenance chargeable to improvement of navigation 

becomes 215.6 contos a year for each set of locks. To this total must 

be added about 521.5 contos for annual channel dredging below the dams. 

D. Development from Porto to Carrapatelo - 

(1) General considerations - Between Carrapatelo and Porto the 

river gradually widens, and as the sea is approached, the slope flattens. 
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The range in stage between low water and extreme flood, almost 30 m 

at Carrapatelo, is not much more than 12 m at Ponte de Liaria Pia in 

Porto. The effect of ocean tides is felt for about 23 upstream, 

to Pe de Moura. The range in tide at the mouth is about K m. 

Hydrographic aero is 1.93 m belov; iaean sea levei and mean loví 

tide is 1.03 m below nean sea levei. The bottom of the proposed navi- 

gation cbannel was tai^en as 2.7 m below mean low tide. This means, 

of course, that during extreme low tides, which have been known to 

reach minimun elevation of 2.13 meters below mean sea levei, there 

will be less tlian 2.7 meters depth in the channel unless the volume of 

river discharge is large. As extremes of low tide are rare, however, 

mean low tide is believed to be a rational datum for river navigation. 

V/hile the lower Douro River flows between rock banlcs, its bed is 

sand, to depths beyond those to which explorations thus far have pene- 

trated. The bed profile is irregular, v/ith shoals and deeps alternating, 

but upstream from Ataes, 9 km above the D. Luis Bridge, the river bottom 

lies almost continuously above the elevation selected for the bottom of 

the navi0ation channel, i.e., it is almost continuously less than 2.7ra 

below mean low tide. 

The lower Douro River moves so mtich sand during floods, and the 

rise in river bed, while less per kilometer than in the upper reaches, 

is still so steep, that maintenance of a channel by dredging between 

Ataes and Carrapatelo, a distance of some 53 km, seems impracticable. 

Even after the pouer dams are built, the Taraega, Paiva, Arda, Sousa and 

other lesser tributardes will continue to brinu down sand, and it is 
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believsà that much sanei also v;iH pass the raain river daras during floods. 

The alternative to channel aredging is the creation. ol' poois 01 sul- 

ficient depth by the construction of navigation daias. To provide 2.7 m 

depth for navigation to Carrapatelo, two dans v/ill be needed - one near 

Ataes and one farther upstream. Inquiry among boatmen plying the river 

elicited the inforraation that uhile the river bed is of sand almost every- 

vrhere, there are tv/o places at v/hich it is rock. One v;as said to be at 

Ataes and the other near Entre-os-Rios. Thare are no probings or borings 

to substantiate this contention, and as the river never falis low enough 

for the bed to become visible frora shore to shore, there is an element of 

doubt; v;hich can, and certainly nmst be resolved before final decision as 

to the exact location and type of dam is made. 
I 

On the basis of the statements made, hov/ever, it was decided to select 

Entre-os-Kios as the site of the upper navigation dam. The elevation of 

the river bed fixes the position of the lov/er dam at or near Ataes. 

(2) Ataes Paia and Lock - The height of Ataes Dam is didtated 

by the requirement that a depth of not less than 2.7 m be maintained to 

the vicinity of Entre-os-Rios under ali conditions of flov;, wliich calls 

for a normal pool of elevation of 6.7 m above mean s&a. levei. The most 

economical means of providing such a pool v/ould be a solid concrete weir 

v.dth crest at elevation 6.7 m, equipped vdth a lock for passing boats 

and tov/s. There v;ould be continuous flo\; over the crest of the v/eir so 

that the v/ater surface vould alv/ays be above elevation 6.7 m, by amounts 

which would vary vã th the changing volume of the river1s discharge. The 

greater the volume of flow in the river, the higher would be the stage 

.. ^ 
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at Ataes, of course, but the less jould be the surcharge - that is, 

the less v/oula be the ãifference betv;een the stage at Ataes correspond- 

ing to a given rate of flow under present conditions and the stage v/hich 

this saiae rate of fio;; v/ould produce after the weir v/as built. The in- 

creases in v.ater levei occasioned by the v/eir vvould extend upstream for 

varying distances dependent upon the volume of fio;;. The follov/ing 

comparison illustrates ho;/ the effect of the v;eir varies v.dth volume 

of discharge. 

Flov. at Ataes Elevations in meters Surcharge caused 
m3/s  above sea levei by v/eir (meters) 

Belov; wèir Upstream from 
(natural sta^e) v/eir 

(increased staae) 

A000 6.7 10.18 3.48 
6000 9.0 11.18 2.18 
7000 10.1 11.75 1.65 
9000 11.9 13.13 1.23 

The surcharge vrould gradually uisappear. In the case of the 9000 m^/s 

flood for example, the influence of the v/eir should not be apparent for 

more than about 12 Ion. Inspection of the contour maps of the rive^s 

banks above Ataes does not indicate that significant flood damage 

v/ould be likely to result from the stage increases rhich a solid v/eir 

v/ould induce. 

It is evident, hov/ever, that v/ith differences of the order indica- 

ted above betv/een headv/ater and tailv/ater elevations, there v/ill be 

extremely high velocities in the vicinity of the v/eir. It r/ould be 

essential to mmke a careful study of tliis aspect of the problem before 
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deciding upon a solid vveir, and either to malte certain that the bank 

materiais contiguous to the end of the \7eir v;ere sufficiently rugged 

to withstand the high velocities, or to take measures to prevent damage 

if the rock v/ere too v/eak in its nabviral state. 

If the gates of the navigation lock v/ere carried to about eleva- 

tion 10.7 m above mean sea levei, the lock could be used until volume 

of flovi reached 4000 rn^/s. For greater flows, the lock would drown 

out and navigation vrould have to be suspended until volume of flow 

again decreased beloi; that figure, A flood of 4000 m^/s corresponds 

to about the flood of tv/o year frequency. It uould be feasible to 

carry the lock gates and walls higher, but as this would increase 

costs, and as maneuvering in the river near its mouth must be quite 

difficult during large Douro niver floods, it is assumed that there 

will be little traffic moving at such times, and that perhaps, as 

representing the abeolute miniraum of construction cost, a lock to 

this height and interruption of navigation at 2 year intervals would 

be permissible. Of course, the lower the flow at v/hich the lock 

drovms out, the longer and the more frequently will it remain out of 

commission. 

A single-lift lock, excavated from solid rock on the left bank 

would have a usable chamber length of 450 feet (138 m) and a width 

of 56 ft. (17 m) and would accommodate an ore tow of four barges, two 

abreast, wlth the tow boat astern. 

The construction cost of a lock and solid weir at Ataes, of the 

character and dimensions discussed above, founded upon sound rock 
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SUMLíARY 

1. Objectives 

The objectives of the report on the "Sngineering and Econoalc 

Study of the Douro River and its Tributaries in Portugal" under- 

taken by Knappen-Tippetts-Abbett-McCarthy, Engineers, under an 

agreement uith the Government of Portugal dated November 1, 1951, 

are to discuss and recommend the successive steps to be taken in the 

coordinated developraent of the Douro River and its Portuguese trib- 

utaries for hydroelectric and therroal power, navigation, flood con- 

trol and irrigation. 

2. C ons iderations 

In arriving at the objectives,the principal aspects of the national 

economy considered are: the present electric power production and 

transmission system of Portugal; present and indicated future power 

requirements; the generation of additional hydroelectric energy by 

the construction of neiv projects on the International Douro, the 

National Douro, and its Portuguese tributaries; generation by a thermal 

plant buming Douro Basin coal; the manner in which the output of the 

proposed neve projects veould fit into the overall power requirements 

of the nation; the extent and character of coal and iron ore 

deposits in the Douro Basin, and the methods of exploiting them; 

flood control; irrigation; and navigation. 

3. Findings 

A. Present facillties - The study has disclosed that the elec- 

trical generating facllities now existing (or under construction and 
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soon to become operativo) including thermal plants vvlth a total firm 

capacity of about 100,000 ku, are capable of supplying firm energy 

in sufficient quantity to meet ali requirements until sometime in 

1956, if completely integratod and operated as a power pool, The 

present raethod of operation, houever, influenced by a rate structure 

v.hich provides revenue for energy only, tends to result in the de- 

pletion of storage reservoirs to such extent in years of normal 

stream fiou that the recurrence of sustained periods of lou stream 

flow will be attended by pouer shortages and interruption of indus- 

trial production. The thermal supplement is not capable of compen- 

sating for the deficiencies in hydro generation during sustained 

dry periods. 

B, Integration of facllities - Canplete integration and power 

pool operation will roquire, in additieon to a revision of rate 

structure to incorporate demand as well as energy charges, a network 

analysis to insure proper physical and electrical coordination betueen 

the numerous items of equipment and transmission networks comprising 

the system, and a National Load Dispatcher fully empowered to operate 

the facilities to the best advantage. 

C, Growth in demand - Sven uith pov.er pool operation, the indi- 

cated grouth in demand is such that by 1960 there will be a shortage 

of about 67,000 kw of dependable capacity, unless additional plants 

are built. By 1965 the deficiency will be 151,000 kw, and by 1970, 

about 263,000 kw, 

D, Douro hydro plants - The volume of fiou of the Douro River is 

sufficient to operate large run-of-the-river hydroelectric plants. 



The plants uill have no store.ge of consequence, but fortunately their 

output can be firmed up by the largo storage plants of the Zezere and 

Cavado Rivers. By taklng advantage of this ideal situation, 2^4>800 kw 

of dependable capacity can be provided by plants on the main Douro 

River, at a construction cost including transmission lines and access- 

ories, of 2,863,200 contos. Of the total dependable capacity, 14.6,200 

k\v can be provided by development of the International Douro at a cost 

of 1,348,700 contos, and 98,600 lai; by development of the National 

Douro at a cost of 1,514>500 contos, 

The most advantageous sites are on the International Douro as the 

foregoing figures indicate, and of these the site 22,4 km above the 

mouth of the Tormes River is the best. It is known as the Picote 

site. A gravity concrete dam about 100 m high at Picote with head of 

74 m, uill cost, including a 150,000 kv tu'o-circuit transmission line 
SH. poo 

to Ermesinde substation at Porto, 529,000 contos, uith 93,000 kit of 

installed capacity, it will provide, assuming power pool operation 

and 1960 load conditions, 63,600 kv; of dependable capacity (almost 

the total 196o indicated deficiency) and will deliver 529,000,000 kithr 

of usable energy to the Ermesinde bus bar at a cost of 6.111 escudos 

per kwhr. Tu o other dams, at Miranda and Bemposta, 62 km and 8 km 

respectively, above the Tormes River, are needed for full development 

of the International Douro. Four dams, at Carrapatelo, Régua, Valeira, 

and Pocinho, respectively, are required to develop the National Douro, 

The projects on the latter are nearer to the Ermesinde substation 

than are those on the International Douro, and the three louer national 

river projects have raodest collateral benefits frora navigation, but 
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these combined advantages are insufficient to counteract those inherent 

in the narrower, deeper, canyon and steeper slopes of the International 

portion of the river. On the basis of 1960 demand, the cost of energy 

at Ermesinde from Carrapatelo, the best of the National Douro projects, 

uith optimum installation of 87,300 ku (if built as the first plant), 

and a dependable capacity of A5,800 b;, uill be 0.135 escudos per 

kuhr after crediting the project uith navigation benefits. This 

compares with 0.124. escudos per b>hr for Miranda, the least favorable 

of the International sites. 

E. Plnnts on trlbutaries - The economias of the pcwer projects 

investigated on the Portuguese tributários are less favorable than 

those of the projects on the main river, because of the lou flous of 

the tributaries and the costly dams required, supplemented In some 

instances by long uateruays to the generating stations. A number 

of good storage sites exist, but because of the long duration of the 

criticai drought period, the dependable capacity each could add to 

the systen in the absence of main river plmts, or even with the 

International Douro developed, would be relatively small. 

F, Coal reserves and thermal pouer - The study has disclosed 

at Sao Pedro de Cova mine, near Porto, "certain" and "probable" coal 

reserves totaling 10,783,000 tons. If the certain reserves plus half 
I CH. 

of the probable reserves be taken as the most probable measure of 

available tonnage, a mine life of about 25 years uith present pro- 

duction rate of 260,000 tons a year is indicated, on the basis of 

1% recovery. 

At Pejao, there are certain reserves of 10,583,000 tons and prob- 
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able reserves of 20,069,000 tons, Again, assuming the most probable 

measure of the reserves to be the "certain" plus half of the "probable", 

and assuming a recovery of 70^, a mine life of about 55 years is indi- 

cated on the basis of present production rate, uhich is about 260,000 

tons a year, The explorations of the coal deposits are far from 

complete, and it may be that significant increases in the "certain11 

reserves will be found. 

0n the basis of present knouledge it appears that the Pejao 

mines could, uithout depriving present customers, supply a 25,000 ku 

thermal generating plant for some 38 years, uhich is a little more 

than the nominal economic life of a thermal station. The most 

satisfactory procedure is indicated to be the adoption of full seam 

mining (the poorer grades are not mined at present) uith air separa- 

tion of fines and uashing of the residue, This would yield, on the 

basis of 575,000 tons mined, about 333,000 tons a year of marketable 

fuel, uniform in grade, of which about 120,000 tons uould be fines 

and about 263,000 tons washed coal, A 25,000 Iw thermal plant designed 

to burn the fines uould absorb about 92,000 tons, leaving ali the 
-j, .O,;. ■ - 

i í 
' vi—, W 

uashed coal (18^ ash content) and 28,000 tons of the fines (20% ash 

content) for other customers. If designed for the washed coal, the 

thermal plant uould consume about 88,000 tons, leaving for other 

customers, 175,000 tons of uashed coal and ali of the fines, uhich 

probably uould be pressed into briquettes. If the coal uere not 

air cleaned and washed, about 500,000 tons of marketable fuel could 

be produced and if the thermal plant uere designed to burn the lou 

grade, A5% ash fuel, it uould consume 167,000 tons a year, and T>—zA 

J ..L'^ Jtv tiíW- '! /W, '>» 
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333,000 tons uould be available to other users, but it vvould not, 

of course, be of the quality of the processed coals, 

Based on the coal prices tentatively quoted by the mine operators, 

the Pejao thermal plant would deliver energy at Ermesinde for 22.9 
I tyvC A ^ t 

centavos per kv.hr. This assumes 75% time operation at full capacity. 

It is about !&%■ centavos less than the variable component of the 

|v 
cost per hvhr of energy from existing thermal stations, This variable 

component, which la the only saving that could be realized by closing 

down existing plants, as their fixed charges vvould remain unaltered, 

is 39,AA centavos per kwhr. 

G. Replacement of existithermal generation - It is apparent 

that if the variable component of the cost of energy produced by . ^ 

oU 
existing thermal plants is over 39 centavos a kvvhr, it would be ad- 

^ cT W ^ 
vantageous to replace as much as possible of the existing 100,000 

lav of thermal supplement by Pejao, and by hydroelectric plants on 

the Douro, ali of which ulth the exception of Pocinho, are even 

more economical than Pejao, 

H. Iron ore - Although the iron ore deposits occur in the Douro 

Basin in the vicinities of Vila Cova, Moncorvo, and Guadramil, ouly the 

Moncorvo deposit, compfising positive and probable reserves of martite 

totaling about 78,000,000 tons, appears to be suitable for profitable 

exploitation at the present time. Too high in silica to command a 

universal market in its native state, and relatively low in iron 

content, it can be leneficiated economically at the mines to a 

pelletlzed concentrate containing 60% iron and less than 10% silica, 

Tvvo tons of ore from the mine would yield a ton of the concentrated 
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ore uhich can be hauled by rail to Leixões, uhere it should find a 

ready market at prices yielding attractive profits. These profits 

could be ras.terially increased if the Douro River uere improved for 

navigation, so that water haul could replace rail haul belou Pocinho. 

At a inining rate of 2,000,000 tons a year, the deposits uould have a 

life of about 40 years. 

The possibility exists of manufacturing iron and steel in Portugal 

from a part of the ore, but inasmuch as domestic coals do not coke, 

their employmnnt for the purpose would involve the use of processes 

other than those custornarily adopted for commercial production. It 

is possible that some adaptation of a circular-kiln process such as 

the Krupp-Renn raight be worked out. The present study has only super- 

ficially considered the problem of domestic steel production. 

I. Irrigation - The ruggedness of the topography that characterizes 

most of the Douro Basin, and the u ide prevalence of viniculture devoted 

to the production of Port uine, combine to minimize the opportunity 

and the desire for irrigation. In only two areas does irrigation 

appear to be of importance. One is in the vicinity of Chaves, where 

a project is already in operation, and the other is the valley of 

the Vilarica River, a tributary of the lou-er Sabor River, uhere an 

area of some 700 hectares vould be benefited. 

Construction of a dual-purpose dam for power and irrigation near 

Quinta das Laranjeiras on the Sabor River would provide irrigation 

uater for the Vilarica Valley at an elevation permitting distribution 

by gravlty, but at costs commensurate uith indicated benefits only 

in the event that most of the charges involved could be allocated to 
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the pouer phase of the undertaking. As a power project, Quinta das 

Laranjeiras has so low a priority that irrigation by means of a reservoir 

cannot be considerei as likely to become economically justified in 

the immediate future. The most promislng possibility appears rather 

to lie in the direction of an electric paver supply cheap enough to 

warrant pumping from ground vvater. 

J. Flood control - Aside from important urban centers on the 

Douro, such as Porto-Gaia and Régua, and the low-lying agricultural 

lands in the Vilarica Valley, flood damage in the basin is almost 

negligible. No flood control projects are In existence or propcsed. 

Only extreme floods materially damage the urban centers, and their 

occurrence is so rare, and the structures required to protect against 

them uould be so costly and so inconvenient to normal waterfront activ- 

ities, that protection does not \;arrant serious consideration. The 

damage to crops in the lower Sabor and Vilarica valleys is more fre- 

quent, but protection either by means of levees or high dams would 

entail costs far in excess of resultant (somewhat problematical) 

benefits, 

Navlgcation - Between the Pejao coal mines and the mouth of 

the Douro there is, at present, water-borne coal movement of some 

260,000 tons a year uhich uould increase to at least 291,000 tons with 

recommended expanslon of output at Pejao. Betueen the mouth and 

Pocinho there is currently a somewhat sporadic water movement of 

raiscellaneous commodities and uine uhich conceivably would increase, 

with the advent of modern tows, to about 9A,000 tons a year of wine, 

brandy and casks, and perhaps 70,000 tons of miscellaneous commodities. 
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The exploitation of the Moncorvo iron ore at the rate of 2,000,000 

tons a year would yield a potential barge tonnage of 1,000,000 tons 

a year of beneficiated orewhich would be transferred to the river 

just below Pocinho, and which uould move tovvards the coast for ex- 

port or perhaps in part to a possible steel industry near Porto. 

There is little prospectivo of commerce above Pocinho. 

Savings of about 23,110 contos a year in the line-haul costs of 

moving iron ore, wine, co.-.l, and raiscellaneous commodities, in the 

annual volumes indicated above, \:ill be effected by building navi- 

gation daras and locks at Ataes and near Entre os Rios; providing 

adequate locks in the pouer dams at Carrapatelo, Régua, and Valeira, 

and excavating certain channels belou the dams; improving Foz do 

Douro so that vessels for the export of iron ore and wine could 

dependably and safely enter the Porto-Gaia harbor; and establishing 

2.7 m navigation by barges between Porto and Pocinho, To this 

basic saving 5,075 contos a year should be added for port charges 

at Leixões that would be avoided by virtue of improvement of the 

Foz do Douro bringing the total annual benefits to 4.2,173 contos, 

Annual charges against the navigation improvement for interest, 

amortization, maintenance, and operation would be about 36,060 

contos, If the charges were absorbed by the Government, as has 

generally been the practice in the United States, annual savings 

to the shippers would be the full 42,173 contos. If tolls vcere 

assessed sufficient to defray ali charges, the net saving to 

shippers uould be reduced to 6,130 contos, The ratio of benefits 

to costs in either event uould be about 1.17. 
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Nothing less than complete improvement to Pocinho uill show a 

profit on the basis of probable tonnages to be handled and types of 

structures likely to be required, but the disparity between anmial 

benefits and annual costs vcould not be very great if the Ataes lock 

and dam only were constructed to permit 2.7 m navigation to the 

Pejao mines. If the remainder of the navigation project were con- 

structed v.ithout too long a delay, the over-all economics would not 

be seriously impa.ired by the initial development lossos at Ataes, 

and it is probable that the experience gained during the interval 

betueen construction of the Ataes lock and dam and final comple- 

tion of the project to Pocinho would prove valuable. 

4. Conclusions 

A. Electric generating facilities - It is concluded from the 

findings of the study that there is no imraediate necessity for new 

i ^^ 0 ^ 
electrical generating capacity in Portugal to supply firm energy 

sufficient to meet present demand, if exisiting facilities are 

fully integrated and operated as a power pool to meet energy deraands 

in periods of drought. The steps required to attain this end 

comprise a network-analyzer study with such correctivo measures 

as it may indicate, a rate structure revised to include demand as 

well as energy charges, and a National Load Dispatcher fully em- 

powered to operate ali components of the system to the best ad- 

vantage. 

While the addition of new units (other than those now under 

construction) is not essential to satisfy demand until sometime 

in 1956, if successful power pool oporation is achieved, it would 
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be highly desirable to begin construction immediately in order to 

. , 
replace as much generation by expensive existing therinal plants as 

possible, in addition to providing for load growth. 

B. Hydroelectric plants - The hydro projects on the International 

Douro uill furnish the most economical paier, and as the Picote 

project is the best of these, it is concluded that Picote should 

be started as soon as possible, and should be follov.ed immediately 

by the remaining projects on the International Douro, the^i by those 

on the National Douro, and finally by those on the tributaries. 

C. Coal reserves and thermal pouer - In the light of present 

Information the best program for the Pejao coal reserves appears 

to be their exploitation by full-eeam mining at the rate of about 

575,000 tons a year, the separatipn of the output into fines and 

washed coal, and the allocation oíf approximately 90,000 tons a 

year of the processed fuel to a 25,000 kw thermal generating sta- 

tion at Germunde, On the basis of announced probable coal prices, 

the relative cost of Pejao pouer ivould call for its introduction 

into tho systcm immediately follouing construction of the Valeira 

hydroelectric plant on the Portuguese Douro, but inasmuch as the 

Pejao plant can be built and placed on the line and begin the re- 

placement of existing thermal generation much sooner than any 

hydroelectric plant can, it uould seem uise to begin its construc- 

tion as soon as a decision is nade as to the grade of coal it is to 

be designed to burn. 

D. Iron ore - It is concluded that the rate of exploitation of 

the Moncorvo iron ore reserves should be gradually expanded to an 
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annual total output of about 2,000,000 tons, and that the ore should 

be beneficiated and pelletized at the mines to increase iron concen- 

tration and reduce sillca content. Definite conclusions regarding 

the establishment of a domestic iron and steel industry cannot be 

drawn uithout further detailed investigation which, it is believed, 

should be undertaken. 

E. Flood control - The study has indicated that flood control is 

not a problem of great importance In the Douro Basin and that the 

annual cost of v.orks to prevent the occasional flood damage sustalned 

probably uould be more than the annual damage, and in addition vvould 

interfere with normal business activity or land use. 

Irrigation - Irrigation is needed in the Vilarica Valley 

and probably can be provided at costs coranensurate with benefits, 

in conjunction uith power generation at the Quinta das Laranjeiras 

project on the Sabor River. The priority of the latter is so low, 

however, that a number of years may elapse before it is built, In 

the raeantime the advent of cheaper electric power may raake it poss- 

ible to pump from wells for irrigation at costs which the retums 

from the land can justify. 

G. Navigation - It is concluded from the study that improve- 

raent of Foz do Douro and of the river itself from the mouth to Pocinho, 

will be justified if the power dams at Carrapatelo, Régua and 

Valeira provide the needed pools above Carrapatelo, and the volume 

of ore, wine, coal, and miscellaneous barge traffic reaches the 

volume which the provision of economical and dependable water transport 

should indiice (see Chapter VII). 
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The profits from navigation would not be large enough to warrant 

the construction of the lower Douro power projecto in advance of those 

on the International Douro however, and this will operate to postpone 

navigation improvement to Pocinho, the period of deferment being con- 

tingent upon the program adopted for power-dam construction. If the 

complete displacement of existing thermal generation were accomplished, 

in addition to meeting load growth, Carrapatelo, Régua, and Valeira 

dams would be required by about 1965, unless construction in other 

basins intervened. 

There should be no impairment of the economics of the navigation 

project because of delay in its initiation, unless reserves of the raw 

materiais counted upon to provide its commerce were so seriously de- 

pleted in the Ínterim as to shorten unduly the useful life of the 

project or unless Ínterim investments in rail or other improvements 

below Pocinho for ore haul or handling had been so extensive that 

their continued use was imperative. 

These questions cannot be resolved at the present time. There is, 

however, one commodity, namely coal, which currently needs and would 

continue to use improved navigation faciiities to the extent of about 

300,000 tons a year. ^Navigation to the Pejao mines could be provided 

by a single feature of the overall navigation project, the loclc and 

dam at Ataes. The annual profits from coal and from a moderate amount of 

miscellaneous traffic apparently would not quite offset the annual charges 

under the conditions- which must be assuned from the Information now avail- 

ablo. If policy points to the eventual and not unduly distant construction of 
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the improvement to Pocinho, the present construction of Ataes pro- 

bably would not result in losses great enough to seriously irapair 

the economics of the over-all project, and would provide both valuable 

experience and needed relief. 

5» Recoiranendations 

It is recommended that; 

A. The power generating facilities now available and under 

construction be fully integrated with such adjustments as a network 

analysis may show to be needed, and be operated as a power pool con- 

trolled by a fully empowered National Load Dispatcher, to provide de- 

pendable energy under a rate structure revised to include demand as 

well as energy charges. 

B« Power requirements in excess of present capacity be 

met by hydro-electric development of the International Douro, the 

National Douro, and the tributardes, in that order, and by a 25,000 

kw thermal generating plant at Germunde. 

C. The Picote project be considered the hydro-electric 

project of first priority and that it consist of a gravity concrete 

dam on the International Douro, 22«U km above the Tormes River 

developing a normal head of 7k m, having an installed capacity of 

93^000 kw, and an estimated construction cost of ii.26,000 contos 

exclusive of transmisslon line. 

D. The sequence of subsequent hydro-electric construc- 

tion in the Douro basin be as listed below: 
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Order of 
Priority Project ■ River 

1 Bemposta International Douro 

2 Miranda " " 

3 Carrapatelo National " 

U Régua " " 

5 Valeira " " 

6 Pocinho " » 

7 Plants on tributaries 

E. In order to eliminate existing expensive thermal 

generation, hydro-electric developraent and construction of the Pejao 

thermal plant be started immediately. 

F. Full-seam mining at the Pejao coal mines, of about 

575,000 tons a year and separation of output into uniform grades of 

fuel be adopted and that the rate of exploitation of the noncorvo iron 

ore reserves be increased gradually to about 2,000,000 tons a year 

with beneficiation at the mines to a readily marketable concentrate. 

G. Contingent upon extending the hydro-electric power 

development of the Douro River to Valeira, before depletion of ore 

and coal reserves, or before extensive investments in rail or other 

facilities seriously impair the economics of navigation iinprovement 

as proposed herein, the river's mouth be improved, and 2.7 m naviga- 

tion be made possible from Porto to Pocinho. This should be 

accomplished by construction of two navigation locks and dams, at 

Ataes and Entre os Rios respectively, and by provision of adequate 

locks in the Carrapatelo, Régua, and Valeira power dams, and such 

incidental channel excavation as may be found requisite. 
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H. Study and investigation be prosecuted to ascertain 

more positively the actual tonnage of coal and iron ore resources, 

to determine the feasibility and desirability of establishing a 

domestic iron and steel industry and the best location therefor, and 

to verify analytical conclusions as to the position and probable 

efficacy of jetties for the improveraent of Foz do Douro. If the 

oomprehenslve navigation project does not for the moment appear 

assured of realization, detailed examination of foundation and bank 

conditions at Ataes and of sand movements be made in order to de- 

termine the least expensive of the several types of structures 

analyzed in the report that can be used at Ataes mth reasonable 

assurance of safety and of satisfactory operation, so as to provide 

2.7 m navigation to Entre-os-Rios or Germunde. 
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CHAPAM I 

liMTfíODUCÍION 

1. Authoriaation 

Under date of i-oveiaber 1, 1951, Knappen-Tippetts-Abbett-I.icCarthy, 

Ensineers, ijev; York, entered into agreeraenb vrith the Government of 

Portugal to preparo and submit to the Governments 

a. An engineering and economic study of the louro úiver t:jid its 

tributaries vrithin Portugal v/ith reconuuendations as to the successive 

steps to be taken in the coordiíu.ted aevelopment of the river, with full 

consideration given to both hydro and thermal pouer (including the Pejao 

Thermal Project), flooc. control, irrigation and navigation. The studies 

v/ill include prell.iinaiy economic, capacity, dimensional, quantitative 

and cost Information and an analysis of hov; the developinent would fit 

into Portugal1 s ovarall pov;er requirements. These studies are to be raaae, 

utilizing principally existiu^ governmental ana private data. Additional 

data needed v/ill be small. The above v/ill be presented in tvro stages; 

i) A liemorandum Iteport preseuting the order of economic priority 
of the projects as soon as the stucdes have progressed suf- 
ficiently to so permit; 

ii) The completely docuraented uaster Plan and Peport. 

b. The general construction design, general specifications and 

estinate of quantities anu costs for Lhe hydro project of first priority 

as recommendeu in the above memoranuun Report and approved by the Government 

This contract foilovcd the approval of a technical assistance re- 

quest from the Portuguese Government to the ..utual Security Agency 

covered by T. A. Authorizatiou Mo. 50-9 (50-102-2009) v/hich authorized 

the foreign currency requirements for the present stuay and report. 
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2o Scope of RêpOtt 

The Memorandum Report, called for under a» i) above, was 

sdbmitted October 15, 1952. It presented, as briefly and vdth as 

little space devoted to background as seemed compatible vdLth a 

reasonable degree of clarity, the general data, assumptions and 

rcasonlng leadJng up to recommendations of the hydroelectric pro- 

ject cf firct prlorlty and the scquence to bo folloved by subse- 

quent ccnstruotion. This report does not depart in any slgnlfi- 

cant particular fron the reasonlng and concluaions of the Mei&oran- 

dujft Report» It secks rathsr, to cover the sane groundj to 

do cume nt the ce.rlier report and to in the dctails of concepts 

which could be sketohsd oiJ.y In broad oublino therein;t.o discuss 

more ful].y the bases and reasonlng underlylng the various re- 

ccmmendr.tlons and suggestlons presented; to consider to the 

ejitent that appears varrauted, certain aspe cts of the Douro River 

Basin^s economy vhlch wero not covered by the Memorandum Report 

bccause of their slight rclevance to the quostlons it was especially 

dosign.ed to resolve; to revise oost est. ima,te o where revlovr or 

further etudy showed neceseary; and to descrlbe the pbysical as- 

pe cts and prossnt aspeets and present state of development of the 

basln sufficiently to provi de the reader unfa.miliar with the a^ea 

vdth at least a gener,dl ccn.cepb cf its character and devolopment. 

The study, insofar as the e^qplcltation of new hydroelectric 

power sites i.a concemed, doais only with sites on the naticnal 

and International reaches of the Douro River a!id on its tributaries 

i.n Portugal. The sohedua.es of dsvclopment proposed therefore, 

disregard the possibiDdty that in adjacent regions of Portugal 
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there may exLst sites of such excellence as to warrant their 

development anterior to development of some of the Douro system 

sites. 

3. Physical Descrlption of Douro River Basln 

A. Topographic features of basin - Ift the northern part -of 

Portugal a narrow coastal province, comprlsing a slightly elevated 

plain vdth deeply incised streams, fronts the Atlantic Ocean with 

rolling hills extending almost to the beaches. 

A considerable hilly area lies to the east of the coastal pro- 

vince. Although the summits are generally accordant, the original 

surface is almost entirely dissected by deep and extensive valleys 

wherein the Douro River and tributardes follow entrenched and 

meanderlng paths. Numerous scattered villages and famed land are 

found in thls intermédiate section. 

Farther eastward to the Spanish border, and beyond, the upland 

surface is well preserved. Normal relief of about 200 m is expressei 

by open basins, scattered hills and ridges. The Douro River and 

local tributardes remain deeply incised, indicative of regional 

uplift but only partial dissection. Contrastei to the intermedlate 

hilly and coastal areas, the eastern upland province is more arid, 

B. Douro River valley - The Douro River is 850 km in lettgth, and 
2 2 

drains an area of about 97,000 km of whlch about 75,500 km (78^) 

2 
are in Spain and the remalnlng 21,500 km in Portugal (See Plate 2). 

From its headwaters in the Montes Ibéricos, it flows a little south 

of east some 225 km to Soria, Spain, whence it is deflected by the 

mountain ranges through a sweeping curve to a westerly course, 

maintaining the latter for almost 300 km across a high plateau to 
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the Portuguese border (see Plates 1 and 2), There it is deflected 

sharply to the southwest, to constitute the boundary between 

Portugal and Spain for about 113 km» Tumlng sharply again near 

Barco de Alva to resume its vresterly course, it flows the final 

200 km of its length entirely through Portuguese soil, to enter 

the Atlantic at Porto. Under the terms of the covenant of 1927 

■with Spain, utillzation for the development of hydroelectric power 

of that portion of the Douro River -which forms the Portuguese-Span- 

ish boundary from the mouth of the Tomes River downstream is the 

pre roga tive of Spain, vihile the right to development of the Inter- 

national portion of the river upstream from the mouth of the 

Tomes River vests with Portugal. 

In the first 75 km of its length, the Douro River descends 

about 700 m from its headwater elevation of about 1700 m above 

mean sea levei, This precipitous slope of almost 9.5 m per km 

flattens to average slopes of 1.6 m and a little less than 1 m 

per km respectively in the succeeding reaches of 150 km and 265 

km, but, in the 63 km between Zamora, Spain and the Portuguese 

border, it steepens again to average about 1.6 m per km. The 

slope of the International portion of the stream averages about 

3.33 m per km. The Portuguese Douro has an average slope of 

only about 0.55 m per km. 

The river banks in the national and intemational reaches in 

general rise steeply from the water'3 edge as thinly earth 

covered schist or granite hills, to elsvations increasing from 

100 or 200 m above mean sea levei at Porto and Gaia, to about 

Ô00 m where the stream emerges from Spain to serve as the boundary 
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between the two countries. The slopes of the banks in the lower 

reaches of the Portuguese Douro, are frequently gentle enough to 

be terraced and cultivated, although even here, occasional canyons 

as well as quintas are encountered. The principal crop is grapes, 

processei into port and table wines. The other important crops 

are maize, small grains, cork, oranges and olives. While the 

hills are often without forest cover, there is some woodland, and 

firewood is an important product in certain localitieso As the 

Spanish border is approached, the scenery increases both in 

grandeur and in aucterlty, Even the olive trees begin to dis- 

appear and the narromng river flows betv;een increasingly steep 

and forbldding mountadn slopes, largely devoid of cover and of 

habitation. 

C. Tributarles - The major Spanish tributaries, proceeding 

downstream, are the Cega, Pisuerga, Adaja, Valderaduey, Esla, Tomes, 

Huebra and Agueda Rivers. 

The significant Portuguese tributaries, named In order of 

occurrence from east to west, are the Sabor, the Tua and the 

Tamega enterlng from the north, and the Goa, Tavora and Paiva 

from the south. Ali &ix are stecp mountain streams whose v.ater- 

sheds sometimes reach altitudes of more than 1300 m, 

Table 1-1 lists the component drainage areas of the basin. 

D. General geology - The Douro River basin is largely under- 

lain by crystalline and metamorphic rocks. No ixnmediate aid 

exists towards separa.tlon of formations and classiflcatbn accord- 

ing to geologlcal age, 

It is apparent that two principal groups of rocks occur. Con- 
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TABLEI / 

DRAINílGE ÍÍREÍÍS IH THE DOURO El VER BASIN 

CUIIULATIVE 

E2. 
ERIUCIPiiL 
TRIBUTiiPIES 

AfíEA 
(KM2) 

MISCELLiiUEOUS 
.iREAS (KM2) 

DRalNAGE DRAINA' 
AREÍ Í (j 

LEFT BANK RIGriT BaNK LEFT BANK RIGiiT BÍÍNK 

8,093 4,787 12,880 
Cega 2,510 15,390 

18 10 15,418 
Pisuerga 15,710 31,128 

2 3 31,133 
Adaja 5,283 36,416 

4.,255 1,567 42,238 
Valderaduey 3,575 45,813 

607 222 46,642 
Esla 16,352 62,994 

366 530 63,890 
Tomes 7,075 70,965 

863 315 72,143 
íluebra 2,833 74,976 

75 204 75,255 
Agueda 2,622 77,877 

295 35 78,207 
Coa 2,500 80,707 

60 105 80,872 
Sabor 3,817 84,689 

3,608 
350 235 85,274 

Tua 88,882 
273 350 89,485 

Tavora A95 89,980 
850 860 91,690 

Paiva 805 92,495 
7 4 92,506 

Tamega 3,34-7 95,853 
415 712 96.980 

TOTAL AREa (IU-;2) 70,532 16,529 9,919 96,980 

"V 
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siderable areas contaln metamorphics includlng schists, quartzites, 

gneisses, phyllltes, slates, limestone (and marble) and variant 

types of these rocks. This series probably Ineludes several for- 

na tions of dlfferent geological ages. Apparently equivalent mem- 

bers extend with interruptions from Porto to the Spanlsh border. 

In this group are the parent rocks containing iron ore in the fom 

of hematite, nartite and magnetite and bands of limestone and marble 

as well as coal beds. The age of the coal beds is probably carboni- 

ferous and that of the metamorphics is paleozclc or older. The 

iron ore and coal deposits are discussed at length in Chapters III 

and IV and Appcadices A and B, 

These older fonations were broadly folded. Afterwards, the 

entire region was extensively invaded by granite of probable late 

Paleozoie Age, The granite, intruded at considorable depth, is 

prsdomlnantly coarse-grained or porphyritic, Border fácies, 

interbeddod dikes and metamorphics, contain silver and gold in 

some distriets and tha tungsten mineral, wolframite, in the 

Spanlsh frontier zone. The la t ter is the mo st .important of the 

three in volume of production, but the workings are scattered 

and most of them small, and its production is not a factor of 

material importance cither from the standpoint of electrical 

power consumption or of ri ver comoierce, the two features >f-V;-h 

wbich the preseut study is primarily conoerned. 

Regional uplift with consequent erosion stripped the overlying 

metamorphics from large areas, Granite was exposed, partlcularly 

along canyons of the Douro and principal tributaries, but also in 

upland places. 
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(1) Structural features in rock - Persistent pattems are 

encountered in the bedrock series. These form sets of joints, 

fracture zones and probable faults that trend NE-SW, and with 

steep to vertical dip. Topography in many places is controlled, 

especially in direction of valleys and ridges. 

A second set of joints has a complementary orlentation NW-SE, 

likewise vertical or steep. In some places this system predominates 

but both pattems are common at ali dam sites dnvestigated. 

Subordinate joint systems include steeply dipping features and 

the very common flat or gently dipping 9Uft joints9, conspicuous 

in the upper portior of cliffs. 

The Douro canyon in places runs parallel to strong joint 

pattems exposed in the walls. From this evldence it is concluded 

that bedrock at many of tha proposed dam sites is simllarly 

jointed and vdll require careful grouting to avoid aeepage, 

(2) Selsmlclty - The Lisbon earthquake of 1755 is famed for 

intensity and consequent devastatlon. No equal experience is 

recorded for northem Portugal during that event or other years. 

It is common to find pedestal or perched rocks along the walls of 

the Douro which signify the absence of strong seismic disturbance 

in this area, perhaps for centuries. 

Despite probable lack of seismic activity within the Douro 

Rlver basin, it is felt that design of dams should include a factor 

of additional safety based on acceleratiòn of seismic waves of 

one twentieth gravity, In this connection it may be noted that 

concrete gravity and rock-fill dams are relatively stable against 

earthquake shocks. 
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(3) Sllt deposlts - The Douro Rlver transporte large quantities 

of sand in the lower valleys, as reflected by deposits bordering the 

channel and by the bar at the mouth near Porto. Some gravei beds 

are found of material chiefly granite and the more resistant 

( quartzose) metamorphic rocks (in cobbles not exceeding Õ cm In 

diameterj.The sand is poorly graded, médium to coarse-grained, 

clean and vdth about 10 percent mica. 

It is believed that the river flows virtually on bedrock in 

the canyon through the international section. Scarcely any natural 

aggregate is therefore available. 

4. Hydrology 

A. Precipitation - Although Portugal is not a large country, 

the distribution of the average annual rainfall in it is very un- 

even. The basin of the Cavado River and of the other streams in 

the extreme north enjoy heavy rainfall. The basin of the Zezere 

River in central Portugal receives moderate precipitation, while 

the river baslns to the south as a rule exLst under condltions 

of semi-drought. Thls general north to south trend of deoreasing 

precipitation is modified by topography. The presence of various 

mountain ranges results In concentrations of rainfall, an effect 

especially noticeable in the high Serra da Estrela. Precipitation 

is heavier ali around the mountain rim of the Douro Basin, than it 

is on the central plateau (see Plate 4). The annual rainfall on 

the entire Douro basin averages about 635 nm. The Portuguese por- 

tion receives a greater depth than the average for the Spanish por- 

tion, a fact borne out by the figures for runoff. For the water 

3 2 
years 1941-1942 to 1949-1950, the runoff in m /sec/km was 0.0040 
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for the Spanish portion of the basin, as derived from the gage 

at Puente Pino, and 0.0042 at the Régua gage on the Portuguese Douro. 

The Portuguese tributaries of the Douro have a markedly greater 

runoff per unit of drainage area than the Douro River as a whole, 

and thls increases toviards the Atlantic Ocean. The Sabor Rlver 

O 
at Laranjeiras has a yield of 0.0064 m /sec/km^ , the Coa River 

o 2 
at Vale do Areal 0.0091 m-5/ se c/km, the Tavora River at Ponte 

3 2 
Nova 0.0113, m /sec/km , and the Paiva River at Fragas da Torre, 

the farthest downstream of the four, 0.0244 m^/sec/km^. 

B. Pischarge - The flow of the Douro River varies between 

unusually wide limits. The great flood of 1909 had a peak dis- 

O 
charge estimated at more than 12,500 m /sec at Carrapatelo (some 

67 km above the mouth) viiile during prolonged dry periods monthly 

3 
average flovrs of less than 50 m /sec have been common in the past, 

Rogulation by Spanish reservoirs has improved low watsr discharge 

since 1934. Tables of average monthly flow at various statlons 

for the periods of record appear In Appendlx 0 which discusses the 

question of stream flow throughout the basin. 

5. ExLsting Development 

2 
A» Population - The 21,500 km of the Douro basin in Portugal 

include ali of the Districtof Bragança, practically ali of the 

Districts of Vila Real and Porto, most of the District of Guarda, 

and portions of the Districts of Aveiro and Viseu. The population 

of these 6 Districts, on the basis of the 1950 census, is a little 

more than two million, of which slightly more than one half is con- 

2 
centrated in the Porto District of less than 2200 km , the indus- 

trial center of northem Portugal-and to a large degree, of Portu- 
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gal itself. This leaves a population of one million for the 

o 
remaining 19,300 km of the basin which corresponda to an 

2 
average of about 50 persons per km , or about 83 persons per 

square mile. The largest concelhos (municipalities or groups of 

boroughs having the same municipality) in the basin are, according 

to the 1950 census, In the Porto Dlstrict, 

A tabulation of population by concelhos follows: 

TABLE 1-2 

POPULATION OF CONCELHOS IN THE DOURO BASIN 

Dlstrict Concelho Population 

Porto Porto 279,733 
Penafiel 45,741 
Mário de Canaveses 33,036 
Paredes 36,166 

Vila Real Chaves 54,772 
Vila Real 47,025 
Rogua 23,723 

Bragança Bragança 33,294 
Mirandela 31,200 
Macedo de Cavaleiros 25,193 
Vinhais 23,739 
Mogr. douro 19,556 

Torre de Moncorvo 19,073 
Aveiro Arouca 26,185 
Viseu Lamego 33,379 

Cinfães 31,947 
Guarda Guarda 52,418 

Sabugal 42,886 
Pinhel 22,030 
Trancoso 20,919 

B. Manufactures - The Porto area is an important center for 

texbiles and paper products, soaps, leather goods, coal brlquettes, 

beer, flour, fish and other processed foods, cork products, resins 

and building materiais. Together vdth Gaia, directly across the 

Douro River, it handles almost ali of the wlne produced in the 

Douro Basin. There is litble manufacturing of importance in the 
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basln outaide the Greater Porto area save for the production of 

vdne and olive oil, 

C, Transportation facilitles - A broad gauge single track 

railroad, the Linha do Douro extends easterly from Porto. After 

leaving the river on a brief swing to the north through Penafiel 

and Livra ca o, it retums near Aregos and thenceforth follows along 

the north bank to Tua, at the mouth of the Tua River. A little 

beyond it crosses to the aouth bank of the Douro, following that 

bank to Pocinho where it retuma to the north bank, and thence 

proceeda to the border and on to Madrid. It ia fed by four 

narrow gauge (im) lines which tap the hinterland to the north. 

Named in order from weat to east, they are Linha do Vale do Tamega, 

Linha do Vale do Corgo, Linha do Tua, and Linha do Sabor. They 

connect with the Linha do Douro at Livracao, Régua, Tua, sid 

Pocinho, respectively, at which points the contenta of thu, narrow 

gauge cars are transferred to the cars of the Linha do Douro when 

the destlnation is beyond the junction point. There are no rail 

connections to the Linha do Douro from the south east of Porto. 

At Porto itself, the double track, broad gauge Linha do Porto 

leads south to the capital, and the single track broad gauge 

Linha do Minho extends north partly along the coast, to Moncao, 

A single track narrow gauge line, calledthe Linha do Litoral do 

Minho, connects Porto with Povoa de Varzim and then tums east to 

connect with the Linha do Minho at Vila Nova Famalicao, There is 

another narrow gauge line connecting Porto and Guimarais. These : • 

other lines, radiating outward from Porto, lie, in general, out- 

side the Douro Basin but are important to the commerce of the 
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basin. The hlghway network in the basin is suprisingly good; 

the more so when the comparative apareenesa of population and 

the mountainous character of the terrain are consldered. Sight 

distances are often short, and grades and curves numerous and 

sometimes abrupt, as a consequence of the ruggedness of the 

country, but repairs are meticulously kept up. Much of the 

surfacing is bitumen» 

The Douro is navigated by wooden vessels, called rabelos 

when they have a high stem deck for the steeman, rabões when 

they do not. They are propelled downstream by current or oars, 

and upstream (uroally during the spring and swmmer) by rail, 

when the wind blovrs in from the Atlantic and by oars, polés 

or oxen teams when it does not, They are steered by means of 

long stom sweeps. Mc st of '"ho traffic origina te s belov Pocinho 

and moves downstream, 

D. Electric powor - There are tvro hjídroelectric generrafcing 

stations In the Douro basin (se8 plate 2). One, the Chocalho 

plant on the Vsrosa PI ver a snall south bank tributary, has an 

installed sapaclty of 10,240 kw, The other, Freigil, on the 

Cabrum Pi.var, another tributary enbering from the south, lias an 

installed capacity of 2,500 kw, In the Porto area there are 

two important tkermal stations, Masosrolos and Freixo, vrlth 

■ca.pacities of 11,300 and 14,636 rsspootively, Hie Porto 

industrial area is ccanected by transtniseion lines to the 

nation9s gnnereting facilities, but aside from a 60 kv line 

connecting the Can4oos sterm plant in the Avo Ri ver Basin vdth the 

Chocalho plant, and then raiioin.g scuth to the Serra da Estrela 



system (see Plate 5) the rest of the basin is practically devoid 

of transmission and distribution facilitles, The 60 kv line 

mentloned above supplies Vila Real, Jales (silver mines), 

Lamego and Castro Daire; and the southern branch is connected 

to the Freigal plant at Castro Daire. 

E. Irrigation - There is one existing irrigation developsnent 

in the basin. An area In the valley of the Vilarica, a right 

bank tributary of the Sabor, is susceptible of irrigation, and 

considerable study has been given it by the State. It is 

discussed later in Chapter V. 

F. flool bcrt-rol - The Douro basin has been inhabited for 

so many years that in general its populace h3,s learned through 

experience of many floods, not to encroach with vineyards or 

vulnerable structures int^ che normal flood zone. In general, there 

are no flood control improvoiaents along the Douro or its tri- 

butariès. The question of flood Control is considerei further 

in Chapter VI. 
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CHAPTER II 

METHODS OF PRESENT STUDY 

1.. Field Work 

The study has entailed operations both in Portugal and in 

New York, From January to late April of 1952 a staff consisting 

of a resident engineer, a geologist, a hydroelectric engineer, 

a hydraulic engineer, and a-navigation engineer was quartered in 

Portugal, From time to time the group was augmented by special 

consultants in the fields of electrical engineering, dam con- 

struction, mining, and geclogy, retajned under the provisions 

of the contract. The special consultants includsd; Mr. Maurice 

R. Scharff, Consulting Engineer, and his associates, Mr. Franklin 

J. Leorbnrger, Consulting Electrical Engineer and Mr, Joseph R. 

Weiss, Consulting Mechanical Engineer; Dr. William P, Crcager, 

Consulting Hydraulic Engineer; Mr. James Fierce and other engineers 

of Pierce Management, Inc., Engineers and Mine Managers; and Dr. 

F, A. Nickell, Consulting Gsologist. Ali the special consultants 

except Mr. Jcsoph R. Weiss visited Portugal. 

A central office was raaintainsd in Llsbon. A great many of 

the necessary data were in the files of the various Government 

agencies and private business organiaations having their head- 

quarters in the capital. There also were available for cônsulta- 

tion many of the key personnel in both State and private establish- 

ment s. Much time, however, was spent in the Douro Basin, particu- 

larly in Porto. The field aspects of the study included numerous 

trips of inspection up the valleys of the Douro and its tributardes 
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visits to ali important power projecta both hydroelectrical and 

thermal in Portugal; inspection of coal and iron ore deposita 

and mining operations; and conferences vrith various port authori- 

ties, mining interests, the Port Wine Instltute in Porto and in 

Régua, electric power interests both public and private, manu- 

facturing and marketing organizations, Government officials, 

economists, and, of course, engineers. 

It seems appropriate at this point to express appreciation 

for the courteous, intelligent and willing cooperation and the 

unfailing patlence encountered in ali relations with Government 

officials, their assistants, and private individuais. 

2. Work in New York Office 

Upon return of the staff (with the exception of the resident 

engineer) to New York, the group was reinforced by specialists in 

several fields drawn frora the Engineers staff, as the varying 

needs of the work required, and by computing, drafting and steno- 

graphic personnel. The data procured in Portugal were processed in 

such fashion as the nature of each particular phase of the study 

demanded. Many conferences were held with the special consultants 

regarding matters pertaining to their respective field. 

3. Coal and Iron Ore Studies 

The studies of coal and iron ore were made by Pierce Manage- 

ment Inc. and its Associates but close contact was maintained both 

by means of mail and telephone and by personal visits to Scranton, 

Pa., by members of the Engineers staff, and to New York by 

members of the staff of the cônsultant. 
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4. Thennal Power Plant Studles 

The problem of using Pejao coals to generate thennal power, 

was exhaustively explored by both the electrical and mechanlcal 
I kX- 

departments of the Engineer5 s organlzation; by discussions with 

the electrical, mechanlcal, and coal consultante; and by confer- 

ence with forelgn and domestic roanufacturers of the various types 

of equipment Involved. 

5. Navigation Studles 

In connection with navigation studles, discussions were held 

with the staff of the Mutual Security Agency in Paris, and visits 

were made to navigation tunnels in France, in additlon to field 

investigations in Portugal. In the United States, contacts were 

arranged with representatives of the Corps of Engineers, U. S. 

Army, in Washington, D. C., and Vicksburg, Mississippl, with 

special consultants, and with various prlvate organizatlons 

engaged in the manufacture of boats and barges and in commerclal 

towing operations. The problems encountered proved to be quite 

complex. The study involved conslderation of the means for im- 

provement of the river to provlde dependable navigation, the 

potential river commerce that would follow improvement, and the 

savlngs that it would effect over the use of the transportation 

media presently available, Various alternative methods of 

improvlng the river proper and óf improving its mouth or provid- 

ing means for barge cargoes for export to reach ships at Leixões 

instead of at Porto, had to be considered, as well as means for 

handling the commoditles onto and from the barges. 

In general, when structures or improvements similar to those 
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plànned were fomd to be exLstent in Portugal, local practice 

in design was adhered to, but in many instances, unfortunately, 

no parallel existed, 

6. Hydroelectric Power Studles 

In order to compute the output of existing hydroelectric 

installations and to determine the performance of future proposed 

projecta it was necessary to study, correlate, adjust, and in 

some instances to synthesize flow records, which in most cases, 

however, were found to be existent and of satisfactory length, 

A large volume of records for the entire country was brought to 

New York where the figures were studied and analyzed, concurrently 

with study and correlation by the resident engineer in Lisbon, with 

whom close liaison was maintained, throughout, In ene case a 

synthetlc 30-year record of daily flows (the Douro River at 

Régua) was computed from basic data with the cooperation of the 

staff of the Hydraulic Services working under the direction of the 

resident engineer. 

Power and load studies were made on a national scale. Data on 

ali hydroelectric plants In Portugal were assembled and operating 

enaracteristics evaluated, becav.se the Douro basin project cannot 

be considerei except as a contributor to the power of the nation 

and has to be fitted into the national production and consumption 

cha ra c t e ri st ic s, 

Close contact was maintained with the electrical and mechanical 

engineer consultants during the power studies. 

7. Arrangement of Report 

The coordinated development of the Douro River involves numer- 
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ous projects, many of which are so interrelated as to make It 

apparent at an early stage that it would be impractical to dis- 

cuss each independently, and would be confusing if it were necessary 

to intersperse observations relatlng to one with references to 

others which ndght not previously have been considered or mentioned. 

It has not proved feasible to avoid situations of the latter type 

altogether, but the attempt has been made to minimize them by 

selecting an crder of presentation with that specific objective 

in view. 

The value of hydroelectric power is measured commonly and con- 

A» a 
veniently by the cost of equivalent thermal power, so the latter 

is discusced before the fomer. 

Annual benefits in the cases of three of the hydroelectric 

proposed for the National Douro depend In part upon cavings which 

vould be made possible by navigation improvement, to which latter 

in tum, the creation of their power pools is indisponsable. 

Navigation benefits themselves will depend in a large measure upon 

the water bome tonnage provided by exploitation of iron ore 

and coal reserves; and the system adopted for exploiting the latter 

affects thermal power generation also. Therefore the report takes 

up the snbject of hydroelectric power la st and discusses the 

questior.-of thermal power just in advance of it. Discusslon of 

thermal power is preceded by discusslon of navigation, and navi- 

gation by diccussion of coal and iron ore potentlalities. 

To avoid an antiollmax, it has seemed best to dlspose of the 

questiona of flood control and irrigation (which do not materially 

influence conelusions relating to the river's development) before 
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taking up the more important and related subjects of navigation and 

power; and finally, in order not to interru.pt the train of thought 

more than necessary, discusslons of hydrology and of routlng of 

flows through the power reservoirs, to the extent that appeared 

requisite to a clear apprehension of the particular problem 

belng discussed, have been made from time to time In the body of 

the report, instead of being assembled and segregated in a separate 

chapter on Hydrology. The numerous statistical data supporting 

them, detailed discussion of flow records and methods of obtálning 

them* are co.llected íix A.pyendlx C, entitled "Hydrology" and of 

routingr. as tI:oy pertaln to individual exlsting projects and to 

proposod projocts on the jlntemational and National Douro, and 

tributários are in Appendix D, entitled "Power Computations". 
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CHAPTER III 

COAL 

lo General Occurrence 

The principal coal deposits of northem Portugal extend for 

about 35 km from a polnt about 10 km N-N¥ of Sao Pedro da Ceva, 

near Ermesinde, SE to the vicinity of Pejao, crossing the Douro 

River at ' Germunde, The portion lying within the Douro Basin 

is shown on Plate 2. In considering the development of the Douro 

Basin, their potentialities as a source of water-bome commerce 

for the river and as a source of thermal electric power were 

deemed to be of such compelling importance as to warrant their 

special investigation by quallfied specialists in the field of 

coal mining. Arrangements were made accordingly, for a special 

coal study to be made by Pierce Management, Inc., as Cônsultants 

to the Engineer, A compi-ehonsive report, covering the subject of 

the Douro Basin coals has boen submitted by Pierce Management and 

is reproduced herewith in full, includlng lllustrations, as Appendlx 

A. 

The Douro Basin's carbonlferous formatlrn, overlain by pre- 

cambrlc and siluric rocks, outerops In places and disapprears In 

others. The maximum vddth of outerop - in the vicinity of Sao 

Pedro da Cova is about a kilometer. The deposits are minod at 

Sao Pedro da Cova (near Porto) and at two worklngs south of the 

Douro, namely at Germunde, and at Fojo. These two mines are cov- 

ered by a single concession and are knovn ccllcctively as the 

Pejao mines. The Sao Pedro da Cova and Pejao areas are the only 
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parts of the deposit whlch exploratton^thus far has,rbnâicated to be 

susceptible of profitable exploitation, The coal is a médium 

grade anthracite with a speciflc gravity, as mined, ranging from 

lo? at Sao Pedro da Cova to 1.5 at Fojo, It is quite friable, 

Much of it occurs mixed with clay, which imparts a dull, greasy 

appearance and a plastic consistency. In places, the coal is 

more solidly roas se d, but is still quite friable and can be reduced 

to dust by pressing between the fingers. Ash and sulphur contents 

both are high, decreasing its heating and industrial value. 

2, Sao Pedro da Cova Mine 

The Sao Podro da Cova workings have been operated since abont 

1820. There are six seams of coal, of which four, varying in 

thlckness frcm 0 to 10 m and averaging 2.5 di are being worked at 

the present time. The current rate of production is about 260,000 

tons a yoar. On the banis of 10 bore holes, Information gained 

from the workings, and recorda of production since 1945» "oertaín" 

and "probable" reserves as of Janvary 1952 are estlmated to be 

about 10,703,000 netric tons. Recovery, in terms of marketable 

fuel, is estimated at about 15%' If the "raost probable" reserve 

be taken as the "rcrbalrl reserve plus ^ the "probable", the 

indicated economic Life of the mine with present rate of production 

is about 25 years. 

Numoroue grados of coal are produced, ranging in aeh content 

from 10^ to 47/o, and In heat value frcm 7170 no 4210 kilo calories 

per kllogram (12,900 to 7,600 Ptu/lb.), The lump sizes are hand- 

plcked, and fines are screened and washed in a Rheolaveur cleanlng 

plant. Rejocts from both processes were fotnd to aggregate 22.4$ 

V • V* 
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of the run of mine production, 

The coal is hauled to Porto over two roads, (dlstances 14 and 

17 km respectively), There is also an electric railroad, and a 

9100 m aerial tramway of 30 tons an hour capacity. 

Sao Pedro da Cova is not on the Douro River and has no occasion 

to use viater transportatlon. Because of lack of water supply, it 

would not be practical to establish a thermal electric generatlng 

plant at the mine. The nearest practical location would be about 

7.5 km distant, on the north bank of the Douro, about 5 km east 

of Porto. The Sao Pedro da Cova mine could expand its production 

and fumish fuel, consisting of washed dust having an ash content 

of about 26% and heating value of 5500 kilo- calories per kg (9900 

BTU/lb.), at a cost, at the plant, of about 188$00 a ton, exclusive 

of profit to the mine owner. Expansion of production rate would, 

of course, shorten the life of the mine. Since the nominal eco- 

nomic life of a steam electric plant is about 35 years, it is 

apparent that even the 25 year mine life based on present rate 

of production is too short for comfort. 

For Sao Pedro da Cova to supply a steam power plant for the 

duration of the plantas usefui life would require a reduction in 

present total rate of coal output (in order to lengthen the life 

of the mine to 35 years) and diversion of a portion of this re- 

duced output away from present customers to the new steam plant. 

Unless the new steam plant was quite small, there would not be 

much coal available for other users. 

3. Pejao Mines 

The Germunde and Fojo mines, which are operated by a single 

-Lax* ■■ l'. 
I e C.T 
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concessionaire, and together are knov/n as the Pejao Mines, are 

located respectively on the left bank of the Douro RIver at the 

northwest and of the concession, and at the south east end of 

the concession, about 7 km inland. They are connected by a narrow 

gage (60 cm) mine-ovmed railway about 10 km long. Ali of the coal 

is processed at Germunde. Hand-picklng alone is used and the 

marketable products, which comptise grades ranglng from 17.73$ 

to 27.71$ ash content and from 6l60 to 5340 kilogram calories per 

kllogram in heatlng value, are loaded from the picking sheds into 

rabaos of 40 to 60 ton capacity for water transport to Porto. The 

present annual output is about 260,000 tons, of which about 25$ is 

formed into brlquettes at Porto. The brlquettes are sold to rail- 

roads, industry and householders, The concessionaire expects to 

increase cutput to 360,000 tons in 1953. 

It is estlmated that the average run-of-mine coal in both the 

Sao Pedro da Gosa and the Pejao workings vdll average about 37è$ 

ash content. Since in the case of Sao Pedro da Cova, the results 

of full seam mlning, combined with hand-picklng, screening and 

washing yield coals ranglng in ash content up to 47$, the produc- 

tlon at Pejao by hand-picking alone of fuels havlng maximum ash 

content of 27.71$ indicates that the selective raining as now 

practiced at Pejao must leave in the ground a considerable tonnage 

from which generally usable fuel might be recovered by the use 

of cleanlng and wahlng devices, or which might, wlth a modlcum of 

hand-picking, and employment of speclal combustlon equipment, be 

used in a local steam plant to produce electric power. lhe estl- 

mated Pejao reserves are listed In Table III-l. 

« 
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TABLE III-l 

ESTIMATED PEJAO RESERVES 

Certaln Re- Probable Re- Prob.able Total 
serves (tons) serves (tens) (tons)  

Germunde 6,303,396 5,060,747 11,452,143 

Fojo 4,200,000 15,000,000 19,200,000 

TOTAL - 10,583,396 20,068,747 30,652,143 

The Germunde reserves are calcuiated from the results of 8 

bore holes and the mlnlng operations, whlle the Fojo reserves are 

computed from the mining operations, plus the evidence of only 

one bore hole. The drilling of additlonal bore holes is in pro- 

gress in the Fojo area, and the results are expected to increase 

the "certain" reserves, It seems quite likely also, that additional 

reserves will come to light in the area to be exploited by the 

Germunde mine, which is a frlrly new development. 

If the "most probable" reserves agaln be considered to be 

the sum of those in the "certain" category, plus one kalf of those 

in the "probable", a reserve of about 20,618,000 tons is indicated; 

of which it is estimabed that 70% could be recovered in the form 

of marketable coal by the use of full seam mining and modem 

cleaning procedures, At the present rate of output (260,000 tons 

a year) this indicates a ndne life of about 55 years, from which 

it follows that production could be increased to supply a sizeable 

steam power plant vdthout depriving present consumers, and without 

shortenlng the life of the mines below the normal life span of a 

thermal generating station. 

If 
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Two operational procedures are feasible. One is to continue 

present methods of hand-picking coal for the general trade, but in 

addition, to mine for delivery to the power plant the lower grade 
/ v-* S*-.'-''■ 

< Ax- / 

cT ^ 
fuels which are not presently marketable and so are not exploited. 

A»** 
■ / ^ 

The other course would be to use full-seam mlnlng, separate the 

fines by air, and wash the resldue. The fines, which would in- 

clude everything less than 0.04 cm in size, would have an ash 

content of about 20$ and heat value of about 5é94 kilo^caloríes per 

kllogram (10,250 B.t.u. per pound). The washed coal, which would 

comprise about 70$ of the marketable product would have about 

18$ ash content and 5840'kilo-calorles per kg (10,526 B.t.u. per 

pound), Both the fines and the washed coal would be fuels uni- 

fom In character and of considerably higher quallty then the 

general run of domestic coal now available, The washed coal would 

be marketable without further processlng. The fines probably 

o. / 'T- ^ 
would have to be pressed into briquettes befcre being marketed 

unless they vrere bumed in the thermal generatíng station. 

It is estimated that by full seam mining of 575,000 tons a 

year, some 383,000 tons a year of marketable fuel can be produced 

for a period of about 38 years, i, e., for the normal life span of 

a thermal electric station, assuxnlng it is bullt within a reasonable 

time. The fuels produced would consist of about 120,000 tons of 

fines and 263,000 tons of washed coal. 

It is estimated that the 20$ ash Pejao fines, which repreoent 

the fuel nearest that considered for the Sao Pedro da Cova thermal 

plant previously discussed, would cost to produce, without profit, 

about 175$00 a ton. At the time the coal study was made, it was 
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planned to build the staam plant, if one were built, on the right 

bank of the Douro across the rlver from the mines, and the eetlma- 

ted cost of deliveiy and etorage of fuel was about 25^00 a ton. 

Puwther study, however, indicated for reasons which are discussed 

in Chapter IX the preferability of a site near the picking sheds 

on the left bank. Delivery to a plant located near the picking sheds 

would cost probably not more than 3$25 a ton, making cost at plant 

about 173^25 a ton. Ihus, since the heat value would be 10,250 

Btu./lb., as compared with 9900 for the Sao Pedro da Cova fuel, 

it caems safely asoumable that Pejao would offer lower fuel cost 

as well as satisfactory length of life, It is to be noted in this 

connection that the production costs discussed above are just that, 

and that their relationshíp to actual selling prices named by the 

producers remains to be determined, 

If the 20^ ash fines were used as fuel, a 25,000 kw generating 

plant at Gemunde would require about 92,000 tons a year, which 

would leave about 291,000 tons a year for present customers and 

for water haul between Germunde and Porto, This would exceed the 

present output of 260,000 tons available to the market, but 

would fali short of the 360,000 tons output which the concess- 

ionaire has premised for. It was intimated by the concessionaire 

that still greater increases were planned for subsequent years, 

The use of the waehed coal as fuel would reduce thennal plant 

requirements to 88,000 tons a year, which would leave 295>000 

tons for the trade and for river commerce. 

Plerce Management estimates that if cleaning procedures are 

not adopted, the mine production could be expanded sufficiently 

íjXA-ii 
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to produce 500,000 tons of hand-picked coal a year, but its 

quality and unifonnity presumably could not compare "with that 

of the products of the screening and washing process. No doúbt, 

under such a plan of operation, the very lowest grade fuels would 

be used for power production. If it used k5% ash fuel, the ther- 

mal plant wo-uld reqoire 167,000 tons a year, which with total 

production of 500,000 tons would Xeave 330,000 tons a year for 

other marketso 

Thus, the Pejao ndnes could support a 25,000 lew thennal plant 

throughout its usefui life and at the same time provide existing 

marketn with 333,000 tons a year of low grade fuelc or with 

291,000 to 295,000 tons of uniform, hlgh grade fuel» 

It is believed that the greatest benefits would result from 

the adcptlon of full seaii1. mining operations and the separation of 

the coal into 20^ ash fines and 18^ ash washed coal. On this basis, 

the tonnage to be barged via river to Porto would be from 291,000 

to 295,000 tons a year. 

: í1- a* ^ ^ j A--- 
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CHAPTER IV 

IRON ORE 

1. General 

The iron oro deposita of the Douro basin were from the incep- 

tion of the study, recognized as important potential sources of 

ri ver commerce. As f.ield work progressed, it gradnally be carne 

apparent that In order to reach sovnd conclnsions as to the profenble 

usable tomage of the deposlts, and also as to their economic-signi- 

ficance, (which bade fair to be profound if they tumed cut to be 

susceptible of profd.tabie exploitation) it would be desirable to 

call in eypsrts in the field of iron mining who would be competent 

to appralse both the probable volnne of the reserves and the market- 

abllity of the ores at the prices at which they could bo produced; 

and also to suggest the mcst advantageous treatirent and dlsposltion 

with reepect of eaeh of the several deposits. 

The time available was not sufficient for a complete study and 

analysis, but an agreement was consummated vrith the Portuguese Govern- 

ment, represented dn thio instance by the Presidente Comissão Técnica 

de Cooperação Económica, by the terms of whdch Pierce Management, 

Inc., was engaged to make, through the Engineer, a prellminary exam- 

ination of the quality of the ore reserves of the Vila Cova, Guadra- 

mll and Mcncor\ro areas, and their suitability for the production 

of pig iron and steel, uslng Portuguese coalsj to suggest the pro- 

per location for possible pig iron or steel plants in the Dourô 

basin with respect to sources of raw materiais; estimate produc- 

tion and delivery costs of the ore for domesbic and foreign use; 
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assess its competitive posltion on the present and future world 

market; and make prellminary recommendation for its exploitation 

and use In Portugal or other countries, The study and the report 

thereon have been nade, and the latter, transmltted to the Portu- 

guese Government under date of July 25, 1952, is reproduced In 

full herevdth as Appendlx B, includlng mapa and illustrations. 

2. Vila Cova Deposita 

The Vila Cova deposits are on the southeast slope of the 

Alto do Siao, about 1 km north of the village of Vila Cova, which 

is about 9 km northwest of Vila Real, the nearest railway shipping 

point. The distance by present road from Vila Cova to Vila Real 

is 22 km but a new road is being built which will reduce it to 

14.5 km, 

The ore is a hard magnetite containlng about 35$ iron and 33$ 

silica. The bands are narrow and the rocks in which it occurs 

are closely folded. There are positive reserves of about 25,000 

tons and probable reserves of an equal amount, Possibly an addl- 

tional 50,000 tons may be inferred, Inclúding the "inferred" 

reserve, the aggregate amounts to 100,000 tons, Most of the ore 

will have to be mined underground and the percentage of extraction 

is unlikely to exceed 75$. The only concentration practlced at 

the present time is by picking out the less desirable material by 

hand, but magnetic concentration should be entirely feasible, and 

by proper application should be able to beneficiate to 65$ iron, 

or, if fine grinding is resorted to, possibly to 69$. If the 

ore is concentrated to 65$ iron or better, it should find a ready 

market in England, France and Belgium, It can be truck-hauled to 
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Vila Real, placed aboard the narrow gauge railroad at that point, 

and transferred to broad-gauge cara at Régua; or, in the event that 

the Douro is improved for navigation before the deposits are worked 

out, transshipped to barges at Régua. 

Production probably will not exceed 30,000 tons a year. The 

size of the deposit is so small that unless extensive additional 

reserves should come to light, exploitation would appear to have 

little hearing upon the National economy, or upon the economic 

justiflcation of the improvement of the Douro River for navigation. 

3. Guadramil Deposits 

The Guadramil iron ore deposits are near the top of a low 

range of hllls on the high plateau about 37 km by road northeast 

of the town of Bragança in the province of Traã-oa-Montes. The 

road between the deposits and Bragança consists of 7 km of ungraded 

single traçk earth road, 10 km of graded highway vdth earth or 

gravei surface, and 20 km of graded water bound macadam. The 

deposits cover about 325 hectares and are taken up by 7 concessions, 

one of which has been abandoned and one of which is for gold. None 

of the concessions is being worked. 

The ore occurs in three beds. Two stand nearly vertical and 

the third, lying between the other two, dips north about 35°. 

The strike is northwest-southeast, The outcrop ore where any 

remains, is almost typical "brown ore", but only the harder ores 

are left, the Romans having mined the softer material. Above water 

levei the ore is limonite and hydrous hematite. Below water levei 

it is siderite, hard and gray and unoxldized when first mined, 

but changing rapidly to reddish brown. The limonite contains about 
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which would not require the construction of energy dissipating devices 

below the weir, are estimated to be: 

Contos 

Weir»  37,4.63 

Lock  64.383 

101,846 

Anmial charges would include: 

1. Operation of lock  201.3 

2. Maintenance of lock  . 100.6 

3. i.iaintenance of weir  52.6 

4. Dredging in Pool  57.5 

5. Interest 2.1%  2800.8 

6. Amortization, (1.403/S @ 2.75^, int., 
40 years sinking fund) .... 1428.8 

46a. 4 

This is believed to represent the cheapest structure that can be anti- 

cipated. 

If it should develop, that instead of being sound rock, the founda- 

tion is sand to gpeat depths, the structure should be pile supported a.nd 

protected against failure through erosion of the river bed. Protection 

upstream probably would entail the construction of a 50 foot wide rein- 

forced concrete blanket with a sheet pile cut-off and riprap protection 

at its upstream edge. Inmediately below the weir, heavy riprap and 

mattress protection should be provided, and the latter probably should 
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be carried dovjnstream as much as 100 feet beyond the stilling basin 

in order to insure stable slopes below the structure if floods pouring 

over the weir should excavate the river to great depths. An articulated 

concrete mattress has been assvuned for this duty, but an 18 inch layer 

of riprap probably v.rould suffice if the river bed v."ere deepened by 

dredging and paved in advance of the flood season; and it uight be 

safe to pave without dredging if the situation v/ere kept under ciose 

observation and the blanket of riprap renewed or extended as the erosion 

pattem required. 

The construction cost vith a sand foundation v/ould increase about 

32,602 contos to the new total of contos and anmial charges 

v/ould rise to about 6,105 contos. 

The lift required at Ataes is so great that it has not seemed 

practical to provide a movable crest dain v/ith a navigation pass. It 

víould, however, be feasible, and in many uays desirable to provide a 

uovable crest v/hich v.ould enable the operatin- crev/ to aaintain pool 

stage at 6.7 n except during sizable floods. Designs using Sidney 

gates and those using combiuations of Chanoine-Pascaud v/ickets and 

bear traps for the raovable crest have been investigated. Construction 

costs for the tv/o types do not differ greatly. The use of Sidney gates 

nould elininate many operational difficulties inherent in wicket mani- 

pulation. Plate 7 shov;s crosi sections of the dam both v;ith Sidney 

gates and v:ith wickets and bear traps. The Sidney gates, 10 in number, 

v/ould be 60 feet wide and 16 feet high (18.3 m by A.SS in), thus placing 

the sill levei at elevation 1.82 ia raean sea levei. The final 72 m of 
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the structure next the left bank would be a solid weir vdth crest of 

6.7 ra. 

If the raovable dam were coraprised of bear traps and Chanoine- 

Pascaud vdckets instead of Sidney gates, a length of 80 m of solid 

weir at elevation 6.7 m would be used next to the bank; three bear 

traps each 27.8 m long with a sill at 1.82 m elevation, 72.5 m of 

vvickets with sill at 1.82 m elevation, and 30 m of longer v/ickets, 

with sill at 0.6 m elevation. 

There would be advantages in the adoption of a movable crest weir, 

in addition to the advantage of a reduction in the length and height of 

the backwater line. For example, with ali gates open during floods, the 

sand movement would be practically uninhibited and, while only 57.5 

contos has been estimated for annual dredging in the case of the solid 

weir, there would be additional benefit in having a weir so low that 

even if sand accumulated to the top of it, there \vould be ample depth 

for navigation. Opening the crest gates would obviate the extremely 

high velocities during moderate floods which the large differences in 

elevations between the upper and lower pocls created by a high fixed 

weir would engender. Control of the pool would also permit reducing 

the height of the lock while still keeping it in operation during larger 

floods. With the lock gates carried only to elevation 9.7 m they would 

have about 1 m of freeboard when flov; reached 6,000 ra^/s, which corres- 

ponds to a frequency of once in about years. With a raovable crest 

weir, the operation and raaintenance of the lock would cost no raore than 

with a fixed weir, but annual costs of the weir would increase raaterially. 
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The estimated construction cost of a lock and movable dam com- 

posed of bear traps, rickets, and solid v;eir section, assuming a rock 

foundation will be 125,239 contos and 157,953 contos on a sand founda- 

tion. The estimated construction cost of the alternative employing 

Sidney gates will be 140,398 contos on a rock foundation and 172,626 

contos on a sand foundation. Table VII-1 shows annual costs for both 

types, on rock and on sand foundations, respectively. 
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TABLE VII-1 

AI^UAL CQSTS OF AT/úLS LOCK íUmD iviOVABLE GREST VvEIfl 

Bear Traps, Wickets & liTeir 
Rock foundation Sand fouudation 

Items 

Operation of lock 

Maintenance of lock 

Operation of bear 
traps and wickets 

Maintenance of bear 
traps 

Operation of Sidney 
gates 

Maintenance of Sidney 
gates 

Maintenance of dam 

Maintenance of arti- 
culated inat 

Contos 

201.3 

100.6 

616.7 

83.4 

63.2 

Interest 

Amortization 

Totais 

3,443.9 

1,^7.1 

6,324.3 

Contos 

201.3 

100.6 

616.7 

83.4 

129.4 

67.3 

4,343.5 

2.216.0 

7,816.3 

Rock foundation 
Contos 

201.3 

100.6 

270.2 

74.8 

109.3 

3,861.1 

1.969.4 

6,586.7 

Sidney Gates 

Sand foundation 
Contos 

201.3 

100.6 

270.2 

74.8 

172.5 

67.3 

4,746.6 

2^ 421.9 

8,055.2 



It would be perhaps too optinistic to assume, for purposes of 

estimatin^ the overall economics of the proposed navigation improvement, 

that sound rock foundations v/ill be found both at Ataes and at Entre- 

os Rios; and too pessimistic to assume sand at both sites. A coneerva- 

tive compromise would seem to be the assumption of a movable crest dam 

on sand at Ataes and a movable crest structure on sound rock at Entre 

os Rios. The data presented permit the computation of net benefits by 

the substitution of less costly structures at Ataes however, and the 

concluding pages of the chapter briefly discuss them. 

(3) Entre os Rios Lock and Dam - The lift frora lower 

pool to upper pool at Entre os Rios is only 3»55 n (from 6.7 m to 

10.25 m above raean sea levei), so the dam is a much sraaller structure 

than the one at Ataes. It would consist of a low concrete xveir v/.ith 

Chanoine-Pascaud v/ickets and bear traps, and would have a navigable pass 

which tows could traverse when the lock was overtopped, It is assumed 

to be founded on rock. 

The lock again would be 56 by A50 feet (17 by 13S m) in usable 

chamber sise, with top of gates at elevation 12 m. 

The cost of construction is estimated to be 83,233 contos, in- 

cluding A9,838 contos for the lock and 33,4-00 contos for the dam. 
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TABLE VII-2 

AMNUAL COST OF ENTRE OS RIOS LOCK AND DAM 

Items Contos 

Maintenance of Lock 201.3 

Operation of Lock 100.6 

Operation of Bear Traps 616.7 
and vdckets 

Maintenance of Bear Traps 33.A 

Maintenance of Wickets A3.1 

Maintenance of Dams 61.8 

Interest 2,289.0 

Aiaortization 1,167.8 

Tobal 4,563.7 

4. Navigation Improvements Required at Foa do Douro 

A. Existing conditions - In order for iron ore from Moncorvo or 

other river-borne freight to be exported, they must reach ocean-going 

ships at or near the coast. The Douro River empties directly into the 

open ocean. There is no einbayment, no outlying protection of any kind, 

against Atlantic stonas. The river brings dov/n large quanbities of 

sand in floods, v/hich, after deposition just off shore, is rer/orked by 

the ocean to form a sand cape (cabedelo) across the river"s mouth. 

The sea itself brings sand southvvard along the shore, and the water 

frequently is so rough that the corabination of sand and vvaves and 

weather raakes the passage between sea and river usually a difficult, 

hazard operation, often a hazardous one, and ali too frequently impos- 

sible. Once inside the river, a channel (raaintained by dredging) is 
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found to the docks along the v/atei" fronts of both Porto and Gaia, but 

as illustrated by Plate 6, the thalweg, directed by the rocky right 

bank into the cabedelo and deflected northv/ard by the latter is lilcely 

to be difficult to navigate, Llany fishing craft and sor.ie small freigh- 

ters brave the hazards and accept the uncertainties of the entrance. 

Portuguese engineering literature has suggestod various plans for 

remedying the situation, but no comprehensive improveraent has been 

undertaken. Instead, an artificial harbor has been created by raeans 

of breakwaters and dredging at the mouth of the little Rio Leca about 

5 km northv/ard of the mouth of the Douro River. This harbor, known as 

Leixões, is now the principal port. It handles about 1,000,000 tons of 

cargo a year, v/hich almost represents its saturabion point. Plans are 

being considered for enlarging its capacity by dredging an additional 

basin farther inshore anu building additional docks, and it is understood 

that the six-year plan for public vork, 1953-1953, contemplates the al- 

location of 175,000 contos to the undertaking and also includes pro- 

vi sion of a quai at Gaia costing 35,000 contos. 

The eea is too rough betv/een Foz do Douro and Leixões to permit 

river tov/s to proceed to the Leixões docks vi th regularity and safety. 

The export of river comncrce accordingly requires the improvement of 

Foz do Douro so that ocean vessels can enter the harbor of Porto-Gaia 

safely and easily to load, or the employment of some method of trans- 

porting barge cargoes to the Leixões docks, safer than putting barges 

into the open ocean, and preferably cheaper than transfar by means of 

ocean going lighters. Four plans which seera physically possible have 
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been considered in the course of the present study. 

At the D. Luiz Bridge which is about 5 Ion upstream from the 

Cantareira tide gage, the river is tbout 160 ra \vide and quite deep - 

some 8 m or so belov; hydrographic zer j, which is 1.93 m below mean sea 

levei. Eiver widths and depths vary betveen the bridge and the mouth. 

FJherever the width of the river is about 200 m, a good channel of 6 m 

depth obtains. But in the lower 1.5 km ot its course, where widths 

of A00 to 500 ra prevail, depths of A to A.5 m are the maxima. The 

river bed is predominantly sand, although rock occurs at elevation of 

about 6 m beloiv hydrographic zero in the vicinity of the mouth. 

Plate 8a shows low water conditions of November-December 1951 at the 

mouth of the Douro River, 

In winter, southwest and northwest winds blow v/ith about equal 

frequency, but the southwest winds are the strongest, During the other 

three sAasons of the year, the raost frequent and likewise the strongest 

winds blow from the north and northwest; and southwest winds are in- 

frequent. Thus, there are north and northwest v/inds throughout the 

year, but in v/inter tine the strongest winds are frora the southwest, 

and their frequency is also about the saiae as the north and northwest 

winter v/inds. It is the southwest winds which presumably extend the 

cabedelo farthest northward across the river's mouth. 

The tidal range at the mouth is 3 to A m, but the tidal basin, 

becuuse of the steep high banlcs of the river and the absencA of tri- 

butários near the sea, is sraall. The advance of the sand cape across 

the river's mouth progressively reduces the volume of tiaal inflow and 
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so reduces the daily scouring action - particularly upon the sand 

deposita landward of the entrance. 

The suramer flov;s of the Douro River oiten are quite low and such 

flows do not carry much sand. But they do carry some, and sand also 

deposits in the broad reach near the mouth during the falling stages 

of floods. It is averred that a dredge cut made through the shoal in 

the river proper, stays open until a new flood comes along - which 

means, in general, that it stays open throughout the low water season. 

(l) Jetties plan - If sea jetties v/ere built, the in- 

ference v/ould seem to be that if they v/ere spaced more than 200 m 

apart, the waters of subsiding river floods v/ould leave fluvial deposits, 

shoaling the channel betv/een them just as the wide channel of the river 

itself shoals; but that if a navigation cut were dredged through this 

shoal, it v;ould stay open just as it does in the river. It is believed 

that for the types of ocean vessels that vould be used for the rnovement 

of iron ore, v;ine and such miscellaneous cargoes as the ports of Porto 

and Gaia might offer a channel 200 m wide and 6 m below hydrographic 

zero would suffice. 

The frequent winds not only move sand into the river's mouth, but 

they also maice the sea rough and the passage hazardous even when depth 

of entrance channel may be adequate. In heavy seas the port has to be 

closed to ocean traffic. Because the major hazards to navigation 

entering the harbor of Porto stern from the winds and resultant sand 

movements, the first step tov/aru improving the port for dependable 6 ra 

ocean navigation would appear to be construction of sea jetties. 
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The least expensive systern wo\iId be a pair of jetties carried to 

an elevation 6 m or more above hydrographic zero (4-.07 ia auove mean 

sea levei) and constituting extensions respecfcively, of the erdsting 

north jetty, and the mohle Lniz Gomez de Carvalho on the south. If 

directed somewhat south of west, as indicated on Plate 6, the jetties 

v;ould shelter shipping from the most prevalent gales (northvvest) v;hile 

it v/as entering the mouth of the riverj v/ould protect it fairly v/ell 

against southwest vvindsj and v/ould prevent the rebuilding of the cabedelo 

northv/ard of the south jetty line, after the sand once had been removed. 

The opening betv/een jetties so located is about 400 rn - ample to admit 

flov/ to the tidal prism upstream, and it is believed, to permit shipping 

to enter and leave without undue difficulty of hazard. 

The jetties should be carried out at least to the ninus 10 m con- 

tour, and farther if funds permit, and should be built to that limit 

during a period of lou river flow vdiich has penaitted the r/aves to 

move the sand inshore. A channel 200 m v/ide would be dredged through 

the sand, and through such rock as v/ill be encountered, from the minus 

6 m contour belov hydrographic zero in the ocean to the minus 6 contour 

in the river. 

V/hen a sizable flood in the river occurs, it v/ill deposit sand 

seaward of the jetties - but as the depths there are considerable, it 

seeras unlikely that a channel v/ill need to be dredged through the de- 

posit to attain a depth of 6 m belov/ lov/est low tidej and as the action 

of the v/aves seeiaingly is alv/ays to v/ash av/ay the bar after the flood 

subsides, the deposit should not be cumulative from flood to flood. 
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There is, however, anòther soxirce of sand. It is brought south- 

v;ard along the coast frora the moubhs of the rivers north of the Douro 

Ri ver by the v/ave action induced by the prevailing north and northwest 

winds. Before the building of the artificial harbor of Leixões (1883 

to 1892), the shore above the Douro River vas a sand beach. The Leixões 

breakwaters trapped the sand, and the v;ave action rhich formerly had 

Icept the beaches replenished, forthv/ith proceeded to denude bhem. 

After about 30 years, sand began finding its way around the outer end 

of the upper brealo.vater at Leixões. Dredging at the harbor entrances 

has been required annually since 1903, and the beaches below Leixões 

are again receiving sand. Some years ago the north breakwater at 

Leixões nas extended to the uiinus 18 ra contour, but construction vas 

by neans of such large monoliths that sand can pass through it, so 

dredging continues to be necessary. The annual requirenent seems to 

have substantially stabilized at some 200,000 The present charge 

for the hopper dredging required is 8$00/m^, or about 1600 contos a 

year. The sand always appears at the sarae place. 

It seems certain that in the course of the years, the southvard 

moving sands will accumulate along the north jetty of the Foz do Douro, 

if one is built, and ultimately v/ill advance across the entrance to the 

jetty channel. There they vill encounter the corabined river and tidal 

flov/, but it seems too optiaistic to expect this action to prevent the 

formation of a shoal area around the end of the north jetty. The 

annual volume of required dredging should not exceed that at Leixões, 

however, and if delayed for possibly 20 years by the time required for 
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sand to vvork to the outer end of the jetty, the annual dredging re- 

quireraent throughout a AO year economic life v/ould average only 100,000 

3 
m . Just hov.r the sands brought dom by the Douro River v/ill effect 

those moving dom the coast, is difficult to predict. 

Between the jetties, shoaling \Tould be pre-eminently due to 

fluvial rather than to marine deposits. It has been noted previously 

that where the width between river banks is 200 m or less, a satis- 

factory channel of 6 m depth exists, v/hereas shoaling occurs v/hen 

v/idths increase to A00 ra. It may prove desirable eventually to create 

a 200 m low stage flov; chamei through the lov/er, broad, portion of 

the river anu through the jetty channel itself, by ineans of low train- 

ing walls. 

The cost of jetty and training wall construotion would greatly 

exceed the cost of the simple jetty system first discussed, and it 

is possible that the increase in resultant amuai charges for the more 

ambitious system would nullify the savings represented by reduction in 

dredging costs. In any event, it would not be desirable to aake the 

training walls landward of the jetties very high. To do so could be 

to induce hannful velocities in both the river and jetty chameis. 

The execution either of the simple jetty scheme or the jetty 

and training wall scheme would require removal of sand and rock be- 

tween the confining structures, seaward of the east edge of the 

cabedelo and northward of the Carvalho ilohle. In either scheme, the 

spoil would be deposited in the existing chamei north of the present 

cabedelo. In the scheme for jetties only there would be the hope 
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that the permanent channel could be induced to form as an extension 

of the present alignraent of the river thalv;eg. In the jetties and 

training v/alls scheme, the low—víater flov/ would have no alteruative 

but to follovr this desired course, 

Flood floivs of the river would spill over the training walls 

both to the north and south. A saddle should be maintained in the 

cabedelo sufficiently low to provide an outlet for floodwaters before 

harmful velocities could develop in jetty or training wall channel. 

If the jetties scheme is adopted, a training wall should be 

built fron Cantareira to the shore end of the north jetty, in order 

to eliminate the eddy and turbulence engendered by the rock projec- 

tion at Cantareira. 

Construction cost of the jetty plan, including 1,566,600 of 

sand removal at 5SOO/m3} and 70,000 of rock romoval at 330$00/ni^, 

is estimated at 239,575 contos. Of this sura, the jetties and the 

training wall belov; Cantareira account for 197,805 contos. 

Based upon experience at Leixões, an annual maintenance charge 

of 1% of construction cost has been assumed for the proposed jetties 

and training wall. Annual dredging requirements have been assumed as 

100,000 at 8$00 and 592,000 m-^ at 5^00} the latter representing 

annual. maintenance of the channel and any necessary work required to 

insure the existonce of a saddle in the cabedelo for relief of floods. 

Adding interest charges of 2.75/3 per annum and araortization on a 46 

year basis brings total annual charges to 15,694 contos. 
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The iiaproveraent of the mouths of rivers, involving ocean currents, 

v/inds, v/aves, sand movement and variable sfcreaia flov; is quite likely 

to prove disappointing as v;ell as expensive ix undertaken vvithout 

exhaustive research and study of local conditions. The construction 

of the works outlined above under no circurastances should be undertaken 

until experiments vá th a raovable bed raodel of appropriate scale have 

indicated that results are likely to approximate those desired. The 

Hydraulics Laboratory in Lisbon is well equipped to make such a study - 

which in ali probability will suggest various edjustinents or niodifi- 

cations of the layout here presented. 

(2) Tunnel plan - As an alterna tive to iiiiproveiaent of 

the river's raouth, a subterranean canal to Leixões, similar to those 

in use in France, has been studied. Leaving the river at a small 

valley about 1000 m above Cantareira (see Plate 6) the first 500 m 

of the route v/ould be open cut, and the next A800 m tunnel, with a 

second open cut leading to the proposed nev; basin at Leixões. The 

tunnel (see Plate 6) would be 13 m wide by 9.5 a in height from floor 

levei of 5.6 meters elevation to the center of the arched roof. A 

lock, 9 m v/ide by 21A m in length would be provided at each end. 

Water levei in the tunnel, noiainally at hydrographic zero, would be 

kept at leveis consistent with the prevailing tides and the elevation 

of the tunnel roof, by pumping. 

Loaded barges would be delivered into the Douro River lock by 

river tov; boats; would be hauled through the tunnel by an electrically 

operated towing nechanism pulling itself along a submerged ciiainj and 
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v/ould be picked up anú inoored in the Leixões basin by a harbor tug. 

Traffic in the tunnel would be one-way only, the tovdng mechanisra de- 

livering e;npty barges at the Douro River lock on return trips. 

Unfortunately, littlc is knov?n of the rock fonnations thru which 

the tunnel vrould pass. Its course - a straight line whose termini 

are fixed within rather narrov; lúaits - apparently traverses the zone 

of contact betv/een grcinite and schist, so some fraguiented rock may be 

encountered, in which tunnel lining v;ill be required. Plelstocene 

formations appear on the ground surface in places, but are thought to 

be only superficial. It has been assumed that 2% of the length of 

the tunnel v/ould require lining. 

The coat of the approach cut and lock at the Douro end v/as approxi- 

mately coraputed, and the assumption made that costs at the Leixões end 

would be the same. 

On the foregoing basis, the first cost of the project, including 

open-cut, tunnel, locks, towing devices, ventilating shaft and equip- 

ment, and illunination is estimated at about 352,738 contos. Annual 

operating and maintenance costs are estimated at 5>670 contos. Interest 

and amortization bring the total annual charges to 20,320 contos. The 

figures do not inclucle any allov/ances for rights of way and damages, 

which however, would be small, it is believed, probably not more than 

2900 contos. 

(3) Coastal canal plan - A third method of transporting 

river cargoes to Leixões v/ould be by means of a canal along the coast. 

Two routes have been considered. Both leave the river at Cantareira 
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and pass through a lock vrhich v/ill coinpensate for differences in 

elevation between river levei and tide levei at Leixões. 

Leaving the lock, the first route (see Plate 6) follov.s in gen- 

eral the highway which traverses the water front. A profile along 

this general alignment was surveyed in 1877. 

The least expensive canal would be one whose width would be just 

sufficient for the passage of a canal tug propelling one ore barge. 

This would require for the ore traffic about four round trips a day ; 

for the tug, which would bring back an empty ore barge on each return 

trip. In straight reaches the canal would be 15 m wide on the bottom, 

at elevation A m below iTydrographic zero. This would provide, at 

extreme low tide, about 1,25 m of water beneath a loaded barge, and 

3 m on each side between the barge and the bank. VJith so small a 

water prism, speed of raoveuent would have to be slow. At higher tides 

it could be increased somewhat. On curves, the canal width would have 

to be increased in proportion to the sharpness of curvature. The 

landward edge of the canal, along which a protective parapet 1.25 m 

high would be provided for safety to pedestrians and vehicular traffic, 

would lie, in so far as practicable, at the seaward edge of the highway. 

This would not be feasible at ali points. Lear the Douro River end, 

the route v/ould require the removal of a nuraber of buildings, Consid- 

erable park property would be destroyed also. 

At places, the seaward edge would be exposed to the ocean. About 

900 m of breakwater protection to elevation + 8 m would be provided. 
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The channel rould pass through ths south brealci/vater at Leixões, and 

a dredged basin equipped with mooring dolphins v/ould be provided 

just beyond it, vrhere the canal tug could tie up loaded barges pending 

final placement shipside by a harbor tug and could pick up empties 

delivered by the latter. Tv/o railv/ay crossings, for v;hich bascule 

bridges are proposed, would be required at the Leixões end of the 

route. Foot bridges would be provided at intervals of a fev; blocks 

between Leixões and the Douro River, for access to the bathing beaches. 

No attempt has been made to estiinate property damage, nor to 

appraise the nature of public reaction to the effect of the work upon 

the esthetic and recreational developments that nov; characterize the 

water front, and nothing has been allowed to cover any special probleias 

of rock disposal that the presence of the beaches might introduce. 

With the foregoing qualifications, the estinated construction cost 

is 273,616 contos and annual charges for interest, ainortization, main- 

tenance and operation of lock, bridges, dolphins, transfer basin at 

Leixões and entrance bay at Cantareira, canal and harbor tugs are 

estimated at 15,892 contos. 

Even tows consisting of a single barge could not pass one another 

in a canal 15 m v/ide, and as rather slow speeds would probably be re- 

quired, it is conceivable that the canal could becone a bottleneck. 

It diífers from the navigation tunnel, in that the latter being straight 

from end to end, is able to use a chain propelled tov.ing nechanisra 

which can pull a long train of barges each trip. If the canal width 

were increased to 23 m in straight reaches, and widened enough in the 
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bends to accomnodate a toví of A ore barges, it would have a very 

much greater capacity, its use woiold be much more flexible, and it 

probably could never becorae a bottleneck, The estimated construction 

cost of a channel of these dimensions, illustrated in cross section 

on Plate 6, is, (again excluding property damage) about 329,386 

contos with annual charges of about 17,429 contos. 

The second canal route investigated li/^s off-shore along the 

coast, so would require a continuous breakwater, but would not require 

as much rock excavation as the first route, nor would it destroy any 

private property of consequence, nor as much park property. Data on 

elevations in the zone it would traverse are few, so elevations have 

had to be deduced in a large measure from known and observed local 

characteristics. The off-shore route also would be provitíed with 

foot bridges to the beaches. The latter would be destroyed tenporarily 

in ali likelihood, but the ultimate effect should be to reestablish 

thera seaward of their present position. 

The estimated first cost of the vrorks, on the basis of 23 m 

width is 571,094 contos and the annual charges 30,900 contos. For 

the 15 m width the corresponding figures are 555,193 contos for 

first cost, and 30,966 contos for annual charges. The decrease in 

fixed charges being a little more than offset by the char0e for the 

harbor Jug at Leixões, which v/as included in each case for the narrow 

canal but was not considered necessary for it, the wider cross section 

was used. 

(4) Overland transport - Ore for export arriving by 
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river, instead of being hauled to Leixões by barge, through a turmel 

or a coastal canal, might be transported overland by railroad, truck, 

or aerial tramway. 

If an \inloading area could be úeveloped on the right banlc near 

the site of the south portal of the proposed nevigation tunnel, a 

truck haul of about 6.5 km or an aerial tramway about 5.5 km in length 

following the alignment of the suggested subterranean canal, v/ould suf- 

fice to make the transfer. It is estimated that the cost per ton via 

either method would approximate 7.5 escudos. Charges for dock, unload- 

ing from barge, and loading in trucks or stock-piling, would be about 

2,U escudos, making the total, from barge to Leixões, about 10 escudos. 

If the unloading area had to be across the river on the left bank 

below Gaia, a truck haul of about IA km, plus some expensive road con- 

struction would be entailed; or if an aerial trainway were employed, a 

crossing of the navigable channel. It is anticipated that costs per 

ton under such conditions would rise to perhaps 20 escudos. An un- 

loading point on the right bank above town would entail still longer 

truck or tramway hauls with costs per ton rising perhaps to about 2A 

escudos. Transfer to railroad cars with rail haul to Leixões has not 

been investigated, nor has lighterage. 

5. Method and Cost of VJater Transport of Various Commodities, and 

Indicated Savings 

A. Iron Ore - In reply to inquiries, the Companhia Nacional de 

Caminhos de Ferro has very kindly considered the problera of hauling 

the Moncorvo district ores to Leixões harbor via rail under various 
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assuraptions as to annual volume of movement. The present annual tonnage 

is about 100,000. The normal rate per ton according to established 

tariffs uould be: 

Fron Carvalhal (mine) to the Leixões ciocks (205 Ion) • . lO-406>2 
Frora Carvalhal (mine) to Pocinho (23 km)  1706o 
From Pocinho to Leixões docks 81019 

By special agreement, liov;ever, the rate of 70000 a ton from 

Carvalhal to the Leixões docks has been made, the shipper to pay for 

cost of transfer to broad gauge cars at Pocinho. It is understood that 

he has contracted for this transfer at 20-00 a ton, making the total 

cost to him from Carvalhal to Leixões docks 72v00 a ton. 

The railroad has stated that in the event 2,000,000 tons a year 

were to be moved, it vdll run a broad gauge track to Carvalhal from 

Pocinho or vdll use an aerial tramway, and in either event, will hope 

to make a price from Carvalhal to Leixões of 60C00 a ton exclusive of 

any transfer costs at Pocinho. Since v/i th a broad gauge line there v/ill 

be no transfer, the total cost to shipper presumably vvould be 60&00. 

V.hether this lov; rate v:ould hold for 1,000,000 tons instead of 2,000,000 

is not known. The data supplied by the railroad company indicate that 

it will not be necessery to convert the Carvalhal feeder line to broad 

gauge in order to handle 1,000,000 tons a year. There v/ill therefore 

be a transfer cost of about 2000 a ton at Pocinho if the annual ton- 

nage v/ere only 1,000,000. It seems questionable that the 2,000,000 

ton line haul rate v/ould apply to a movement of only 1,000,000 tons, 

but assuming that it did, the total cost to shipper from Carvalhal to 

Leixões v/ill be 62000 a ton. 
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To haul ths Moncorvo ore by barge, two tov/s v;ere set up, each 

utilizing a 900 IIP diesel engine tov.r boat costing 9500 contos. The 

barges, 10 of wnich v/ill be needed, v/ill be steel, hopper barges, ali 

welded construction, 175' x 26' x 10' -8" (57.5 x 7.92 x 3.3 meters) 

a cargo capacity of 84-5 metric tons v;hen loaded to 8g- feet (2.6 m) 

draft. This is a standard barge manufactured in the United States, 

weighing about 136 metric tons. Its cost in Portugal is estiraated at 

1725 contos. 

In order to place the ore in the barges, it will be necessary 

first to haul it by rail from the mine station - Carvalhal - to the 

barge loading point, about 4, kra v;est of Pocinho, (see Plate 8) where 

the railroad lies close to the river. It is assumed that v/i th 1,000,000 

tons of traffic a year in prospect, the railroad v/ill agree to extend 

the narrow gauge tracks A km beyond Pocinho, If it is further assumed 

that, despite the ten-fold increase in tonnage represented by the 

change from the present 100,000 tons a year to 1,000,000 tons a year, 

the rail charge per ton-kilometer nould not be reduced, then the cost 

from Carvalhal to the Pocinho loading point will be 20^66. 

At the loaaing point belov/ Pocinho, the shipper or shippers v/ill 

build rail sidings at track levei for delivery of loaded cars and 

storage of empty cars, and v/ould provide an incline, equipped v/ith 

cable and v/inches, leaaing to a masonry quai along the river bank 

from v/hich the cars v/ill side dump into v/aiting barges - or, in the 

unlikely contingency of no barges being available, into o stock pile 
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landward of the quai for súbsequent rehandling into barges. The 

construction cost of the installation is estirnated at 1^,3^0 contos 

and the cost per ton from rail car F.O.B. siding into hold of barge, 

2.OS escudos a ton. 

The tows probably v;ill be operated by the ov/ners of the mines, 

acting in concert. Each boat v/ill handle U barges holding an aggre- 

gate of 3,3^0 metric tons. The speed of the loaded tow v/ill be 10 Ian 

an hour, and the speed ox return of einpty barges, IS km an hour. The 

distance to be traversed, measured along the middle of the river, is 

163 iun, but because of tae more direfit course that could be follov/ed 

in the lov/er portions of the pouls, the distance v/ill be shorter. A 

lockage time of 2 hours for each passage of a pov/er dam and of | hour 

for passage of a navigation dam is allowed, making a IS-hour lockage 

for the round trip. The total round trip time (including delays for 

picking up loads and empties at the ends of the trip) v/ill be S6 hours 

Because a tov; boat has to lay up for overhaul and repairs about one 

month each year, the actual annual operating time is taken as 330 

days, and because there are always delays due to ueather, fogs, floods 

minor breakdovms, taking on fuel and stores and various unforeseeable 

causes, a 20-hour day is aesumed. 

On this basis, each "tow can make 1S3 round trips a year, and 

the tv/o together can deliver an annual a^gregate of 96^,630 tons. 

To haui the rcmaining 35,320 tons required to bring the total to the 

1,000,000 tons of annual production, it v/ill be necessary to rent a 

tow boat. Fortunately, as v/ill be seen later, a S50 horsepower boat, 
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will be available from the v.dne brade for 2 months, to make 21 trips 

v/i th a two-barge tov; of 1690 cargo tons. 

Ali the boats v;ill operate 2U hours a day (20 effective hours) 

7 days a v/eek. The crew, vvorking in shifts, v/ill include a master, 

a pilot, an engineer, tv;o assistant engineers, a mate, 3 deckhands, 

and a laborer. Crevvs will subsist themselves. Salaries, (including 

overtime at 1:| tiiaes the regular rate for v;eek days and double time 

for Sundays and holidays) social security charges, and employer lia- 

bility bring annual personnel cosbs to 536,900^00 a year. Adding 

interest on invésbment at %, amortisabion at 55", repairs to boats 

at B% and to barges at 2% of first cost, insurance of various sorts, 

costs of fuel, lubricant, and engine room supplies, the annual cost 

for 330 days operation of the tvro tov/s is 11,500 contos. Adding 15^ 

for overhead, and adding the cost of the rented boat, brings the total 

line-haul cost for 1,000,000 tons of beneficiated ore to 13,600 contos. 

The total cost per ton from Carvalhal to Porto then v/ould be; 

As the cost per ton from Carvalhal to Leixões by rail v/ould be 

not less than 62?,?00 the inaicated saving in line haul is at least 

25^70 a ton, and, for the annual total 25,875 contos. 

It r/ould be more convenienb in so far as maintaining a uniform 

fiou of iron ore is concemed, if a 900 HP boat could be rented for 

Carvalhal to Pocinho loadin0 point 
Loading into barges 
Line haul, Pocinho loading point to Porto 

Total 

Escudos 
20.67 
2.02 

13.61 
36.30 
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use during overhaul periods instead of a 4-50 HP craft, but it is 

believed that vith some forethought in scheduling mine production, 

ocean vessel arrivals, and in taking advantage of the fact that when 

river flow is abundant the barges can be loaded to a greater draft 

than that assumed, the need for excessive stockpiling can be avoided. 

In estimating transfer frora barges to ocean ships at Porto, a stock 

pile representing a lO-days' supply v:as assumed. Increasing it mat- 

erially would involve the use of an additional boom machine or bull- 

dozer. 

B. Vifine 

(l) Production and shipment - The average tonnage of wine 

production in the Douro Valley for the years 1934- to 1949, as derived 

from figures presented in Table A, Table Series A-X, Port Pine Insti- 

tute, 1951, is es follous: 

Must Brandy added Untreated tvine Total 
Tons of Pine 23,052 5,338 53,645 32,035 
Tons of Casks - - - 12.600 

Total Tonnage 94,635 

Based on a study of the raap of vdne producing areas published 

in Girão's "Geographea de Portugal", an estiinate was made of the ton- 

nages shipped frora the principal collecting points. The results are 

shown in the following table; 
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TABLE VII-3 

ANNUAL LIBE TONUAGL OF PRINCIPAL SHIPPING POIHTS 

Percent of 
Km above total output Total Waterborne 

Shippins point Gaia handled tonnaee tonnage Remarks 

Cinfaes-Aregos 68 15.7 U,900 12,700 Carrapatelo 
Pool 

Régua 101 27.0 25,4-90 21,500 Carrapatelo 
Pool 

Pinhão 125 27.1 25,590 21,800 Régua Pool 

Tua 137 12.7 12,090 10,300 Régua Pool 

Pocinho 179 17.5 16,530 14.. 200 Valeira Pool 

100.0 9^,600 80,500 

The v.âne is shipped to the port of Gaia, directly across the 

Douro River from Porto. 

Víith the exception of Cinfães, the shipping points names are on 

both the broad gauge railroad of the Linha do Douro and on the Douro 

Hiver itself. The casks of wine are delivered to the storage yards 

at the collecting points by ox team, truck, or by the narror gauge 

railroads which bring the produce of the hinterland dorm to the 

broad gauge tracks which parallel the Douro. Large stock piles of 

filled casks awaiting shipment may be seen in the storage yards, 

whence they are eventually loaded on the cars of the broad gauge 

railroad and shipped to Gaia, or are loaded on rabelos and sent 

dovvn the river. Only a small part of the total bonna^e, perhaps 

15$S, moves by water at the present time, despite the fact that v/ater 

transport is preferred because of the damage sustained by the casks 
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frora bhe rubbing and shifting uhich they receive in freight cars 

v/hen passing around the sharp curves of bhe railroad. 

The iaovei;ient of the wine is, to a large degree, seasonal. It 

has been assmed, for purposes of computing the benefits of improve- 

ment for navigation, that about 85^ of the total tonnage produced 

would move via barge to Gaia, during the six-month period following 

the harvest provided that 2.7 m navigation was established. • This 

assumption is based on the follov.àng facts; (l) the uine can move 

more economically by water than by rail; (2) the v/ine has to be 

delivered to the Douro River ports, in any event, for transfer to 

the broad gauge cars; and (3) the v/ine moves vvith less daraage to 

the containers by v/a ter than by rail, 

The waterborne tonnage of the severa! ports then would be as 

indicated in Table VIIt3. This would leave 15'/ of the crop to be 

handled during the remaining six raonths of the year, and the assump- 

tion has been made that it would move by rail or truclc. Probably part 

of the v/ine would move by rail throughout the year, since there no 

doubt would be occasions when barge transport v/ould be too slow or 

perhaps not imr.ediately available when the movement v/as desired. 

In adaition to the movement of v/ine dovmstream, there v/ould be a 

rever se movement of erapty casks and of brandy, upstrean. The upbound 

tonnage of empty casks v/ould be the sauc as ohe clov/nbound tonnage, 

namely 12,600 tons. 

Accordinb to Table G of the Port V.'ine Institute for 1951, half 

of the brandy uscd is brought into the Douro area from outside. It is 
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assumed that at least half of that brought in from the outside comes 

by v/ay of Gaia. The upstreara tonnage of brandy, incliading the weight 

of the casks in which it is shipped, would be about 3,100 tons. The 

assumption has been made that 85% of the empty v.rine casks and the 

brandy would be hauled upstream without imposing any extra expense 

additional to the cost of returning the empty v/ine barges upstream 

to receive fresh loads. This coxald be the case, of course, only 

in the event that the empty casks and the brandy raoved upstream 

during the active part of the wine shipping program. 

(2) Shipping cosbs- by barge - It is assumed that associations 

of growers or marketers of the vâne would operate a tow boat and 

barges for raoving the crop. The operation would require a tow boat 

of 4.50 HP and about 18 steel barges of 160 tons capacity. The tow 

would consist of from one to seven barges, vdth tow boat pushing 

from the rear. The tow would originate at Pocinho in the form of 

the boat and one barge. It would pick up another barge at Tua, two 

more at Pinhão, two more at Régua and another at Ginfaes-Aregos, 

arriving at Gaia v/i th seven barges. Picking up seven empties at 

Gaia, it would set them off by ones and twos at the ports of call on 

the upbound trip. The round trip would consume 57 hours, and the six 

raonths' operation, involving the movement of 30,500 tons downstream 

and 13,350 tons upstream would cost, incluuing 25B.75 contos estimated 

for overhead, about 2860 contos. Of the six raonths period in which 

the equipment would not be engaged in towing wine, one raonth would be 

needed for overhaul. Of the remaining 5 raonths it probably would be 
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used for two iaonths in the ore trade and one month for towing coal. 

(3) Shipping costs by rail - About 35^ of the wine produced 

by the Douro growers is port, and 65^ table wine. from a study of 

current rail tariffs, the conclusion v/as reached that the cost per 

ton-kilometer for broad gauge rail haul from the Douro shipping 

points to Gaia v/ould average about 9A centavos for port and brandy 

in casks, 6ó centavos for table v/ine in casks, and 66 centavos for 

empty casks. Applying these figures to the shipments considered to 

originate at the respective ports, the total cost of rail haul for 

the tonnage assumed to be potential v/aterborne coramerce if the navi- 

gation improvement is effecoed, is about 8,710 contos. As the cost 

of hauling the same tonnage by v/ater is 2860 contos, the indicated 

saving v/hich can be credited to navigation is 5850 contos. 

The assumption has been made throughout the foregoing analysis 

that the v/ine casks could be loaded onto barges at the shipping points 

as cheaply as they could be loaded onto cars. It is possible that at 

Gaia, some increase in handling charges might be entailed. If it is 

assumed that there might be an increase in cost of handling of approxi- 

mately 5 escudos a ton at Gaia, the savings would reduce to about 54,60 

contos, 

C. Coal - As explained elsev/here, the exact annual tonnage of 

coal v/hich v/ill move from the Pejao mines to Porto in future years 

v;ill depend upon a number of questions v/hich cannot be resolved com- 

pletely at this time. It presumably v/ill be not less than 291,000 tons 

a year, nor more than 360,000 tons a year, depending upon the mining 
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methods adopted and the construotion of a thermal plant near the 

mines. For the purpose of the navigation study, both the figure of 

360,000 tons a year and that of 291,000 tons a year have been used 

to bracket the range of possibilities. Since the best procedure 

appears to be to separate and wash the coal and use the fines in a 

Pejao thermal plant, the most probable annual tonnage for river com- 

merce is considered to be 291,000 tons. 

According to the mine ov/ners, the cost of transporting the 

mined coal during the year 1951 from Gerraunde to Porto averaged 

21$Q0 a ton. Transportation is practically ali by means of rabaos 

with an occasional requireraent for truck haul and an occasional need 

to lighter small cargoes to a point belov: the Carvoeiro shoal for 

combining into 60 ton cargoes for transport thence dovmstream. 

If, the annual tonnage to be moved totalled 360,000 tons, the 

equipment best suited for use after improvement of the stream for 

2.7 ra navigation, probably will be a 200 HP diesel tow boat propel- 

ling a barge similar in design to those eraployed for moving the iron 

ore, but sraaller in dimension, 26' x 100' (7.92 m x 33.6 m) with a 

cargo capacity of A60 tons at 8| ft. (2.59 ni) draft. The cost of 

such a barge v/ould be about 109 contos. Three ivill be reqiiired; one 

in transit, one being loaded at Germunde and one unloading at Porto. 

The round trip betv/een Germunde and Porto vrill rsquire about hours 

running tL:ie. Allov/ing half an hour each v.-ay for the single lockage 

required at Ataes, an hour for turn around time at each end of the 

trip, and a delay of 1$% for weather, flood, etc., the total time 
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betv/een successive arrivals at Porto will be about 10 hours. The 

boat v;ill have to lay-up for overhaul tood repairs about one month 

out of the year. During this period, the 4-50 HP vrine boat v.dll be 

rented as a substitute. Total operating costs for both boats, in- 

cluding an overhead charge of 15%) v/ill aiaount to about 2271 contos 

a year. As the cost of moving 360,000 tons by rabaos at 21:520 a 

ton v/ill cost about 7632 contos, the indicated saving v/ill be about 

5361 contos a year. If, instead of delivering the coal to Porto at 

a uniforra rate throughout the year it v/ill be sabisfactory to move 

the entire 360,000 tons in 11 months, the cost v/ill reduce to 2056 

contos and the savings v;ouid be 55SO contos. This might, hov/ever, 

entail too much stock piling if the raovement of only 291,000 tons 

a year is required, a tov boat of 150 HP costing 1930 contos and 

three 3A0 ton capacity barges about 85 ft. (26 ra) long and costing 

about 862.5 contos apiece v/ill suffice. Annual costs, assuming 

delivery throughout the year, v/ill be 2100 contos, v/ith indicated 

savings of A07A contos under line haul costs by present methods of 

transport. 

In this instance, hov/ever, insteaa of assui:iin& rental of an 

idle A50 HP v/ine boat during the one month allocated to repair of 

the 150 HP tov; boat, it has been assumed that a spare 150 HP diesel 

boat v/ill be acquired for use during annual repair and overhaul per- 

iods. The annual costs v;ill be about the saine as for a rented v/ine 

boat, and the arrangement v.lll perraib year around deliveries even 

though improvenent for navigation v/ere carried only as far as Germunde, 
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and no wine boat was in exxstence. 

The savint, in either instance should be reduced by the interest 

charges on the remaining value of the fleet of rabaos-which would be 

discarded presuiaably v/hen rsplaced by steel barges. There are about 

90 rabaos in cervice at the present tiiae. 'fhsy cóst about 37 contos 

each and require repairs amounting to rebuilding evexy three years, 

It would appear conservative to assume the valu^ of the fleet at any 

time as equal to 1/2 the cost to rsproduce it. On this basis, assum- 

in^ interest at % per annum, and no salvage value, the charge against 

the savings effected by changing to steel barges v/ill be about 86 contos 

a year. 

To recapitulate; On the basis of 360,000 tons a year of coal 

traffic, the net savings in line haul, after vrriting off the existing 

fleet of rabaos, would be 5275 contos or 54-94- contos depending upon 

v/hether deliveries were uniform throughout the year or concentrated 

vvithin a period of 11 raonths. On the more probable basis of a 291,000 

ton annual moveraent over a 12-month period, the net savings in line 

haul costs, again vrriting off the present conplement of rabaos, would 

be 3988 contos. This is independent of any improvement above Germunde. 

If the improvement were carried to Pocinho, the spare 150 IIP tov; boat 

assumed could probably be rented 2 nonths each year to the iron ore 

interests. 

D. I/Iiscellaneous commodities - It is not posrdble to predict 

;vith any semblance of precision, hov large a uaterborne tonnage in 

raiscellaneous commodities would develop with improvement of the stream 



to accommodate 2.7 meter navigation, Consideration of the present 

tormage moving into and out of the Douro Valley by rail raay, however, 

furnish a basis for approximating the traffic. The Linha do Douro 

has raade available figures for the total tonnage of freight and express 

handled by it during the period 1947 to 1951. The data vvere not classi- 

fied to show the nabure of the commodities involved nor the origins 

or destinations of the shipraents. The average annual movement for 

the period, including both outbound and inbound traffic, was 235,286 

tons. Some of it v/as wine, which already has been clained as potential 

river traffic, ho doubt much of the other tonnage nas of such charac- 

ter that it v/ould not be adaptable to water transport, and some that 

v/ould be inherently suitable, probably would have so short a movement 

along the course of the river as to make water transport with the 

attendant handling charges, uneconoraical. 

If it is assumed that annucl traffic, exclusive of the wine, 

v/ould average about 200,000 tons, of which possibly a bhird might 

move by barge, v/ith an average Eavin0 per ton equal to the average 

savinb per ton indicated for the tliree commodities already considered, 

namely, iron ore, wine and coal (which represent traffic originating 

at points distributed throughout the entire length of the portion of 

the river considered for improvement), a saving of about 25330 a ton 

on 70,000 tons a year of miscellaneous freight would be indicated, and 

the 1,775 contos which this renresents might be considered to consti- 

tute a not unreasonable esbimate of annual benefits froa that source. 
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E. Savings in export costs - The analyses thus far have con- 

cerned themselves with: transportation of iron ore froni Carvalhal to 

the station of Leixões by rail, versus transportation to Porto by 

rail-barge; transportation of wine froni various river ports to Gaia 

by rail versus barge; the transportation of coal from Germunde to 

Porto by rabao versus barge. In the case of the coal, ali of which 

will be consumed in Portugal, this is ali the analysis needed, but 

the vdne and iron ore require further consideration. Some of the 

wine will continue to be exported, as it now is. imch of it is 

loaded at Gaia under existing conditions, but the port of Leixões 

handles over 30,000 tons of v.-ine a year. This probably involves 

wines from other areas as \:ell as from the Douro. Ali of the ore 

may be exported and will be, unless a domestic iron and steel in- 

dustiy is created, 

At present, the ore is delivered to Leixões station by rail, 

Switching the cars to the quai, unloading them, storing the ore 

until the ship arrives and then loauiag it into the vessel costs 

15v52 a ton, exclusive of duties and levies and charges of customs 

brokers aiid transportation agents. V/hen the ore can be loaded direct 

from cars to ship, the charge is only 1004-2, of which 4-0OO is for 

switching the cars. 

If the mouth of the Douro River were improved so that the ore 

could be loaded onto ocean vessels at Porto, a simple U-shaped pier 

of the type shov.n on Plate 6 uould perrait transfer by means of a 

crane betv.'een barge and ship noored on opposite sides of the north 
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leg of the U; or loading from barge to stock pile landv/ara of the 

south leg if no vessel were available, and later loading from stock 

pile to vessel. Costs are ^stimated to be about 5v00 a ton, on the 

basis of having to rehandle about 20% of the tonnage. 

It v/ould not be correct to compare this loading cost with those 

at Leixões, because, \:ith a million tons a year to handle, either 

port v/ould probably use handling methods especially designed for 

the commodity. It probably should be assumed that the actual hand- 

ling of the ore into the vessel would be accomplished as cheaply 

at one port as at the other. In either case, hov/ever, there is 

the expense of naintaining jetties and ciiannels and there are inter- 

est and amortization charges on the initial cost of making the harbor 

usable and safe. In the case of Porto, this is reflected by the 

annual cliarge of 17,500 contos against improvement of the mouth of 

the river. 

In the case of Leixões, there is an annual dredging cost of 

about 1,600 contos. If the jetties cost at least 150,000 contos, 

as they must have, their annual maintenance costs about 1,500 contos, 

and interest and amortization should add at least another 4-, 500 or 

5,OCX)contos. Thus, quite aside from any charges against the docks 

or cx-anes or other facilities directly used by shippers, there must 

be an annual cost of about 7060 a ton on the approxiinately 1,000,000 

tons of shipping nov; using the harbor. V/ith the extension of facili- 

ties contemplated under the 1953-195S Six Year Plan, the cost of over- 

head per ton should diminish, but it does not seem unreasonable to 
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suppose that it raay reraain as high as 4- or 5 escudos. Thus, in the 

case of a comnodity \;hich is to be e^cported, a true comparison of 

costs necessarily laust take cogniaance of the fact that if annual 

costs pertaining to improvement of Foz do Douro are to be talcen 

into account, these must be oi^f-set or reduced by 50OO or so per 

ton of harbor expense that v/ould be incurred if the shipcient had 

to use the port of Leixões. This differential vrauld apply to 

goods transported overland fron Porto or Gaia to Leixões, and to 

those hauled between the tv/o ports tixrough a navigation tunnel or 

a coastal canal. 

If it is assumed that ali of the iron ore and 15,000 tons of 

Douro v.ãne which vrould be exported frora Leixões if the river1 s 

raouth were not iiufjroved, would be exported from Porto or Gaia if 

it vvere iiaproved, then the annual benefits to iron ore already de- 

duced should be increased by 5,000 contos, and benefits to the wine 

industry by 75 contos. The total savings on iron ore would then 

become 30,875 contos and those on v.áne 5535 contos. 

If the iron ore uere transported by truclc or trarav/ay to Leixões 

frora a right bank vinloading point above Cantareira, and the wine 

moved to Leixões frora Gaia by present raethods, the improvement of 

the river's mouth could be omitted, and the annual charges against 

the navigation project thereby reduced by 15,694 contos. 

Since it would cost at least lOyOO a ton to unload and trans- 

port the ore overland, the total cost of its transportation from the 

mine to the ship would increase by that amount, in addition to which, 
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there v/ould be a cost of 5$00 a ton represented by fixed charges 

and maintenance of the Leixões channel and breakivaters as discussed 

above. 

The same 5^00 a ton v;ould apply to the 15>000 tons of v/ine 

assumed to be involved, plus perhaps 24.^00 a ton for rail or truclc 

transport frora Gaia to Leixões. The net result therefore would be 

a saving of 15,694 contos in annual charges, against the navigation 

project, versus an increase of 435 contos in the costs of v;ine raove- 

ment and 15,000 contos in costs of ore movement. The net result is 

an increase of 259 contos in savings. 

An aerial tramway, for transport of iron ore, would be unsight- 

ly, and use of 10-ton trucks would require 274 trips each way for 

365 days a year. This would mean that at every point between 

Cantareira and Leixões, a 10-ton truck, loaded or empty, v/ould be 

passing at intervals of about 2-jr minutes ali day and ali night, 

weekdays, holidays and Sundays - or at correspondingly more frequent 

intervals if shorter hours of work v/era used. Unless the operation 

was more or less continuous, extensive stock piling with correspond- 

ing reduction in savings probably would be necessary. For these 

reasons, it is felt that overland transport is not likely to prove 

acceptable. 

The annual charges for a navigation tunnel exceed those for the 

inprovement of Foa do Douro by jetties. Those for the least expen- 

sive of the canais along the coast line are almost the same as those 

estimated for the jetties plan, but when it is considered that the 
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canal cost do not give effect to property damage and públic incon- 

venience, and that for ali traffic using either the tunnel or the 

canal, a harbor charge of perhaps 5'íOO a ton should be added to 

cover cost of providing and maintaining facilities at Leixões of 

the character which the inproveaent of Foz do Douro would provide 

it is apparent that nothing would be gained by substituting either 

of them for the jetties plan if model experimentation supports the 

estiixiates and conclusions previously reached regarding the latter. 

F. Annual savings, ali comnodities - The indicated annual 

savings frorn ali types of river traffic is sunmarized in Table VII-4.. 

TABLE Vil-/, 

AivlhbAL idVLix TONNAGE Al^lD SAVINGS 

Comiuodity 

Iron Ore 

Wine, Brandy 
& Casks 

Coal 

Miscellaneous 

TOTALS; 

Tons per 
annum 

1,000,000 

93,850 

291,000 

70,000 

1,^54., 8 50 

Annual savings 
Transportation Leixões overhead Total 

Contos 

25,875 

5,4-60 

3,988 

b,775 

33,110 

Contos 

5,000 

75 

5,075 

Contos 

30,877 

5,535 

3,998 

1,780 

42,190 

It is proverbial that cheap transportation stiiaulates the 

development of a region, particularly its industrial development. 
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It is by no means iaprobable thot in the case of the Douro Basin, 

'.vith cheaper electric power soon to become available, and vrith coal, 

iron ore and other raw materiais iramediately at hand, the provision 

of water transport -.rauld operate to attract various industries and 

that these in turn v;ould increasin^ly add to the v.-aterborne tonnage 

and savings as well as to the general prosperity of the region. 

G. Sumiaary - Having computed the difference in cost betr/een 

comnodity movements by the present ...eans of transportation and move- 

ment by barge or rail-barge, it is possible to compare the saving 

v;hich this difference represent, with the annual charges which must 

be levied against the iraprovements required to make navigation and 

the export of certain comraodities possible. Table VII-5 shows for 

each of the several navigation iraprovements needed, the first cost 

(which includes in each case an allowance of 35^ for engineering, 

overhead and contingencies) and the annual charges for operation 

and raaintencnce, interest, (which, as the projects are estimated to 

be Governmental undertakings is taken at 2.1% per annum) and amorti- 

zation. The sum of the annual charges for operation and raaintenance, 

interest, and araortization, for the several individual navigation 

improvements, represents the total annual charge against the navigation 

project. This total must be compared with the savings realized from 

barge or rail-barge movement of commodities in lieu of their movement 

by the transportation media currently available. At the bottora of the 

table the total of these annual savings is compared with the total of 

the annual charges. The comparison indicates a net annual benefit 
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from the improveinent of navigation of 6,130 contos. 

In computing the costs of barge novement, no allov.-ance has been 

nade for profit or for Govermnent tax. Since for the significant 

conunodities concerned, the tows \;ili be ovned and operated by the 

producers and/or marketers of the products handled, or by groups of 

such ov/ners and/or producers or marketers, the towing cost is simply 

a marketing expense. As such it presumably would not be subject to 

Governmental levies; and any profits charged uould have to be paid 

both to and by those charging them. 
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TABLE VI:l-5 

NAVI6ATI0H IMPROVEMENT COSIS 

Project First Cost Annual Charges in Contos 

Includes 35/» 
for Overhead & 
Contingencies Operation S Care 

Interest 
2 755Í 

Amortization 
1 103$ Total 

1 Foz do Douro 
Jetties plan 239,575 5,711 2 6,588,3 3,361 1 15,693 6 

2 Ataes Lock & Dam 
(Movable crest dam, with 
bear traps and wickets 
sand foundation) 157,953 1,256 8 1,313 5 2,216 0 7,816 3 

3 Entre-os-Rios Lock and Dam 
(Movable crest dam, with 
bear traps and wickets, 
sound rock foundation) 83,238 0 1,106 9 2,289 0 1,167,8 1,563,7 

1 Carrapatelo Locks (Double lift) 15,058 1 215 6 1,239,1 632- 2 2,086 9 

5. Régua Locks (Double lift) 33,791 2 215, 6 929,3 171.0 1,618,9 

6 Valeira Locks (Double lift) 21,510 9 215 6 671 0 313 8 1,233.1 

7 Channels Below Douro Dams 16,718 0 1,106 9 1,281,7 655 5 3,017 1 

630,817 2 9 861 6 17,317,9 8, 819 6 36,059,9 

CONTOS 
Total of annual savings - 12,190.0 
Total of annual charges - 36,059 9 

Net benefits with bear traps, wickets and sand foundation - 6,130 I 
Net benefits with a solid weir on sound rock at Ataes - 9,301,7 
Net benefits, Sidney gates and sand foundation at Ataes - 5,891 2 



H. Benefit - cost ratio - Table VII-5 indicates a net saving 

of 6,130 contos from improvenent of the Douro River for navigation to 

Pocinho, over and above ali costs of line haul and the fixed charges, 

operation and rnaintenance costs of the work required to provide 9 ft. 

(2.7 n) navigation. The benefit-cost ratio derived by dividing total 

annual henefits of ^2,190 contos by total annual charges of 36,060 

contos is 1.17. 

I. Allocation of benefits to pov;er dams - For the purpose of 

cornparing the economics cf constructing power dans at Carrapatelo, 

Régua, and Valeira with the econoraics of producing pov/er by other 

hydro plants elsewhere, or by thermal plants, each has been credited 

with l/3 of the net saving indicated for the entire navigation project. 

This is perhaps too generous as the power dans are not needed in 

connection with coal traffic out of Pejao. 

J. Absorption of annual costs - No atterapt has been made to 

distribute the annual charges pertaining to the navigation iraprovement 

betv/een the Government and the shippers. Theoretically, the shippers 

could pay tolls equal to the entire annual charge against the project 

and still save money as conpared to cost of transportation by present 

means. Their saving would be only about 20^ in such case, hov/ever, 

and as its realization would entail the procurenaent and risk of capi- 

tal in the purcliase and operation of floating plant and loading 

facilities, there might be soiae question as to whether they would 

imraediately convert frora present methods, except perhaps, in the 

case of the Pejao mines. The tiuing of the improvement also would 
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have a bearing. If, for example, xt was delayed -until exploitation 

of .aoncorvo ore deposita had sariously depleted reserves, or even 

had reached such volurae that the railroad had made najor adjustrxents 

to handle large ore uovements, this nould constitute a further deter- 

rent. 

In the United States the Federal Government assumes practically 

the entire burden of first cost and annual costs of navigation in- 

provements designed to facilitats interstate commerce. It reqiàres 

local interests to furnish rights of v;ay for construction and main- 

tenance, and in some cases to provide and maintain necessary adjuncts 

such as highuay bridges etc., but assesses no bolls for lockage or 

for use of the v/ater way. The question obviously is one of policy 

and beyond the scope of the present study. 

K. Consideration by reaches - In order to yield full benefits, 

the navigation improvemeut must be carried to Pocinho. Temination 

short of that point will eliminate the major source of traffic, 

naraely the wioncorvo iron ore. 

If only the Carrapatelo pov/er dam and the tv/o navigation dams 

are built, the benefits v/ill reduce to those contributed by the coal 

traffic and perhaps half of those pertaining to v/ine and miscellaneous 

coramodities. These will total about 7,6^.3 contos a year as compared 

v;ith annual charges of tv;ice that sum. 

The coal savings can be realized if Ataes lock and damálone are 

built. If rock foundation can be found and a solid v;eir and a lock 

with gates to elevation 10.7 meters m.s.l. are employed, the annual. 
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charges will be about A,4.00 contos. Annual coal savings v;ill be 

from 3,9^8 contos (291,000 tons, delivery throughout the year) to 

5,580 contes (360,000 tons, delivery over an 11 month period). If, 

in addition, it is assumed that as nuch as 20^ of the savings from 

miscellaneous coinmodities night also be realized, the range in total 

potential savings v;ill be from 4,343 to 5,935 contos, again depending 

upon the volume of coal tonnage available, and whether delivery rate 

needs to be essentially uniform. 

It thus appears that if improveinents at Ataes are held to the 

minimura, and a sound rock foundation is found, the potential savings 

from coal, and miscellaneous commodities combined might in the aggre- 

gate be just sufficient to defray the annual charges against improve- 

ment for navigation to and a little above Germunde. 

If the more desirable, gated structure, v.ltli leck less frequently 

subject to urov.ning out •{fere employed, again vvith rock foundation, 

there apparently would be an annual deficit, as there nould be v/i th 

either type structure founded upon sand. 

It might, hovever, even in the face of an indicated slight annual 

deficit, be considered desirable to construct the Ataes lock and dam 

v/ithout v/aiting for the completion of ali of the other works required 

to handle the kioncoi-vo ore. If the remaining works are to be construct- 

ed without too much delay, the accumulation of operating deficits at 

Ataes during the development period v/ould not be very great, and would 

simply result in a siightly decreaeed benefit-cost ratio for the 
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econonic life of the whole navigation project, Off-setting this 

v/ould be the experience acquired, which v/ould be extreraely valuable 

in planning both the operatiorx and the design of the succeeding 

navigation works and of the larger tov;s which the ore movernent would 

require. 
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CHAPTER VIII 

ELECTRIC POWER 

1. General 

The most important resource of the Douro Basin, which as yet 

is practically undeveloped, is the capacity for production of 

electric power inherent in the largo volume of flow and the steep 

alcpes which characterize the main river, and in the steep slopes 

with occasional storage potentialities characteristic of its Por- 

tuguese tributardes. 

In considerlng the subject of electric power, it seems appro- 

priate to survey the probabl.e national demand, to discuss the 

generating facilities currently available in the Nation, and final- 

ly to consider how continuing growth in demand best may be 

supplied, 

2. Forecast Power Requirements 

In the study cf power requirements, data on past consumption 

and estlmates of future market growth made by local agencies were 

analyzed carefiilly. In addition, representatives of governmental 

bureaus, of utility companies, and of industrial organisations 

were interviewed, and past power problems and probable future re- 

quirements were discussed with them at considerabie length. The 

Ministry of Economy, through the Office of the Director General 

of Electrical Service, was particularly helpful in supplying a 

wealth of pertlnent statistlcal data, including an estimate of 

future requirements which an independent evaluation of available 

data has substantiated. 
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In the present study, it has been taken as basic, that industry, 

in order to compete successfully, has to be assured of a dependable 

power supply. The high fixed charges appertaining to modem indus- 

trial plants make shut-dovms costly. Add the disruption of orderly 

procedure, the disappointment and perhaps resentment of custorners, 

the labor difficultles, and the expense entailed in laying-by and 

starting-up a complicated system of machinery, and it is apparent 

that work stoppages must inevitably result in high production 

costs. A dependable supply of power is as important as a dependable 

supply of labor, materiais and transportation. If it cannot be 

provided, the manufacturer either must be subsidized or must charge 

more for his product, if indeed, he can be induced to undertake 

an operatlon on the basis of secondary power. Cases in point are 

the newly built electro-chenrtcal plants for the manufacture of 

L 

ammonium sulphate fertilizer, the provision of which in abundant 
í .v-T C-m- 

and assured supply at costs competitive with those at which it 
j V- - - ■> /• -. V . . 

can be imported is understood to be one of the basic needs of . 

the country. TJje Amoníaco Português plant, located at Estarreja 

in the north, has an installed capacity of 24 megawatts and requires 
Jm ' J 
•fv/J; «A"" " ^ • for continuous operation about 210,240,000 kwhr annually, which 

corresponda to a monthly average of 17,520,000 kwhr » The União 
IJW.- 

 t "1 â _ -1 _ _  L _J. A n    j »  J_ 1_ _  J_l_ 1   J L _ 1 T 3 Fabril do Azoto plant at Alferrareda in the south has an installed 
■ ^ 1 ' * 

capacity of 20 megawatts and requires for continuous operatlon 

175,200,000 kwhr, annually or about 14,600,000 kwhr as a 
// Wo. oô. 

monthly average, Continuous operation is the normal procedure ^ 

for plants of this character, but Amoníaco Português and União 

Fabril do Azoto are the júnior industries of the country, so 

their power needs are reasonably enough subordlnated to those of 
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older establishments, vrlth resultant forced'sxispensions of t 

òperatlon d»rdng drought-átóaGeà-power -^hortagea, and high 
-4 /U-*-4 (í ^ " 

production costa»: 

Table VIII-1 and subsequent calcuiations of power needs, have 

been worked up on the basis of assuring to ali power users, includ- 

ing the fertilizer plants and such future industries as may be 

- -t 
induced to establish plants in the country, an adequate supply of 

power whenever it is needed. This is what is meant by the tem 

"dependable power" as herein employed. 

3. Konthly Requirements and Peaks 

Aasociacao Industrial Portuguesa was able to fumish daily 

production curves of the output of the principal producers of 

electrical power for the third Wednesday in each month and the 

following Saturday and Sunday. The third Wednesday has been 

assumed to represent the normal weekday load and the succeeding 

Saturday and Sunday to be characteristic of week-end production. 

After these curves had been adjusted to compensate for the differ- 

ence between the output which they representei and the industry 

total, they were integrated to obtain the daily, monthly and annual 

load-duration curves. The load-duration curves in tum were 

integrated to obtain the peak percentage curves. After study 

of the probable economic and sociological trends, it was con- 

cluded that the general shape of the curves would be unlikely to 

change materially within the períLod of the next couple of decades 

with which the present study is primarily concemed. From them 

therefore, the future peaks could be and were calculated beginning 

with the year 1956 which, In view of the considerabie periods of 
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TABLE VIII-1 

PAST AND ESTIMATED FUTURE POWER REQUIREMENTS OF PORTUGAL 

t :>vv ^1 / u.-.) ^ ^ ^ J ) OO^Xa, c- 

Required Annual Production 
Year In Mlllions of kwhr 

1940 - 460.1 
1941 - 479.5' 
1942 - 465.2 
1943 - 477.3" 
1944 - 505.0 
1945 - 545.8 
1946 - 638.4'' 
1947 - 722,r 
1948 - 811.5 
1949 - 836,3 
1950 - 941,6" 

li/. 

1951 - 1,043.4' 
1952 - mí > 1,250.0 
1953 - 1,550.0 
1954 - /. áiô - 1,825.U 
1955 - /.S/o 1,945.4 f'/ 
1956 - /.^ 2,075.4 -r; . 
1957 - 2,205.4 
1958 - jr4/o 2,345-4 
1959 - 2,1185.U 
1960 - 2,635.4 ' 
1961 - 2,785.4 
i9te - "2,945.4-' 
1963 - 3,105.4 
1964 - "'3,275.4 
1965 - '■3,445.4 ^ 
1966 - 3/525.4^ 
1967 - 3^805.4/ó'/ 

1968 - 3,995.4 
1969 - 4,185.4' ' 
1970 - 4,385.4 
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time required for design, financing, legal authorization, pro- 

curement of materiais and construction operations, seemed the 

earliest year that might be properly considered from the practical 

view polnt. Table VIII-2 tabulates by months, with a summary 

for each year, the production in millions of kilowatt-hours and 

the peak demand in megawatts. 

4. Per Capita Production and Consumption 

Table VIII-3 gives the past and estimated futvire per capita 

consumption and production of electricity for Portugal. It is 

to be noted that the 1960 per capita consumption is estimated to 

be 2^ times that of 1950, and 1970 four times that of 1950. 

Prior to 1950, the population of continental Portugal increased 

at a relatively consistent rate. The 1950 census figures indicate 

a slight tapering off in the percentage of increase. Based on 

our census study, it is estimated that the 1960 population will 

be approximately 8,é00,000 and that by 1970 it will increase to 

about 9,150,000. 

In 1951 the kwhr production in Portugal increased 10,8^ over 

production for the previous year, as compared with an increase 

of li+.l^ for Spain, 14.8^ for Italy and 14.6^ for France. Pro- 

duction and consumption have heretofore been retarded by an 

insufficiency of central stations and of transmission and dis- 

tribution facilities, coupled with limitations of output imposed 

in the case of exLstlng thermal otationa by -Suai problema, and In the 

case* "of hydro-plantra-by droughts. in 1940 the pgr capita production 

of electricity was 64.1 kwhr.By 1951 it had risen to 130.9 kw-hr 

- an increase consistent with trends in other countrles as oan be 
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REQUIREMENTS IN MILLIONS OF kwhr 
YEAR PEAK DEMAND IN ME6AWATTS JANUARY FEBRUARY MARCH APRIL MAY 

1956 Requ i rement 183.2 166.9 176.8 160.1 163.2 
Peak deinand 317.0 372.5 351.0 351.0 331-0 

1957 Requ i rement 191.7 177.5 187.9 170.3 173.3 
Peak demand 370.0 3 98.1 377.7 377.7 353.3 

1958 Requ i rement 207.2 188.9 199.9 181.0 182.0 
Peak demand 395.3 125.7 103.7 103.7 377.0 

1959 Requ i rement 219.7 200.2 211.8 191 .7 191.9 
Peak demand 120.5 152.8 129.2 129.2 100.8 

1960 Requ i rement 233.0 212.1 221.6 203.1 206.5 
Peak demand 118.0 182.0 156.5 156.5 126.0 

1961 Requ i rement 216.1 221.6 237.1 211.5 218.1 
Peak demand 175.0 511,3 181.0 181.0 151 .8 

1962 Requ i rement 260.6 237.6 251.0 226.7 230.1 
Peak demand 503.6 512.1 513.5 513.5 178.9 

1963 Requ i rement 271.9 250.6 261.7 238.9 212.8 
Peak demand 532.5 573.6 513.0 513.0 506.2 

196H Requ i rement 290.0 261.1 279.2 251.8 255.9 
Peak demand 563.0 606.7 571.1 571.1 531.9 

1965 Requ i rement 305.1 278.3 293.7 261.8 269.1 
Peak demand 592.0 639.0 601.0 601.0 561.0 

1966 Requirement 321.1 292.9 309.0 278.5 283.0 
Peak demand 621.2 673.9 636.9 636.9 591.0 

1967 Requ i rement 337.2 307.5 321.1 292.2 296.9 
Peak demand 656.6 708.8 669.9 669.9 625.1 

1968 Requ i rement 351. 1 322.9 310.6 306.7 311.5 
Peak demand 690.6 715.7 701.7 701.7 657.3 

1969 Requ i rement 371.0 338.1 356.8 321.2 326.2 
Peak demand 721.5 782.8 739.5 739.5 689.6 

1970 Requ i rement 388.8 351.6 373.9 336.1 311.7 
Peak demand 760.1 821.5 776.2 776.2 723.7 

1975 Requ i rement 183.3 110.7 161.1 117.1 123.7 
Peak demand 915.2 1,021.0 961.1 962.1 897.1 

Hotes: I) Ali numbers have been rounded off. 
2) Continuous operation was assumed for the two Ammonium Sulphate Rlants. 

TABLE VII1-2 

ESIIMATE OF TOTAL MOHTHLY AND ANNUAL 

REQUIREMENTS AND PEAK DEMANDS 

JUNE JULY AUGUST SEPTEMBER 0CT0BER NOVEMBER DECEMBER ANNUAL 

159.5 166.5 166.5 159.8 181.0 191.6 196.9 2,075.1 
338.0 336.0 337.0 330.3 361.6 387.0 395.6 395.6 

169.3 176.8 176.8 169.7 195.6 203.9 209.5 2,205.1 
360.1 358.1 359.1 352.7 389.1 113.5 123.1 123.1 

179.9 187.8 187.8 180.3 208.1 21 7.1 223.2 2,315.1 
381.7 383.5 381.3 376.1 115.6 111.9 152.8 152.8 

190.5 198.9 198.9 190.9 220.7 230.3 236.8 2,185.1 
109.1 106.6 107.6 100.2 112.3 170.2 181.9 181.9 

201.8 210.8 210.8 202.3 231.1 211.5 251.1 2,635.1 
136.0 133.0 131.0 126.0 170.0 500.0 512.0 512.0 

213.2 222.7 222.7 213.6 217.5 258.7 265.9 2,785.1 
162.8 159.3 159.9 151.8 198.6 530.6 513.3 513.3 

225.3 235.1 235.1 225.7 261.8 273.9 281.5 2,915.1 
190.7 187.1 187.7 178.9 528.9 563.2 576.7 576.7 

237.3 218.0 218.0 237.9 276.2 289.0 297.0 3,105.1 
518.1 511.6 515.3 506.3 559.3 595.6 609.9 609.9 

250.2 261.5 261.5 250.8 29L1 305.1 313.5 3,275.1 
518.1 511.1 511.9 535.3 591.5 630.0 615.3 615.3 

263.1 271.9 271.9 263.6 306.6 321.1 330.1 3,115.1 
576.0 571.0 575.0 561.0 613.0 661.0 679.0 679.0 

276.7 289.2 289.2 277.3 322.7 338.2 317.5 3,625.1 
607,3 605.5 606.3 592.2 616.9 700.3 716.6 716.6 

290.3 303.1 303.1 290.9 338.8 355.2 365.1 3,805.1 
638.6 636.6 637.5 622.6 680.3 736.7 751,3 751.3 

301.7 318.5 318.5 305.3 355.8 373.2 383.5 3,995.1 
659.1 669,6 670.6 651,7 715.7 775.3 793.6 793.6 

319.0 333.5 333,5 319.7 372.8 391.2 102.0 1,185.1 
701.6 702.5 703.5 686.9 751.0 813.8 833.1 833.1 

331. 1 319.3 319.3 331.9 390.8 110.1 121.1 1,385.1 
739.3 737.0 738.1 720.8 788.5 851.3 871.5 871.5 

IH.2 133.3 133.3 115.3 185.8 510.1 521.5 5,116.0 
916.6 911.2 915.6 893.8 980.2 1,063.2 1,088.5 1,088.5 
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TABLE VIII-3 

PAST ÉSTIiviATED FUTURE 
PEi^ GAIATA COnSUÍ.IPTICH AND PitODUCTIQN OF ILECTHIC1TY 11^ PQRTUGAT. 

Tear Population tohr Con sumed*^ 

1940 
1941 
1942 
1943 
1944 
1945 
1946 
1947 
1948 
1949 
1950 
1951 
1952* 
1953* 
1954* 
1955* 
1956* 
1957* 
1958* 
1959^ 
1960«- 
1961* 
1962* 
1963* 
1964* 
1965* 
1966* 
1967* 
1968* 
1969* 
1970* 

7,173,338 
7,246,263 
7,319,188 
7,392,114 
7,465,039 
7,537,964 
7,610,889 
7,683,814 
7,756,740 
7,829,665 
7,902,590 
7,972,000 
8,042,000 
8,112,000 
8,182,000 
8-, 252,000 
8,322,000 
8,392,000 
8,462,000 
8,532,000 
8,600,000 
8,660,000 
8,720,000 
8,780,000 
8,840,000 
8,900,000 
8,950,000 
9,000,000 
9,050,000 
9,100,000 
9,150,000 

387,850,032 
404,655,456 
387,860,953 
397,452,345 
419,459,190 
452,335,915 
528,464,044 
593,281,864 
673,259,483 
693,904,781 
780,066,603 
862,550,000 

1,032,600,000 
1,280,500,000 
1,508,000,000 
1,607,100,000 
1,714,500,000 
1,821,900,000 
1,937,500,000 
2,053,200,000 
2,177,100,000 
2,301,000,000 
2,433,200,000 
2,565,400,000 
2,705,800,000 
2,846,300,000 
2,994,900,000 
3,143,600,000 
3,300,600,000 
3,457,600,000 
3,622,700,000 

Per capita 
c onsumption 

kwhr 

54.1 
55.8 
53.0 
53.8 
56.2 
60.0 
69.4 
77.2 
86.3 
88.6 
98.7 

108.2 
128.4 
157.9 
184.3 
194.3 
206.0 
217.1 
229.0 
240.6 
253.2 
265.7 
279.0 
292.2 
306.1 
319.8 
334.6 
349.3 
364.7 
380.0 
395.9 

Production 
kwhr 

460,091,927 
479,543,536 
465,230,706 
477,292,854 
504,962,303 
545,755,560 
638,376,292 
722,101,941 
811,462,238 
836,297,963 
941,611,173 

1,043,420,000 
1,250,000,000 
1,550,000,000 
1,825,400,000 
1,945,400,000 
2,075,400,000 
2,205,400,000 
2,345,400,000 
2,485,400,000 
2,635,400,000 
2,785,400,000 
2,945,400,000 
3,105,400,000 
3,275,400,000 
3,445,400,000 
3,625,400,000 
3,805,400,000 
3,995,400,000 
4,185,400,000 
4,335,400,000 

Per capita 
production 

kwhr 

64.1 
66.2 
63.6 
64.6 
67.6 
72.4 
83.9 
94.0 

104.6 
106 .,8 
119.2 
130.9 
155.4 
191.1 
223.1 
235.7 
249.4 
262.8 
277.2 
291.3 
306.4 
321.6 
337.8 
353.7 
370.5 
387.1 
405.1 
422.8 
441.5 
459.9 
479.3 

* Estimated 
** Production minus central station use and transmission 

and distribution losses, 
Assuming full operation of Ammonlum Sulphate Plants 
by 1954. 
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seen fraca Table VIII-4J and from Plates 9 and 10 which depict, 

respectively, the production per capita for the countries covered 

by Table VIII-4 and world production. 

TABLE VIII-4 

• ' < *' . . " " 

PRODUCTION -IN KWHR PEE- CAPITA 

mo 1951 

United States 1073 2400 

United Kingdom 600 1190 

France 450 854 

Italy 460 608 

Spain 150 256 

Portugal 64 131 

Greece 60 120 

5. Use of Electriclty by Classes 

After careful consideration of past statistics of consumption 

and indicated economic and industrial trends, the following con- 

clusions have been reached regarding the future usage of electric- 

lty by classes; 

A. Public use will probably increase at the rate of 1,000,000 

kilovatt-hours Per year. 

B. Use of electric traction probably will increase at the 

rate of 500,000 kilowatt-hours per year, 

C. The consumption of electriclty produced by private service 
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plants should remain essentially the aáme for the flrst 

five years, the addition of the 6,000 kw unlt at the 

Companhia Portuguesa Cellulose at Cacia compensatlng 

for normal retirements during that period. Subsequently, 

the annual production by private service plants and 

corresponding consumption would probably decrease by 

about 10^ per year. This reflects the effects of normal 

retirements and the cheaper power available from large 

public installations. 

D. The percentage consumed in the central stations ■will 

remain essentially the same as in 1951. 

E. Transmission and distribution losses will remain essentially 

the same in percentage as in 1951. 

F. The large increases will be in the categories of private 

lighting and domestic use, industrial and agricultural use, 

and electrochemical use. 

Table VIII-5 tabulates by classes the figures for past 

annual consumption, and estimates of annual production and con- 

sumption for the years 1956 to:1970. 

A** 
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TABLE VIII-5 

PAST AND ESTIMATED FUTURE C0N3UMPTI0N OF ELECTRICITY 

IN PORTUGAL BY CLASSES 

(Tlioupands Kwhr) 

Consumers 
feà by Consumed 

Private Indus. private inr, . 
.Public light & & Electro- service ôentral 

Year illum. domestic Traction Agric. chemical plants 

CO | 

1
1

 .Losses Import Total 

1940 21,096 54,582 53,638 176,169 18,141 63,415 18,181 54,345 284 460,092 

1941 21,844 57,495 54,100 188,578 18,764 63,875 20,102 55,112 321 479,54° 

1942 15,314 50,085 53,924 188,532 21,730 58,276 19,068 58,671 369 465,23: 

1943 13,265 53,201 54,853 200,637 22,767 52,730 21,800 5^366 345 477,29; 

1944 13,336 64,910 56,802 209,219 17,355 57,837 23,534 62,291 322 504,962 

1945 14,401 71,201 59,197 234,775 15,066 57,695 27,737 65,931 249 545,75o 

1946 16,370 87,082 63,230 276,471 18,956 66,355 22,847 87,414 349 638,37c 

1947 20,618 115,360 65,876 305,424 19,336 66,663 27,356 101,740 277 722,102 

1948 22,978 138,001 69,050 348,566 27,927 66,738 30,957 107,571 325 811,462 

im 23,273 146,977 70,378 347,798 25,482 79,996 41,560 101,256 423 836,298 

1950 27,076 175,367 350,592 402,349 28,977 75,705 38,229 123,742 427 941,611 

1951 29,030 203,910 73,190 449,690 35,350 71,380 22,120 159,310 560 1,043,420 
1956** 34,000 358,900 75,700 793,600 380,800 71,500 44,000 316,900 2,075,400 
1960** 38,000 495,900 77,700 1,096,400 404,100 65,000 55,900 402,400 2,635,400 

1965** 43,000 693,000 80,200 1,532,500 439,100 58,500 73,000 526,100 3,445,400 

1970** 48,000 922,000 82,700 2,038,700 478,700 52,600 93,000 669,700 4,385,400 

* Including two arnraoniiim sulphate plants 

Estimated 



6, Facillties for Electrical Power Production and Transmission 

A. Exlstlng thennal Installations - At the end of 1951, there 

were 17 thermal plants in Portugal having rated capacity of 1,000 

kw or more (see Table VII-6). It is anticipated that a 6,000 kw 

unit will go into service sometlme In 1952 at the celulose plant 

at Cacia making a total of 18 plants with a rated capacity of 149,381 

kw. Of this total, 122,826 kw are installed in public service plants, 

and the remainding 26,555 kw in prlvate service plants. Of the 

public service thermal installations 38,356 kw are in the north and 

84,470 kw are in the south. The private service plants have 10,072 

kw of installed capacity in the north and 16,483 in the south. In 

the aggregate, the thermal plants have been evaluated as representing 

an existing firm dependable capacity of approximately 100,000 kw. 

'tfiile their installed capacity exceeds that figure by almost 50^, it 

has to be heavily dlscounted because of age of some of the plants, 

dèficiencies in boilers, feedwater pumps, ash handling facilities 

and the like. The estimate of 100,000 kw as the measure of dependable 
a 
capacity is understood to be generally accepted. 

/i** 

The principal thermal stations are listed below; 

Name and location Capacity (kw) 

Tejo-Lisbon 59,192 
Freixo-Porto 14,656 
Sant o s-Li sbon 11,198 
Canicos-Vila Novo de Famalicao 12,400 
Massarelos-Porto 11,300 
Cachofarra-Setubal 10,260 

The average thermal efficiency of these major stations is about 

15/S to 17^. Santos Station in Llsbon and Massarelos Station in 

Porto serve the traction systems of their respectlve communities. 
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TABLE VII1-6 

THERMAL PLANIS 1,000 KW AND LARGER* 

Publ ic or Rated Cap. public Cap. private Cap. public Cap. prive 

Name of station 
pr ivate capac i ty ser. north ser. north ser. south ser. sou 

Operating company Locat ion serv ice (kw) (kw) (kw) (kw) (kw) 

Te jo Companhias Reunidas Gas 
E Electricidade L isbon Publ ic 59,192 59,192 

Fre ixo União Eléctrica Portuguesa Porto Publ ic 11,656 14,656 
Santos Companhia Carria De Ferro 

De Lisboa Lisbon Publ ic 11,198 11,198 
Can icos Companhia Hidro-Electrica Vila Nova 

Do Norte De Portugal De Famalicao Public 12,400 12,400 
Massarelos Camara Municipal Do Porto Porto Pub 1 ic 11,300 11,300 
Cachofarra União Eléctrica Portuguesa 

(Sul) Setúbal Publ ic 10,260 10,260 
Barre i ro Companhia União Fabril Barre i ro Pr ivate 6,280 6, ?80 
Mace i ra Empresa De Cimentos De Leiria Le i r i a Pr ivate 4,290 , 4,290 
Negrelos Fabrica De Fiacao E Tecidos 

Do Rio Vizela Santo Ti rso Private 2,572 2,572 
Beato Manutenção Mi 1itar Lisbon Pr ivate 1,972 1,972 
01 hao Aliança Eléctrica Do Sul 01 hao Publ ic 1,720 1,720 
Hortas Companhia De Fiacao De Vilanoua de 

Crestuma Ga i a Pr ivate 1,500 1,500 
S. Domingos Mason and Barry, Ltd. Mertola Pr ivate 1,455 1,455 
Graça Societe Anonyme de Produits et 

Engrais Chimiques du Portugal Setúbal Pr ivate 1,416 1,416 
Lisbon Companhia União Fabril Lisbon Pr ivate 1,070 1,070 
Aljustrel Aliança Eléctrica do Sul Aljustrel Public 1, 100 1,100 
Lena Sociedade Eléctrica do 

Oeste, Lda. Porto de Mos Public 1,000 1,000 
Celiulose** Companhia Portuguesa de 

Celiulose Cac i a Pr ivate 6,000 6,000 

TOTALS 149,381 38,356 10,072 84,470 16,483 

•Source: Estatística Das Instalações Eléctricas em Portugal, vol. |, - 1950. 
**To go into service in 1952. 



The Massarelos plant is the only large station that has been 

able to operate entirely on domestic coal with any degree of success. 

Ali the others have been obllged to use mixtures of foreign and 

domestic coals, with the domestic component amall. This condition 

is broughtabout by the basic designs of the stations, coupled with 

many combustion problems present in the available grades of 

domestic coal. During the war years, the unavailability of foreign 

coal caused major curtailments in thermal power production. 

B. Hydroelectric ínstallations exlstlng or undor conetruction - The 

hydroelectric plants which either are actually operative as of 1952 

or soon are to become so, are listed in Table VIII-7. In estinating 

their output, the effects of the new Spanish Salas reservoir on the 

Lindoso plant, the effect upon the Serra da Estrella system of the 

reconstrucion of the Senhora do Desterro plant, and the new irriga- 

tion projects of Maranhao and Pego Longo ali are considered, 

The results of routing the existing hydroelectric plants are 

given in Table VIII-8 which lists the output, month by month, of the 

existing hydroelectric plants without Zezere, the output of the 

Zezere River system, and the total existing hydroelectric output. 

J-, tO-S o. 
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TABLE VII1-7 

HYDRO ELECTRIC INSTALLATIONS EXISTING OR SCHEDULED FOR EARLY CONSTRUCTION 

Pl ant 

Zezere System 
Castelo do Bode 

•Cabril 
Santa Luzia 

Cavado System 
Vila Nova 

•Can içada 
•Salamonde 

Ren ide 

Lindoso 

Tejo River System 
Belver 
Pracana 

Serra da Estrela System 
Sabugueiro I 
Ponte de Jugais 
Vila Cova 
Senhora do Desterro 

Ave System 
Ermal 
Senhora do Porto 
Ponte da Esperança 
Guilofrei 

Niza System 
Velada 
Poio-Bruce ira 
Povoa 
Foz 

Alforfa System 
Alforfa 
Pedra da Figueira 
Estrela 
Covão da Nave 

Irrigation Projects 
Maranhao 
Cabeço Monteiro 
Pego do Altar 
Vale do Gaio 
Pego Longo 

Run of River 
Chocaiho 
Fre ig i 1 
Mesa do Galo 
Corvete 
Covas 

R i ver 

Zezere 
Zezere 
Pamp iIhosa 

Cavado-Rabagao 
Cavado 
Cavado 
Cavado 

Lima 

Tejo 
Ocreza 

Alva 
Alva 
Alva 
Alva 

Ave 
Ave 
Ave 
Ave 

Niza 
Niza 
Niza 
Niza 

Alforfa 
Alforfa 
Alforfa 
Alforfa 

Seda 
Ponsul 
Sa Catarina 
Xarrama 
Camp i1has 

Varosa 
Cabrum 
Borrai ha 
Bugio 
Coura 

Basin Instailed Capacity (kw) 

Tejo 135,000 
Tejo 107,000 
Tejo 19,200 

Cavado 76,800 
Cavado 15,000 
Cavado 38,000 
Cavado 1,810 

Lima 60,000 

Tejo 32,000 
Tejo 12,800 

Mondego 1.2,800 
Mondego 12,000 
Mondego 11,000 
Mondego 8,300 

Ave 10,100 
Ave 5,210 
Ave 2,720 
Ave 1,920 

Tejo H,g80 
Tejo 1,712 
Tejo 736 
Tejo 560 

Tejo 2,600 
Tejo 1,616 
Tejo 1,100 
Tejo 1,000 

Tejo 5,000 
Tejo 2,080 
Sado 2,000 
Sado |,030 
Sado 110 

Douro 10,210 
Douro 2,500 
Cavado I,il70 
Ave |,000 
Minho 618 

* Under construction and soon to be operative. 
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TABLE VII1-8 

ENERGY OUTPUT OF EXISTI HG HYDROELECTRIC PLANTS 

IN MILLIONS OF KILOWATT-HOURS PER MONTH 

(BEFORE ZEZERE RE-RE6ULATI0H) 

YEAR JANUARY FEBRUARY MARCH APRIL MAY JUNE JULY AUGUST SEPTEMBER OCTOBER NOVEMBER DECEMBER 

Output of existing plants with the 
exception of the Zezere system. 87.9 

191^2 Output of the Zezere system. 32-7 
Total output of existing hydroelectric 
plants. 120.6 

Output of existing plants with the 
exception of the Zezere system. 215.6 

1913 Output of the Zezere system. 192.7 
Total output òf existing hydroelectric 
plants. 138.3 

Output of existing plants with the 
exception of the Zezere system. 75.7 

1911 Output of the Zezere system. 13.1 
Total output of existing hydroelectric 
plants. 118.8 

Output of existing plants with the 
exception of the Zezere system. 88.1 

1915 Output of the Zezere system. 32,7 
Total output of existing hydroelectric 
plants 121•I 

Output of existing plants with the 
exception of the Zezere system. 111.1 

1916 Output of the Zezere system. 39.9 
Total output of existing nvdroelectric 
plants ' 151.3 

Output of existing plants with the 
exception of the Zezere system. 138.8 

1917 Output of the Zezere system. 32.7 
Total output of existing hydroelectric 
plants 171.5 

Output of existing plants with the 
exception of the Zezere system. 211.0 

1918 Output of the Zezere system. 139.7 
Total output of existing hydroelectric 
plants 380.7 

Output of existing plants with the 
exception of the Zezere system. 101.0 

1919 Output of the Zezere system. 32.7 
Total output of existing hydroelectric 
plants. 136.7 

Output of existing plants with the 
exception of the Zezere system. 87.2 

1950 Output of the Zezere system. . 32.7 
Total output of existing hydroelectric 
plants. 119.9 

70.8 
29.6 

100.1 

167.7 
161.2 

331.9 

57.2 
32.1 

89.3 

68.8 
29.6 

98.1 

122.0 
29.6 

151.6 

220.2 
171.0 

391.2 

171.8 
131.2 

303.0 

78.0 
29.6 

107.6 

209.7 
29.6 

239.3 

233.6 
190.8 

121.1 

158.1 
192.7 

351.1 

71.3 
32.7 

101.0 

63.1 
32,7 

96.1 

216.5 
70.0 

286.5 

212.3 
192.7 

135.0 

111 .0 
99.0 

210-0 

72.3 
32.7 

105.0 

178.8 
32.7 

211.5 

223.6 
116.7 

370.3 

105.9 
73.8 

179.7 

133.5 
66,0 

199.5 

61.1 
31.7 

93.1 

167-6 
62.6 

230.2 

235.6 
171,9 

107.5 

115. I 
35.8 

150.9 

62.6 
31.7 

91.3 

83.6 
31.7 

I 15.3 

Notes; |. Existing system is assumed to include the Salamonde, Canicada and Cabril plants now under 
2. Zezere system consists of Castelo do Bode, Cabril ánd Santa Luzia hydroelectric plants. 

235.1 
I 12.5 

317-9 

83.0 
38.3 

121.3 

82.1 
32.7 

I 11.8 

58.5 
32.7 

91.2 

222.7 
192.7 

115.1 

181.0 
10.5 

221.5 

116.6 
57.8 

201.1 

67.2 
32.7 

99.9 

151.9 
32.7 

187.6 

construction. 

115.8 
32.6 

178.1 

61.8 
31.7 

96.5 

61.3 
31.7 

96.0 

51.1 
31.7 

86.1 

186.2 
80.3 

266.5 

70.2 
31.7 

101.9 

90.7 
39.1 

130. I 

56.8 
31.7 

88.5 

115.8 
31.7 

117.5 

62.9 
32-7 

95.6 

62.5 
32.7 

95.2 

58.6 
32.7 

91.3 

56.0 
32.7 

88.7 

63.3 
32.7 

96.0 

65.1 
32.7 

97.8 

62.1 
32.7 

91.8 

56.5 
32.7 

89.2 

59.0 
32.7 

91.7 

60.2 
32-7 

92.9 

60.8 
32.7 

93.5 

56.3 
32.7 

89.0 

56.0 
32.7 

88.7 

61.7 
32.7 

91.1 

61.7 
32.7 

91.1 

61.1 
32.7 

91.1 

56.5 
32.7 

89.2 

57.7 
32.7 

90.1 

59.1 
31-7 

91.1 

63.6 
31.7 

95.3 

56,2 
31.7 

87.9 

53.9 
31.7 

85.6 

58.1 
31.7 

90.1 

62.3 
31.7 

91.0 

57. I 
31.7 

88.8 

59.3 
31.7 

91.0 

55.1 
31.7 

86-8 

71.1 
32.7 

101.1 

200.7 
32.7 

233,1 

59.7 
32.7 

92.1 

55.9 
32.7 

88.6 

82.1 
32.7 

111.8 

69.8 
32.7 

102.5 

56.2 
32.7 

88.9 

62.3 
32.7 

95.0 

55.5 
32.7 

88.2 

128.8 
80.9 

209.7 

I 16.3 
31.7 

118.0 

68.2 
31.7 

99.9 

81-2 
31.7 

112-9 

127.8 
31.7 

159.5 

61.8 
31.7 

93.5 

58.9 
31.7 

90.6 

111.2 
31.7 

115.9 

128.9 
31.7 

160.6 

196.1 
171.8 

368.2 

110.8 
32.7- B 8},6 

113.5 

129.3 

96.6 
32.7 

197.3 
32.7 - i&SÒ 

230-0 - 

117.9 
32.7. ee%i 

150.6-^^0^9 

97.0 - Z'3'0 ^ 
32.7 . CS 1,1 

129.7 

136.3 - Z.3-^ 
32.7- £??// 

169.0 

103.6 - 55V 
32.7- 3^3 

136.3 - 

88.3- 
32.7 S 

121.0 



C. Transmlsslon Unes - Prior to 1945, Portugal was served 

by a number of isolated utility systems, but under the National 

Electrification Act of that year, and subsequent úorrelative legis- 

lation, a program for the eapansion of transmission liriea^has been 

carried out by the Companhia Nacional de Electricidade (cNE), so 

effectively that to ali intenta and purposes the country now is 

served by an interconnected system which, however, has not yet been 

developed intoaí.completely integrated system. This, of course, has 

introduced many operating and administrative problems, identical 

with those encountered in the United States. 

From a power standpoint, Portugal can be divided into a northem a 

zonej ccmprized of the area served by the Ermesinde substation of the 

lk.>4 ^ y t- 

• A / o'"' /-' if "! 1 

- CU ç ^ 
íiu «_>>, e*...,- 

5W - 

CNE, in Porto, and a southem 'zone—the area served by the Zezere 

substation. The two zones are interconnected by a 150 kv steel 

tower high tension llne with a normal capacity of 60 mva and an 

emergency capacity of 90 mva. It is anticipated that during normal 

operation, no po^rer-interchange between the zones will taks place, 

but the line enables the bnlk transfer of power from one to the 

other to alleviate any power shortage in either area. 

Crdinarily the major produclng utilities sell their available 

power to CNE, which in tum transmits it to the distributing com- 

panies, In ordor to schedule the operation of the producing 

companies to the fullert advantage, the position of Repartidor 

Nacional de Cargas (National Load Dispatcher) has been established. 

Table VIII-9 lists the principal features of the main components 
/ ^ . 

r i L 
of the transmission network. Plate 5 shows boch the transmission 

) 

lince and the principal power plants of the country. 
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TABLE VII1-9 

CHARACTERISTICS OF TRANSMISSION LINES 

OF COMPANHIA NACIONAL DE ELECTRICIDADE 

Zezere- 
Lisbon, 
1 st 1i ne 

Porto- 
Cavado 

Zezere- 
Porto 

Zezere- 
Lisbon, 
2nd 1i ne 

Lisbon- 
Setubal 

Porto- 
Estarre. 

^iltage (kv) 150 150 150 150 150 60 
/ 

Normal capacity (mva) 100 80 60 100 100 16 

Emergency capacity (mva) 150 120 90 150 15 25 

Size of conductors - ACSR (mm2) 3 X 327 3 X 261 3 X 327 3 X 327 3 X 327 3 X 152 

Length of 1ine (km) III 76 189 111 73 50 

Total resistance (ohms/phase) 12.55 10.66 21.15 12.55 8.18 11.10 

Total reactance (ohms/phase) 16.12 31.86 80.25 16. 12 31.01 18.89 

Total susceptance (mhos X 10-3/phase) 0-31 0-20 0.51 0.31 0.21 0.15 
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7. Methods of Operation and Bases of Payment 

The present system of hydroelectric installations includes run- 

of-river plants and plants at which storage is provided - in some 

instances large volumes of storage. Under the exlsting rate struc- 

ture, payment is nade to the operating companies for energy alone, 

at a ■uniform rate. Since energy is the only source of revenue, 

each operator is entirely preoccupied wlth producing ali the energy 
i 

possible vdth the stream flows that nature provides, This is sound 

enough for the run-of-river plants, but it results in operating 

storage plants much as though they too were run-of-river installa- 

tions and so inevitably places a great part of the burden of pro- 

viding power during seasons of drought upon the nation?s steam /V . 

plants, whose capacity is far from adequate to assume the burden, and 
j w J( • 

whose operation, largely on imported coal, is costly both In escudos 

and in foreign exchange, 

The result of depleting the storage in the reservoirs is to 

leave the storage plants in much the same condition as the run-of-river 

plants when the rains fail and a long period of drought is experienced. 

There is little more than drought stream-flow with which to operate 

either type. 

The only way in which dependability of power supply can be attained 

under a policy of drawing down storage reservoirs in such manner 

as to produce the maximum amount of energy during years of normal 

rainfall (with the hope that they will refill before the ensuing 

dry season) is to provide more thermal capacity as a standby, for 

use when the reservoirs do not refill. 

The present study (see Chapters III and IX) indicates that, based 
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upon certain plus one half of probable reserves, the domestic coal 

supply is too limited to support much more than 25,000 kw of 

thermal capacity for the normal life of a steam plant, without 

encroaching upon the fuel requirements of present coal users. 

It is quite possible,of course, that further drilling will dis- 

close additional reserves permitting material Increase in the 

supply of thermal energy from domestic fuels. In order to meet 

the peaks of the constantly growing power demand during prolonged 

periods of drought a large amount of thermal capacity would have 11 ■ . 
v- ''f "• 

to be installed, Rough estimates indicate that by 19o0 perhaps 

80,000 kw of capacity, in additlon to that of existing installations, 

would be needed, and by 1970 perhaps 200,000 kw. The fixed charges \ /M - " ' ? ^ K ' | 

'ir 
alone on standby stations of this magnitude would impose a serious 

burden. 

In a hydroelectric system which embraces as much storage as does 

that of Portugal, power supply may be made dependable by conserving 

enough storage in the large reservoirs to tide over periods of 

drought, Since it is not possible to foresee just when a drough 

wí.ll begin, it is necessary, under this method of operation, to 

assume that each year in turn may repeat the stream-flow hydrograph 

of the criticai drought year, and accordingly, to keep enough water 

on hand at ali times to avoid a power shortage if and when that 

tums out to be substantially the case - as, of course it always 

does, sooner or later. 

This means that the reservoir can not be emptied during the 

dry months and allowed to refill during the wet months, for the 

plan of operation recognizes the possibllty that the dry months 
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may be succeded by other dry months instead of by wet months. When 

they are not, some of the flow of the wet months is wasted. There 

is a compensating factor in that ali of the water that does pass 

through the turbines will do so under high head and so, cubic meter 

for cubic meter, will produce more power than would the flow resultant 

from emptying and refilling the reservoir. 

It can not be gainsaid, however, that there is a net loss of 

energy production by conserving storage for drought periods. If, 

as it is believed to be, dependability of power supply is almost the 

sine qua non of successful industrialization, the sacrifice is 

unavoidable unless the continuing installation of larger and larger 

thermal standby units operating on imported fuel is to be undertaken, 

From the data available, it appears that considerations of economy 

would limit the use of steam operation with imported fuel to the 

minimum possible, by full utilization of storage potentialities, 

and the studies have been made on that basis - the sacrifice in 

total volume of energy generation on the part of the storage plants 

entailed by conserving storage apparently being far less from the 

monetary standpolnt than the cost of providing steam standby power, 

The sacrifice entailed by conservation of storage should not, 

however, be asked of the producer who happens to have developed 

a site that affords storage, He should - indeed raust, if he is to 

be expected to cooperate - be paid on the basis of being able to 

deliver energy during drought periods when others can not, as well 

as on the basis of the total energy that he actually delivers, It 

is his abstention from the production of a portion of the Srtdtgy^^ 

he could have produced in a normal year by emptying his reservoir, 
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that enables him to deliver during the drought year, and he must 

be compensated equitably for such abstention If he is to be relied 

upon to práctice ° 

In the present study, ali invectigations of available power and 

of future installations for its generation have been based without 

exception upon the premise that the National Load Dispatcher will 

have full opportunity to utilize ali generating and transmission 

facilitles available, both thermal and hydro, in the most economical 

way. A complete legal basis for meeting this requirement appears 

to exist in Artlcle X of the National Electrification Act No. 2002 

dated December 26, 1944; and in Artlcle XI of the National Load 

Dispatcher Decree No, 36186, dated February 28, 1951. 

The necessary cooperation of the private, public and semi-public 

owners of hydroelectric and steam generating facilities and trans- 

mission llnes will not be obtained, however, unless a reasonable 

and logical basis of compensation is worked out whlch will relmburse 

them for fixed charges and operating expenses, and provide a fair 

measure of profit both when the National Load Dispatcher requires 

that their facilities be held in reserve for the benefit of the 

entire system and when they are operated by his direction. 

8. Network Analyzer Study 

What is contemplated is a completely integrated operatlon - 

a power pool-the device which in the United States has been found 

to be the soundest basic mechanism for developing and maklng 

available adequate and economical power supplies - and whlch Portugal 

has taken the prellminary steps to establish by the creation of the 

comprehensive transmission network that has recelved laudatory 
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mentlon prevlously herein. 

It has been the experience in the United States that the 

integration of a complex system of electrlcal installations intro- 

duces problems peculiar to itself and that to achieve satisfactory 

results, the electrical characteristlca and relationships of ali 

existing generating units, transmission lines,substations and loads 

on the interconnected system must be established and coordinated, 

and that ali additional generating units, transmission lines, sub- 
<1 
stations and expected loads must be correctly planned and designed 

in proper relation to each other and to existing facillties. Such 

coordination, planning and design can only be accomplished by an 

A-C calculating board or network analysis of the interconnected 

system, 

Every generating unit, transmission line, substation, and 

load center is unique in its electrical characteristics, Static 

and translent stability and control of frequency and voltage be- 

tween desirable limlts can not be accomplished unless their relation- 

ships are properly taken into account. In additlon to providing 

for more satisfactory operation, coordination by means of a network 

analyzer study permits the realizatlon of construction economies 

by the speclfication of the characteristics of equlpment in new 

installations in proper relation to those of existing installations. 

The Douro River study assumes both that a network analyzer 

study will be made, and that an equltable system of rates will 

be devised on the basis outllned above; in short, that satisfactory 

and efficlent integrated or power pool operation will be effected. 
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9. Plan of Operation for Power Pool 

In this study, the power pool was assumed to include ali of 

the planis listed in Table VIII-7,for although three of them 

(Cabril, Canicada and Salamonde) are not yet fully completed and 

in operation, it seems certaln that they vd.ll be In operation In 

the near future. Thermal capacity of 100,000 kw was.assumed in 

addition to the hydroelectric capacity. 

The period 1942-1950 was selected for investigation. This 

period contains the two driest sequences of the past 25 years, 

namely those of 1944-45 and 1949, which are about equally criticai 

for the entire Portuguese power systewo Stream-flow records for the 
♦ 
period were available for most of the important projects, either 

directly at the site or at near-by gaging statlons. VJhere no rec- 

ords could be obtained, they were synthesized by proportioning 

on the basis of area from records of drainage areas with similar 

characteristics (see Appendix C, "Hydrology")• 

Operation of the component systems was assumed to be as follows; 

A. Steam-electrlc planto - These were assumed to operate in 

the base of the load-duration curve, 

B. Run-of-river plants - Run-of-river plants includo the 

Chocalho, Freigll, Mesa do Galo, Covas and Corvete, with a total 

installed capacity of 15.06 megawatts (one megawatt»1000 kw). 

Since there is no storage available upstream from these plants, 

they were assumed to use ali the stream flow as it carne, up to 

the limit of their installed capacity. 

C. Irrigation pro.jects - The Maranhao, Cabeço Monteiro, Pego do 

Altar, Vale do Gaio and Pego Longo projects were assumed to be 
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operated during the irrigation seaaon, as much as possible 

according to the schedules outlined In the Portuguese irrigation 

report dated 1945 "Hidráulica Agricola". The power output would 

be available -whenever water was released for irrigation purposes. 

D. Alforfa system - This system of four small plants aggre- 

gating 6.32 megawatts of installed capacity has some storage, and 

the system was operated to obtain a uniform output during the 

critloal dry period. 

E. Niza system - The Niza system also comprises four small 

plants aggregating 7.49 megawatts of installdd capacity. It has 

some storage, and was operated to Dobtain a ■uniform output during 

the criticai dry period, 

F. The Ave system - This system, likewise consisting of 

four plants aggregates 20.28 megawatts of installed capacity, has 

storage and was similarly operated to obtain a uniform output dur- 

ing the criticai dry period. 

G. Tejo River system - The Tejo system conslsts of the Belver 

plant on the Tejo River which is essentially a run-of-river plant, 

and the storage reservoir and plant at Pracana on the Ocreza River, 

a tributary which enters upstream from Belver. The two plants, 

with a total capacity of 44.8 megawatts were operated as a unit 

to assure the maximum uniform output from both combined during the 

criticai dry period. Under this scheme, the Pracana plant would 

be shut down to conserve storage at times when ample flow was 

available at Belver, and would operate when the run-bf-river out- 

put was deficient. 

H. Lindoso plant - This plant, on the Lima River, obtains its 
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regulation from two reservoirs located in Spain which v/ere assumed 

to be operated to give a unifoma output at the Lindoso plant during 

the criticai dry periodo It was also assumed that the entire out- 

put would be used in Portugal. However, a line has recently been 

built to the border, and from Information supplied by engineers 

connected with the Lindoso plant, it is indlcated that whatever 

traffic goes over that transmission line will be ali in one direction, 

toward Spain. The amount, however, has not yet been determined, 

and is understood to depend on the result of negotiations between 

Spain and Portugal. Any power taken out of the Lindoso output 

would have to be made up by a future plant or plants. 

I. Serra da Estrela system - This system consists of four 

plants which will have a total installed capacity of 44.10 mega- 

watts by 1956. The system contain» storage which was operated to 

obtain a fairly uniform output during the criticai dry period. 

J. Cavado system - This is one of the two large systems in 

Portugal and includes the exLsting Vila Nova plant and the Sala- 

monde and Ganicada projects which are under construction. It also 

includes the small Penide run-of-river plant, The Cavado system 

contains a large volume of storage. Installed capacity will 

total l6l.64 megawatts. Based on a study of operation of the 

system as a whòlô, routing energy rather than flow, it was found 

that the capabillty of the Cavado system would be approxlmately 

38 megawatts of continuous capacita during the criticai.dry periodí' * 

K. Zezere system - This is the largest system in Portugal, 

and includes the existlng Castelo do Bode plant, the Cabril pro- 

ject, which is under construction, and the existing Santa Luzia 

W a. Am 
'M C 
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proJect. The latter belongs to another utility company but logi- 

caily forms part of the Zezere system, as it Is located on the 

Pampilhosa River, a tributary of the Zezere. The system contains 

a large amount of storage, The installed capacity will total 

259 megawatts. Based on a study of operation of the system as a 

whole, routing energy rathe.r than flow, it was found that the 

Zezere system would provide approxLmately 44 megawatts of contln- 

uous capacity during the criticai dry period.-^ 

L. Re-regulatlon - Routings made on the basis of maintaining 

the maxiraum uniform output from the storage plants during criticai 

dry periods yielded a varj.able relationship between output and 

demand. During certain months there would be a surplus of energy, 

while at other times there would be a deficiency of variable pro- 

portions. 

The output from the Zezere system was then re-regulated as re- 

quired to obtain the smallest possible uniform deficiency for the 

entire Portuguesa system through the criticai dry period. In the 

process of re-regulating, the total amount of energy withdravm dur- 
,, 

ing the drought periods was the same as was used in the previous 

routing when the Zezere system was operated at uniform output 

through the droughts. 

It was found that by re-regulating Zezere, the "existing" system 

(including in addition to the now-operative hydroelectric plants, 

the three under construction, and the 100,000 kw of thermal capacity) 

would be capable of supplying enough dependable power to meet 

present demands (including that of the ammonium sulphate plants) 
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and keep abreast of predicted growth in load, practically until 

1956. 

By the latter date, the demand will have increased so much, 

if it follows the predicted trend, that in order fully to satisfy 

it, an additional 4,000 kw or so of dependable capacity v/ill be 

needed in the system. If the additlon is not made, there would be 

a deficiency of that magnitude in the event of a recurrence In 

1956 of a drought like that of 1944-1945 or 1949; and if, as the 

most recent establishments, the aamonium sulphate plants were 

required to absorb the deficiency, they could operate continaously 

at only about 90$ of capacity during the drought. 

10. Power Deficiencies Subsequent to 1956 

By 1960, the unifom deficiency during the criticai drought 

period would amount to about 67,000 kw; by 1965 to about 151,000 kw 

and by 1970 to about 273,000 kw. 

Plate 11 shows the estimated 1960 relationship between demand 

and output on the assumption that the storage plants are operated 

to produce maximum uniform output during the criticai dry periods. 

Plate 12 shows the relationship after the Zezere system has been 

re-regulated to reduce unsatisfied demand during the dry periods 

to a uniform minimum of 48.9 mlllions of kwhr per month, corres- 

ponding to 67,000 kw of capacity at 100$ load factor. 

Both plates show by different shading symbols, the total power 

outputs, month by month, that the several elements compris.ing the 

"exí-sting systems" respectively could have supplied with the stream 

flows actually experienced between the years 1942 and 1950. The 

capacity of the steam component is, of course, not affected by the 
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stream flow and varies only vdth the nuníber of hours in the month 

under consideration. Since the outputs of the several components 

of the system are shown one above the other, the top of the graph 

represents the total output of which the system is capable, There 

has been superimposed, a heavy line depicting the estimated month- 

by-month power demand for the year 1960. When the graph extends 

above this demand line, a surplus of power is indicated. When the 

top of the graph lies below it, a deficiency in outppt is indicated, 

which is depicted by heavy line shading. In actual operation, the 

thermal supplement represented by the small dots at the base of the 

graph would be used only to the extent to which the hydroelectric 

components of the system were unable under their rule curves of 

operation, to satisfy the demand. TJaus, whenever and to the extent, 

that the graph of aggregate output extends above the line depicting 

demand, it indlcates that an equivalent shutdown of steam generating 

units (often a complete shut-dôwn) is possible. 

Should it be proposed to add a new hydroelectric plant to the 

system, its dependable capacity would be determined by adding its 

monthly output to the system, and re-regulating the Zezere system 

anew to obtain the mlnimum uniform discrepancy between system 

output and national demand, with the new plant induded. The 

difference between the minimum uniform deficiency during the 

criticai dry period obtainable without the new plant and that 

obtainable with the new plant incorporated in the system, is the 

capacity contributed to the system by the new plant, i.e., its 

dependable capacity. This method of establishlng the dependable 

capacity is based on the assumption that the load dlspatcher, assisted 
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by an equitable schedule of tariffs for capacity and energy, has the 

authority to operate tbe'Portuguesa power systexn in the national 

interest, using run-of-rlver enôrgy when available, and scheduling 

the output from storage and thermal plants as needed. The method 

is realistic, since it takes into dlrect account the existing 

power system and utilizes it to the maximum practicable extent. It 

reduces to the minimum the gap that must be fllled by new capacity. 

It autoímtically integrates proposed new plants of widely differing 

characteristics into the Portuguese system on a common basis, and 

thus makes it possible to evaluate their actual contributions to 

the system capacity. The devising of a rule curve to accomplish 

the end sought with a stream flow record of the length and character 

of that available in Portugal, is entirely feasible, as has been 

demonstrated In the operation of power pools in the United States, 

where length of stream flow record usually is much shorter. 

11. Capacity Requiremsnts 

The installed capacity of the existing system is quite large. 

A study of the relationship of output to the load-duration curve 

indicated that even by 1960 there would be no lack of capacity to 

meet the peaks - the deficiency lies entirely in the supply of 

firm energy. Thus there appears to be no necessity for the 

installation of peaking capacity in such new plants as may be 

considerei for early construction. 

As an example of excess of installed capacity over capacity 

required to produce firm energy during criticai periods, the 

Zezere system may be used as an illustration. The installed 
A 

capacity of the system aggregates 259 mw. The firm energy which 
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the system can produce during the criticai periods of low stream 

flow is 44 mw. It is apparent from these figures that the employ- 

ment of the Zezere system to tide over periods <^f drought is an 

arrangement ideally suited to the satisfactory exploitation of 

its installed capaclty. During periods of plentiful stream flow, 

it is in competition with the various run-of-river plants, The 

problem of the national system at such times is not how to produce 

more energy, but how to allocate the market equitably among the 

various producers. The use of the Zezere system9 s surplus installed 
i 

capaclty under such conditicns would operate simply to take market 

away from other producers. But if a large portion of its storage 

is conserved for the dry periods, when the run-of-river plants and 

those of smaller storage capacity are unable to absorb much of the 

load, its generous capacity installation will be found invaluable. 

Because of the large capacity which the existing system will 

have upon completion of Cabril, Canicada and Salamonde, it has been 

assumed, in scheduling new hydroelectric plants on the load duration 

curve, that the existing hydroelectric plants would be placed in 

the peak. The therrcal supplement would, of course, occupy a 

position in the base of the curve, Thus the new plants would 

occupy the vacant band between the existing hydroelectric plants 
t 

and the thermal supplement, and would operate at 100/6 load factor 

or close to it. 

' 0 
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CHAPTER IX 

THERMAL IfíSTALLATlONS GQNSIDERED FOR 

SUPPLYING FUTURE POT^JER DEFICIENCIES 

1. General Considerations 

One of the specific requireiuents contained in the Agreement 

covering the Douro River study was consideration of a Pejao thermal 

plant for the generation of electric power by combustion of domes- 

tic coal. As indicated in Chapter III, Pierce Management, Inc., 

was called in as the Engineer's Coal Consultant, and the study of 

the employment of domestic fuels for power generation was broad- 

ened to include consideration, not only of the Pejao mines, but of 

the mine at Sao Pedro da Cova as well. The study indicated that 

the Pejao site was to be preferred, and that the indicated coal 

reserves were sufficient to support a thermal plant of about 

25,000 kw capacity for the approximately 35 years which is normally 

considered to be the economic life span of such an installation. 

At the time the investigation was being conducted, it had been 

assumed that because of the flatter topography that characterized 

the right bank of the Douro, the site of a plant built for Pejao 

fuels would be across the river from Germunde. Subsequent. study, 

however, indicated that an installation on the north side of the 

river might experience extended shut-downs and require costly re- 

habilitation as the result of large floods. Vith this in mind, a 

site was finally selected cn the left bank (see Plate 13) just 

downstream from the Germunde picking sheds, high enough above the 

river to insure continuous operation unhampered by a river stage 
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of 30 m above mean river levei (see Plate 15) which is believed to 

correspond to the 100 year flood. This introduced the problem of 

bringing cooling water up to a high elevation in an economical 

maxmer. The solution finally adopted is discussed later under 

the caption "Power House". No foundation investigations were made, 

but it is assumed frona such data as are available that the rock 

structure is suitable for foundations, 

2. Fuel 

At the present time, the Pejao mining interests are practicing 

selective mining with an output in 1951 of apprcximately 260,000 

tons. Cnly thosegrades of coal which are rsadily marketable are 

mined, the poorer grades for the most part being left in the ground. 

An average analysis of these poorer grades is: -/ ' ívi ^ 
cO-v ' v'V 

Moisture 5,6% 
Volati3.e Matter /+.!% 
Fixed Carbon Aá.5% 
Ash A5.8% 
Kilc-calories 3600 

Such coal is more or less unmarketable because of low heat 

content, high ash content, and resulting combustion problems. At 

the present time, there are very few boiler installations in Por- 

. t-U 
tugal capable of burning it with any degree of success. It is i- 

assumably this fuel which would be made available to the thermal c.: 

plant if presont mining procedures are retained. 

As discussed in Chapter III, Pierce Management, Inc., considere 

that after maklng certain recommended changes, the output of the 

mine could be increased to 383,000 tons of marketable coal, of two 

grades; 

(a) Up to 120,000 tons per year unwashed air separated mine 

fines under 1/6A inch (O.OA cm) in size containing about 20% ash and 

569A kilo-calories per kilogrem. 
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(b) The balance of the product, a washed coal, of plus 0.0A 

cm sizing, with ash content of about 18^ and a heat content of 

about 584-8 kilo-calories per kilogram. 

3. Plant Design Considered 

Since it is not knovn which grade of fuel finally will be 

selected, it appeared necessary to consider three distinct prelim- 

inary designs of thennal stations: 

One for a plant utilizing the U% ash coal, ons for a plant 

utilizing 20/á ash coal, (mine fines) and one for a plant utilizing 

18% ash (washed) coal, The essential differences would be in the 

boiler plants required. The power house would be the same in each 

case. 

Studies of power demand and supply indicate that the plant 

would operate at full load about 75% of the time regardless of just 

when it was introduced into the system. With this in mind, it was 

considered that it should be designed for base load operation. 

Based on preliminary heat balance analyses, it was concluded that 

the operating temperatura should be 900° F, (482° C)and operating 

o 
pressure 850 pounds per sq^are inch (59.76 kg/cm ). 

Combustion experts consulted concurred with the conclusion that 

any of the three grades of coal could be used successfully, provided 

the grade was of a fixed quality. However, prior to final design 

and the ultimate definitive orders for boiler equipment, reputable 

manufacturers should have the opportunity to bum from 35 to 50 tons 

of the respectivo grades in suitable boiler equipment. 

tL & 

tZJ. 
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A. Boiler House Design for A5% Ash Fuel 

The first boiler installation considered was one utilizing the 

low grade Pejao coal of the following characteristics, which would 

be made available if present mining methods are retained: 

Heat Content - 3600 Kilo-calories 
Ash Content - 
Sizing - 100% thru l/A" (.635 cm) 

80% thru 3/l6" (.^76 cm) 
60% thru l/S" (.318 cm) 
40% thru l/l6" (.159 cm) 
25% thru 1/32" ( .079 cm) 

Preliminary studies indicated that tvo stoker-fired boilers, 

each capable of producing 125,000 pounds of steam per hour at 850 
I1' ^ 

psi and 900° F, (56,715 Kg/hr at 59.76 Kg/cm^ and 482o C) were best 

suited to meet the steam requirements utilizing this quality of coal. 

A stoker installation is mandatory beoause of the difficulties of 

establishing and maintaining combustion; and a very large grate area 

is required, - so large that two boilers are essential. It is im- 

practical to design a single unlt with sufficient grate area. Al- 

though the combustion problems are many, successful firing can be 

maintained, provided the quality of the coal remains constant. 

The boiler design considered vould have an efficiency of about 

73% with a resulting overall thermal efficiency for the station of 

23.55%. Coal would be brought to the plant by a belt conveyor and 

fed into a bunker in the building. A diversion chute would be pro- 

vided in the conveyor system to an out-door storage area adjacent 

to the plant, and an auxiliary conveyor would move the coal from 

the storage area to the bunker in case of failure of the main con- 

veyor from the mine. It is anticipated that a plant of this design 

i •'wv' e", 

hjV< L 
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wuld requlre abotit 609 metric tons per 24- hours at full load 

(25,000 kw output) operatioru About 300 tons of ash per day would 

result, an abnormally high figure for a plant of this size. 

The ash vould be removed from the boilers by conveyor to a 

silo, thence trucked away to available disposal areas. 

A building of approximately 25,500 uP would be required to 

house the pertinent equipment. 

5. Boiler House Design for 20^ Ash Fuel 

The second boiler installation considered v/as one utilizing 

the unwashed mine fines which would result from adoption of the 

recommendations made by Pierce Management, Inc. (see Plate 18 & 

19)• Coal of this grade presumably would have the following char- 

acteristics: 

Fixed Carbon - 72,1% 

Volatile Matter - 2.95» 

Ash - 20 % 

Moisture Under - 10 % 

Sulphur - 1.5/5 

Heat Content - 5694- Kilo-Calories 

Fusion Temperature of Ash 
not less than - 1372 C 

Hardgrove Grindability - // 65 

Sizing 100% less than - 1/64-" (0.04 cm) 

Preliminary studies indicate that coal of the foregoing char- 

acteristics can be used successfully in a pulverized coal boiler. 

A single boiler would produce the necessary 250,000 pounds per hour 

of steam at 850 psi and 900° F (113,430 Kg per hour at 59.76 Kg/cnP 
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and 4.82° C). Its design would be such that the firing would be 

dovnward vertically through a refractory chamber of the furnace 

and then a D travei of the flame back to give longer burning time 

to compensate for slow ignition and combustion. This is accepted 

practice in the United States for combustion of low volatile an- 

thracite coal. Aboiler of this design operative under the given 

conditions would have an efficiency of SA% and the resulting over- 

all thermal efficiency of the station would be 27.1$. 
-- 

The coal from the mine is of such fineness that a pneumatic 

conveying system would be most practical. The coal would be blown 

into a bunker located In the building. A diversion pipe would be 

provided so that coal could be diverted to a storage building adja- 

cent to the boiler house carrying a 5 days supply only. A conveyor 

from the coal storage building to the bunker would be provided. 

Open storage for this grade of coal is not practical and because of 
-j/x '■V. «Li- V*. 

the impracticability of providing closed storage for a 30 day emer- 

gency supply of it, open storage for 18$ ash coal (which is of 

larger sizes) would be provided to insure against shut-down in the 

event of an interruption to the supply of fines. 

Uhether the fines or the 18$ ash coal were being used, it would 

feed into an air-swept tube mill for pulverization before being fired. 

Because of the character of the fuel, it is felt that only a tube 

mill would provido the requisite degree of fineness and still main- 

tain a very high degree of reliability of service. 

The coal would be withdrawn from the mill by means of two air 

extractors and blown into the boilers. The boiler would be started 

on oil and after a time the combustion would be sustained entirely 
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by the coal. 

A forced draft fan, induced draft fan, and a regenerativa 

type of air preheater would be utilized. A stub stack is contem- 

plated. 

bnder full load operation, approximately 360 tons of pulver- 

izei coal would be consumed in a 24.-hour period, producing about 

72 tons of ash, the greater part of which would pass out through 

the stack. About 20 tons of ash would require disposal. It 

would be conveyed to a hopper and thence trucked away. 

The building required to house the boiler and pertinent aux- 
•Cm* 

3 
iliaries would have a volume of about 11,A00 nr. 

The cost of moving mine fines from the air separator at the 

washery to the boiler house would be about 3$21 a ton, This fig- 

ure is based upon a capital cost of 1,236 contos for equipment (in- 

cluding installation) with fixed charges of 11.86% or 1^7 contos a 

year and annual costs of 1L4- contos and 33.5 contos for power and 

labor respectively. 

6. Boiler House Design for 18% Ash Fuel 

The third boiler installation considerei was one utilizing 

the washed coal resulting from adoption of the recommendations made 

by pierce Management, Inc. This fuel would be similar to the un- 

washed mine fines with the following exceptions; 

a. Heat content - 58AS Kilo-calories 
b. Ash content - 18% 
c. Sizing - 100% greater than 1/6-4" 

(0.04 cm) 

The boiler design would be similar to that considerei for the 

20% ash coal, the only marked difference in the two designs being 
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in the coal handling systems. Because of the sizing of the washed 

coal, a belt conveyor vould be employed to bring it from the washery 

at the mine to the bunker. A diversion chute vould be provided to 

the open air stock pile, The other design features would be the 

same as for the 20$ ash instaliation. 

Bsing the better grade of coal will result in a boiler ef- 

ficiencyof 85$ and an overall thermal efficiency of the station of 

21 ,l$>. TJnder full load operation, approximately 322 metric tons 
• 

vould be consumed in 2>4 hours and approximately 58 tons of ash vould 

require disposal, the residue passing off thiough the stack as in 
c/" - 

the case of the plant burning 20$ ash fuel. 

As in the preceding design, the building required to house the 

3 
boiler and auxiliaries vould have a volume of 11,^.00 m . 

7. Pover House 

Under ali three boiler designs, the turbine room instaliation 

vould be identical (see Plate L4), It is anticipated that approx- 

3 
imately 14-, 200 m vould be required to house the required gener- 

ating equipment. The turbo-generator set vould be of the condens- 

ing type vith four extraction stages capable of delivering contin- 

uously 25,000 kv, three phase at .8 P.F., 50 cycles. The generator 

vould be directly connected to the station transformer vith suit- 

able relay protection. The generator vould be air cooled and oper- 

ated at 3000 RPM. The turbine vould utilize steam at 850#/sq in 

and 900° F (59.76 kg/cm^ and 4-32° C). It is anticipated that the 

steam rate in the unit vill be 8.54- Ibs. (3.87 kg) per kv hour. 

The condenser vould be of the double pass type. Four extraction 

heaters vould be used in the regenerative feedvater heating cycle. 
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Two boiler feed pumps would be provided, one steam driven, the 

other motor driven. The flow of the Douro River is more than 

adequate to meet the condensing vater requirements, estimated at 

20,000 gallons/minute (75,700 litres). The temperatures of the 

water, ranging from a low of 6o C in the winter to a high of 2-4° 

C in the summer are vithin good working limits. Since the station 

would be located 36 m above aea levei in order to be above the 100 

year flood stage, and the mean levei of the river at Pejao is 6 m, 

the average difference•in elevation between river and station levei 

would be 30 m. This at first seemed likely to entail a costly pump- 

ing operation, but a solution was found which would reduce the cost 

considerably. The design finally selected would utilize a motor 

driven pump to supply one-half of the required water, while the 

other half would be obtained from water turbine driven pumps util- 

izing the 30 m head on the circulating water discharge. Designs 

of this character have been used wlth marked success in the United 

States. 

The generator voltage would be stepped up to the transmission 

voltage by a 31,250 kva, three phase, 50 cycle transformer. A cir- 

cuit breaker of suitable interruptive capacity would be provided on 

the high voltage side. Transmission to Ermesinde Substation of the 

C0MPHANIA NACIONAL DE ELECTRICIDADE was deemed to be most economical 

at 60 kv. Ermesinde is approxiraately 2U Icm from Germunde. It is 

recognized that for ultimate development of the Douro Basin at 

least a 150 kv transmission system would be required. However, 

for the economic comparisons involving the proposed Pejao Thermal 

Station, a single 60 kv line is considered adequate. 
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Power for the station auxiliaries vould be obtained from a 

2500 kva three phase, 50 cycle 60 .kv/2.3 kv transformer supplied 

from the high line. Larger auxiliaries would operate at 2,300 volts, 

while lighting and smaller auxiliaries would obtain power from a 

500 kva, three phase, 50 cycle 2300/380/220 transformer. 
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TABLE IX-I 

ESI IMATES OF COST OF CONSTRUCTION 25,000 KW PEJAO STEAH PLAHT 

Land 

Structures & Improvements 

Boi ler Plants Complete 

Turbo-generating Equipment 

Acces. Elect„ Equipment 

Miscellaneous Power Plant Equipment 

SUB-TOTAL 

Fre i ght 

SUB-TOTAL 

Indirect Cost - 35.5^* 

TOTAL COST OF POWER PLANT 
(Exclusive of Step-up Substation) 

Cost per kw. 

Step-up Substation 12 KV/60 KV 

Transmission Line - 60 KV Pejao to Ermesinde 

GRAND TOTAL 

Design I 
45/» Ash 
(Contos) 

11 

27,100 

10,317 

23,030 

6, 108 

1,000 

100,599 

5,711 

106,313 

37,711 

111,051 

5,, 762 

5,711 
/V? t-(t y &/tuf 

1,800 

151,568 

Design 2 
20$ Ash 
(Contos) 

II 

18,129 

36,121 

23,030 

6,108 

2,857 

86,559 

1,286 

90,815 

32,250 

123,095 

lo 921 

5 711 

1,800 

133,609 

Design 3 
18$ Ash 
(Contos) 

II 

16,111 

37,910 

23,030 

6,108 

2,857 

86,333 

1,286 

90,619 

32,170 

122,789 

1912 

5,711 

1,800 

133,303 

* Interest During Construction 6$ 
Financing Charges 3.5$ 
Studies, Supervision, etc, 9$ 
Residences for personnel 2$ 
Contingencies 15$ 

Note; A detailed breakdown of the estimate is given in Appendix E. 
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8. Cost Estimates; Construction 

Table IX-1 entitled "Estimates of Cost of Construction, 25,000 

kw Pejao Steam Plant", shows the estlmated construction costs of 

the three plants discussed to be respectively:- 

Plant Buming 1+% Ash Coal - 14-4,054- Contos or 5,762^00/lnstalled kw 
" " 20^ " " - 123,095 " or 4,924$00 " » 
" « 18^ " " - 122,789 " or 4,912$00 " " 

In each case the total cost is to be increased by 10,514 con- 

tos for a step-up substation and the 60 kv transmission line to 

Ermesinde. 

9. Annual Costs and Considerations 

The annual costs of the several plants are the final determin- 

ants of their relative economies. Annual costs includo fixed charges, 

cost of operation and maintenance, and cost of fuel. Fixed charges 

are taken at 9/i> of construction cost (interest and dividends 5.7/o, 

depreciation 2.86%, taxes and miscellaneous 0.39/^) • Operation and 

maintenance costs are estlmated on the basis of typical labor forces 

and normal maintenance expenses. 

Tables IX-2 and IX-3 respectively listing typical operating 

forces for the plant buming J+% ash coal and for a plant using 

mine fines or vashed coal, indicate annual labor costs of 1,473 con- 

tos for the ash plant, as compared with 1380 contos for either 

of the others. 

The annual costs per kwh exclusive of fuel costs vrere found 

to be; 

For the plant buming 1+% ash coal - 0^0964 

For the plant buming 20% ash coal - O0O815 

For the plant buming 18% ash coal - 0^0813 
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Fuel costs have not been detemined, except in relation to 

assumed prices per ton. In Appendix A the costs of production for 

various grades and types of coal are estimated but the actual prices 

of the fuel selected will be nained by the producer, perhaps with 

some guidance from the Govemment. But v/hile the prices at which 

these several grades of coal can be purchased are not knovn, the 

quantity required to be bumed by each plant to produce annually 

I64., 250,000 kwhr by 1% time operation at full capacity is knovn. 

The quantities are 166,700^ 91,600 and 87,900 tons of 45^, 20^ 

and 18^ ash fuels respectively. It follows that if a price per ton 

be assumed for one grade - e.g., the ash grade - the correspond- 

ing maximum prices that can be paid for the other grades vithout 

increasing the cost of electricity per kwhrcan be adduced readily. 

In Table IX-4 various prices have been assumed for the ash 

coal and the corresponding "break-even" prices have been computed 

for the other two grades. 
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TABLE IX - 2 

TYPICAL OPERATING FORCE 

THEíMAL PLANT UTILIZING h5% ASH COAL 

# of Men Shlfts Per Days Per 
Job Description Per Shift 24- Hours Year 

Plant Superintendent 1 1 365 
Assistant Plant Superintendent 1 1 365 
¥atch Engineer 1 3 365 
Clerk 1 1 365 

Main Control Room 2 3 365 
Boiler & Turbine Controls 2 3 365 
Coal & Ash Handling-Boiler House 2 3 275 
Yard Men 2 1 275 
Truck Driver 1 1 365 
Truck Drivers 3 1 275 
Laborers 2 3 275 
Turbine Room Attendants 2 3 275 
Maintenance Crew 

Boiler Maker 1 1 365 
Certified Welder 1 1 365 
Electrician - Control 1 1 365 
Instrument Man 1 1 365 
Machinist 1 1 365 
Millwright 1 1 365 
Pipe-Fitter-Control 1 1 365 

Unskilled Labor 
Foreman 1 1 275 
Helpers 2 1 365 
Laborers 3 1 275 

Estiraated Total Annual Labor Cost, Including Taxes on Salaries = 1,4-73,207$ 
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TABLE IX-3 

TYPICAL OPERA.TING FORCE 

THERMAL PLANT UTILIZING 20% ASH CQAL QR 18% ASri COAL 

// of Men Shifts Per Days Per 
Job Description Per Shift 2A Hours Years 

Plant Superintendent 1 1 365 
Assistant Plant Superintendent 1 1 365 
Watch Engineer 1 3 365 
Clerk 1 1 365 

Main Control Room . 2 3 365 
Boiler & Turbine Controls 2 3 365 
Coal and Ash Handling 

Boiler House 2 3 275 
Yard Men 2 1 275 
Truck Drivers 1 1 365 

Turbine Room Attendants 2 3 275 
Maintenance Crew 

Boiler Maker 1 1 365 
Certified Velder 1 1 365 
Electrician - Control 1 "i i 365 
Instrument Man 1 1 365 
Machinist 1 1 365 
Millwright 1 1 365 
Pipe Fitter - Control 1 1 365 

llnskilled Labor 
Foreraan 1 1 275 
Helpers 2 1 365 
Laborers 3 1 275 

Estimated Total Annual Labor Cost, Including Taxes on Salaries - 1,379,600^ 
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TABLE Tl-U 

BREAK-EVEN COAL PRICES MD RESOLTAÍIT COST OF POWER 

GEiJERATED BT PLMTS USIBG DIFFERENT GRADES OF FUEL 

* * 

4-5$ Ash 20 % Ash 18^ Ash Resulting Total 
Coal .Price Coal Coal Cost of Elect. 
Per Ton Equivalent Equivalent Per kwhr at Bus 

Price Per Price Per Bars (including 
  Ton  Ton  flxed charges and ' 

operating expenses) 

90$ 191$ 199$ 0$18 78 

95$ 200$ 209$ 0$19 30 

100$ 209$ 218$ 0$19 79 

105$ 218$ 228$ 0$20 31 

110$ 227$ 237$ 0$20 81 

115$ 236$ 247$ 0|21 33 

120$ 245$ 256$ 0$21 82 

125$ 254$ 266$ 0|22 34 

130$ 263$ 275$ 0$22 86 

135$ 272$ 285$ 0$23 38 

* Corresponding price of this grade 

ao that total cost per kvhr shall be 

identical. Prices on coal have been 

rounded off to closest whole escudo. 
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The Pejao mining interests have indicated that they anticipate 

pricing coal (presumably coal for which there now is little market) 

to the thermal plant at 115$00 to 120^00 a ton. If 120^00 a ton 

were to be paid for 45% ash coal, and the corresponding break-even 

prices for the mine fines and the washed coal, the cost of power at 

the Pejao bus bars would be, as indicated in Table IX-4, 21.8 cen- 

tavos per kvhrwhichever plant were employed to generate it. If 45% 

ash coal could be bought for 120^00 a ton and mine fines cost less 

than 245^00 a ton, the plant buming the latter would be the more 

economical - and vice versa. 

It will be noted from Table IX-5 that annual costs first are 

broken down into capacity costs (Item #B) and energy costs (Item #C) 

and subsequently combined (Item #D) to yield the 21.8 centavos per kwhr 

referred to above. The breakdown is more or less arbitrary, but is 

based on the sound general consideration that certain costs are in- 

evitable regardless of how many or how few hours of annual energy 

production are required of the plant. In the three examples here con- 

sidered, it will be noted that while the total cost per net kwhr is 

21.8 centavos in each case, the annual capacity or "readiness to 

serve" cost is 678$78 for the plant using 45% ash coal as compared 

with 597$46 and 59ó$66 for the plants using mine fines and washed 

coal respectively. The variable operating costs pertaining exclus- 

ively to the direct generation of energy are 11.48 centavos per kwhr 

for the plant buming 45% ash coal and 12.71 and 12.75 centavos re- 

spectively for those burning mine fines and washed coal. 
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10, Cost of Power at Ermesinde 

In ordef to be usable, Pejao energy has to be transmitted to 

the load center - in this case the Ermesinde Substation. Table IX-6 

shows the first and annual costs of the necessary transmission line 

and Table IX-7 the capacity, energy and total costs per kwhr at the 

60 kv bus of Ermesinde after giving effect to costs of generation, 

transformation and transmission, The cost per kwh (including both 

capacity and energy) at Ermesinde is 22,9 centavos. Table IX-7 

shows the annual cost per lew at Ermesinde, again including both 

capacity and energy costs to be 1508$16. 

*-*■ ^ - d-* ^ 
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TABLE IX-6 

ANNUAL COST OF THERi-lAL-ELECTRIG TRAlISrilSSION FACILITIES - 2A Wi. - 60 KV. LIME PEJAO TO EILJESIHDS 

Step-up 
Substation 
Escudos per 

kw 

Transmission 
Line 

Escudos per 
kw 

Total 
Escudos 
oer kw 

A. Unit Invetítiiient 228$56 192$00 420$56 

B. Annual Costs 
1. Fixfcd Charles 9L 
2. Total Operating Costs 

a) Operation L Maintenance 
b) Administra tive <k General 

20$ 5 7 

%U2 
1$26 

17$28 

0^88 
0$,13 

37$Õ5 

9s?30 
lí'39 

Total Operating Costs 9v6â l'?01 10|69 

Total annual Costs 30025 1^29 umu 

(%svX) A-»** ) 



TIBLE IX-7 

ANNUAL COST OF OUTPUT AT 60 KV. BUvS EPiiEoIKDE SUBETATION - 25.QOO ICW. PEJAO TEEPKAL STATION 

A. Bus-Bar Cost of Steai Electric Output 
1. Output Cost 

a) Capacity 
b) Energy 

B. Stea..è Electric Step-up Substation 
1. Total Annual Cost 
2. Step-up Losses 

a) Capacity 
b) Energy 6 570 kwhr ,001 

C. Cost of "At Site" Steam Electric 
1. Output at High Tension Terminal 

D. Transmission Lines frow Pejao Station 
to High Tension Connection et Ermesinde 

1. Total Annual Cost 
2. Line Losses 

a) Capacity 
b) Energy $001 x 6570 kwhr 

E . Cost of Pejao Output at 60 kv Bua of 
Ermesinde 

Escudos 
Per kw 

597^46 
834$B0 U32$26 

30$25 

6$28 
6^57 43^10 

1475$ 36 

18$29 

7$94 
6Sd57 32$,)SO 

1508$16 

KOTE: Based on assumption plant opcrates 6570 hours per year. 



CAPACITY AND ENEPGY COSTS OF OUTPUT AT 60KV BUS - ERMESINDE SUBSTATION 

D. 

E. 

F. 

Design 1. Design 2. Design 3. 
Utilizing Ash Utilizing 20^ Ash Utilizing 1S% Ash 

Coal @ 120$0Q per Ton-^ Coal @ 2A5$0Q per Ton^ Coal @ 256$00 per Ton^- 
Escudos Escudos Escudos Escudos Escudos Escudos 
per kw per kwhr per kw per kwhr per kv per kwhr 

Bus bar cost of Fe.i.e.o Output 
1. Capacity Cost 
2. Energy Cost 

B. 

C. 

673^78 

Pejao Step-up Substation 
1. Total Annual Cost 30.i)2o 
2. 3tep-up Losses 

a) Capacity 7^09 
b) Energy 

Cost of "At Site" Pejao Output 
at High Tension Terminal    

1. Capacity 7l6$12 
2. Energy 

Transmission Line froffi Pejao 
to High Tension Connection 
at Ermesinde 

1. Total Annual Cost I8;;29 
2. Line Losses 

a) Capacity 3C31 
b) Energy 

Cost of Pejao Output at 60 KV 
Bus at Ermesinde   

1. Capacity 743622 
2. Energy 

O^llb 

OpO 11 

06116 

Opll 7 

597646 

30625 

6628 

633699 

18629 

7694 

660022 

06127 

06001 

00128 

OípOOl 

00129 

Tctal Cost of Pejao output at 
60 KV Bus bar of Ermesinde 
(Capacity and Energy) 0/229 

'■Price of Coal t ssumed 
See Page IX-17 for disciission of comparative prices for variouS grades. 

596066 

30025 

6027 

633618 

18029 

7)82 

659629 

00128 

'1 12b 

(13001 

0:i30 

00229 

NOTE: Costs have been 
off to elosest uholc 

00229 

rounded 
nunbor. 



In the final analysis, the coxiiparative costs of the several 

grades of coal considered probably vill determine the type of plant 

to be built. In the light of present knouLedge, it vould appear 

that cleaning and washing the productS of full seam mining at Pejao 

would be desirable and that in the event that it is adopted, the 
O. ^ 

plant buming mine fines (2055 ash) would be the proper one to build. 

' w * t- b- 
Because of the necessity for the costly procedure of pressing the 

fines into briquettes if they are not burned locally, and the diffi- 

culties of shipping and storing such finely divided material if the 

briquette plant reraains at Porto, it seems not laprobable that the 

20/o ash fuel may become available to the thennal plant at a relatively 

attractive priee. 

11. Cost of Pejao Power Versus Cost of Generation at Existing Steam 
Plants 

Cost data furnished by Comphania Reunidas Gas e Electricidade 

indicate that fuel cost of the Tejo thennal plant in 1950 was 0£>34 a 

Icwhr. Total 1950 Tejo generating costs were reported as the equivalent 

of 0!s>3944- a kwhr. The total cost apparently represents only the total 

of the variable costs, (i.e., it excludes fixed charges). Assuming, 

as it is believed safe to assume, that it is representative of the 

variable component of cost of thermal production elsewhere in the 

country as well, a basis is found for computing the savings that would 

result from the replacement of existing thennal generation by gener- 

ation at Pejao. Fixed charges on existing plants continue whether 

or not the plants actually operate, so the net benefit from Pejao 

would be the difference between the latter's total cost per kwhr and 

the variable cost per kwhr for present plants. Since on the basis of 
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fuel costa of 120^00 a ton for l&h ash coal or 2A5^00 a ton for mine 

fines, Pejao^ total cost at Ermesinde is 0^229 per kwhr, tne indic- 

ated difference or saving is about 16.5A centavos per kvhr, or about 

27,167 contos a year on the basis of 75% time operation. In add- 

ition, since most of the fuel used by existing plants is imported, 

a saving of about 55,84-5 contos a year in foreign exchange would be 

realized. Load studies indicate that under 1956 conditions, and as 

long thereafter as the present 100,000 kw of steam capacity are need- 

ed in the system, thermal generation in excess of 25,000 kw will be 

required for about 75% of the time on the average. (see Plate No.22) 

Table IX-9 on the assumption of 75% time base load operation of 

Pejao (164-, 250,000 kvhr per annum) indicates that if the variable costs 

of Tejo be compared with the total cost less the depreciation compon- 

ent, of Pejao energy delivered at Ermesinde, a differential of 0^1884. 

or 0$1924. perkwhr is found depending upon which of the Pejao plants 

is selected. On the basis of l64.,250,000 kwhr a year, this represents 

30,94-5^00 or 31,602^00 annual savings, again depending upon the Pejao 

plant considered. If this annual difference ali be allocated to 

straight line amortization, it would amortize the cost of the Pejao 

plant and its transmission facilities in from 4-,31 to 4-.89 years 

depending upon which of the three plants is selected. Expressed 

more simply, this merely means that the difference between total costs 

of pejao power and variable costs only of existing steam power would 

pay for Pejao and its transmission facilities in from 4- to 5 consec- 

utive years of average (75% time) operation. 

Since Pejao can furnish power so much more cheaply than exist- 

ing thermal plants, it manifestly would be advisable to build it at 
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once for tne purpose of replacing existing thermal generation unless 

it was found practicai and even more economical to replace ali tder- 

mal power at once and altogether with hydroelectric power. This 

question is considered in Paragraph 4., Chapter XIII, 

ix-;: 



TABLE IX-9 

C0MPAR3.SQN OF SAVIMGS OF PEJAO STEAH. PL/iAÍT OVER EXISTING STEA>Í PLANTS 

1. Cost of Entire Project - Contoti 

2. Cojt of Output at Ermesinde - Esc 'Kwhr 

3. Deprec. Coicponent-of Cost - Esc/Kwhr 
(2.36^ x Iteja t 16^,250,000 Kvrhr) 

A. Cost of Output et Ermesinde 
Less Depreciation - Esc/Kwhr 
(item ^2 Less Itera /3) 

5. -^Tejo Fuel Cost - Esc/iLuhr 

6. *Tejo Operating Cost - Esc/Kvfhr 

7. ^Total Var. Cost-At Tejo Bus Bars-Esc/Kwhr 

8. Allow. Deprec, Per Kwhr 
(Item #7 less Item {'J^) 
Allow. Deprec. Per íear - Contos 

(Item Íi8 x 164,250,000 Kvhr) 

10. Years Operation to Amortize Cost 

^As Furnished by Comphanias Reunidas Gas 

Design 1. 
(45£ Ash) 

Design 2. 
(20^ Ash) 

Design 3. 
(18^ Ash) 

154568 133609 133303 

0/229 0/229 0/229 

0/027 0/023 0/023 

0/202 0/206 0/206 

0/34 0/34 0/34 

0/0544 0/0544 0/0544 

O/3944 0/3944 0/3944 

0/1924 0/1884 0/1884 

31,601.7 30,944.7 30,944-7 

4-39 4.32 4.31 

Electricidade 



CHAPTER -X 

IIYDROELECTRIC INSTALLATIONS CONSIDERED FOR SUPPLYING 

FUTURE POlffiR DEFICIENCIES 

1. General 

It seems appropriate to preface the discussion of specific 

hydroelectric projecte considered for overcoming indicated oower de- 

ficiencies of the post-1956 period, by recapitulating the premises 

upon vhich conclusions concerning them are based. 

The fundamental premise is that the primary objective sought 

is the provision at rainimm cost of enough dependable pover to keep 

abreast of load growth, so that ali users may be assured of a con- 

tinuing supply of energy when and to the extent that their operations 

require; and that a secondary objective is the replacement of existing 

thermal energy to the fullest extent possible vith generation at lesser 

cost, while still keeping abreast of load grov/th. 

Conclusions rest upon the further assumption that both the hydro- 

electric and thermal components of the national power-generating systern 

will be fully integrated to form a power pool; tliat the National Load 

Dispatcher will be fully empovered to schedule the use of ali generation 

and transmission facilities to the best national advantage, and that to 

the ends respectively of insuring full cooperation on the part of pro- 

ducers and transmitters of power, and of insuring effective and trouble- 

free operation of the system as an integrated unit, a rate structure will 

be created that will embody equitable compensation for standing by (pro- 

viding fina capacity)as well as for deliverihg energy. It is also assumed 

that an A.C. calculating board study '.ãll be made of the power trans- 

mission system in order to provide data for better operation and for 
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design of future additions to the system. 

The conclusions assume also that full advantage will be taken 

of the ability of the great storage reservoirs of the Zezere and Cavado 

systems to firm up power produced ty the main Douro River plants. The 

latter, while benefiting from the regulated flow from the Ricobayo 

Reservoir on the Esla River in Spain, vill, for reasons later explained 

have no appreciable storage of their own, and will therefore have to 

use the water essentially as they receive it. The normal flow of the 

Douro is quite large, which means that its plants can turn out a great 

deal of energy. The presence of enough storage on other water sheds to 

make this large output dependable, creates a situation verging upon the 

ideal. 

The two systems, Zezere-Cavado and Douro, will complement each 

other. The storage systems convert the large Douro capacities into 

dependable capacities, and in doing so, are theraselves enabled to bene- 

fit to a degree which hitherto and otherwise would be impossible, from 

the investment in their own unusually large installed capacities. The 

planning which led to the development of the Zezere and Cavado sites in 

such fashion as to take full advantage of their large capacities for 

storage will come to full fruition with development of the Douro. 

2. Portuguesa Douro 

Plate 16 shows schematically the proposed hydroelectric develop- 

ment of the Douro River and its Portuguese tributaries. The best poten 

tial development of the Portuguese Douro was found to consist of bhe 

four dams originally considered by the Hydraulic Services. The lower- 

most site at which the existence of a satisfactory rock foundation for 

a power dam has been proven is at Carrapatelo, about 67 km above the 
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river's mouth. Between that point and the Spanish border, about Icm 210, 

a series of four dams is proposed, namely at Carrapatelo, Régua (km 108), 

Valeira (km I4.8) and Pocinho (km 183), with pool leveis at 4.6, 73, 10/V 

and 124 m respectively above sea levei, representing a combined net head 

of Tl 4 m above normal Carrapatelo tailwater elevation of 10 m above sea 

levei. The Pocinho pool vdll extend 10 or 12 km into the Spanish portion 

of the International Douro, to the mouth of Rio Huebra - an encroachraent 

authorized by the treaty agreement of August 11, 1927, which provides a 

limiting elevation of full pool equivalent to low-water at the mouth of 

the Huebra. 

3. International Douro 

Between the Pocinho pool and the mouth of the Tomes River (about 

Ion 280) development of the International Douro for power vests vã th 

Spain. From the mouth of the Tomes River to the point some 55 km up- 

stream, where the Douro emerges from Spain to form the Portuguese- 

Spanish boundary, hydroelectric development again becomes the preroga- 

tive of Portugal. It is proposed to effect it ty raeans of three dams 

located at sites known respectively as Bemposta, (4,.88 km above the 

mouth of the Tomes) Picote (km 22.4.0), and Miranda (km 4.3.50). 

Various means were explored to develop the head on the Inter- 

national portion of the stream. A rapid computation shoved at an early 

stage that a long-tunnel scheme with a low dam and a single plant devel- 

oping the entire available head would not be economical in comparison 

with a development by several dams. Preliminary studies were then made 

of the costs of developing the total head ty combinations involving two 

dams and three dams, using various heads for each. One two-dam scheme 

appeared to be soraewhat more economical than those using three dams, if 
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a rock fill dam could be used at Picote, but the height of such a rock 

fill structure so far transcended experience and precedent, that in 

viev of the character of rock and of several other factors, it was con- 

sidered impractical, and decision was made to investigate the three-dam 

alternatlve further. In the reach farthest downstream, the Bemposta 

reach, the available dam sites are not as good as they are in the middle, 

or Picote reach. In the reach farthest upstream, the Miranda reach, favor- 

able dam sites exist, but the head which can be dsveloped is limited by 

elevation 527, which must not be exceeded, if flooding of the Spanish 

Castro plant is to be avoided. The Picote reach is the most favorable 

of the three. 

A number of sites in the Picote reach were investigated. The two 

most desirable appeared to be at km 1S.35 and km 22./+0, respectively, 

measured upstream from the mouth of the Tormes River. The site at 

km 18.35 is an excellent one for a rock fill dam, which would, however, 

even in a three-dam development scheme, be much higher than any hereto- 

fore constructed. In view of this, in view of the lack of suitable ma- 

terial for an earthen core, and the possibilities of power losses by 

reason of reservoir drawn-down for repair of settlement cracks if a 

rigid core or curtain were used, and finally because the saving in cost 

of over-all development of the International Douro would not be very 

great by use of rockfill, it was decided to consider only concrete struc- 

ture s. 

For a concrete dam, the site 22.4- km above the mouth of the Tormes 

is superior both topographically and geologically and was therefore selec- 

ted. 

At Bemposta, full pool elevation would be at elevation 397, and 
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the head, 59 raeters; at Picote, full pool would be at elevation 4-71 m 

and head, 74. m. At Miranda the head would be 55 m at the full pool levei 

of 527 m. 

4.. Storage 

A. General - None of the proposed main river plants on the Douro 

River will have enough storage to furnish pondage for more than a day of 

low flow, or possibly for the weekend. The valley is narrow, so the gain 

in storage capacity with increase in dam height is small. In many in- 

stances an increase in height is impracticable. On the National Douro, 

an increase in the height of Carrapatelo Dam would flood the city of 

Régua, and increasinj the height of the Pocinho Dam would violate treaty 

provisions. However, the Régua Dam could be raised so as to eliminate the 

Valeira Dam. To raise the Valeira Dam would drown out the fertile Vilarica 

valley near the mouth of the Sabor, where an irrigation project is possi- 

ble. 

On the Portuguese International Douro, Miranda Dam obviously could 

not be raised because of the Spanish Castro plant. Raising the Bemposta 

Dam would flood the most favorable site in the entire reach, namely, 

Picote. The Picote Dam could be raised to eliminate Miranda, and the 

possibility was studied. 

B. Alternative pro.ject at Régua site - The full pool at the pro- 

posed Régua dam site was assumed to be raised to elevation 104. m, the ele- 

vation of the proposed Valeira pool upstream. The head would be 58 m. 

Using 4-37,000,000 ia3 of storage, a maximum dependable capacity of 4-2,000 kw 

could be developed. Uith the assistance of re-regulation from the Zezere 

reservoirs, the maximum dependable capacity added to the system would be 

about 65,000 kw. However, a routing for the combined low-head projects at 
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Régua and Valeira, developing the same total head, indicated that the 

identical capacity of 65,000 kw could be obtained without using storage. 

A cost estimate showed that the high Régua project would be very expensive, 

chiefly because of the extensive railroad relocation vhich vrould be re- 

quired. The total cost of the project would be 1,134-,000 contos and its 

annual cost would be about 99,000 contos, or more than 1,500 escudos per 

dependable kw, as compared with 1,300 escudos per kw for the proposed low 

Régua project, and 1,200 escudos per kw for the proposed Valeira project. 

Since the high Régua project has nothing to recomiriend it, and is much more 

costly than its alternativas, it was dropped from further consideration. 

C. Alternative oroject at Picote site - A plan was studied in which 

the dam at an alternative Picote site on the International Douro at km 20.6 

upstream from the Tormes River would be raised to full pool elevation 527 m. 

which represents the limit of development upstream. The maximum head would 

be 134- Using about 366,000,000 m3 of storage, a maximum dependable 

capacity of 79,000 kw could be obtained during the criticai dry period. 

With Zezere re-regulation, the maximum dependable capacity added to the 

system would be 105,000 kw. However, a comparative study showed that if 

the project were operated at maximum head, without using any storage, the 

dependable capacity in the system, using Zezere re-regulation, would be 

104,000 kw or substantially the same value as when storage was used. The 

indicated result wovild be achieved ty the construction of two lower dams 

situated at the Picote and Miranda sites, respectively, developing the 

same total head. Consequently, it appears that storage at Picote would 

not result in any appreciable advantage. The scheme has several disadvan- 

tages, as follows: it would probably be unacceptable to the Spanish inter- 

ests, who will operate plents downstream on their section of the Inter- 
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national Douro, and who might object to drastic modification of the 

river's flow, and it would require a very high dam at Picote, vhich would 

not be economiceil and would lengthen the time of construction rnd delay 

the beginning of operation of the project. Therefore, a storage project 

at the Picote site was likewise eliminated from further consideration. 

5. Portuguese Tributardes 

Referring again to Plate ló it will be noted the.t plants on four 

of the Portuguese tributardes of the Douro bave baen considered: Fragas 

da Torre on the Paiva River, Vilar-Tabuaco on the Tavora River, Laranjeiras 

on the Sabor River (a dual purpose, power and irrigation project), and 

Vale de Madeira on the Goa River. There is a storage reservcir in con- 

nection with each of the proposed projects. One of them, the Vilar- 

Tabuaco project, already lias been granted a concession by the Government. 

Its function being, apparently, to reduce the required output of existing 

therraal plants during periods of normal stream flovr. It will effect 

economies in that field if capacity is properly selected, but will not, 

if so employed, add materially to dependable dry season production. 

The various sites investigated for power dams and the individual 

projects considered for their development, including two projects in- 

volving pumped storage and diversion, respectively, are described and 

discussed in full detail in Chapter XII. 

6. Basis of Comparison 

A- Selection of plant capacity - As mentioned previoúsly, it was 

found that peaking capacity would not be required in 1960; that the new 

plants would operate in, or close to, the base of the load; and that the 

proposed run-of-river projects on the International Douro and Portuguese 

Douro would provide relatively large dependable capacitles by reason of 
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the firming-up effects of the existing storage plants. It was found that 

the new reservoir plants considered on the tributaries would not be effec- 

tive in firming-up the proposed main river plants, beyond their own con- 

tinuous capacities, until a comparatively distant date, because the ex- 

isting storage plants would be sufficient to fulfill that function. Con- 

sequently the installed capacities required at the plants on the tribu- 

taries would be comparatively small, and would not be sufficient to carry 

the costs of the high dams and long waterways of the tributary projects 

in competition with the main river projects. 

B. Costs in terras of capacity and energy - In comparing the 

projects to arrive at an estimate of their relative economic attractive- 

ness, it is necessary to consider several factors. Comparison was based 

first on the total cost per kilowatt-hour at the generating station, as- 

suming in each case that the plant was added to the "existing" system in 

1960. Annual costs, and costs per kilowatt-hour were used rather than 

costs of construction, because they provide a means for comparing projects 

of widely differing characteristics, for example, steam-electric as against 

hydroelectric plants. The results are shown in Table X-l which lists the 

principal features of the projects as well as their comparativa costs of 

capacity and energy at the bus bar. The results indicate that the pro- 

jects on the International Douro would be more economical than those on 

the National Douro, and that the latter would be superior to those on the 

tributaries. 
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TABLE X-l 

PRINCIPAL FEATURES OF PROJECTS 

1. Hame of project Picote Bemposta Mi randa Carrapato!o Régua Valeira Poc i nho V ilar- 
Tabuaco 

Fragas 
de Torre 

Vale de 
Made i ra 

Laranje i n 

2. River |nt'1. 
Douro 

|nt'l. 
Douro 

|nt»l. 
Douro Douro Douro Douro Douro Tavora Paiva Coa Sabor 

3. Drainage area in 103 km2 
63.7 63.8 63.5 93.5 92.2 87.8 82.8 0.1 0.7 l.l 3.5 

Dam type Gravity Grav i ty Gravity Grav ity Grav i ty Grav ity Grav ity Grav ity Gravity Grav ity- 
Arch 

Gravity 

5. Dam height in meters 98 83 79 13 10 50 31 19 85 105 101 

6- Length of waterways in km - - - - - - - 17.7 11.1 2.2 - 

7- Full pool elevation in 
meters above main sea levei 171 397 527 16 73 101 121 552 250 530 207 

8- Useful storage in reservoir 
in 106 m3 - - - - - - - 86 258 311 160 

9- Gross head in meters 71 59 55 36 27 31 20 110 210 195 95 

10. Instailed capacity in kw 93,000 76,000 72,000 87,300 70,000 77,000 57,000 7,600 18,000 8,700 6,100 

II. Continuous capacity (corres- 
ponding to minimum monthly 
flow for run-of-river 
plants, and to regulated 
flow for reservoir plants) 
in kw 22,200 17,700 16,500 11,300 10,300 11,200 7,100 7,250 18,000 8,700 6,100 

12. Dependable capacity contri- 
buted by the plant to the 
entire power system in kw 63,600 52,000 50,000 15,800 37,000 11,000 30,000 7,250 18,000 8,700 6,100 

13. Usable average annual 
energy in 106 kwhr (based 
on 1960 demand) 520 115 385 379.3 250.0 316. 1 212.1 18.1* 118.1* 57.2* 12.1 

11. Caoital cost of project, ex- 
clusive of transmission 
cost, in 103 contos 166.8 393 310 552 ' 526 191 120 169 316 225 127 

15. Annual cost of project, ex- 
clusive of transmission 
cost in 103 contos 13.8 38.1 33.1 52 19 17 10 15.9 28.8 19 31 

16. Annual cost per dependable 
kilowatt in escudos 689 733 668 1, 100 1,300 1,200 1,300 2,200 1,600 2,200 5,300 

♦Based on the assumption that of the dnergy generated at the tributary plants would be usable. 
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c. Computation of benefits - Comparative cost per dependable 

kwhr at the bus bar of the generating plant is not per se a complete 

criterion of relative worth, however, for the power must be transraitted 

to the load center - in this case Ermesinde substation at Porto - in 

order to be used. There is, moreover, a distinction between capacity 

benefits and energy benefits at the load center, so each should be evalu- 

atedj and in the case of the lower three projects on the National Douro, 

the collateral benefit to navigation must be taken into account also. 

The simplest way to arrive at a true economic comparison is to add to- 

gether for each project its various annual benefits - i.e., energy, capaci- 

ty, and collateral benefits - and divide their sum by the annual charges 

pertaining to the project. The quotient is the ratio between annual bene- 

fits and annual costs, usually referred to as the benefit-cost ratio. The 

higher the ratio, the greater is the relative value ofthe project. Benefit- 

coeb ratios have been computod for ali the Douro Rlver and tributary projects 

and are given in Tahle X-2. 

In allocating navigation benefits, l/3 of the total net saving 

effected ty iraprovement for navigation as computed in Chapter VII has 

been assigned to each of the lower three power dams on the national por- 

tion of the river. 

In arriving at the measure of capacity benefits at Ermesinde, the 

capacity cost per annum per kilowatt at Ermesinde derived for the pro- 

posed Pejao steam plant has been used as the basis of comparison. 

In computing energy benefits, it has been assumed uniformly that 

of the total dependable, usable, energy generated by the particular plant 

under consideration, the first l6/+,250,000 Kwhr would have a value equal 

to Pejao energy costs at Ermesinde, while the remaining output would have 
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a value equal to the fuel costs of Tejo for equivalent output. Usually, 

when the benefit-cost ratio is less than unity, a project is considered 

uneconomic. In the present instance, it merely means that it is less 

economical than Pejao, since by the foregoing definitions, the ratio for 

Pejao is unity. 

The order of economic priority established by Table X-2 is not 

altered by the more comprehensive analysis afforded by Table X-3. 

7. Hydroelectric Project of First Priority 

The analysis, as explained at the beginning of the chapter, prem- 

ises dependable pover and the eraployment of Zezere storage to ensure de- 

pendability; but >diile the figures would change if either or both of these 

tenets were disavowed, it is believed that they would, under any basis of 

assuraption, continue to point to Picote as the most economical of ali the 

plants considered, and the hydroelectric project which should be accorded 

first priority in construction. 
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TABLE X-2 

ECONOMIC COMPARISON OF VARIOUS PROJECTS 

BASED ON 1960 DEMAND 

|. Name of project. P icote Bemposta Miranda Carrapatelo Régua Valei ra Poc inho Vilar- 
Tabuaco 

Fragas 
de Torre 

Vale de 
Madeira 

Laranje i ras 

2. River Int»1. 
Douro 

Int»1. 
Douro 

Int'1. 
Douro 

Douro Douro Douro Douro Tavora Pa iva Coa Sabor 

3. Instailed capacity in kw. 93,000 76,000 72,000 87,300 70,000 77,000 57,000 7,600 18,000 8,700 6,400 

4. Dependable capacity ^based on (960 demand) in kw. 63,600 52,000 50,000 45,800 37,000 41,000 30,000 7,250 18,000 8,700 6,400 

5.' Usable average annual energy output (based on 1960 demand) in 106 X kwhr. 520 415 385 379.3 250.0 316.1 212.4 48.1 1 18.4* 57.2* 42.1* 

6. Capital cost of project, exclusive of transmission cost, in |03 contos. 466.8 393 340 552 526 494 420 169 346 225 427 

7. Capital cost of transmission system, including switchyard, in 103 contos. 129.2 77.3 96.3 33.3 40.2 51.8 54.0 4 6 8 5 

8. Capital cost of project, including transmission system and switchyard, in 103 contos. 596.0 470.3 436.3 583.3 566.2 545.8 474.0 173 352 233 432 

9. Annual cost of project, exclusive of transmission and switchyard cost, in 103 contos. 43.8 38.1 33.4 52.0 49.0 47.0 40.0 15.9 28.8 19.0 34.0 

(0. Annual cost of project, including transmission and switchyard cost and losses, 
in 103 contos. 63.1 52.5 48.8 59.10 57.20 58.00 49.80 17.61 31.87 22.18 37.8 

li. Annual cost including transmission, less navigatíon benefíts, in 10^ contos. 63.1 52.5 48.8 57.06 55.16 55.96 49.80 17.61 31.87 22.18 37.8 

12. Cost of usable energy at Ermesinde (terminus of transmission line) in escudos per kwhr. 0.121 0.124 0.128 0.150 0.221 0.177 0.234 0.366 0.270 0.388 0.900 

13. Value of capacity at Ermesinde based on fixed charges of Pejao steam plant, in 
escudos per kw 660.22 660.22 660.22 660.22 660.22 660.22 660.22 660.22 660.22 660.22 660.22 

14. Value of energy at hydroelectric plant based on fuel cost at Pejao steam plant, in 
escudos per kwhr 0.121 0.121 0.120 0.127 0.126 0.125 0.124 0,125 0.127 0.122 0.124 

15, Value of energy at hydroelectric plant based on fuel cost at existing steam plants, 
in escudos per kwhr. 0.318 0.319 0.316 0.334 0.331 0.328 0.325 0.329 0.335 0.321 0.324 

16. Average annual energy ag,sumed to replace fuel at Pejao steam plant in 106 kwhr. 164.0 164.0 164.0 164.0 164.0 164.0 164.0 48.1 118.4 57.2 42.1 

17. Average annual energy assumed to replace fuel at existing steam plants in 106 kwhr. 356.0 251.0 221.0 215.3 86.0 152.1 48.4 0 0 0 0 

18. Total annual capacity benefits at Ermesinde in |03 contos. 42.0 34.4 33-0 30.3 24.4 27.1 19.8 4.8 11.9 5.7 4.2 

19. Total annual enengy benefits from replacing fuel at Pejao steam plant in 103 contos. 19.8 19-8 19.7 20.8 20.6 20.5 20.4 6.0 15.0 7.0 5.2 

20- Total annual energy benefits from replacing fuel at existing steam plants in 103 contos. 113.2 80.0 69.8 71-8 28.4 49.9 15.7 0 0 0 0 

21. Net navigation benefits in |03 contos. - - - 2.04 2-04 2.04 - - - - - 

22. Total annual benefits in 103 contos. 175.0 134.2 122.5 124.94 75.44 99.54 55.9 10.8 26.9 12.7 9.4 

23. Annual benefits f annual cost including transmission. 2.77 2.56 2-51 2.11 1.32 1.72 1.12 0.61 0.84 0.57 0.25 

*Based on the assumption that 75^ of the energy generated at the tributary plants would be usable. 
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2 Years After Instailation 

Year of Incorporaiion Into Portuguese System 1959 1962 1961 1966 1967 1968 

I. Mame of project. Picote Bemposta Miranda Carrapatelo Régua Valeira 

2. Ri ver. International Douro Douro 

3. Instailed capacity in kw. 93,000 65,500 60,600 69,000 30,100 35,000 

g. Dependable capacity (at time of installation) in kw. 63,600 12,000 10,600 33,600 23,600 25,200 

5. Usable average annual energy output in 106 x kwhr. 510 105 360 310 165 185 

6. Capital cost of project,,exclusive of transmission 
cost, in 103 contos. 166.8 368.1 316.5 190-7 351.6 329.5 

7. Capital cost of transmission system, including switch- 
yard in 10^ contos. 129.2 71.8 93.5 28.9 18.6 26.8 

8. Capital cost of project, including transmission system 
and switchyard, in lo3 contos. 596.0 112.9 110.0 519.6 373.2 356.3 

g. Annual cost o^ project, exclusive of transmission 
cost, in 10 contos. 13.8 37.37 30.38 15.50 31.71 30.15 

10. Annual cost of project, including transmission and 
switchyard cost and 1 osses, in |0^ contos. 63.1 50.3 11.70 51.10 36.00 36.30 

||. Annual cost including transmission, less navigation 
benefits, in iq3 contos. 63.1 50.3 11.70 19.36 33.96 31.26 

12. Cost of usable energy at Ermesinde (terminus of trans- 
mission line) in escudos per kwhr. . 117 . 121 .121 .159 .206 .185 

13. Value of capacity at Ermesinde based on fixed charges 
of Pejao steam plant, in escudos per kw. 660-22 660-22 660.22 660.22 660.22 660.22 

11. Value of energy at Jiydroelectric plant based on fuel 
cost at Pejao steam plant, in escudos per kwhr. .121 .121 .120 .127 • 126 .125 

15. Value of energy at hydroelectric plant based on fuel cost 
at existing steam plants, in escudos per kwhr. .318 .319 .316 04

 
CO

 
.*=

 

.331 .328 

16. Average annual energy replacing fuel at Pejao steam 
plant in IO** kwhr. 161 161 161 161 161 161 

17. Average annual energy replacing fuel at existing steam 
plants in IQ^ kwhr. 376 211 196 116 1 21 

18. Total annual capacity benefits at Ermesinde, in lO^ 
contos. 12.0 27.7 26.8 22.2 15.6 16.6 

19. Total annual energy benefits from replacing fuel at 
Pejao steam plant in 103 contos. 19-8 19.8 19.7 20.8 20.6 20.5 

^^20. Total annual energy benefit from replacing fuel at 
steam plants, in 103 contos. 119.7 76.9 62.0 18.8 0.3 6.9 

2|. Het navigation benefits in 103 contos. - - - 2.01 2.01 2.01 

22. Total annual benefits in 103 contos. 181.5 121.1 108.5 93.81 38.51 16.01 

23. Annual benefits annual costs including transmission. 2.88 2.18 2.13 1.83 1.07 1.27 

TABLE X-3 

ECONOMIC COMPARISON OF PROJECTS 

BASED OH IHSTALLATIOHS 

WHEH REQUIRED IH ECOHOHIC SEQUEHCE 

5 Years After Instailation 10 Years After Installation 

1969 1959 1962 1961 1966 1967 1968 1969 1959 1962 1961 1966 1967 1968 1969 

ocinho P i cote Bemposta Miranda Carrapatelo Régua Valeira Pocinho Picote Bemposta Mi randa Carrapatelo Régua Valeira Pocinho 

International Douro Douro International Douro Douro 

22,300 93,000 65,500 60,600 69,000 30,100 35,000 22,300 93,000 65,500 60,600 69,000 30,100 35,000 22,300 

16,200 63,600 12,000 10,600 33,600 23,600 25,200 16,200 63,600 12,000 10,600 33,600 23,600 25,200 16,200 

100 580 125 385 355 190- 210 130 630 160 125 115 215 215 155 

263.3 166.8 368.1 316.5 190.7 351.6 329.5 263.3 166.8 368.1 316.5 190,7 351.6 329.5 263.3 

19.6 129.2 71.8 93.5 28.9 18.6 26.8 19.6 129.2 71.8 93.5 28.9 18.6 26.8 19.6 

282.9 596.0 112.9 110.0 519.6 373.2 356.3 282.9 596.0 112.9 110.0 519.6 373.2 356.3 282.9 

23.18 13.8 37.37 30.38 15.50 31.71 30.15 23.18 13.8 37.37 30.38 15.50 31.71 30.15 23.18 

27.90 63.1 50.3 11.70 51.10 36.00 36.30 27.90 63.1 50.3 11.70 51.10 36.00 36.30 27.90 

27.90 63.1 50.3 11.70 19.36 33.96 31.26 27.90 63.1 50.3 11.70 19.36 33.96 31.26 27.90 

.279 . 109 . 118 .116 .139 .179 .163 .215 .100 . 109 .105 .119 .158 .110 . 180 

660.22 660.22 660.22 660.22 660.22 660.22 660.22 660.22 660.22 660.22 660.22 660.22 660.22 660.22 '660.22 

. 121 -121 .121 .120 .127 .126 .125 .121 .121 .121 .120 .127 .126 .125 . 121 

.325 .318 .319 .316 • 331 .331 .328 .325 .318 .319 .316 .331 .331 .328 .325 

100 161 161 161 161 161 161 130 161 161 161 161 161 161 155 

0 116 261 221 191 26 16 0 166 296 261 251 51 81 0 

10.7 12.0 27.7 26.8 22.2 15.6 16.6 10.7 12.0 27.7 26.8 22.2 15.6 16.6 10.7 

12.1 19.8 19.8 19.7 20.8 20.6 20.5 16.1 19.8 19.8 19.7 20.8 20.6 20.5 19.2 

0 132.1 83.3 69.9 63.8 8.6 15.1 0 118.2 91.5 82.5 83,8 16.9 26.6 0 

- - - - 2.01 2.01 2.01 - - - - 2.01 2.01 2.01 - 

23-1 191.2 130.8 116.1 108.81 16.81 51.21 26.8 210.0 112-0 129.0 128.81 55.11 65-71 29.9 

0.83 3.08 2.61 2.60 2-12 1.30 1.19 0.96 3.33 2.83 2.89 2.51 1.53 1.81 1.07 
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CHAPTER XI 

THE PICOTE PROJECT 

1. General 

The Picote project would be for pover only. The full 

pool with normal water-surface elevation at A71 m, would be 

formed by a dam 100 m high developing a head of 7A- m. The 

powerhouse would contain three units having a total installed 

capacity of 93,000 kw. The total turbine discharge at full pool 

and rated output would be 155 m3/sec. For a concrete dam, 

either arch or gravity, the site 22.4. km above the mouth of the 

Tormes River is superior to others both topographically and geo- 

logically. For reasons which are discussed at length in subse- 

quent paragraphs, a gravity dam with an overflow soillway will 

perrait the most economical development of the site. An arch 

design which would require a chute and tunnel spillway through 

the right abutment was investigated, but it was found to be 

more expensive. A hollow or buttress type of dam would also 

probably be more costly because of the chute spillway which it 

would require. 

2. Geology 

A. Surface conditions - A steep-walled canyon section 

is found at km 22.4-0 where normal ri ver is at elevation 397 m. 

At about the elevation of the propoced normal pool, the right 

(north or Portuguesa) wall flattenc and a natural cove with a 

low knoll of disintegrated rock is encountered. 
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The crest of the proposed dam will be readily accessible 

to a farm road following a descending spur from the upland south- 

east of Picote, which can be improvedj or the topography is favor- 

able for the constmction of an entirely nev access road. 

The canyon is entirely in porphyritic to somevhat pegmatic 

granite. Disintegration forras a shallow, granular soil on the 

outer canyon slopes. Ko river deposits are visible and the stream 

apparently flows on rock. 

Jqint and fracture patterns are:as follows: 

(1) Strong vertical jointc transverse (N U50 E) to the 

canyon. 

(2) A less conspicuous comolementary system of regional 

and nearly vertical joints almost paralleling the 

canyon. 

(3.;) Fiat or gentle joints visible on the left (south or 

Spanish) side, dipping 18° W towards the river, 

striking N 25° E. 

The diversion tunnel will be in porphyritic granite on 

the right abutment and explorations to date indicate that there 

vãll be apparently no special problems. At present, the average 

stripping to sound rock is estimated to be about 5 m within the 

area of the dam. 

B« Construction materiais: - Granite rock is the only 

material abundantly available. it has á coarfie-and" pcrphyritio tex- 

ture, but preliminary test pits in quarry sites near the dam in- 

dicate that satisfactory concrete aggregates can be made from the 

available grani te. Similar material hc.s been found satisfactory 
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for other large dams in Portugal and Spain. 

Soil in fields 1 1/2' km northeast of Picote, within 3-4 

km of this site, is composed of sandy silt vith rock fragments. 

The deposits would be more suitable for a seml-pervious fill 

than for the water-tight membrane of a rock-fill dam of this 

height. This factor precludes the use of a rock-fill dam vith 

an impervious earthen core. 

C'. Foundation conditions and treatment:— The formations 

in the reservoir area indicate granitic end schistose rocks. Ho 

caverns or solution channels have been observed and none vould 

normally be expected in these types of rock. Considering this 

factor in conjunction vith the height of the plateau on both 

sides of the river channel, the wc.tertightness of tlie Picote 

reservoir is essured. 

The dmi vi 11 rest on a foundation of granite i/hich ex- 

hibits strong joint patterns. The result of the first borings 

indicate thatgrouting will be necessary. Consolidation grouting 

at a comparatively shallow levei vd.ll be used to tighten the 

foundation, including the abutnents, cnd then a deeper grout 

curtain will be placod at the upstream edge of the dam on the 

foundation and along the abutments for seepage control. The 

curtain grouting can be done effectively from inside the gallery, 

shovn in the cross-section of the dam on Plate 18, after the dam 

has been constructed above that elevation. Drain holes to re- 

lieve uplift •jressure from the reservoir vrater would be drilled 

into the foundation immediately do^mstreara from the grout cur- 

tain, and vertical drains would be installed the full height of 

the dam. Tire seepage from this and other larts of the dreinage 
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system will be collected in a gutter clong the edge of the gal- 

lery floor and eventually discharged to tiie downstream side of 

the dam. The final details of foundation treatment will be 

determined after more complete subsurface explorítions or during 

construction. 

•D. Exjloration: - Design in detail of the dam should be 

preceded by some preliminary explora.tion program consisting at 

least of the following; 

(1) Vertical drill holes in mid-river to a depth of 30 m 

below rock surface at the selected axis and do^v/nstream 

toe of the dam; or preferably, in ortíer to disclose 

the presence of faults, angle holes cuttlng nnder the 

river reaching to the some depth. 

'2) A steep angle hole, across the jointing» drilled into 

the base of each abutment. 

(3) A similar steep angle hole near the crest on each 

abutment. 

(A) A gallery into each abutment above normal high water 

levei. 

(5) Field and standard laboratory tests to demonstra.te 

the availabllity and character of construction ma- 

terial. 

A contract for the rbove worl wrs approved by the Minister 

of Public \Jorks in October 1952 and work vas initiated at once. 

As of Janutiy 1953, two drill holes and a gallery on the right 

bank, and a test pit at a quarry site have b-en completed. The 

preliminary results have not revealed any unforeseen conditions. 
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3. Spill way Design 'Flood 

The spillway of the proposed Picote project will be de- 

signed for a peak dischnrge of about 11,000 m3/sec. To justify 

this choice, the following circumstances are adduced; 

(1) The projects immediately upstream, vdth the same 

drainage area, are designed for a maxinum spillway 

discharge of ebout the sane araount. Unless the up- 

streyn daras fail, the;^ are not likely to release fio ws 

much in excess of that figure. In the event of such 

& failure, an extraordinary condition would be created 

against which it would be futile to tiy to design the 

spillway. 

(2) The extremely long period of historie record indicates 

that the largest flood of record, the 7000 m3/sec ex- 

perienced in 1909, is the greatest event in several 

hundred years or more, and ccn be considered to be 

representative of the flood producing potentialities 

of the basin. The proposed discharge of 11,000 ríi3/sec 

exceeds this rare event by fifty-seven jercent and 

therefore contains an edoqurte factor of safety for 

such a large drainage arer. 

(3) The Ricobayo Reservoir with its vast anount of stor- 

age, is likely in the future, as it has in the past, 

to reduce the flood peaks. 

(4.) The valley -tornge upetream fron Zatiora will continue 

to modify floods fron about 15% of the total drainage 

area. 
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(5) Meterological consideiv.tions reinforce the view that 

the proposed spilluay ccpacity is adequate. For 

exemple, storms generally approach the basin from the 

southwest and travei upstream, causing the various 

tributardes to peak in advance of the peak frora the 

drainage area upstream from the Esla River. 

In view of ali these factors, it is believed that 

11,000 m3/sec is a reasonable and adequate figure 

for the design of the spillway. 

4-. Dam and Spillway 

The dam will be the gravity concrete type with an over- 

flow spillway having a gross width of 80 m controlled ty four 

Tainter gates er.ch 16.25 m wide by 17 m high separeted by 5 m wide 

piers. The total net ^âdth of the spillway will be 65 meters. 

The water surface at the top of the gates at full pool elevation 

vrill be 471 m. The spillway crest will be at elevation 454 m. 

At the spillway design discharge of 11,000 m3/sec, the moximum 

water surface elevation will rise to 474 m, and the head on the 

spillway crest will be 20 meters. 

The economics of a gated as against an ungated spillway 

were investigated. If an ungated spillway were used, raaintain- 

ing the same normal pool elevation, the elevation of the maximum 

water surface, and of the dam, would be some 17 m higher, and the 

structure would contain considerably more concrete. Also, an 

additional area of land in the reservoir would be flooded fre- 

quently and would need to be purchased. Investigation showed 

that the cost of the gates would be much less than the additional 
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cost of concrete and l<?Jid incurred by or.iitting them. The use 

of crest gates would therefore be econonical. Ratlier deep gates 

would be necessary because of the narrov spillway, but past expor- 

ience with this type of problem indicates that deep gates are 

usually more economical thcji shallow ones. 

As may be seen froia the topography on Plate 18 the dam 

would be located at a constricted portion of the canyon formed 

by two massive rock knolls projecting toward each other. The 

possibility of an economical gravity dam with rai overflow spill- 

way at this location arises from the narrowness of the bottom 

of the section, where the gravity profile is normally vddest in 

the direction of the flow of the stream. At the sarae time the 

width of the canyon at the top of the dam is adequate for the 

gross spillway width of 80 m. As the bottom of the canyon widens 

out immediately downstreara from the constriction, the spillway 

discharge can be carried along the do^strearri slope of the spill- 

way to a roller bucket stilling basin of adequate width, as shown 

on Plate 18. Since the bucket would be 50 m wide as against 80 m 

for the spillway, the spillway training walls nust be brought to- 

gether toward the bottom. This contrnction can be acccraplished 

most effectively by curving the spillway in plan as shown on the 

drawing. Some rock excavation will be necessary in order to pro- 

vide the space for the downstreua part of the spillway and the 

stilling basin. In áreas near the abutments of the spillway 

there will be a concrete lining resting on the rock excavated on 

a slope and the training walls will consist of a concrete lining 

against the rock excavated vertically. The dam section shown in 
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the drawing is conservative, and it may be possible in maicing a 

more detailed design, to reduce the section naterially. Data 

are lacking, especially with regord to the roughness coefficient 

of the river channel, with which to compute with certainty the 

tailwater elevation for the higher discharges, but the probable 

depth of tailwater combined with the prectical width of stilling 

basin makes a roller bucket practicable. This type is more eco- 

nomical than the hydraulic-jump basin. According to the eleva- 

tions on the cross section shown on Plate 18, the depth of tail- 

water over the bucket at maximum spillway discharge will be about 

18 percent in excess of that required to form the hydraulic jump, 

which is well within the limit of depth to assure the dissipation 

of the energy in the overfalling water by meeins of the system of 

hydraulic rollers developed with this type of structure. During 

operation, the spillway crest gates will have to be opened grad- 

ually, so as ulways to have a tailwater elevation consonant id.th 

ttie given discharge, and to avoid flip-bucket action v/hich would 

deliver a jet near the foundation of the powerhouse in the lo- 

cation shown on Plate 18. In order to avoid unsymmetrical action, 

the gates should ali be opened to the same extent. Training walls, 

or lining with top at maximum tailwater elevation, are required on 

each »:ide of lhe bucket to orotect the foundation of the dam. For 

estimating purposes these structures, together with concrete lining 

on the bottom, are shoTO as extending 50 m downstream to the be- 

ginning of the powerhouse. The training vali on the right bank is 

needed to protect the powerhouse, which otherwise would be exposed 

to airect impact (to an unlcnovm degree) from the water in the 
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stilling basin, but it is quite possible that further investi- 

gation will indicate that downstream from the bucket, the lin- 

ing, both bottom and sides, and the left-bank training wall, as 

well, can be omitted, and that the rock beyond the bucket proper 

can be left unexcavated. It is believed that a hydraulic model 

test should be raade of the stilling facilities, v/hich will help 

to cettle these points, among others. 

Uith the powerhouse as shown on the drawing, a flip buck- 

ét could not be used, as the jet issuing from it would strike 

directly in front of the powerhouse. However, in the final de- 

sign of the project, serious consideration will be given to an 

underground power plant locction. In that case a flip bucket 

set high can be used or, if it were cheaper and confirmed by 

model tests, the roller bucket as illustrated, but without the 

downstream training walls tind lining. 

Located as it is on a river forming the boundary between 

Portugal anc Spain, a necessary requirement of the project is 

that ali possible elements be placed on Portuguese territory. 

The diversion tunnsl and power facilities would therefore be 

located on the right bank. The attractive possibility is ex- 

cluded of placing the power plant in the canyon at the base of 

the dam and directing the spillway dischnrge from a flip buc- 

ket over the powerhouse roof. 

5. Diversion 

The only feasible rnethod of diversion d\iring construc- 

tion will be by means of a tunnel, because of the narrowness of 

the canyon. As may be seen from Table XI-I 'and Plate 19 
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TABLE XI-1 

DAILY FLOOP PEAKS ABOVE éOO ia3./s. AT POIjJlTE PINO 

DRAINAGE AREA = 63.300 Km2 

JAN. FEB. MAR. APRIL MAY JUNE JULY AUG. SEPT. OCT. NOV. DEC. 

1937 - - - - - - - - - - 912.5 

1938 1100.0 - - - - - — - - 840.6 0
 • 

8
 

1939 5250.0 37500 806.2 1137.1 871.0 668.7 737.1 - - 912.5 - 

1940 1137.5 2062.5 1337.5 - 1137.5 - - - - - - 

194L 2250.0 2250.0 2062.5 1137.5 2109.4 1459.4 840.6 - - - 840.6 

1942 - - 950.0 950.0 1100.0 - - - - - 840.6 

1943 1781.3 1197.5 912.5 840.6 875.0 - - - - 875.0 634.4 

1944 - - - - - - - - - - - 

1945 - - - - - - - - - - - 

1946 - - - 634.4 1875.0 840.6 - - - - - 

1947 - 1875.0 2918.8 1640.6 806.3 - - - - - - 

1948 2250.0 2250.0 806.2 - 737.5 - - - - - - 

1949 - - - - - - _ - - - - 

1950 - - - - - - - - - - - 

1951 - 1215.6 2625.0 840.6 771.9 _ _ — — — — 



which show the sectsonal distribution of runoff, discharge in 

excess of 600 m3/sec have never been experienced during August, 

September, and October while the six-month period from July 

through December has not had flows exceeding 1000 m3/sec. With 

the recommended diversion capacity of 600 m3/sec, the chances 

are excellent that the coffer-dams would not be overtopped in the 

three driest raonths (August, september and October) but about 

once a year they would be overtopped in the remaining three low- 

flow months (July, November and December), Construction must be 

suspended during floods and the costs of the work interruption plus 

the subsequent dewatering and cleenup would havw to be included as 

a contingency in the contractor's estimate. No great damage would 

result to the unfinished concrete o m. It would be economically out 

of reason to construct a cofferdam high enough to hindie even those 

floods (2000 m3/sec) which can be exoected yearly during tlie high- 

flood season, let alone the really large floods. An unlined tunnel 

12 m in diameter aaid about AOO m long would divert the v;ater aroxmd 

the dam and powerhouse area. The required head would be 6 m and 

would be provided by an upstreara rockfill cofferdam. The cofferdam 

will need to be made watertight, nnd vdll be designed to act as a 

spillway for tiie larger floods, functions which might be fulfilled 

fcy covering the cofferdajri with a concrete lining, both upstream and 

downstreara. lio impervious material exists in the area which could 

be used for a watertight coro. The downstream cofferdí-m will be a 

concrete gravity section at a lower elevation. The diversion tun- 

nel will have a concrete bell-shapod entrance provided with gate 

slots so the tunnel raay be closed with a bulkhead. There vãll also 
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be provisions to shut off the ©xit, The construotion scheuule 

imst be adapted to the scherne of diversion. First vill come 

the excavation of the tunnel, ^lich can be started at any time 

cfter the flood season. The upstream cofferdam would then be 

constructed, say in June, and finally the downstreem cofferdam 

will be built. During the low-íTow months the foundation of the 

dam will be poured and the structure brought up as high as possi- 

ble. VJhen the floods arrive, the portion of the dam already con- 

structed above the cofferdam levei vrould act to increase the head 

and the discharge through the diversion tunnel. The higher the 

dam was built, the less the progress of construction would V>e 

hindered by floods. If the reservoir area is kept empty, some 

flood control benefit can be obtained by temporary use of the 

storage below the finished portion of the dam. The hower facil- 

ities will be constructed behind the protection of the dam and 

of the doAmstream cofferdam. 

6. Power Intake and Vater Passages 

The power intake will be located on the right side of 

the spillway in a non-overflow section which will be a contin- 

uation of the dom. It will consist of a concrete tower equipped 

with semicircular trashracks and having slots for service and 

emergency gates. The water passages will be controlled by 

broome-type gates actuated by hydraulic hoists, one gate for 

each of the three proposed units, with ona emergency gate for 

the three openings. Each gate opéning, 3.5 m wide by 6.0 m high, 

will be connected to a penstock by ?, transition section. 
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There will be three welded plate steel penstocks, each 

with a dianeter of 4..3 m, which is an economical size for the dis- 

charge and the head under which they will opera te. After ninning 

along an excavated open bench for about 120 m each penstock will 

cormect to a tunnel^ with a steel lining about 60 m long which 

will supply a turbine. 

7. Factors Affecting the Capacity to be Instelled 

A. Fixm energy - The nrimcry function of the new plant 

will be to provide finn energy for the national system as re- 

quired by the growing load. An increase in the assumed installed 

capacity of the run-of-river plant will result in an increase in 

the dependable capacity up to a certain pointj after which no 

inore capacity can be firmed up. It will be economical to install 

capacity at least corresponding to this point, which is 93,000 kw. 

B. Increased caoacity - Increased capacity might be de- 

sirable to aid in reducing fluctuations of daily flow during the 

month so as to be able to utilize some high discharges in a 

nonth of average low flow. A similar function will be fulfilled 

by the use of a moderate amount of pondage. 

C. Peaking caorcity - Although the proposal plant will 

be operating near the base of the load curve nevertheless there 

will be occasions when its band on the load-duration curve will 

have a load factor of less than 100%, which will require a cer- 

tain amount of peaking capacity. In order to fit the energy 

corresponding to 93,000 kw on the load-durc.tion curve above the 

full steam-electric output, an inst lled caprcity of about 

100,000 kw will be required (for •iseptember 1960), corresponding 
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to a load factor of about 93^. The plant, on,these very rare 

occasions, uill be operating under naxiiaum head, and can 

readily fumish this capacity through a generator overload of 

B%, without violating the criteria of good practice. 

D. Effect of load growth - As the load increases vã th 

the years, additional plants may be placed in the base, and the 

Picote plant iriay take a higher position on the load-duration 

curve, which again may require increased peaking capacity. 

E. Additional storage develo oments in Spain - If ad- 

ditional regulation is developed in Spain on the Spanish Douro 

and its tributardes, the dependable capacity of the project vdll 

be increased, and it vãll be desirable to increase its installed 

capacity. 

F. Future develooment of c.torage reservoirs and nlants 

in Portugal - If additional storage capacity is devel- 

oped elsewhere in Portugal, it may have the effect of firming up 

additional capacity at the Picote project, which will make it ad- 

vlsable to increase its installed capacity. 

G. Situation during flood periods - The Douro River, both 

in its intemational and its national sections, runs through a 

narrow channel which in many places becomes a gorge. Consequently, 

during floods, a great rise in tailwater occurs which has reached 

30 m at some of the sites. Depending on the head for which the 

turbines were designed, the capacity of the power plant will be 

somewhat curtailed during the flood periods. The effect will be 

more serious at the coraparatively low-hecd plants on the National 
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Douro than at such a plant as the pro;;osed Picote project, 

whose capacity vn.ll be only sliphtly curtailed even during the 

most eevere flood. Actually, however, the effect of floods on 

the system output will be negligible even on the National Douro, 

for the following reasons: 

(L) Douro Ri ver floods alnost inveriably occur at times 

víhen there is abundant water at other run-of-river hydroelec- 

tric plants, and the system capability at such times will be 

ample. 

(2). The floods continue for only for a conparatively 

short time, a day or two at most for the really severe stages. 

During these short oeriods, the decrease in capacity easily 

con be supolemented, if necessary, by temporarily increasing 

the output of the existing plants at the storage reservoirs. 

H. Additional caoaclty for standby - It might be desired C - 
I k ^'6—" ^ 

to provide increased capacity for slendby in the event of fail- 

ure at other plants. However, this is not a criticai matter in 

Portugal, because of the existing large installed capacity, and 

even if it were, Picote would not be the ideal location for it 

because of its long tranornission line. 

I• Energy - The theoretic^l energy output of the Picote 

plant will be very great. In an avcrage year it will nearly 

equal the full plant capacity operating continuously, or about 

815,000,000 kwhr, In practice, much of this energy can not be 

used, as it will be available when other existing plants will 

be producing a surplus, and consequently must be wasted. The 

actual usaria output witli an installed caoacity of 93,000 kw 
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•would reach 630,000,000 kwhr snnually 10 years efter construction. 

Very likely it will become in time economical to increase the in- 

stalled capacity of the olant above 93,000 kw in order to obtain 

additional secondary energy and save fuel at the existing eteam- 

electric plants. However, this is contingent on whether or not 

it will be economical to replace the fuel-burning plants alto- 

gether. In any event, it/ is believed advisable to build other 

plants which will furnish firm energy and dependable capacity 

before increasing the caoacity f t Picote for the purpose of ob- 

taining secondary energy. 

It might be desired to increase the Picote capacity if 

winter and spring uses of secondary energy, such as dcmestic 

heating, were developed. 

Ueighing the factors enumerated above, it is concluded 

that 93,000 kw should be installed initially, but that pro- 

vision be made in the design and construction of the power 

plant, intake and waterways, for future expansion to twice that 

e.v.pacity; or a total of 186,000 kw. 

8. Powerhouse 

A* Locatlon and general..:.?-l.m - Th® generating plant will 

have three units with a total capacity of 93,000 kw at a head of 

7A ra corresoonding to the full ;ool elevation 4-71 m. Dependable 

capacity will amount to 63,600 kw, which is almost the eciuivalent 

of the estimated capacity deficiency for 1960. Picote will, 

therefore, in conjunction vith existing thermal plants and hydro- 

electric plants built and building, certainly meet the estimated 

national requireraents beyoiíd 1959. To do so by developinent of 

^ . r,. ...... ; • •...! '■ • .; . 
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the Portuguesa Douro would require the construction of two plants. 

As inentioned previously, it will be necessary to place the 

Picote powerhouse wholly on Portuguese territory. Owing to the 

narrowness of the canyon, the longitudinal axis of the power- 

house inust be parallel to the river, and the structure will be 

benched into the rock of the right bank. As shown on Plate 20 

the power plant will consist of a substructure and turbine room, 

a generutor room which will be about l/ m v/ide and 16 m high, 

and about 54- m long, including the service bay. A -wing con tthe 

inside will contíiin various auxiliary facilities. The trans- 

formers will be placed on top of this wing and the switchyard 

proper will be suitably located on top of the right abutnent. 

It is anticipated, frora such infonnation as is available, that 

the tailwater during maximura spilluay discharge will rise about 

30 m above its normal levei. This condition dlctates thc.t the 

walls of the generator room be designed against a considerable 

head of water. They will be assuraed to be cantilevers fixed 

at the bottom and simply supported laterally at the roof, and 

i.dll be suitably reinforced. No windows will be nrovided. Ac- 

cess will be by means of a road at the levei of the powerhouse 

roof or by other means if found to be more economical. A large 

opening provided with a hatch cover will be located in the roof 

over each of the generators. A hatch will also give access to 

the service bay. A gantry crane on top of the roof will move 

the equipment as required, The wwerhouse substructure of con- 

crete will need to be fairly massive to socure the building 

against flotation. As an additional precaution, anchor bars 
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víould engage the foundation rock, as shoim on Plate 20. The 

substructure will contain the turbine scrcil cases and the 

draft tubes, vdaich will be reinforced tc »-dtlistond the ex- 

treme rise in tailwater resulting from the maximum spillway 

discharge. One set of two dr-itt tube bulkhead gates v/i 11 be 

provided to permit dewatering one unit at a time. They will 

be handled by an extension of the gontry crane on the roof. 

The sump pumps will also be locxtod in the substructure. A 

pit for untanking the transformers will be provided in the 

service bay substructure. The turbine floor will house the 

pipe gallery and cable tunnel, oil storage and purification 

facilities, and carbon dioxide cylinders for fire protection. 

The wing flanking the generator room will contain the control 

roora, the switch gear, station service transformers, comiaunica- 

tions equipment, batteries and motor-generator sets, ventila- 

ting fans, a repair shop, offices and other facilities. A 

diesel electric set will be provided for standby service. A 

governor control cabinet will be located adjacent to each unit 

on the generator floor. The unit control board will also be on 

this floor. 

B. Number of units - From the practic.1 viewpoint, the 

choice in the number of units for the í aitial installation will 

lie between two and three. Three v/as thought to be preforrble 

for the following reasons; 

(1) Witii the smaller units, the rock excavation for the 

powerhouse will not be as grent because of the less width of the 

povrer plmt and the reduced depth of the draft-tube excavation. 
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(2) Transportation of the equipment to the site will be 

facilitated. 

(3) The transmissicn line oporvn.ll be iinnroved, if 

one of the units is suddenly thrown o_.* -o line. 

C. Hydraulic turbines and accessories - The turbines will 

be of the vertical shaft Francis type, rated at ^,000 metric hp at 

full gate and a head of 64. m. The output will increase with the 

head up to 15^ overload capacity of the generators. At higher 

heads, the generator capacity will lirait the capability of the tur- 

bines which will be operated at part gate. They will operate near 

best efficiency at rated outout and a niaxiraun head of 74 m. 

The turbines will have plate cteel scroll cases. Their de- 

sign and construction will be entrusted to mnnufacturers with a 

record of satisfactory achievement in this field. They will be 

equipped with ali necessary accessories to insure adequa te per- 

formance. The governors will be of the standard cabinet-actuator 

type. 

D. Slectrical equioment - The estimates have been based 

on having a normal rating of 38,750 kva,, 0.8 p-ower factor, 13,800 

volts ond a speed of 166.7 rpm. Thcoe characteristics are subject 

to review and revision in light of the results of the proposed net- 

work unolyzer study. The generators '.,111 be vrovided with direct 

connected exciters and pilot exciters and each will have an enclosed 

ventilating systen vã th watercooled heat exchangers. The air-oper- 

ated brakes used to stop the revolving elements will also serve as 

hydraulic jacks to lift them. The generator neutral will be grounded 

through a disconnecting switch. Deutral impedance will be used if 
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it is found desirable. The generator will be equipped with surge 

protective devices and current and potential transfomers as re- 

qnired. The generator leads will be carried up to ihe rnain power 

transformers on the roof of the wing off of the generator room, 

through ducts in the massive powerhouse wall separating the two. 

Provision will be made to distribute local power. A local cir- 

cuit breaker of suitable characteristics will be installed to iso- 

late disturbances which may occur on these lines. 

The estimates have also been baced uoon the transfomrtion 

of the generator power to 150 kv, c. rried through a 150 kv cir- 

cuit breaker to a 150 kv bus where, along with the output of other 

generetors, it will be carried to a 150 kv transmission line. The 

transformers will be three-phase 13,000 volt Delta to 150,000 volt 

Uye grounded neutral. Transformers will be oil-insulated, self- 

cooled, with no-load tao changing. Station power will be carried 

at 440 volts to the load centers in the station. The generators 

and transformers be equipped with differential relaying of the prop- 

er characteristics. Central control of the installation will be 

provided by a control switchboard and annunciator in the control 

room. 

9. Transmission Line to Ermesinde 

Plate 5 shows in heavy dashed lines the approximate route 

selected for the transmission line between the International Douro 

and Ermesinde. It follows in general the course of the Douro River 

in order to serve the nroposed future inctrilations. For the Picote 

plont, two 150,000 volt circuits are .;lanned to be carried by the 

same steel towers, each circuit consisting of three aluminum cable 
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steei reinforced conductors, each with a cross-section of 636,000 

circular mills. The total coat of the line was estimated to be .520 

contos per Ion orioi,600 contos for the 1955 km from Picote to Erme- 

sinde. The switchyard at Picote was estimated to cost 27,é00 con- 

tos. 

The Picote-Ermesinde line, using two circuits for the nor- 

mal load of about 116 mva transmitted through a distance of about 

195 km, closely follows existing Portuguese practice as exemplified 

by the 189 km Zezere-Porto high-tension line vhich uses a single 

circuit for the transmission at 150,000 volts, of a normal load of 

60 mva that in energencies mny incrcase to 90 mva. 

A two circuit 150,000 kv line was selected for transmission 

between Picote and Ermesinde because preliminary studies indicated 

that losses in initial operation will not be excessive and it 

seemed likely that operation í t the serie voltage as that of the 

existing nation-l network will be feasible for a number of years, 

although obviously no fina determination can be made on this point 

until after the proposed network analyzer study has been completed. 

Even if the network analyzer study indicates the desirabil- 

ity of operation of the Picote-Ermesinde line initially at 220 kv, 

the increace in cost of transmission and substation fc.cilities: in- 

cluding step-down transformation at Ermesinde will be less than 10% 

of the cost of the two circuit 150 kv line and substation acces- 

0 
sories and therefore will not matcrially change the econoraic com- 

parison between the Picote project íind the other projeets with 

which it has been compared. 
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In either case the selection of the project of first prior- 

ity at this time will not have cjiy substantial effect in detenaining 

the time in the future, if ever, when it vdll be economical to de- 

velop a national transmission network at a voltage higher than 150 

kv. If and when such development becomes economical, it may best 

be determined at that time, talcing into consideration the develop- 

raents that have occurred in the system during the intervening per- 

iod, whether such provision can be made most economically by the 

conversion of the existing system to 220 kv or by supplementing it 

vith a separate grid at a higher voltage with transforraer connec- 

tions between the two networks. 

10. Reservoir and Relocations 

The reservoir area at full pool elevation 4-71 m is 2^1 hec- 

tares (see Plate 17). First-hand inspection of the International 

Douro revealed very little vegetation that would have to be re- 

raoved and as it is understood that clearing has not been oracticed 

on existing reservoir areas in Portugal, none is recommended here. 

The improvements that would be flooded out by the reservoir are 

negligible. Property will be acquired to full pool levei and flow- 

age rights obtained on land affected by the maximum spillway sur- 

charge elevation of 4-74. m. Mo railroads, bridges or roads are known 

to exist within the reservoir area. 

11. Stage Development 

Provisions should be made for eventual expansion of the power 

plant to twice the initial capacity, for the reasons advanced above. 

Such provisions vdll include an extension of the non-overflow in- 

take section, vdth the water passages bulkheaded off and with the 
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stubs of the three future penstocks projecting from the concrete. 

They will include also the excavation for the future povíerhouse 

substructure, and tiie necessary tvmnel excavations, so that there 

will be no danger of damaging the functioning power plant and 

equipment through future blasting of the rock. 

12. Altemative Designs 

Various alternative inodifications of the Picote project have 

been considered. Some appear to be uneconomical. Cthers will be 

investigated further. 

A. Dam - In addition to the rockfill design, which will 

not be suitable for this site, and the gravity design, which is 

considered best, an arch dam was given considerable study, and a 

hollow dam was also investigated, An ardi design was made, using 

n stress of 800 pounds per square inch. Precautions were taken in 

laying it out so that the thrust would be directed properly into 

the abutments. This matter is believed to be of some iinportance 

at this site because there might otherwise be danger of shearing 

off the knolls which form the constriction in the canyon, especial- 

ly as geological inspection has shown the existence of a system 

of vertical joints paralleling the canyon. Therefore, the arch 

must be built in a wider section of the canyon than that selected 

for the gravity dam. The volume of concrete in the arch was feund 

to be about 1^3,000 m,3 as against 230,000 ra3 for the gravity daan. 

However, whereas the spillway discharge will be taken over the top 

of the gravity section, it was believed inadvisable to do so in the 

case of the arch, because of the unprecedented volume of the dis- 

charge, and tlie 20 m head on the spillway. Consequently, a chute 
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and tunnel type of spillway was laid out through the right abut- 

ment. ^he spillway vorks consisted of upproach excavation, a 

gated concrete weir control, transition aection, tunnel -ections, 

and flip buckets. In order to carry the arch thrust over the 

spillway, the latter in the criticai region was run through fchree 

parallel 15 ni diauietor tunnels each about 100 m long. A prelim- 

inary computation for the total cost of dam, spillway, diversion 

facilities during construction, and reservoir showed that the 

cost, including contingencies, would be 2/^8,000 contos for the arch 

scheme ageinst 232,000 contos for the gr; vity d m, showing that 

the latter vrould be the more econoraical. 

Further consideration vres given to talcing the spillway dis- 

charge over the arch. If the jet woro to s. ring free of the crest, 

it would strike the strerm bed not f. r beyond the base of the dam. 

In addition to the -ossibility of dangerous vibration, it is like- 

ly that the annual maintenance and repairs resulting from a jet 

20 n thick falling from a height of 100 ra would make such a design 

undesircble. The destructive effect of the jet rnight be amelio- 

rated by constructing a secondary df.m dc.mstrean to creste a per- 

manent cushioning pool of water :.t the base of the spillway. This 

in itself would be a fairly costly structure and data upon which to 

base the depth of the pool are lacking. If on the othor hand, the 

jet were diverted downwa.rd <-.t the crest by e hood similar to the 

one at the existing Castelo do Bode project, the hood with its mas- 

sive dimensions and heavy rcinforcing, \/ould also be quite expen- 

sive. In order to fit the jet somewhat better to the downstream 

face to r.iinimise vibration and improve the hydraulic conditions at 
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the base, the dam section would need to be thickened. A 60 per- 

cent increase in the arch section would raake the volume of con- 

crete equivalent to that for the gruvity section. The concrete in 

the arch would be under heavy stress throughout. The concrete in 

the gravity dam would be under appreciable stress only in the low- 

er-lying exterior portions, while the great mass in the interior of 

the dam would not be highly stressod^- Consequently, economies 

could be obtained by malcing the interior of the gravity dam of 

leaner concrete than the surfaces, as has been done in some re- 

cent American dams. There is an additional advantage in that the 

leaner concrete is less susceptible to shrinkage cracks. The 

foundation conditions in the abutments may be found during con- 

struction to be criticai for the arch dam and may require exten- 

siva further excavation and additional concrete whereas they are 

likely to be satisfactory for the gravity dam without any more 

excavrtion than has been assumed in the preliminary estimate. 

For tliese reasons it is believed that there will be no economic 

advantage in raodifications of the arch design, while the practi- 

cal disadvantages may be marked. 

A hollow dam (round-houd buttross type) vdth an overflow 

spillway would have the same disadvantages as the arch under the 

same conditions, namely the unprecedented head and discharge, and 

the risk of injury to the thin sections from excessive vibration. 

A hollow dam with a spillway through the abutment would be a 

possible solution, but it is believed inadvisable for the follow- 

ing reasons: 
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(1) The steepness of the cariyon walls together with the 

charocter of the rock jointing vrould lead to serious probleras in 

preparing a auitable foundation for the buttresses next to the 

abutments. 

(2) There would be danger fchat tlie weter pressure would 

build up behind lateral fissures in the aloutroents and scale off 

masses of rook which might injure the buttresses and even cause 

failure of the daru The unusually high maximurr. tailwater night 

tend to aggravate this condition. 

(3) The concrete in the hollovr dam, rs in the arch, vould 

be under hec.vy stress throughout, and no e-conomies would be prac- 

tical through reduction in cement content. 

U) The cost of the formvrork v:ould increase the unit cost 

of the concrete still further. 

(5) The net result probatlj" '..'ould be that the cost of the 

hollow dam scheme, even with half the volume of concrete, would 

still exceed that of the gravity dam. Finally, the hollow dam 

at this site would be of unprecedented height, some 60 or 70 feet 

higher than the highest hollow dam ever built. 

B. Power facilities: - It is intended to investigate a 

nurabcr of alternatives in the design of the intake, waterways and 

power plant. The scheme shown on Plate 20 offers the advantage 

of being able to shut off each unit and its penstock individually 

at the intake, along with easier accoss for maintenance and re- 

uairs, but it involves several areas of heavy open rock excava- 

tion. Other alternativos, however, would ciso permit shutdovm 

of individual penstocks. Such vrould be the alternative of an 
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underground power plant which './ould utilize the dovmstrerm por- 

tion of the diversion tunnel as a tailrace tunnel. The intake 

would connect with the plant by neans of vertical shafts, one 

for each unit, controlled by butterfly volves at the turbine and, 

of course, also by gates at the intake. The advantage of this 

design would be to eliminate a large amount of open rock excava- 

tion, shorten the waterways and permit substantial econoraies in 

the spillway stilling basin. The disadvontages would be the neces- 

sity for rmich additional tunneling, the provision of butterfly valves 

at the turbine vhich miglit otherwise be onitted, and especially 

the provision for future expansion which would involve excavation 

of the penstock shafts and of the machine hall for the three future 

units so as not to disturb the in t-lled rnachinery by blasting. 

The roof of the unused space would also need to be properly supported. 

An alternative using the conventional powerhouse vill be in- 

vestigated using individual tunnels throughout, insteed of steel 

penstocks. 

Still another alternative to be studied would involve the use 

of the downstreun portion of the diversion tunnel as a power water- 

way. The upstrean portion would be shut off by a concrete plug. 

An intake placed fairly high would connect by means of a Wye branch 

with the doimstream part of the tunnel. The latter would be lined 

with reinforced concrete and would have smrller branch tunnels 

leading to the turbines in the conventional typo of powerhouse, 

each branch controlled by a butterfly valve at the turbine. 

The most economiccl and gensrclly saticfactory variant of 

the alternutives described will be adopted for the final design of 

the power facilities. 
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CHAPTSR XII 

DETAILED DESGRIPTIOM OF PROPOSED PROJECTE 

1. Eequence of Development 

The objective of Tables X-2 and X-3 was the determination 

of the hydroelectric project of first priority. They necessarily, 

therefore assuned in every case that the project under considera- 

tion would be the first plant to be added to the existing system; 

that it would accordingly have first claim on the market, follow- 

ing the claims of plants already in operation; and that the entire 

storage resources of Zezere and Cavado remaining after firming un 

existing run-of-river plants, would be available for firming up 

the energy generated at the new olcnt. It was assumed for purposes 

of comparison that whatever the pl' nt selected, it would be added 

to the system in 1960; so the 19^0 estinuted power demand was used 

as the basis for the energy and capccity characteristics selected 

for each project investigated. It may have been too generous to 

include full navigation benefits when considering the lower throe 

Portuguese Douro projecta as "fircts", as navigation benefits would 

not be realized in full until ali three projccts had been completed. 

In order to establish the characteristics and potentialities 

of the plants follo^ãng Picote, if they are to be added in sequence 

over a period of years, further investigation was necessary. Suc- 

cessive installations deplete the reserves of storage available for 

firming-up the output, and the market available for power at the 

time of the next plantte installation. Conversely, vdth the passage 

of time following construction of r xant, load growth effocts con- 

tinuing improvement of the market for its power. 
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Using the sequence suggestod by Table X-2, Table X-3 has 

been prepared (for the main stem, run-of-river orojects) upon the 

assumption that each succeeding plant vrould be integre ted into tiie 

system at the time at which growth in povrer deraand required the 

use of its full dependable capacityj and that in each instance, 

ali sénior installations would have prior rights with respect 

both to the power market and to tlie storage available for fiming- 

up the output. Total cost per kwh at Ermesinde, and the benefit- 

cost ratio have been worked out on the basis of the size of in- 

stallation best suited to tiie needs of the system at the time tho 

new plant is incorporated into it, and on the basis of the quantity 

of usuable dependable energy generated (l) in the second year of 

service, (2) in the fifth year of aorvice and (3) in the tenth 

year, ali as indicated by the curvos of load growth developed by 

the survey. 

The reduction in unit cost of energy with increase in length 

of service, and concurrent increase in demand which permits the ab- 

sorption of a greater percentage of- total output, is evident. It 

is apparent also that ir. some cases, economies in initial costs 

will be effectcd by a delay in the construction. In the case of 

Ccrrapatelo, for exemple, incorporation into the system in 1960 

would recuire for proper acvelopment of the site, the installr.tion 

of 87,000 kw of capacity at a co...t of 552,000 contos. If intro- 

duced in 1966, only 69,000 lew of capacity would be recuired for 

optimum development of the site, at a cost of A90,700 contos. 

In order to keep abreast of load growth, the plants must 

follow each other at intervale averaging less thíin two years. The 
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proper sequenco of construction \;ould appear to be tliat indicated 

by the benefit-cost ratios of the second group of Table a-3; the 

second rather than the first group because the lovfer three Portu- 

guese Douro projects would not actually realize full navigation 

benefits until ali three were completed - say about five years 

after completion of Carrapatelo. On the basis of the cost per 

kwh at Emesinde, and on the basis of benefit-cost ratio, the 

Pejao thermal plant would appear to take its permanent place in 

the system just ahead of Pocinho. 

Ml of tlie foregoing comparisons and conclusions are based 

upon the assumption that the existing 100,000 kw thermal component 

is retalned in the system. As the Pejao thermal plant could sup- 

ply encrgy much more econonàcally than existing thermal plants, it 

would be advantageous to build and use it at the errliest possible 

date if the existing thermal supplement is to be retoined. As Ion 

as there is a need for as much as 25,000 kw of thermal power, it 

can be supplied most econcmic lly by Pejao. The Pejao total cost 

per kwhr at Ermesinde, that is, the additional cost that would be 

incurred if Pejao were built and operative is, 22.9 centavos. The 

cost of thermal power from existing plants, exclusive of fixed 

charges, that is, the costs that could be eliuinated if their out- 

put were replaced by thr.t of the Pejao plant,appears to be about 

39.A centavos. Thus by replacing 25,000 kw of existing thermal 

capacity by Pejao, an annual saving of 16.5 centavos per kwh on 

ló^.,250,000 kwhr of energy or about 27,167 tontos would result. 

In addition, as imported fuel is predominantly employed in exist- 

ing steam plants, an annual reduction of somo 55>^45 contos in 
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foreign exchange would be realized. 

2. Elimine.tion of Ali Existing Themal Generation 

It is apparent frora Table IX-S that if Pejao energy costs 

22.9 centavos at Ermesinde, tiie imraedi^.te replacement of existing 

thermal generation by construction of the best of the Douro hydro- 

electric plants would be even more advantageous than replacing a 

portion of it by tlie Pejao plant. Picote, for exanple, vrculd fur- 

nish energy for about half the Pejao cost. The first conclusion 

is therefore, that it would be proper, in a program for immediate 

replacement of existing thermal pov^er, to build ali hydroelectric 

projeets on the International part of the river and ali but 

Pocinho on the Portuguesa portion, before building Pejao. 

It would, however, be physically possible to complete con- 

struction of the Pejao steam plant more rapidly than that of a 

hydroelectric plant. Pejao probably coulc. be placed in service by 

1955, while under the nost optimistic assumptions as to funds, 

legal problems, engineering, and construction progress, it could 

scarcely be hoped that the three International Douro projeets 

could be placed in operation before 1957. Yet, to replace ther- 

1 
mal power completely and at the some time provide for growth in 

power demand, ali three wil^be noeded by 1957. During the two 

years 1955 to 1957 the Pejao plant would accuraulate sovings of 

about 5A>000 contos, and would effect 111,600 contos reduction 

in foreign exchange. As soon as the low cost hydroelectric power 

from the three International Douro plante become available, Pejao 

theoretically would be relegated to stand-by status until after 

Carrapatelo, Régua and Valeire had been built, and their combined 

• . . •' ■ * . r/ 
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capacity was no long^r able to supjly the growing power market. 

At that time, about the irãddle of the yer.r 1963, uncler the con- 

struction Schedule preinised, Pejao \Tould resiirae as a permanent 

operating unit in the system. During the period of its lay-up, 

fixed charges would have continued on the thermal plant, end vrould 

have depleted the savings accuinulatetí during the years of its ed- 

veuce operation. If the three Intem. tional Douro plants actually 

vere to be conpleted by 1957, and the Pejao plant retired froa tiiat 

time until inid-1963, its imediata constxnction still would show 

a saving of about 8,000 contos if it were designed for combustion 

of 20% or 18^ ash coal, and of slightly under 500 contos if the 

design was for A5% ash fuel. If, as seems much more realistic, cora- 

pletion of the three International Douro plants is not accoraplished 

for sevoral years after 1957, or if there are delays in construct- 

ing subsequent plants, Pejao Gívings would increase many fold. It 

also raight be possible to employ Pejao to advantage as a means of 

postponing for a year or so the construction of some of the hydro- 

clectric plants and thereby bringing them into production less in 

acvance of the growth of the market to proportions requiring the 

full output of tlieir dep^ndable capacity. It therefore appoars 

advantageous to construct Pejao as soon as possible under whatever 

construction program may be adopted with respect to the hydroelec- 

tric plants. 

The Pejao plant would supply the indicated deficiency of 

A,000 kw indicated for 1956, if no additions other than Salamonde, 

Cabril, and Ganicada were nade to the presently operativo hydro and 

steam installations in the meantiwe, and \/ould elimina te the 
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''Remí.dmng Deficicncy" indicated on the August 1960 load duration 

curve of Plate 22. 

Plate 23 shows, boginning vâth the year of 1956, curves of 

the annually incroasing discrepancy beti.'een power demand and the 

firm capacity vihich crn be supplied by the existing generating sys- 

tem, under four assumptions ?.s to the magnitude of the latterte 

steam conponent. The lovest of the four curves assumes the present 

100,000 kw of steam capacity is sup dementcd by Pejao, making a 

total of 125,000 kw of thermal po .'cr. The remaining three lines 

talcen in order from right to left, assurae, respectively, that tlie 

thermal coinponent consists only of the present 100,000 kw; then 

that it includes Pejao only; and finally that tliere is no steam 

at ali in the systen. Plcte 23 shows, for 1957 load conditions, 

assuming no thermal component other thrn Pejao, the contribu- 

tions of existing hycroelectric plants :nd of Picote, Bemposta, 

and Pejao respectively, and the wcsted energy from existing plants 

under a repetition of the stream flov experienced bctween 19A2 and 

1950. 

If Picote, tíemposte, and llirrnde could be completed by 1957, 

Carrapatelo by mid-J95y, Regu; by the middle of 1960, end Valeira 

by 1962, ali thermal generation could be dispensed with for a per- 

iod of about 6;>- years by hydroelectric gener;: tion which would be 

cheaper than Pejao. Sven under such a schedule the Pejao plant 

probably could be built and operatod profitably for tvo years before 

cheaper hydro power could displtco it, end 6.j years later it would 

become a permanent unit in the system, its re-activation to be 

followed uithin 18 rnonths by complction of Pocinho. The Pocinho 
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project presumably would be follov/ed by plants on the tributarias, 

in the order suggested by the benefit-cost ratios of Table X-2. 

As long as the order of construction is not changed, the 

graphs of Plate 22 may be used to analyse conditions and require- 

inents under any fiscal program which it is desired to consider. 

The program depicted is probably more ideal rather than realistic 

as to timing, but to the extent to vhich it is realizable, exist- 

ing thennal generation can be eliminated by hydroelectric and 

Pejao power with savings of great magnitude. 

It seems hardly necessary to point cut that this devel- 

opment study relates only to sites on the Douro River and its 

tributardes, and that the schedule of development shown ignores 

the possibility that sites may exist upon other river systems 

of such excellence as to warrant their development tmterior to 

that of some of the Douro system sites. 

After the Douro River sind Douro tributary plants have been 

built, and the sites on other river systems developed, additional 

thennal power will be needed. It seems quite oossible thít before 

that time, continued exploration of potential coal deposits will 

have disclosed further reserves of sufficient magnitude to support 

additional thennal generating plants rhich will postoone the neces- 

sily of reverting to the use of imported fuel. 

3. Sites and Plans Considered for Hydroelectric Development Followlng 

Project of First Priority. 

The remainder of this chaptcr is devoted to a descriotion 

and discussion of the hydroelectric projects that would follow 

Picote and would be required for development of the full 
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hydroelectric potential of the Douro and of the best sites on 
\ 

its Portuguese tributaries. Included are the Vilar-Tabuaco pro- 

ject on the Tavora (which, although it has already been auth- 

orized, is inserted to make the record complete), and certaln 

puraped storage and flow diversion plans which appeared to offer 

promise but were found upon investigation to be uneconomical. 

A. Bemposta Project - Bemposta, the most downstream of 

the projects on the International Douro, would be located at km 

4-.88 measured upstream from the Tornes River. The nearest Portu- 

guese village is Urros. The location vas chosen in preference to 

an alteinativo site at kilometer 1.25 because the cross-section 

of the valley at km 4-88 is relativcly narrow and a7ould result in 

a more economical project. It is also considered to be the bevSt 

site geologically in tlie dov/nstream section of the Portuguese part 

of the International Douro. 

A long, gentle spur descenda from the upland on the right 

(Portuguese) side. The crest of the dam vould be readily access- 

ible by construction road from Urros. Deyond Urros, a road 5 km 

long connects vi th the main road and the railroad. 

This section of the canyon is comparatively narrow between 

opposing steep cliffs. The canyon is in granite, mostly médium 

to coarse-grained, however, witli considerable omounts of the por- 

phyritic variety. The river entirely occupies the narrow gorge and 

probably flows on bedrock. 

Vertical joints trending N4C,0U - U550l-T are common, at right 

angles to the river. It is a re.-.soncble expectetion that comple- 

nentary vertical joints will be found beneath the river and in both 

.ii' ' 
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abutments, paralleling the channel. Horizontal or gently dipping 

joints are normal to the rock in both abutments. These are in the 

no,ture of "lift" joints. Open, vertical joints appear on opposite 

abutments, especially dovmstream from the axis. Ali fractures would 

be investigated (and treated, if necessary) in the criticai portion 

of the foundation. 

A diversion tunnel on the right side would be entirely in 

granite of good quality. For the pur jose of estimating, deoth to 

fresh rock was assumed to be 5 metcrs into canyon walls and 10 

meters over flat benches. 

From a geologia standjoint, the site is íuitable for any type 

of properly designed dam for v/hich constructicn materiais are 

available. Ho impervious alluvial rií tcrinl for an sarth dam is 

visible in the vicinity of the canyon, although the search vr.s not 

exhaustive for the upland area. The soil on the canyon slooes is 

only disintegrated rock, uithout significant clry content. Se- 

lected granite especially a medium-grained variety vrould nrobably 

make suitable crushed aggregate for concrete (assuming 20% v/as te). 

Tests would be recuired to confira this. Sand, médium to coarse- 

grained, can be obtained in limited quantities from scattered de- 

posits along the river. The mica content is perhans 10^. Labora- 

tory experimenta, using standard test methods, and field search for 

construction materiais, are needed before design studies ore made 

in detail. 

Existing serial cartographs (i/2,000 wlth 5 m contours) 

are reasonably satisfactory for gamaral studies. They are inade- 

cuate for design and constmction. 
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Preliminary exploration is required before detailed designs 

can be inade. A minimum drill progron vould consist of: 

(1) Vertical boles in nid-river at the axis and the down- 

stream toe of the dam. 

(2) Angle bole into the base of each abutment at the select- 

ed axis. 

(3) Steep angle hole near crest of the dam on each abutment 

(A) One exploratory gallery is de:irable into each abutment 

at an elevation above the normal high water. 

The elevation of the full pool v/ould be limited to 397 m 

by the tailwater of the Picote Project upstream. Three (3) types 

of daras would be possible at this site, namely rockfill, arch and 

gravity. Ho"rever, the saddle 3 úllway in the right rbutment would 

roquire too much excavation for an economici1 rock-fill dum. An 

arch dam v/ith a saddle spillway would also be uneconomical, for the 

same reascn. It is believed therefore, th t a gravity concrete dam 

with an overflow spillway would be the logical solution. Such a 

design was adopt-ed for the puraose of this report. The spillway 

will be controlled bj»- four tainter gates, each 16.25 m vride and 17 

ra high. The stilling basin will consist of a roller bucket flanked 

by training walls extending about 50 m dowstream. The diversion 

facilities and the power plant will be located in Portugal. A power 

intake, located as far downstreaia as practicable, would connect with 

the diversion tunnel by raeans of an inclined shr ft. The diversion 

tunnel would supply the povrer plant through branch tunnels leading 

to each unit. Upstream from the connoction with the power intake and 

downstream from the branch tunnels, the diversion tunnel would be 
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closed off. The power plant will be located immediately dowistreoin 

from the stilling basin training wall and \ãll be benched into the 

right bank sufficiently to be out of the way of the spillway dis- 

charge. The longitudinal axis of the plant will be almost parallel 

to the river, because of limited space. The hcad vãll be 59 m. 

If the plant were to be the first hydroelectric plant to be con- 

structed, its installed capacity would be 76,000 kw. The depend- 

able capacity would amount to 52,000 kw and the usable average 

annual energy would be 415,000,000 kwhr. The total cost of the 

project would be 393}000 contos. Its annual cost, including the 

transmission line, will be 52,500 contos. The benefit-cost ratio 

of the project will be 2.56 as coiopared with a new stecun-electric 

plant at Pejao. It will produce usable energy at a cost of 0,124 

escudos per kwhr delivered at the Ermesinde sub-st; tion. 

If it were built after Picote, in the economic sequence re- 

commended, it would have an installed capacity of 65,500 kw. Its 

dependable capacity would be 42,000 kw. Its usable average annual 

energy output would increase from 405,000,000 kwhr two years after 

installation to 460,000,000 kwhr ten years after installation. 

The total cost of the project would be 368,100 contos. Its annual 

cost including transmission would be 50,300 contos. The benefit- 

cost ratio of the project would be 2.4^ and the net cost of its 

energy would be 0.124 escudo per kwhr two years after installation. 

Ten years after inst. llation the benefit-cost ratio would increase 

to 2,83 and the cost of its energy would fali to 0.109 escudos 

per Mir. 
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B. Miranda Pro.ject - This project vã.11 be located on the 

International Douro River at km 4-3 «5 measured upstream from the 

Tormes River. Tliis site will develop nearly ali the remaining 

head between the full pool elevation of the Picote project 

its full pool elevation of 527 m, vhich is deterralned by tlie 

necessity to avoid encroaching on the tailwater elevation of the 

Spanish Castro plant upstream. It will be about one (l) loa from 

the village of Miranda. Access to river levei will be difficult. 

However, the main road passes near the site, and there is a rail- 

road station within 7 or 8 km. 

Tlie canyon is deeijly incised between steep to vertical 

walls. The stream occupies the entire floor and no lateral ra- 

vine or bench affords space for accessory features needed at a 

power project. Tlie gorge is cut predominantly in hard, coarse- 

grained to porphyritic granite. There are, however, on the 

upper leveis adjoining the canyon, considerable inasses and in- 

liers of metamorphic rocks including zenoliths of mica and seri- 

citic schist vã th gneiss. 

Two pattems of regional joints, vertical to steeply in- 

clined are seen in the walls of the canyon. These are fractures, 

llE-SVí and IW-SE. The foundation rock is suitable for any type of 

dam. Rock is the only abundantly available construction material 

for the dam. 

This site is about as narrow as c<.in be adapted to the re- 

quireraents for spillv/ay width. There are no sites suitable for 

a rockfill dum vã th a saddle spillway anyv/here in the Miranda 

reach. For tlie same reason, an arch dnm víith a chute spillway 
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through the abutment would not be economical. Consequently, it 

appears that a gravity concrete with an overflow spillway 

will be the most economical alternative. The spillway will be 

controlled by four (A) tainter gates, each 16.25 m wide by 17 m 

high. The stilling basin will consist of a roller bucket flanked 

by training walls extending about 50 m downstream. The diversion 

facilities and the power plant ^àll be located on Portuguese ter- 

ritory. The power plant vdll be benched into the right bank 

sufficiently to be out of the way of the spillway discharge. 

Because of limited space, its longitudinal uxis will be parallel 

to the river. A power intake located as far downstream as prac- 

ticable would connect witl-i the diversion tunnel by means of an 

inclined shaft. The diversion tunnel would supply the power 

plant through branch tunnels leading to each unit. Upstream from 

the connection with the power intake and downstream from the 

branch tunnels, the diversion tunnel would be closed off. The 

head will be 55 m. If the oroject were the first to be construc- 

ted, the power plant would have a caoacity of 72,000 kw. Its 

dependable capacity would be 50,000 kw and its usable energy 

output in the average year would amount to 365,000,000 kwhr. 

Its total cost would be 3A0,000 contos and its annual cost, in- 

cluding transmission, would be 47,500 contos. It would have a 

benefit-cost ratio of 2.58 as compared with a steani-electric 

plant at Pejao. It would produce usable energy at a cost of 

0.124- escudos per kwhr delivered at the Ermesinde substation. 

If it were built cfter Bemposta, in the economic se- 

quence recoramended, it would have an installed capacity of 60,600 kw. 
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Its dependable capacity vrould be 40,600 kw and its usabls average 

annual cnergy output would increare from 360,000,000 kvhr two 

years after installation to 4^5,000,000 kvhr ten years after in- 

stallation. The total cost of the project would be 316,500 con- 

tos. Its annual cost, including transmission, would be 42,500 

contos. The benefit-cost ratio of the uroject would be 2.55 and 

its energy would cost 0.118 escudos per kwhr two years after in- 

stallation. Ten years after installation, the benefit-cost ratio 

would increase to 3.04 and its energy cost would fali to 0.100 

escudos per kwhr. 

4. Projects on the National Douro River 

A. General - The four projects on tho National Douro 

River, namely the proposed Carrapctelo, Régua, Valeira and Pícinho 

Projects, would develop the head between elevation 10 and eleva- 

tion 124 m. The lower elevation corresponds to tho tailwater 

of the site farthest downstrean, which would be suitable for a 

power dara; the higher elevation corresponds to the low water 

elevation at the mouth of the Huebra River, which is in the In- 

ternational reach of the river, but which was determined to be 

the usable upper liuit of the National Douro by an agreeraent be- 

tween Portugal and Spain dated August 11, 19^7. 

In general, the project sites are so disnosed as to de- 

velop the total head in the nininum nuKber of steps (four) vã til- 

ou t flooding the railroad which runs along the river. As this 

railroad is benched into steep slopes or canyon walls, or runs 

through tunnels, relocation of any appreciable length would be 

very costly. The pool of tive Valeira dam, in addition would be 
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liirdted by the elevation of the fertile Vilarica Valley, \±iich 

vould be flooded if the pool aere rcãsed rmich above elevation 10A m. 

The Carrapatelo, Régua and Valeira Projects will be equipped 

with navigation locks. Together vã th two low navigation dams, be- 

tween Porto and Carrapatelo, they will be adequate to pass existing 

river traffic. The Pocinho project proper would not have any pro- 

visions for navigation, sinca there aeer.-.s to be little likelihood 

of any importunt traffic developing beyond that point. 

The proposed projecte would have comparatively little usable 

storage, only enough to fumish oondage regulation over a week- 

end or for a Spanish holiday. Essentially, therefore, they would 

be run-of-the ri ver projecte obtainii.g coneiderable lov/-flow regu- 

lation froiu the large Ricobayo Roservoir on the Esla River in 

Spain. Owing to their liznited storage capacities, they would have 

a negligible effect on the Douro Rlver floods. 

No irrigation developnent is contenplated in connection vãth 

the projecte on the National Douro ulthough if the Pocinho pro- 

ject were built it night be desirable to divert water from its 

pool to the Vilarica Valley (see Chapter V). 

In tho future developnent of the N; tional Douro, the logical 

sequence of conslruction would be to begin with the site farthest 

downstrean and develop the eites in order, for the purpoee of ob- 

taining the benefits frora navigation fron the nouth, as early as 

possible. 

For the purpose of evaluating the ecouomics of the pro- 

jecte, they were, with the exception of Pocinho, designed with 

locks 11 ra wide and 45 m long, which would be adequate to pass 
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existing river traffic. As these would be required in any event, 

their cost was included as a part of the cost of povrer develop- 

ment. The econoiaics of navigation vere then based on tlie in- 

crease in cost of providing larger locks 17 ia wide and 85.5 m 

long for the larger craft which vrould acconpany a decided in- 

crease in commerce. 

B. Carrapatelo Project - The Carrapatelo project, the 

raost econoiaical of those wholly in Portugal, vrould be a combined 

povrer and navigation project located on the Douro River at lati- 

tude 4-10 5'. 2 north and longitude 8o 7'.9 Víest of Greenwich at a 

locality named Carrapatelo. 

At the dam site, the loft (south) abutment rests on a pro- 

jecting, fairly narrov/ ridge where oh.e gaging station is located. 

The low-water discharge is novr carried by tvro separate channels 

in rock, tho deeoer belng on the left side. The slope of the 

right (north) abutment is uniform but rock is progressively more 

veathiered and even covered by vegetation at higher leveis. 

Short access roads could connect to roads on either side 

of the river, and the railroad is at a distance of about Lv km. 

The site is relatively accessible for construction and operation 

of the dam. Due to width of valley, construction probably could 

be. handled safely by cofferdamraing the working areas and con- 

structing the project in stages vrithout resorting to diversion 

tunnels. 

The area is contained within coarse-grained, somevrhat por- 

phyritic granite. Disintegration oí' rock on the VcJloy sides is 
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progressively greater with increased elevation but only sandy 

soil is found in the farmed land. 

The river has formed deposits of sand and gravei in bars 

along the channel. It is understood that these materiais have 

been sarapled as aggregate and that they yielded acceptable re- 

sults, tested in the laboratory. The bars apparently have ma- 

terial not larger than 3 inches in diameter. 

Field and luboratory tests to establish adequacy and charac 

ter of aggregate have been made. 

Mo conspicuous fracture patterns are readily discerned. 

Careful study and investigation probably will establish struc- 

tural features in bedrock of consequence to construction. 

It is estimated that stripping at an avorage depth of 5 

m would suffice for preparation of the foundation. 

Five holes were drilled. Additional exploration oy drill 

ing vill be needed for detailed design in view of the width of 

the canyon. 

Relocations in the reservoir will include some sections 

of road, the raising of a few bridges, the elimination of two 

snall villages totalliug a few dozen dwellings, and the moving 

of the buildings of the themal establishment of Aregos, whose 

hot springs will not be impaired. 

For the ournoso of this report, the same type of struc- 

ture was assumed as shown in tine 19AB report of the Portuguese 

Hydraulic Services. The dam will consist of a concrete gravity 

overflow section controlled by eijnt lift gates, each 22 m wide 

and 11 m high. Tainter gates will not be practicable at this 
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site or at any of the other projects on the National Douro, be- 

cause the tailwater would rise high above the spillway crest 

during a laajor flood. The spillvaj1- vãll háve a capacity of 

18,000 m3/sec at a head corresponding to full pool elevation of 

4-6 m. A two-stage lock will be provided. 

The power intake will be a continuation of the dam and 

will be integral with the power plant, the space for which will 

be excavated partly into the rock of the left abutment. Tlie 

head developed i-dll be 36 m. If Carrapatelo were to be the first 

hydroelectric plant to be constructed, its installed capacity 

would be 87,300 kw, of which 4-5,800 kw would be dependable. 

The usable average annual energy output would be 579,300,000 

kwhr. The project would cost 552,000 contos. Its annual cost, 

including tronsmission cost and losses, \.'ould be 58,950 contos. 

Its overall bonefit-cost ratio, including net navigation benefits, 

would be 2.12. It would produce usable energy at a net cost of 

0.150 escudos ner kwhr delivered r.t the Ermesinde sub-station. 

If Carrapatelo were built aftcr Ilirenda, in the economic 

scquence recommended, it would have an insttlled capacity of 

69,000 kw. Its usable average annual energy outnut v.ould in- 

crease from 310,000,000 kwhr two ysars after instrllation, to 

415,000,000 k/hr ten years uftor installation. The total cost 

of the project would be 490,700 contos. Its annual cost, in- 

cluding transaission would be 51,000 contos. Taking benefits 

from navigation into account, the benefit-cost ratio of the oro- 

ject would be 1.84 and its energy cost would be 0.158 escudos 

per kwhr two years after instrllation. Ten years ; fter 
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installatiorij the benefit-cost ratio vrould increase to 2.53 and 

the energy cost vrould fali to O.lltí escudos per kvrhr. 

C. Régua Pro.ject - The Re^ua project would be a combined 

power and navigation project, located on the Douro River at lati- 

tude 4,1° 9' north and longitude 7o W .1 west of Greenvãch, at Ion 

107 on the railroad, which runs along the north side cf the Douro 

River. In addition to the railroad on the north side, access will 

be furnished by a highway passing along the south bank at the site. 

The dam will have a crest length of about 300 m (river 

width of about 200 m) so that stage construction vrithout a di- 

version tunnel appears possible. 

The valley is entrenched in metauorphic rocks, chiefly 

quartz-biotite schist and gneiss. Foliation is about at right 

angles to the river and vrith a dip of roughly 20o-30o downstream. 

Jointing is most apparent conformable to foliation, with down- 

stream dip of 20o-30o. Rock is exposed extensively on tiie left 

(south) bank and in pari of the valley bottom but not over much 

of the right bank. Soil covering on the slopes of the valley 

is thin. At higher elevations, talus is general. 

A divergence in strike of schistosity on opposite sides 

of the valley has been considered by some observers as indi- 

cative of a possible fault. This zone is not readily apparent 

but may be demonstrated upon further invostigation. Considera- 

tion should be given to possible sliding along schistosity and 

to variation in rock support. 

A principal difficulty at this site is lack of construc- 

tion materiais in the vicinity. The gneiss and schist /would 
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not supply suitable crushed aggregate. iior enough river depocits 

to produce the required volumes of sond and gravei. Aggregate 

could be hauled by railroad, however. 

Detailed investigations, and field and laboratory studies 

coupled \/ith suitable engineering analysis should be raade to de- 

termine the suitability of this site. 

Relocations in the reservoir \áll include a total of about 16 

inn of National Road No. 222 and the raising of one masonry bridge. 

The dom v/ould consist of a concrote gravity overflow section, 

with a crest length of about 300 m, controlled by eight lift gates, 

each 21 m wide cud 11 m'high. The spillway will have a capeei ty 
i 

of 17,000 m3/sec a head corresponding to full pool elevaticn of 

73 m. The power intake vi11 be a continuation of the dom and 

will be integral with the power plant, which will be located on 

the right bank of the river. The head developed would be 27 m. 

If Régua were to be the first hydroelectric plant constructed, 

its installed capacity would be 70,000 kw, of which 37,000 kw 

vrould be dependable. The usable rverage annual energy output 

would be 250,000,000 kwhr. The project would cost 526,000 con- 

tos. Its annual cost, including transmission would be 56,5^0 

contos. Its benefit-cost ratio, including navigaticn benefits 

would be 1.33. It v/ould produce energy at a net cost of 0.218 

oscudos per kwhr delivered at the Ermesinde sub-stvLtion. 

If the Régua Dara were built after Cerrapatelo, in the 
j C. 

economic sequence recommended, it would have an installed 

capacity of 30,400 kw. Its dependable capacity would be 23,600 

kw. Its usable average annual energy v/ould increase from 
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165,000,000 kwhr two years after installation to 215,000,000 

Icvhr ten years after installation. The total cost of the 

project would be 354,600 contos. Its annual cost, including 

transmission would be 35,700 contos. Taking navigation bene- 

fits into account, the benefit-cost ratio of the project would 

be 1.08 and the net cost of its energy would be 0.204 escudos 

per kwhr two years after installation. Ten years after instal- 

lation the benefit-cost ratio would incroase to 1.54 and the 

cost of its energy would fali to 0.157 escudos per kwhr. 

D. Valeira Project - The Valeira project will be a com- 

bined power and navigation jroject located on the Douro River 

at latitude 41° 9' -6 north and longitude 7o 22*.7 west of Green- 

wich, at km 147 on the Douro River railroad. Access to the site 

will be easy fron the railroad, which runs along the Douro River 

An access road, two or three Ian long, could easily be built to 

connect with a highway south of the river. The relocations re- 

quired in the reservoir would be insignificant. 

The dam site is believed to lie in a schist fomation. 

Rock appears to be about 1.5 m below ctrearabed levei. The vai ler 

at the site is wide enough so that the working areas could be 

cofferdammed and the project built in stagos, without resorting 

to diversion tunnels. 

The dam will consist of a concrete gravity overflow soc- 

tion controlled by seven lift gates, each 22 m wide and 11 m 

high. The spillwry would have a capacity of 15,500 m3/sec at 

a head corresponding to full pool elevation of 104 m. A tuo- 

stage lock will be proviàed. Tne power intake will be a 
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continuation of the dam and would be integral with the povrer plsnt, 

which v/ill be located on the left bank of the river. The head de- 

veloped vãll be 31 m. If Valeira were to be the first hydroelec- 

tric plant to be constructsd, its installed capacity wuld be 

77,000 kw, of vrhich 7+1,000 kv would be dependable. The usable 

average annual energjr outout ^7ould te 316,100,000 kwhr. The 

project would cost ASA,000 contos. Its annual cost, including 

transmission would be 57,360 contos. Its benefit-cost ratio, 

including navigation benefits would be 1.74. It would produce 

energy at a net cost of 0.175 oscudos per kwhr delivered at the 

Ermesinde sub-station. 

iilthcugh Valeira is a ;;;oro economiccl nroject than Régua, 

it is recommended that it be built later, because Régua, being 

the next project do\mstream, would be required for continuity of 

navigation. If Valeira were constructed after Régua, in the 

sequence recommended, it vrauld have aji installed capacity of 

35,000 kw. Its dependable capacity would be 25,200 kw. Its 

usable average annual energy output would increase from 185,000,000 

kwhr two years after installation to 245,000,000 kwhr ten years 

cfter installation. The total cost of the project would be 

329,500 contos. Its annual cost, including transmission would 

be 35,400 contos. Talcing navigation benefits into account, the 

benefit-cost ratio of the project would be 1.30 and the net cost 

of its energy would be 0.180 escudos per kv.-hr two years after in- 

stallation. Ten years after installation the benefit-cost ratio 

would increase to 1.86 and the cost of its energy would fali to 

0.136 escudos per kwhr. 
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E. Pocinho Project - The Pocinho project vould be a lower 

project located on the Douro River at latitude 41° 8' north and 

longitude 7o 7'.6 west of Greenwich, just dounstrenm fron the 

bridge at Pocinho, the deck oi which is well above the proposed 

full pool. Access would be available by tiie existing re.ilroad 

and highv:ay at the site. 

Rock exposed in scattered outcrops in both abutnents and 

in places on the valley floor is micaceous schist with dark slate. 

Foliation strikes obliquely acro as the river in cn approxirnate 

east-west direction such that the clip is steeply dov/nstream but 

towards the left (SE) abutment. heathered rock ;:nd surface wash 

conceal tiie bedrock fsatures over most of the valley^ slopes. 

The limited outcrops near the highway bridge do not shcw any sig- 

nificant features in the bedrock. The strong tilt of foliation, 

if naintained, would elimina te cleavage as an iwportant wealcness 

of rock in the foundation. The rock seems sufficiently hard and 

sound to support any type of dam of the probable size needed at 

this site. 

Downstream on the south (left) side of the river is en ex- 

tensive terrace. This area may be underlain by river deposits 

which, if gravelly, would be useful for construction of the dam. 

Availability of materiais is unknown. The metaxnorphic 

rocks, schists and slate, in the bedrock series of the canyon are 

unsuited for crushed aggregate or ;.s material for a rock-fill 

dam. Perhaps gravei deposits exist in the terrace south of the 

river or near the south of the Sabor River, 5 km downstream. 

This probably requires study in advance of design considerations. 
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The relocations required in the reservoir would be of 

little consequence. 

The dam will be concrete gravity founded on rock with an 

overflow section flanked by abutment sections extending into the 

overburden material to intersection with sound rock. The full 

pool elevation will be 124. m. The snillway will be controlled 

by seven lift gates each 20 m wide and 11 m high, and would have 

a discharge capacity of 14,500 m3/soc. The power intake will be 

integral with the power plant. It will be located between the 

snillway and the left ubutment section and will fom part of the 

dam. The head developod will be 20 m, If Pocinho vere to be the 

first hydroelectric plant to be conatructed, its installed ca- 

oacity would be 57,000 kw, of which 30,000 kw would be dependable. 

The usable average annual energy output would be 212,400,000 kwhr. 

The project would coat 420,000 contos. Its annuul cost, including 

transmission, would be 4B,090 contos. Its benefit-cost ratio 

would be 1.16. It would produce energy at a cost of 0.226 

escudos oer kwhr delivered at the Ermesinde sub-station. 

If it were built after Valeira, in the economic sequence 

recommendcd, it would have an installed capacity of 22,300 kw, 

of which 16,200 kw would be deaendable. Its usoble average annual 

energy output would increase from 100,000,000 k^dir two yec.rs after 

instollation to 155,000,000 kwhr ten years after installation. 

The total cost of the project would be 263,300 contos. Its annual 

cost, including transmission would be 27,400 centos. The benefit- 

cost ratio of the project would be 0.64 and the cost of its energy 
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would be 0.274 escudos per kwhr two years ufter installation. 

Ten years after installation, the benefit-cost ratio would in- 

crease to 1.09 and the cost of its energy would fali to 0.177 

escudos per kwhr. 0—^-7 //- 

5. Tnbutary Plants 

A. General - The four power sites of greatest promise 

víere investigated on four tributaries of the Douro River; na^Tiely, 

the Fragas da Torro project on the Paiva River, the Vilar-Tabuaco 

project on the Tavora River, the Laranjeiras project on the Sabor 

River, and the Vale de Madeira project on the Coa River. These 

projects would ali have considerablo reservoir storage, but owing 

to insufficient average rainfall, suall drainage areas, or both, 

their energy output is comparatively modest. Their fim output 

was found to be smaller than had been shown in studies made by 

previous investigators who did not have available the stream- 

flow records for the 1944-45 and 1949 periods of drought. 

The firming-up capabilities of oach plant would differ 

depending upon whether or not it was the first to be built. If 

it were the first, it would have to provide dependable capacity 

at a constant rate during the long dry period of 1944-45, in ad- 

dition to the regulation already provided by the existing storage 

plants. The capacity contributed would then correspond to the 

firm output of the plant when considered in inolation, as the 

existing reservoir plants would leave a long flat trough in the 

load curve rather than a stepped valley, to be filled in by the 

now plant. As the studies indicatod that the existing plants have 

sufficient penking capacity to take care of system requireraents for 
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n long time to come, the new tributc.ry plants would provide firm 

energy during drought periods in the base of the load duration 

curve. Because of ali these factors, it was found that tlie tribu 

tary plants were not as attractive economically as the plants on 

the main river. 

If the tributary plants ',/ere constructed after the main- 

river development was completed, they vrould benefit from a number 

of new circumstances.. The introduction of the comparatively 

large plants on the International Douro River has the effect of 

transferring the criticai drought period for the systcm &s a 

whole from 19/.^--45 to 1949- In this shorter drought period, 

the storage of the new tributary plants vrould be used to better 

advantage to increase their effactive contribution of dependable 

capacity. The previously constructed plants on the National 

Douro River would benefit from the regulated flow of the tribu- 

tary plants. The increase in dependable capacity from this 

source would be proportional to the sum of the heade at ali the 

main river plants downstream from a given tributaiy plant. Al- 

though the dependable capacities contributed by the tributary 

plants vrould increase, and therefore more capacity would be in- 

stalled, the additional energy available would be small, by no 

neans proportional to the additional capacity. Consequently 
t 

the cost of energy at the tributary plants would remain higher 

than at the main river plants. It is believed that when growth 

in load requires it, new studies should be made of the economics 

of the tributary plants in the light of new faets which raay be 

apparent at that time. The following descriptions of the 
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proposed plants are based on the assvuaption that each plant 

vould be the firet to be constructed. 

B. Fragas da Torre pro.ject - The proposed Fragas da 

Torre project on the Paiva River appoars to be the best of the 

tributary projects, chiefly because of its comparatively high 

runoff. The drninage area would be 663 kiri?. The dam would be 

on the Paiva Ri ver about 0.25 Ian dovmstream from the Ponte de 

Alvarenga, at latitude 40° 57'.5 north and longitude 8o 10'.5 

vest of Greenwich. The plant, located about 1 km upstream from 

the mouth of the river, would be supolied by a concrete-lined 

tunnel 14,400 m long vã th a diameter of 2.97 ra. The 85 raeter- 

high concrete gravity dum with full pool at elevation 250 m 

would fonri a reservoir having a uacful storage capacity of 

258,000,000 m^. The gross head ieveloped would be 240 m. A 

surge tank excavated in rock would be located at the end of a 

tunnel from which a steel penstock would supply the plant. A 

regulated flow of 13.9 m3/sec combined vã th the average head, 

would result in a dependeble capacity of 18,000 kw in the criticai > «- 

dry period. Víith this installed capacity, the average annual w1 ■ .v- '- 
1 1» O-wT0*- " 

energy generated would be 157,900,000 kwhr of which it is assumed 

that 75^, or 118,400,000 kv/hr v^ould be usable. The capital cost 

of the project would be 346,000 contos. The annual cost, in- 

cluding transmission liue costs and losres would be 31,870 contos. 

The benefit-cost ratio would be 0.34 as compared with a new stecjn 

plant at Pejao. The cost of energy at Ermesinde would be 0.270 

escudos per kwhr. , 
V-, ÇP 
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C. Laran.jeiras pro.ject - The proposed Laranjeiras project 

on the Sabor River appears to be the least economical of the 

tributary projects, because its available head would be small in 

comparison with tliat at the other tributary plsnts, and its high 

dom would be expensive. The runoff from its drainage area of 

3^60 average 22 m^/sec, or 0.0064. m^/sec/km^, uhich is smaller 

th&n that from any of the other tributários investigated. The 

project would be a combined power and irrigation project located 

at latitude Al0 13' north and longitude 7o 3* *5 west of Green- 

wich, about 6.5 kin in a direct line from the nouth of the Sabor 

River. The 10/,. m high concrete gravity dam with full pool at 

elevation 207 m above mean sea levei would form a reservoir 

having a useful storage capacity of 4.60,000,000 in3. A morning 

gloiy spillway in the left abutment, with a shaft diameter of 

12 m would rcake use of the downstream portion of the tunnel used 

for diversion during construction. An irrigation outlet through 

the right abutment would divert vrator into a tunnel approximc tely 

at right angles to the reservoir through a ridge into the 

Vilarica Valley. Inasmuch as this diversion for irrigation, 

which averages 0.77 m^/sec (see Table XII-l) would be lost to 

power production, ollowances were nade for it in the power esti- 

ma tes. The power plant, located at the dam, would develop a 

gross head of 95 m. A regulatod flow of 9-8 m^/sec, combined 

with the average head, would result in a dependable capacity of 

6400 kw during the criticai dry period. Vfith this installed ca- 

pacity, the average annual energy generated vrauld amount to 

56,100,000 kwhr of which it is assumed that 75%, or 42,100,000 
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kwhr, would be usable, It is believed that the benefits from irri- 

gation would be used to repay the expense of the irrigation project 

proper (irrigation outlet, tunnel, canais, laterais, pumps) without 

leaving very much In excess for the dam. However, an allowance of 

2.5% of the cost of the dam and reservolr was deducted and assumsd to 

be paid for out of the irrigation benefits. The capital cost of the 

power project, after this deduction, would be 427,000 contos. The 

annual cost, including transmlssion costs and losses, would be 

I t 37,800 contos. The benefit-cost ratio would be 0.25 as compared 

with a new steam plant at Pejao. The cost of energy at Ermesinde 

would be 0.90 escudos per kllowatt-hour. 

TABLE XII-1 

RECOMMENDED IRRIGATION RELEASES FOR 

VILARICA VALLEY 

Irrigation release ir. cubic meters per second Month 

January 
February 
March 
April 
May 
June 
July 
August 
September 
October 
November 
December 

0 
0 
0 
0.41 
0.64 
0.78 
1.03 
1.03 
0.77 
0.4é 
0 
0 

D. Vale De Madeira project - The proposed Vale de Madeira 

Project on the Coa River is a storage project whose head would be 

developed by moans of a dam, an underground power plant and a 
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tailrace tiinnel. The drainage area at the dará site would be 

1150 km^. The dam would be located at latitude ^0° 48'.2 north 

and longitude 7o O1 .9 west of Greenwich, about /+.8 km northeast 

of the town of Pinhel. The dam, 105 m high would be an arch in 

its upper portion and a buttress dam in its lower portion, and 

would function as a combined arch and gravity stiucture. This 

design, which was developed by European cônsultants, was used 

to obtain the economies of the project. Before final approval 

for construction, however, it should receive extended study of a 

scope not possible in this report for a low priority project. 

The reservoir at full pool elevation 530 meters, would have a 

useful storage capacity of 311>000,000 m^. Tire underground 

power plant located at the dam would operate under a gross head 

of 195 m, and vrould discharge into a tailrace tunnel 2160 m 

long emptying at a point downstrcom on the Goa River. A regu- 

iated flow of 5.92 m-^/sec, combined with the rverage head, v/ould 

result in a dopendable capacity of 0700 kw in the criticai dry 

period. VJith this installed capacity, the average annual energy 

generated vrould be 76,200,Cr00 kwhr, of which it is assumed that 

75$ or 57,200,000 kwhr would bs usable. The capital cost of tire 

project would be 225,000 contos. The annual cost, including 

transmission cocts and losses, would be 22,180 contos. The bene- 

fit-cost ratio vrould be 0.57 as compared with a new steam plant 

at Pejao. The cost of enercy at Ermesinde would be O.3B8 escudos 

per kwhr. 

E. Vilar-Tabuaco wroject - The proposed Vilar-Tabuaco 

project on tire Tavora River is a storage project whose head would 
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be developed principally by a canal, tunnel and oenstock, having 

a combined length of 17,600 m. The drainage area at the dam site 

would be 362 km^. The dam would be located at latitude 40° 58». 8- 

north and longitude 7o 32' west of Greenwich, about 1.5 km north- 

east of the village of Vilar. The Vilar plant would be located at 

the dam, and the Tabuaço plant would be located downstream, about 1 

km east of the village of Tabuaço. The 49 m high gravity dam, with 

full pool at elevation 552 m, would form a reservoir having a use- 

ful storage capacity of 86,000,000 m3. The small Vilar plant at 

the dam would be under a maximum grocs head of 24.5 its tail- 

race v/ou]d discharge into a side-hill canal of trapezoidal cross- 

section about 8,300 m long interrupted by two tunnels, respec- 

tively 116 m and l6Q..m in length. The water v/ould then enter a 

concrete-lined tunnel about 8500 m long, v/ith a diameter of 2 m. 

A surge tank v/ould be excavated in the rock at the end of the 

tunnel frora which a steel penstock about 800 m long would con- 

nect v/ith the Tabuaço power plant, which v/ould operate under a 

maxinum gross head of 366 m. A regulated flow of 2.27 rn^/sec, 

combined v/it!i the average head, v/ould result in a dependable 

capacity of 7250 kv/ for the combinou plants during the initial 

dry period. The inctalled capacity would be 350 kw at Vilar 

ano. /250 kw at lubuaco. hith this installed capacity, the average 

annual energy output v/ould be 6.4,100,000 kwhr, of v/hich it is 

assumed that 75% or 48,100,000 kv/hr would be usable. The capital 

cost of the project would be 169,000 contes. The annual cost, 

including transwission costa and losses, v/ould be 17,610 contos. 
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The benefit-cost ratio vrould be 0.61 as compared with a new 

steam plant at Pejao. The cost of energy at Ermesinde would 

be 0.366 escudos per kwhr. 

It is our tmderstanding that the Portuguese Government 

has granted the concessions for the construction of this project 

under the policy that hydroelectric power should be used to de- 

crease the consumption of costly imported coal at the existing 

steam-electric plants. The reservoir accordingly could be 

operated on an annual basis, being drawn dovn whenever necessary 

to reduce the requirements from the steam plants. As the stor- 

age would be nearly exhausted at the end of each season, the plant 

would furnish praotically no support during drought periods, and 

could therefore be disregarded in estiraates of system dependable 

capacity. The assumption is also made that the effect of the 

plant on the amount of energy which can be marketed by the pro- 

posed main-river plants would be negligible. 

An econonic investigation showed that the proposed 

Tavora plants would be econoraical for the purpose intended. Gon- 

putations based on comparing an increment in investment in capa- 

city with an increment in benefits from fuel replacement showed 

that it would be profitable to install up to 15,000 kw, assuming 

that ali the energy produced could be sold. The installed capacity 

vrould amount to 700 kw at the Vilar plant and l/V, 300 kw at the 

Tabuaço plant. With this installed capacity, the average annual 

energy output would bè 7A^3GCyXO kwhr, The capital cost of the 

project would be 188,000 contos. The annual cost, including 

transmission costs and losses would be 21,370 contos. The 
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benefits from savings in fuel would aaouiit to 2^,400 contos annually. 

The plant therefore would show a net saving of 3,030 contos annually 

and since it has already received official approval, it could begin 

to realize these benefits at a comparatively early date. 

F. Pumped-storage orQ.iect - A pumped-storage scheme was 

developed, combining the Carrapatelo r.roject with the Sabor project 

whereby the Carrapatelo yroject with an installed capacity of 

73,4-00 kw would be used during periods of abundant flow to supply 

energy for pumping vater from the Douro River into the Laranjeiras 

Reservoir on the Sabor River by neans of a concrete-lined tunnel 

Ó500 m long and 4.4- m in diameter extending from the mouth of the 

Sabor River to the reservoir. A pumping plant with a capacity of 

22,4-00 kw would share the same building with the Sabor power 

plant having a capacity of 25,300 kw and the same tunnel would be 

used for pumping and generating. The pumped water would be stored 

in whe Laranjeiras reservoir having full pool elevation 207 m 

above mean sea levei, and would be released during periods of 

drought to generate power at the Sabor power plant and at the 

Carrapatelo plant downstream. The flows of the Sabor River were 

included in the computations. The dependable capacity of the com- 

bination would total 51,000 kw. It would have a capital cost of 

1,094-,000 contos and an annual cost of 97,100 contos excluding 

transirás si ciVo Mo charge vias made for the Carrapatelo energy used 

for pumping. Considering the project in isolation, it seemed at 

first as though the pumping feature would rdd about 7,500 kw above 

the dependable cspacity of a project consisting of the Carrapatelo 

plant firmed up by the Sabor plant, without pumping. The 
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additional annual cost of the pumping provisions would be about 

26,000 contos which comes to about 3,500 escudos per kw of de- 

pendable capacity. This would meúce tt more expensive than any 

project considered on the tributardes except the Laranjeiras 

project as much. However, even this estimate proved to be too 

optimistic. iJhen the pumped-storage project vras firraed up by 

the re-regulation of the Zezere reservoirs, it was found that the 

defíendable capacity, about 52,000 kw, was exactly the same as the 

firmed-up dependable capacity of the two projects without pumping. 

Therefore, the pumped-storage element would contributo nothing, 

while its expense would be great. Consequently, it \r&s eliminated 

from further consideration. 

G. Diversion from the International Douro - We have in- 

vestigated the economics of a diversion scheme from the Inter- 

national Douro into the Laranjeiras Reservoir on the Sabor River. 

As two Spanish power plants eventually would be located do^/nstream 

from the diversion in the lower section of the International Douro, 

one under construction (Saucelle), and one proposed (Aldeadavila), 

we have assumed that only the excess over the maximum usable flow 

at these plants could be diverted. Investigation indicates that 

this figure would be 4.50 m-Vsec, corresponding to the full output 

of the Aldeadavila Project. Under these circumstances, the 

Laranjeiras Reservoir capacity would need to be very large, be- 

cause there are long periods of time whon no water could be di- 

verted from the International Douro beccuse of insufficient flows. 

For example, nothing could have been diverted in 1942, 1944, 1945 

and from March 1948 through the end of 1950. 
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The intake of the diversion would. be supplied from a 

pool at elevation 527 n above mean sea levei formed by a low 

dam near a placa called Coirellas at the upstreara end of the 

International Douro. The diversion tunnel would be 24.,700 m 

long and would discharge at elevation 502 m at Villa Cha, on one 

of the branches of the Angueira River, a tributary of the Sabor 

River. Diversion tunnel capacities from 75 to 865 ra-Vsec were 

studied, involving increasing elevations of the Laranjeiras pool 

to furnish suitable storage for regulation. The flow of the Sabor 

River was included in the comoutations. Hydroelectric plant 

capacities varied from 25,000 to 75,000 lew and average annual 

energy outputs from 219,000,000 to 657,000,000 kwhr. The unit 

cost of the energy, including transmission charges, was found to 

vary between 0.69 and 0.79 escudos per kwhr, which is substantially 

higher than that at any of the tributar;' projects studied, except 

at the Laranjeiras project per se, and is even higher than the 

cost of energy at existing steam plants. At a future date, when 

the three main-river dams downstream from the mouth of the Sabor 

River would be in existence, the regulated flow would benefit 

their power plants and would render the diversion scheme more ; 

attractive. 

The best of the schemes would be the one providing for a 

maximum diversion of 300 m^/sec, for which the diameter of the 

unlined diversion tunnel would be 14-.2 m. The diverted water would 

find its way along the river channel into the Laranjeiras Reservoir, 

which would require a full pool elev; tion of 310 m in order to provide 
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the 4,100,000,000 iii3 required for regulo-tion. The regulated 

flow would be 52 m^/sec, which vrould yield a dependable capacity 

of 54,000 kw and an average annual energy generation of 474,000,000 

kwhr at a plant located at the Laranjeiras Dain, The project would 

be very expensive chiefly because of the cost of the high gravity 

concrete dam needed for providing the storage, and the cost of 

the divèrsion tunnel. The total capital cost of the project would 

be 3,800,000 contos. The annual cost, including transmission, 

would be 325,000 contos, which would recult in a unit cost of 0.69 

escudos per kwhr. The divèrsion project would therefore have a 

very low priority, and would doubtless arouse opposition on the 

part of the Spanish interests. Therefore, it was dropped from 

further consideration. 
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CHÀPTER XIII 

GENERilL DISCUSSIOK OF FINDIHGS 

1. Povíer Requirements and Potentialities 

The studies indicate bhat the existing thermal and hydro- 

electric pov/er plants in Portugal, together v/ith three hydro plants 

now under construotion, namely, the Cabril, Salaraonde, and Csnicada 

stations, vd.ll be able to meet the nation's pov/er reqiârements until 

v/ell into 1956, except for inability, should a particularly dry period 

be encountered in the latter part of 1956, to supply pov/er for oper- 

ating the two ammonium sulphate plants continuously at more than 90^ 

of capacity. This conclusion, and subsequent estimates of system 

capacity, premise; (1) the complete integration of the numerous 

thermal and hydro plants composing the present system by rneans of a 

properly adjusted transraission network; (2) the development of rates 

under which produoers are equitably compensated for standing by on 

orders of the load dispatcher as well as for delivery of energy; (3) 

the scheduling of production and transmission on the most advantageous 

and economical pattern by a national load dispatcher invested with 

full authority to accoraplish the end soughtj and (/V) the fvill use of 

existing storage facilities to firm-up the energy generated at exist- 

ing and future run-of-river plants. 

By 1960 the aggregate dependable capacity of tho thermal and 

hydroelectric plants now operative and now under construotion will 

fali about 67,000 kw short of meeting the indicated demand. By 1965 

the deficiency will be about 151,000 kw, and by 1970 about 263,000 kw. 
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The resources of the Douro basin can provide 25>000 kw of 

thermul capacity by use of local Pejao coals with a total cost per 
2.S,S.<>*o 

kwhr at Ermesinde of 22.9 centavos, and about 278,000 kw of depend- 

able hydroelectric capacity by development of seven sites on the 

Douro River and tí&éte on its raain Portuguese tributardes. The proj- 

ects are listed in Table XIII-1 in order of apparent ccomomic 

priority. In each case the table shows the total cost per kwhr at 

Ermesinde based on the energy output of the first year during v.hich 

full dependable capacj.ty of the pL..nt can be absorbed by the market 

normally, the second year of the plant's life. :
/l' ' **** V ' 

I O-y") OM-v-, O*1 ' 
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TABLE XII1-1 

*ECONOMIC ORDER OF HÍDROELECTRIC PLANTS 

River Site 

Cost in Contos 
(exclusive of 
Transmission 

line) 

Dependable 
Capacity 

kw 

Total Cost 
per kwhr at 
Ermesinde 

(centavos) 

Douro (Int) Picote 466,800 

V 
63,600 12.1 

ff ii Bemposta 393,000 AJ 42,000 3> 
( 

12. 4 A 1 

1) ti Miranda 316,500.B 40,600 12.8 ? 

" (Portuguese) Carrapatelo** 490,7001> 33,600 15.0 A 

ii II Valeira** 329,500D 25,200 22.1 k? 

ti ii Régua** 354,600 D 23,600 17.7 ' ? 

n ti Pocinho 263,300 D 16,200 23.4 ? 

Paiva Fragas da Torre 3^6,000 18,000 27.CHt 

Goa Vale de Madeira 225,000 8,700 38.8* 

Tavora Vilar-Tabuaço 169,000 7,250 36.6 

Sabor Laranjeiras 427.000 6,400 90.0* 

Totais 3,781,400 285,150 

^ Assuming 1% of final output tasable second year after installation. 

Assuming that a lock for passage of barge tows drawing 2.7 m is pro- 
vided; cost per kwhr ma.ces allovifance for navigation benefits. 
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For raeeting the additional deraand beyond the 303,000 kw of cap- 

acity which the Pejao thermal plant and the Douro hydroelectric plants 

can provide, additional hydroelectric plants upon the Douro tributarias, 

additional hydroelectric plants in other basins or additional thermal 

plants will be required. It is, of course, possible that certain 

plants in the latter two categorias may be found to be sufficiently 

economical to interrupt instead of to follow the Douro hydroelectric 

series, particularly if increased coal reserves in sufficient volume 

to warrant additional thermal generation with dowestic fuel should 

come to light. 

The proper sequence of hydroelectric development would appear 

in general terms to be the order in which the plants are listed in 

Table XIII-l,although it may be found preferable to construct Régua 

before Valeira for the benefit of navigation. In selecting the in- 

stalled capacities for these two projects, it has been assumedthat 

Régua would precede Valeira. 

2. Picote 

Picote comes the closest of any of the projects considered to 

raeeting the indicated need in 1960 for 67,000 kw of dependable cap- 

acity additional to that which existing hydroelectric plants and the 

existing thermal suppleraent of 100,000 kw can provide. It easily 

would take care of load growth to 1959. Its construotion cost, 

. 596,000 contos, including cost of transmission line to Ermesinde and 

cost of switchyara, is materially smaller than that of the best of the 

projects on the National Douro, namely, Carrapatelo, which is 585,300 

contos for about 72$c as much capacity. (See Table X-2). Its annual 

cost of 63,100 contos is but slightly greater than that of Carrapatelo^ 
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57,060 contos (after giving effect to navigation benefits) with the 

result that cost of usable energy at Ermesinde (C$121 per kwhr) is 

but 81^. of the cost of Carrapatelo energy. It thus appears that as 

between Picote and any plant on the national portion of the river, the 

choice raust fali to Picote alike upon the grounds of first cost, cap- 

acity, and cost of energyj and it exhibits similar though not equal 

superiority over the other sites considered on the International Douro. 

Construction of the Picote project would not impose any un- 

precedented or even unusual engineering problems unless the desirabil- 

ity of having ali of the operating facilities upon the Portuguese side 

of the stream be considered in the latter category. It does not 

violate in any manner the existing accord with Spain, nor impose any 

undue or unusual hazard or any servitude, or inconvenience, upon 

Spanish plants downstream. In event of enemy action from the east it 

would be a few kilometers closer to hostilities than would the National 

Douro plants, but the difference seems inconsequential in terras of 

modern warfare, and, indeed, if the pov/erhouse were built underground, 

as the topography of the site well tnay show to be most advantageous, 

there probably would be less actual danger of damage at Picote than 

at some of the establishments farther from the border. 

3. System Operation with the Picote Project Added 

The dependable capacity of the Picote project, unassisted by 

Zezere storage or steam stand-by plants, would be about 22,000 kw. 

The re-regulation of Zezere would increase the capacity to 63,600 kw. 

Plates 21,2A and 25 using the same -eckeme of presentation as--,£late-s 
H 

and respectively, illustrate the comparative effects, after Picote 

has been added to the system, of operating the Zezere plaijtsto-yield unl- 
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fom output during the criticai drought period and of re-regulating 

them to reduce drought period deficiency (vdth 1960 demand) to a uni- 

form miniraum. 

Plate 22 illustrates how Picote would fit into the load dura- 

tion curve under different conditions of stream flow. The diagram on 

the left shows the monthly load duration curve for January 1960, and 

the contributions of the various components of the system under the 

abundant stream flows of January 1944. The right hand diagram de- 

picts the August 1960 load duration curve and the contributions of 

the component elements of the generating system under the unfavorabie 

stream flow conditions of August 1949. Under these latter conditions, 

slight deficiency (some 4,000 kw) would exist if Picote alone had been 

added to the "existlng" system of hydroelectric and thermal units. 

The use of the Zeaere system to add about 45,000 kw of depend- 

able capacity to Picote requires the maintenance of fairly hlgh pool 

leveis in the Zezere reservoirs during times of normal stream flow, 

to insure against being caught with a low pool by the criticai dry 

spell, the time of occurrence of whlch can not be foreseen, Under 

present methods of operation it is understood that the Zezere res- 

ervoirs are drawn down to perhaps 30$ or 40$ of capacity In advance 

of the wet season. The rainy season flows, when they arrive, are 

used In part to refill the reservoirs and In part are passed through 

theturbines to produce power. With the reservoir entirely full when 

the rainy season flows arrive, the flows which exceeded the capacity 

of the turbines would have to be wasted over the spillways, since 

thew would be no space for thelr storage; and to the degree that 

thepools are full, this condition would be approached. Even when 

inflow did not exceed turbine capacity a portion mlght have to be 
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wasted over the spillway if the reservoir were full, because during 

the r&iny season most of the other plants in the country vrould be 

produclng at a high rate and Qemand probably vould be less than the 

system output. Thus, there are tvo sources of potential waste of 

water when reservoirs are kept full without space to store inflow; 

(1) waste because voltxcie of inflow tiay exceed turbine capacity; and 

(2) lack of raarket to absorb the energy from flows of lesser volume. 

The Zezere reservoirs would not have to be kept entirely full 

to firm-up the Douro plants, but they need to be about 30^ full, and so 

a portion of the normal yea^s wet season flow night be wasted over the 

spillways. This excess runoff could be stored and later released 

through the turbines to generate power, if it could be foreseen when 

V the drought would come, or if there were a. preference to do without 

power in time of drought. A carefully planned schedule of seasonal 

operation, both for the national system and for the Zezere system, and 

based on a rule curve, would eliminete excessive waste of water 

A further result of holding the pools high in normal years after 
4 

the rate of flow has declined below that needed to produce power equal- 

ing demand, is the necessity to resort to the use of therraal power at 

times when, under present methods of operation, the deiuand could be, 

if not wholly, at ieast in part, supplied by hydroelectric power. The 

possible need for expensive thermal generation with the reservoirs 

80$ full suggests the possibility that a happier solution night be to 

continue to operate the reservoirs as at present, and provide steam 

stand-by capacity to which resort raay be had in times of drought. The 

operating problems and procedures are beyond the scope of the oresent 

study, but it has seemed worthwhile to explore the econonics of this 

suggested altemative by raeans of a very rough analysis. 
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Plate 25 shows graphically, for a repetition of the stream 

flows experienced between 194-2 and 1950) to what extent the various 

components of a systein comprlsed of "exá sting" hydroelectric aud 

themal installations plus Picote, severally would contribute to the 

output requlred to satisfy the 1960 esticiated demand. The necessary 

use of thermal energy is shown at the base of the graph; then the 

usable Picote output, and next the usable output from "existing" 

hydroelectric plants. Above the demand line is shown the energy 

equivalent of the flow wasted by "existing"plants. Picote waste is 

not shown. 

Approximate calculations indicate that in a year of normal 

stresiíi flow, operation to conserve storage to firm-up the existing 

run-of-river plants and Picote would result in wasting at the Zezere 

dams of flows in excess of the turbine capacity, equivalent to 

05,300,000 kwhr. Losses to ali the dams coiuprising the Portuguese 

no, 
system fm.i the spillway discharge of usable flows for which power 

m demand exists, would amount to about 223,700,000 kwhr, correspond- 

ing (if the wastage is assuaed to be distributed among the various 

plants of the nation proportionably to their respectlve outputs) to 

aboiít 103,100,000 kwhr for the Zezere plants. 

The sum of these two figures or 189,300,000 kwhr is the theo- 

retical additional amount of power that could be recovered by drawing- 

down Zezere as compared with its output if it were operated to firm-up 

the run-of-river plants. It assumes perfect operation, based on fore- 

knowledge, and disregards the decrease in oower output due to the 

lower average head that would exist when the reservoirs verc drawn 

down each year, as coinpared with the continuously high head that would 
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be available if the reservoirs were kept about SO^ f^LIl. This latter 

off-setting factor is significant. It would reduce indicated losses 

by ebout 60,000,000 kwhr. Thus the net ajfiount of pover which Zezere 

could recover by perfect operation, with forelcnowledge, with drawdovn 

of reservoirs each year, and assuming that no flood vave wes of 

sufficient volume to cause any waste whatever, woxild be about 129,000,000 

kwhr. Based upon the assumption that ali other Portuguese storage 

installations were similarly operated to perfection, the figure of 

129,000,000 kwhr night be doubled, becoming say, 25^,000,000 kwhr. 

In practice, since man is not in fact orescient, such operation 

would result in deficiências during the criticai dry periods. In 1945 

and 1949, the reservoirs would have been emptied, an interruption' 

of power supply would have occurred on a large scale and for extended 

periods of time (as in fact it did), so new steam standby plants would 

be needed to satisfy demand. Undpr the method of operation suggested 

In this report, the demand would be satisfied by output from Zezere 

storage conserved for such an emergency. The output from storage 

would have to meet demands of 80,000 kv anticipated under 1960 con- 

ditions - indicating that new steam standby capacity in that amount 

would have to be provided if the storage were dissipated instead of 

being conserved. This 80,000 kv canacity would be required in order 

to save 258,000,000 kwhr a year - a figure which corresponds to the 

annual output of a steam plant of about 30,000 kw capacity. Thus, 

almost three times as much steam capacity would be needed as would 

be required to generate the energy saved. Such a plant would cost, 

at 5030í|00 a kilowatt, about 403,000 contos - almost as much es 

Picote. Including cost of transmission facilities, it would have 

1iVa ovl 
Co» 

[ 
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have fixed charges of about 4.5,000 contos a year, and as its purpose 

would be to permit the generation of 258,000,000 kwhr a year of 

additional energy by Zezere and the other storage plants, its fixed 

charges, disregarding fuel costs, would add 0.174 escudos per kwhr to 

whatever costs were entailed at the hydroelectric plants in the pro- 

duction of this extra energy. Even the 0.174 escudos cost is raore 

than the cost per kwhr at Ermesinde for energy generated at any of 

the International Douro plants, and for that produced by ali but one 

of the National Douro plants. 

The situation would worsen vith the passage of time. If ali of 

the proposed run-of-river Douro River plants were built, the necessary 

steam standby capacity ty 1970 would exceed 200,000 kw, and the re- 

sultant cost of saving steam energy ty depleting storage in normal 

years would exceed the cost of generating it by the old (present day) 

thermal plants. Furtherraore, the amount of steam energy that could 

be saved during years of abnormal runoff would grow less and less as 

more run-of-river plants were put into operation, so the econoraies 

of the new standby steam plants would deteriorate vhile the econoraies 

of the run-of-river hydro plants would steadily improve as more and 

more of their energy became narketable. 

Admittedly, the foregoing calculations are quite approximate, 

but the implication is inescopable that the cheapest means of firming- 

up the power of the proposed run-of-river plants considering the over- 

all economy, is by the conservation of existing storage, regardless 

of the fact that to do so would sometimes entail the generation of 

thermal energy at times of normal strenm flow when the reservoirs 
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could furnish tydroelectric power if it were permissihle to dra.v them 

dovn. 

lí the Pejao themal plant is built it vill, of course, relegabe 

some of the present therraal capacity to stand-by status and this vill 

permit more latitude in pulling dovn the reservoirs. If any appre- 

ciable portion of the existing thermal capacity is replaced by new 

hydroelectric capacity, it also will pass to stand-by status and will 

be available in time of drought, so the reservoirs safely could be 

drawn down still farther in normal years. iin existing plant con- 

verted to standby status is in a different category from a new plant 

built for the purpose. These and similar operational problems de- 

serve careful and continuing study. The big netvorks keep steffs of 

engineers busy solving them and constantly seeking ^o improve operation. 

The cuestion with which the preceding analysis Ias dealt is purcly 

operational. The operational procedure ussumed in the study, namely, 

the use of Zezere storage for. firming up the Douro system output, is 

believed to be the irost advantageous plan, but the comparative econcmic 

positions of the several projects probably would not be greatly affected 

by a decision to use thermal energy instead of the Zezere hydroelectric 

energy in part or in to to for firming-up purposes - or, indeed, ty a 

decision not to strive for dependability. Certainly no such a decision 

could have the effect of displacing Picote as the most economicrl 

source of power. 

A- Timing of Construction 

It is apparent that with the high cost of existing thermal 

energy together vi th the demrnd for foreign exchange, it would be 
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adv&ntageous to construot nev generating capacity to replace it as 

rapidly as funds and physical limitations permit. From the stand- 

point of time required for construction, the Pejao thermal plant 

appears ^ offer the best opportunity for early relief. Its con- 

struction must, however, be preceded by decision as to whether 

present methods of coal raining and processing at Pejao are to be 

retained or modified. 

On the basis of cost per kvhr for the nev projects studied, 

the Pejao steam plant would enter the sequence just ahead of Pocinho, 

but since physically it could be completed and go into operation at 

least two years ahead of the first hydroelectric plant, it would be 

economical to construct it immediately and concurrently with the 

initial hydro plant or plants. If hydro construction did not proceed 

fast enough both to keep abreast of the growing power demand and also 

to replace ali existing thermal generation, as is likely to be the 

case, the Pejao plant could continue to operate advantageously through- 

out its entire economic life - first by replacement of existing 

thermal capacity and later as a necessary supplement. If existing 

thermal power were displaced completely by hydroelectric power, the 

Pejao plant would become inactive as soon as the more economical 

hydroelectric plants were able to carry the entire load unassisted 

ty steam and theoretically would not resume operation until after ali 

of the Portuguese Douro plants except Pocinho had been built. During 

the period of its inactivity, fixed charges would deplete prior sav- 

ings, but under any set of conditions that rationally can be assumed, 

some savings would survive, and under any program likely to be adopted, 

they would be quite large. 
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The Picote plant should be started and completed as soon as 

possible and the succeeding hydroelectric installations should follow 

as rapidly as funds and reasonable economy in speed of constraction 

will permit. Bue consideration should be given to the savings usually 

inherent in the re-use of construction ecruipment on successive jobs 

as contrasted with the larger plant investraent needed for concurrent 

initiation of a nuinber of projects. But offsetting this saving 

vould be the necessity for using more thermal power if the construc- 

tion program were to be spread over a longer period of time. Nor 

can the possibility be ignored that some types of equipinent virtually 

may be worn out on a single large job. In ali likelihood, the rate 

of progress will be governed by tlie allocation of fands, as it usually 

is everywhere, so re-use of equipment probably will not be the deter- 

mining factor. The foregoing remarks regarding tiraing ignore projects 

in areas other than the Douro Basin. If plants are built on other 

river systems tefore*, or concurrently with, those on the Douro, the 

dates by vhich successive Douro installations will be reouired will, 

of course, differ from those indicated by Plate 23. A comprehensive 

analysis embracing ali watersheds probably would be useful, but it is 

beyond the scope of the present investigation. 

* These deficiencies are based on the assuiaptions given above. 
Subseouent to the completion of the basic analyses, and too late for 
rêvisions, the Govemnent of Portugal raodified its Six-Year Plen to 
provide for the construction of the Boucs project in tlie Zezere system 
and the Paradela project in the Cavado system. These projects will add 
9xl appreciable amount of dependable capacity to the system and reduce 
the above deficiencies. The inclusion of these projects does not 
change the order of priority given herein, but merely permits more time 
in which to complete the program. A short description of the Bouça 
and Paradela projects can be found in the footnotes in Appendix D. 
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5. Coal, Iron Ore, and Iron 

The estimates of coal and iron ore reserves presented in 

ChaptersIII and IV are believed to be conservative, and it would not 

be surprising if continuing exploration should prove greater ton- 

tf 
nage in both cases. A conservative approach on the basis of present 

proven reserves plus half of probable reserves, indicates a 4,0-year 

supply of iron ore if exploited at the rate of 1,000,000 tons of 

beneficiated ore a year (corresponding to 2,000,000 tons a year rained), 

and a thermal plant of 25,000 kw buming Pejao coal. 

The adoption of full seam mining at Pejao and the preparation of 

the output ly air cleaning and washing would yield, in additioa to the 

fuel needed ty the 25,000 kw generating station, about 291,000 tons a 

year of roarketable coal. Since the present market already absorbs 

260,000 tons, the construction of the themial plant would not leave 

much of the Pejao output available for steel production without 

restricting the consumptlon of present users. There might be avail- 

able for such production about 30,000 tons a year above present 

mrket demands because the character of the orocessed coal would be 

superior to that of the average fuel produced by present inethods. 

It seems probable that a steel industry, if one were established, 

would be set up near porto ruther than at the Moncorvo mines, as 

noted in Chapter III, expansion of present rate of Sao Pedro da Cova 

coal output, which is said to be fully absorbed by the market, would 

shorten the life of the mine below the present estimate of 25 years, 

based on certain plus half of probable reserves, and the present 

rate of output. The Pejao thenoal plant would, however, probably 
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displace the Massarelos thermal plant and thereby, on the basis of 195 

Massarelos energy output, release some ^5,000 tons of Pejao and San 

Pedro da Cova fuel annually for use in the steel industry if desired, 

without harm to other coal consumers. If again on the basis of 1952 

power production, ali thermal generation by domestic coal at the 

Massarelos, Caniços, and Freixo plants vere displaced, it vould free 

about 4-7,000 tons a year. Thus, without restricting present con- 

sumption ly existing users other than existing thermal power plants, 

it would be feasible to allocate about 47,000 tons of domestic coal 

a year to the production of iron and steel or to industry In general 

or to a second, smaller, nev thermal plant. Since the domestic 

anthracite is too finely divided to use in a blast fumace, data are 

lacking to estimate just how much pig iron 47,000 tons would produce, 

and at what cost; and as pointed out in Chapter IV, a careful study 

not only of the roles of coal end ore, but also of the other ingred- 

ients, including labor supply and consideration of housing problems, 

will be required before definite conclusions can be reached regarding 

the desirability and detalls of processing a portion of the ore in 

Portugal. It is possible that pig iron production by means of a pro- 

cess employing a rotaiy kiln such as the Krupp-Renn process would be 

successful but it is not within the province of the present survey to 

explore the manufacturing process, problems, or economics, which 

latter may prove disappointing. Nor does it appear apposite to dis- 

cuss the alterna tive poseibilities of steel production by electro- 

lytic processes, other than to remark that power load growth, exclu- 

sive of demnnd from a hypothetical steel industry, appears likely to 
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absorb the output of finn energy almost as rapidly as the output can 

be increased by the construction of new plants. It seems question- 

able that steel production from secondary power could be vorked out 

profitably. 

The iron ore itself, after veneficiation at the nine, can be hauled 

by rail and marketed for export at prices yielding attractive nrofits. 

Sueli profits could be increased by 65 to 70 percent (less any waterway 

tolls which the goverament might levy) if woter haul in barges could 

be substituted for rail haul below Pocinho by reason of improvement 

of the Douro River for <;,7 m navigation. The export of ore possibly 

could be usedas the basis for a trade agreement vith a foreign steel 

producer or producers by which Portugal would obtain finished steel 

at prices below the costs from small-acale domestic production. 

6. Navigation 

Improvement to 2.7 m depth as far as Pocinho is shown in 

Chapter VII to be both practical and profitable, with a ratio of 

annual benefits to annual costs of 1,2. Of the total annual bene- 

fits of 4.2,173 contos indicated, 30,875 contos derive from iron ore 

traffic, 5,535 contos from wine traffic, 3,988 contos derive from 

coal traffic, and 1,775 contos from miscellaneous traffic. Total 

annual charges are indicated to be about 36,060 contos, on the 

assumptions that the Government will build and operate the navigation 

iraprovements and that, in general, the ov^ners, producers, and/or 

marketers of the comraodities moved will operate the tows and the load- 

ing and transfer facilities. 
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It may be of interest to examine the effects of navigation upon 

the revenues of Linha do Douro, and its feeder lines. At present 

they are probably hauling about 100,000 tons of iron ore a year from 

Carvalhal to Leixões station for 70$00 a ton, vhich corresponds to 

7,000 contos annual revenue. Vith the navigation project operating, 

they would haul 1,000,000 tons of ore a year from Carvalhal to Pocinho 

loading point at 20$66 a ton vhich vould produce annual revenue of 

20,660 contos. 

Under the assumptions ofChapter VII, only of the wine vould 

move via Linha do Douro vhereas at present that line carries about 84.è% 

The reduction vould be about 70^ in present volume. In Chapter VII 

it vas found that if ali the vine produced in the Douro vere hauled 

by rail, the annual rail revenue (Linha do Douro only) vould be 8,710 

contos. (It might be noted parenthetically that the assumption vas 

made in the absence of information on costs of haul by rabelo that 

barge haul vould effect the same savings over haul by rabelo as it 

effected over haul by rail). On the basis of 84$ being hauled by 

rail, the rail revenue vould be 84g$ of 8,710 contos or 7,360 contos. 

If only 15^ vere hauled by rail after the navigation project began 

to operate, the rail revenue vould be only 1,310 contos, a reduction 

of 6,050 contos. 

No means are available for determining vhat loss of revenue 

vould result from diversion of raiscellaneous commerce from rail to 

barge, but if revenue per ton be assumed to equal the mean betveen 

that derived from iron ore and vine, it vould amount to 5»600 contos - 

probably an excessive figure. 
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In sumrnary,then, if the navigation project were built and ali of 

the iron ore and coal, %% of the vine, and an additional 10,000 tons 

of miscellaneous cargo were hauled ty water, the loss in revenue to 

the railroads, as compared with present revenues, could not exceed a 

total of 18,750 contos, while the increase in revenue from iron ore 

would be 20,660 contos, if the rail rates assumed in the study are 

retained. The railroads would, of course, be deprived of added 

revenues they otherwise would acquire, and if added revenue is essen- 

tial to solvency, a question of policy arises. 

These considerations do not apply to the case of coal movement 

where the savings comouted are even depleted to compensate for elim- 

ination of the rabao fleet. Under certain assumptions, whose validity 

can not be definitely established at this time, the coal savings alone 

would pay the charges against the navigation improvement reouired to 

make them possible, and under most of the assumptions would leave an 

annunl deficit of fairly small proportions whose nbsorption during 

the period anterior to construo tion of the Carrapatelo, Régua and 

Valeira power deras might be warranted by the value of the experience 

gained in plsnning future operations if the full navigation project 

is built. 

The Ataes lock and dam is the initial navigation structure re- 

quired, but if eventual movement of i-Ioncorvo ore is contemplated, and 

is relied upon for econoraic justification of the navigation project, 

provision for exporting most of it should be considerei, and the ques- 

tion of how to do so satisfactorily should be resolved before embark- 

ing upon construction at Ataes. The present indications are that im- 

provement of the river's raouth by jetties and dredging would afford 
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the best solution and at the sarae time woxzld confer valuable collat- 

eral benefits by way of making Porto and Gaia harbors safer and more 

useful; but this conclusion should be verified or corrected by model 

experimente before being translated into works. 

The most satisfnctory structure to build at Ata.es vould be a 

lock with a dam whose movable crest -was comprised of Sidney gates. 

The second choice would be one with its crest controlled by wickets 

and bear traps. A solid veir probably could be made to serve, but 

vould be slightly higher than any in the United States built on sand- 

carrying rivers for navigntion improvement. The question of bank 

protection against high velocities in the overfall area vould need 

to be studied rather thoroughly. Sand probably vould be carried over 

the dam by eddy action, but considerable dredging might be recmired 

folloving floods. The solid veir is by far the less certain as to 

results, of the three types considered, and its use vould entail the 

most frequent suspension of commerce by reason of flooding of the lock. 

Under any plan considered the átaes lock, the Entre-os-Rios lock and 

the upper chembers of the pover-da.m locks vould requlre sector gates 

at the upstream end, since they will have to be closed against current 

folloving the occurrence of floods high enough to overtop them. 

7. Irrigation 

There is only one proposed pover project vhich vould involve 

irrigation - the Laranjeiras project on the Sabor Hiver. The irri- 

gation releases vould depend upon the agricultural requirements of the 

irrigated areas in the Vila rica valley. These questions vere taken up 

in the 1945 report of the Junta Autónoma das Obras de hidráulica 
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Agrícola and the irrigation releases recommended therein have been 

used in the present study (see Table XII-1). 

Slnco the Laranjeiras project has a low priority, the problem of 

irrigation was not pursued further. 

8. Flood Control 

No special flood control measures are anticipated at the pro- 

posed projects. The min river plants are expected to be oporated 

with full reservoirs, in order to take advantage of the maximum head 

on the turbines. Ordinarily, therefore, they will provide little flood 

control storage, It may be found feasible to draw them down somevhat 

in anticipation of a storm, and thus provide a smcll amount of flood 

control storage. However, the total combined storage of this type for 

ali the projects on the International and the Portuguese Douro would 

have a negligible effect on the great floods vhich have been exper- 

ienced on the Douro River. 

On the tributaries, incidental flood control benefits will be 

obtained if the reservoirs happen to be partially erapty at the time of 

tiie flood. It is believed that flood control is of little importance 

except on^the Sabor River, vhere it might be desirable to afford pro- 

tection to the agricultural lands at its mouth. Flood control can be 

achieved by incorporating suitable provisions into the rule curve of 

the proposed Laranjeiras reservoir. Since the project has low priority, 

this question was not investigated further. It should be noted that 

any measures taken on the Sabor River will not provide protection against 

flooding by backwater from the Douro River. This could be guarded 

against by a system of levees, which would, however, be uneconomical. 
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9. Sedinentation 

Sedimentation is not believed to be a serious problem. The 

tributarias of the Douro River vhich were investigated flow through 

rocky, mountainous country. Soil which could be washed down by the 

streams to fill up the reservolrs does not seem to exist in abundance. 

It is believed that the dead storage required to maintain a minimum 

head for power, or for other practical considerations, would be suf- 

ficient as a sedimentation allowance for a long period of years. On 

the International Douro, the topography is very rugged. The river, as 

far as could be observed, seemed to carry little alluvium. Almost 

ali the bedload and suspended matter thíit vould be brought dovn from 

the Spanish portion of the drainage area would be caught in the 

Ricobayo Reservoir on the Esla River, in reservoirs on the Spanish 

tributaries, and in the Castro Reservoir and other Spanish reservoirs 

on the Douro River just upstream from the International section. The 

Spanish utility company, Iberduero, has not found sediment an impor- 

tant problem in the vestem portion of the Douro basin and it is 

understood that no allowonces for sediment storage are made in its 

existing or proposed reservoirs. On the Portuguese Douro, most of the 

alluvium voíúd be contributed ty the tributaries. Fortunately, the 

worst offender in this respect seems to be the Tamega River, vhich 

enters the Douro belov the Carrapatelo project, the farthest dovnstream 

of the proposed main river power projecta. None of the main river pro- 

jects, either on the International or the Portuguese Douro are expected 

to develop any usable storage, except for daily or possibly week-end 
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regulation. Consequently, even if a large proportion of their volume 

were to fill up with sediment, their function would continue unimpaired. 

10. Degradation of the River Levei 

The question of degradation is closely related to that of sedi- 

menta tion. In a river bed consisting of sand, gravei and bedrock, an 

equilibrium is established under natural conditions vhereby any 

material moved downstream by the flow is replenished ty deposited 

material carried by the water coming from upstream sources. If the 

upstream sediment supply is cut off ty a reservoir, the clear vater 

passing through will erode the alluvium downstream without replacing 

it with fresh material, and the river bed and tailwater elevation will 

be lowered. This process raay have a number of unpleasant consequences. 

The ones of chief concern in this study are the possibilities that the 

effectiveness of the stilling facilities at the base of the spillways 

may be impaired ty the lowered tailwater, and that the turbine runners 

may become subject to cavitation for the same reason. It is believed 

that the proposed plants are in little danger from that source. The 

proposed plants on the tributaries of the Douro River and on the 

International Douro are in locations where the river chennel has been 

carved in rock, and is not subject to degradation. At the sites of 

proposed plants on the Portuguese Douro, rock is everywhere seen near 

the surface. However, there are also numerous sand bars. The pro- 

posed Carrapatelo project would be the most vulnerable, as it would 

not be protected from these effects by another large reservoir down- 

stream. However, many circumstances would mitigate the effect of 

degradation. They are as follows: (1) the tailwater at Carrapatelo 
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would be at an elevation only 10 meters above sea levei and (2) pos- 

sible navi.gation dams dovnstream wculd malntain the tailvater levei 

at Carrapatelo and thus protect the turbines. As for stilling the 

spillway discharge, if a major flood occurred, such as that of 1909, 

the tailwater elevation and headwater elevation vould only differ by 

a fev meters, almost restoring open-river conditions. Under these 

circumstances, rauch suspended material would move through the reser- 

vo ir, for the partial restoration of the sand-bars. The control for 

large discharges consista of the rocky sides of the vslley, and would 

probably not be affected appreciably by changes in the river bed. 

For sraallcr discharges, the control may be located very far down- 

stream,and may be subject to the effect of the sand and gravei brought 

down by the Trrnega River. 
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CHAPTER XIV 

CONCLUSIONS 

i. Power 

Continental Portugal has developed, is developing, or has specific 

plans for cieveloping, most of the outstanding sites for generation of 

hydroelectric pov/er on its river systems other than the Douro, and has 

six thermal generating stations, of over 10,000 kw capacity, the depen- 

dable capacity of which totais about 100,000 kw. Ali the iaiportant 

hydroelectric plants and most of the thermal plants, except those in 

the extreme southern part of the country, are interconnected by a trans- 

mission network which, follovdng an A.C. calcuiabing board or network 

analyzer study, can be so integratãd and operated as to create a power 

,>001 capable of providing enough firm energy to meet ali power demands, 

including those created by full time operation of the new iimmonium sul- 

phate plants, until 1956. By the end of the latter year, grov/th in de- 

raand v/ill have been so great that the occurrence of a criticai drought 

would reduce chemical plant operation tu about 90$ of full time if 

capacity other than that now being built were added to the system in 

the Ínterim. 

In addition to a network analyzer study, the abtainment of success- 

ful power pool operation v/ill require the establishment of e rate struc- 

ture that will [)rovidG for the equitable reimbursement of ali partici- 

pants - producers, bi-ansmitters, and distributors - and will facilita te 

-ompliance with the diiectlves of the National Load Dispatcher, whether 

Li- directive be to conserve storage in the interest of firming np run- 

; ' -river output in time of drought, or whether it be to produce and 
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deliver energy currently. It follov/s that the National Load Dispatcher 

must have f-ull authority to direct the operation of ali units to the 

best advantage at ali times, and must have the uieans for iraplementing 

his authority. 

Because the existing rate structure corapensates for energy alone 

instead of for both readiness to serve and service, successful pov;er- 

pool operation involving the conservation of storage to provide firm 

capacity is not feasible at the present time; and because it is by that 

means alone that the existing system (including Cabril, Canicada, and 

Salaraonde) can be made to raeet power requirements into 1956 dependably, 

it is concluded that the most imnediate need vvith respect to power is 

to revise the rate structure and to introduce pov/er pool operation under 

the direction of a fully empovíered National Load Dispatcher. The find- 

ings of the study regarding power are based throughout upon the assuraption 

of firm energy and power pool operation. 

No further devclopment is needed in the Douro Basin to supply the 

iiomediath power requirements of the nation, but these are not static. 

By 1960, even with power pool operation, a deficlency of about 67,000 kw 

of dependable capacity is indicated unless new plants are built in the 

meantime. By 1965 the deficicncy would be 151,000 kw and by 1970 about 

<,63,000 kw. It requires several years to build a large hydroelectric pro- 

.j ect, hence of almost equal iirportance to the need to meet the present 

demand is the necessity to initiate planning and constructiun for future 

requirements. 
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The Douro is a large river. Its average flow can generate súb- 

stantial quantities of energy. Its baiHcs are steep and its valley nar- 

row, so its plants can have very little storage, But elsev/here in the 

Zezere and Cavado Pd ver Systems nature has been generous in providing 

wide and deep valleys, and those charged vã th the developmenb of those 

streams for hydroelectric power fortunateiy have taken such full advant- 

age of the reraarkable opportunities for storage which confronted them, 

that it now becomes possible through the judicious use of the great 

reservoirs they have provided, to nake dependable the large outputs of 

the Douro run-of-river plants. The benefits to the national economy 

from the complementary functioning of the tv/o types of project cannot 

be over-eiaphasized. 

The study indicates that the raost economical Douro plants vãll be 

those on the steeply sloping intemational portion of the river, up- 

stream from the Torraes fíiver, and that of the three projects planned 

to develop the full potential of that reach, the nost favorable is the 

Picote project at Ion 22.4. above the mouth of the Tormes. The indica- 

tions are clear that Picote shouldbe the first of the nev/ hydroelectric 

projects on the Douro River to be undertaken, and that the order of 

subsequent work on the Douro system should be to complete the developrnent 

of the International Douro and then, beginning v/ith Carrapatelo, to work 

upstream on the Portuguesa Douro. The national plants do not require 

such long transmission lines as the International plants and the lower 

three of the national projects nay be used to aid navigation and may 
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yield benefits from navigation as well as from pov/er production, but 

the natural advantages of narrov/ness of valley and steepness of slope 

of the International river are so pronounced tliat their effects conclu- 

sively outv/eigh the greater proximity to load center and the possible 

navigation benefits of the projects on the national portion of the stream, 

In general, the immediate developiaent of the Portuguese tributaries 

for power seeras less profitable than developnent of the main river, be- 

cause, vrhile high heads are available on the tributaries, their flow, 

especially during dry periods, is quite sraall. A number of good storage 

sites exist, and after the daiús on the Portuguese Douro have been built, 

the storage in tributary ressrvoirs would help to xirra up the outputs 

of the raain river plants. Until the International Douro plants have 

been built, however, the criticai drought period v/ould be that equivalent 

to the 19AA-19A5 period, v/hich v;as of such long duration that the capacities 

of the tributary r^servoirs v/ould not be great enough to provide dependable 

capacity to the pov/er system much in excess of the output of the tributary 

plants considered independently. After completion of the International 

plants, the criticai drought rould be one equivalent to that of 1919 - 

aore severe, but of shorter duration - so that the tributary reservoirs 

v/ould be more effective in firraing up the Douro plants, particularly 

those tlirough v/hich the reservoir outflows v/ould pass on their v/ay to the 

sea. It is to be noted that the foregoing discussion seeks to establish 

the proper timing of construction upon the basis of providing the system 

v/ith additional firm capacity. As a ueans merely of reducing thermal 
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production requirecents during periods of normal flow, the Vilar-Tabuaço 

project on the Tavora River appears to indicate justification if the 

installed capacity is carefully planned. 

This stndy indicates that Pejao coal can be used profitably for 

the generation of pov/er, and that reserves represented by those in the 

"certain" category plus one-half of those in the "probable" category 

are ample to support a 25,000 hw thermal plant - with the possibility 

that continuation of the far from complete exploration of the deposits 

may disclose considerably more coal than has hitherto been revealed. 

On the basis of the cost of power, at the Ermesinde substation, the 

hydroelectric plants of the International Douro and the lov/er three on 

the National Douro are more favorable than Pejao, but as Pejao can be 

built more quickly than any of the hydroelectric projects, and can effect 

large savings both in cash and foreign exchange by displacing an equiva- 

lent amount of generation by existing thermal plants, it is concluded 

that it could be built at once with profit. 

The same conclusion appli^s rã th even greater force to the hydro- 

electric plants on the Douro. Although these plants vãll not be needed 

to meet differences betv/een the demand and present system capabilities 

until some time in 1956, iamediate construction to replace existing 

costly thermal generation would be most advantageous. Furthennore, 

from a study of indicated load growth, there does not appear to be any 

danger v/hatever that the program of immediate construction would provide 

output in excess of the combined requirements of thermal replaceraent 

and increase in demand. 
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2. Coal and Iron 

As indicated in Chapter XIII, the reserves of Moncorvo iron ore 

and of Pejao coal have been estimated to be sufficient, respectively 

to perait the annual production of a million tons of concentrated ore 

and 3^3,000 tons of air-cleaned and v.rashed coal, for a period of about 

4.0 years. The methods and production rates outlined in Chapters III 

and IV are considered the most satisfactory. Full seam nining and 

cleanin^ of the Pejao coal v;ill yield a better and more uniforra product 

than is attainable by pressnt methods; and as the iron ore must be bene- 

ficiated to become easily usable or marketable, it is clearly best to 

concen trate it at the mine rather than to haul the v/as te materiais to 

some distant point for elimination. Definite anu final conclusions 

on the best method to utilize the processed coal and dispose of the 

beneficiated ore, probably must av/ait further study of the question of 

establishment of a domestic iron and steel industry. If it should be 

decided that ali or even a large part of the national steel demand of 

some 150,000 tons a year should be supplied by local production, a 

considerable tonnage of the ore v/ould remain in the country, and in ali 

probability a volume of coal materially greater than that required for 

the proposed Pejao therraal plant v/ould be allocated to the steel industry. 

It is believed, hov.ever, that such a decision v/ould in ali probability 

be based upon matters of national policy rather than solely upon economic 

grounds, It is the considered opinion of experta in iron ore exploitation 

in the United States that the most profitable courses probably v/ould be 
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to export the ore and to use the coal for the generation of electric 

power and other industrial and doraestic uses. Obviously these conclu- 

sions cannot be considered unassailable in absence of full icnowledge of 

the cost as v/ell as the feasibility of Portuguese iron and steel produc- 

tion. The exploitation of the Guadramil iron ore deposits does not 

appear economically sound at the present time. 

3. Wavigation 

The Douro valley produces, and will produce in rauch greater measure 

v/ith an increase in the rate of exploitation of the ..loncorvo ore reserves, 

several bulk commodities excellently suited to \;ater transport. The 

steep slope of the river, its great range in volume of discharge, the 

high tides at its mouth, its sand movements, and shortness of haul inter- 

pose serious obstacles to its improveiaent for navigation and the estab- 

lishment of a healthy and profitable river commerce. But despite these 

handicaps, analysis indicates tiiat improvement to accommodate 2.7 m 

navigation from the mouth to Pocinho is feasible and v:oulà perrait savings 

to shippers of about A2,190 contos a year if no tolls v;ere charged by 

the Government, and a saving of 6,130 contos even if tolls totaling ali 

charges for interest, amortization, maintenance and operation vrere assess- 

ed. In addition, the harbors of Porto and Gaia would be made more useful 

to ocean craft if improvement of the mouth of the river by means of jetties 

is the plan selected. 

To carry navigation to Pocinho, the Garrapatelo, Régua, and Valeira 

power dams are necessary, and the navigation savings attributable to 

them are not large enough to overcome the natural superiority of the 

competitive Intexnationsl Douro sites and to varrant developing of the 
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Portugu^se Douro in advauce of the International Douro above the Tormes. 

This poses a probleia, because a long delay in building Carrapatelo, 

Régua, and Valeira, coupled v/ith an iiaraediate large increase in the pro- 

duction of i.ioncorvo iron ore, might result in the railroad making such 

extensive improveaents to handle the increased ore traffic that there 

v.rould be some hesitancy to embark upon a navigation project v/hich wovild 

have the effect of abandoning v;hatever part of the railroad expenditure 

related to improvements belov; the Pocinho barge-loading point. And of 

course, if the delay v;ere unduly prolonged, and in the Ínterim the ore 

reserves had been so heavily depleted that there v/as not enough tonnage 

remaining to support a navigation project throughout a reasonable length 

of life, economic justification for river improvement v/oulcí collapse. 

The problem may not be as serious as it might at first appear. The 

expansion of the present modest rate of exploitation of Moncorvo ore 

into an enterprise vast enough to raalce serious inroads upon the great 

body of reserves, or to require major improvements to the broad gauge 

Linha do Douro will itself consume much timej and v/hereas it can easily 

afford to lag, the need for neu hydroelectric pov;er to raeet load gror/th 

and replace expensive steam plant operation is imraediate and compelling, 

and the rewards of speed are tongible and large. To talce fullest advant- 

age of the econoraies inherent in the hydroelectric developments and at 

the sarae time keep abreast of load growth, would require Pejao, ali of the 

International Douro dams, and the lov/er three hational Douro projects to 

be constructed over a period of about eight years, beginning in 1956. 

Such a program, of course, fails to take into account any new developments 
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in other basins that raay be asslgned a priority ahead of the Douro. 

The heavy tonnages, iron ore and coal, v/ill reach the river at the 

extreme upper end of the navigation improveraent and near its lower end, 

respectively. The coal. movement together v/ith such small tonnages of 

wiscellaneous cargoes as the lowerraost pool may attract, apparently, 

v/ill not effect savings enough to equal annual charges against the Ataes 

lock and dam (the only strucbure needed to inprove navigation to the 

Pejao mines), though the discrepancy should not be great if a solid v/eir 

on sound rock is found to be a practical solution. If the construction 

of the pov/er dams is to be expedited, as the rev/ards of doing so v/ould 

appear to justify, the construction v/ithin the next fev/ years of Ataes 

lock ana dam, even at costs v/hich v;ould produce annual charges in excess 

of annual benefits, v/ould not seriously impair the economics of the nav- 

igation project as a v/hole v;hen the dêxicits incurred during the pre- 

development period v/ere spread over the AO year life of the enterprise; 

v/hile the experience and knov/ledge gained v/ould probably pay valuable 

dividends in better planning and operation of the subsequent elements 

of the navigation development, V.Tith 291,000 tons of coal and 20^ of the 

miscellaneous tonnage assumed for the entire project, and an accorapany- 

ing annual savin0 of A,3A3 contos a year as indicated in Chapter VII, 

the annual deficit v/ould range from 298.A to 3,712.2 contos, depending 

upon type of structure and foundation at Ataes, If Ataes operated alone 

for 10 years before navigation to Pocinho became feasible, the accumulated 

losses v/ould aggregate 2,98A to 37,122 contos - again depending upon 

type of structure and nature of foundation encountered. At 2.75/^ per 
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annun, the interest charge on tliis development deficit would be 82 to 

1,021 coutos a year for the life of the full project, which then uould 

have a benefit-cost ratio of frorn 1.27 to 1.13, the higher ratio per- 

taining to an Ataes loclc and a solid vreir on sound rock foundation, and 

the lov.'er relating to a lock and raovable dam controlled by Sidney gates 

founded on sand. 

A. Irrigation and Flood Control 

It is concluded fron inspection and study of the areas under con- 

sideration that as a rule, everything damageable by flood is kept so 

well above the levei attained by ordinary high v/aters that no losses 

of consequence attend their passage. The occurrence of floods of suf- 

ficient magnitude to cause serious daraage is so infrequent that the 

annual retums from protection against thera - v/here such protection is 

feasible and not objectionable to those protected - is not sufficient 

to cover the annual charges for interest, amortization, and maintenance. 

The agricultural lands along the louer Sabor and the Vilarica are súb- 

ject to overflov/ by floods of fairly frequent experience, but there does 

not appear to be any v/ay to protect them against inundation that would 

be at ali commensurate in cost with the benefits which such protection 

would confer, 

The only significant irrigable area in bhe basin is the land along 

the Vilarica, and the only me<ins of providing it with irrigation at 

costs commensurable with benefits, involves construction of a dual pur- 

pose dam on the Sabor at Laranjeiras for power and irrigation, with most 

of the costs aliocated to power. Since the econoraic standing of the 
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Laranjeiras dual purpose dam, compared to that of the other projects 

investigated on the Douro and its Portuguese tributardes, is last, it 

does not seem likely that its construction can be justified on economic 

grounds in the near future. It is accordingly concluded that irrigation 

should be postponed for the present, but that it need not be abandoned 

entirely. Ultiraately the development of the Sabor for power will be 

needed. Irrigation by neans of a reservoir can perhaps be undertaken 

profitably at that time. It is also possible that electric pov/er will 

become cheap enough before Laranjeiras is built to malce irrigation by 

means of pumping from ground water profitable. 
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CHAPTER XV 

Recommendations 

The mo st valuable resource of the Douro River Basin is its 

large hydroelectric power potential, the development of which 

to produce maximum return In the form of dependable energy is 

contingent upon the integration of its proposed plants with the 

other generating facilities of the nation, to form a national 

power pool. As the complete integration of existing plants together 

with those currently under construction, and their operation as 

a power pool would enable them to furnish an adequate supply of 

dependable power to ali users until 195ó, and as such integration 

is at the same time an indispensable prerequisite to full retums 

from the proposed investmsnts on the Douro, it is reconmended: 

X. As the first move toward providing adequate and dependable 

power for Portugal, the necessary steps be taken to integrate 

present facilities fully, and to achieve power pool operation, 

These necessary steps, as has been pointed out previously, are: 

a network analysls with such correctlve measures as it may indicate; 

the vesting of full authority In a National Load Dispatcher to 

control the operation of ali generating and transmission facilities 

In the most economlcal and advantageous manner; and the establish- 

ment of a rate structure that will perrait compllance with his 

dlrectives without hardship to any of the participants in the 

pool operation. 

2. Hydroelectric development of the International Douro above 
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the Tormes River by means of three peojects at Miranda, Picote, and 

Bemposta respectively, and the Portuguese Douro by four projects 

at Carrapatelo, Régua, Valeira, and Pocinho, be undertaken; to 

be followed, as load growth warrants, by projects on the Portuguese 

tributaries - at Fragas da Torre (Paiva River) Vale de Madeira 

(Goa River) Vilar-Tabuaco (Tavora River) and Quinta das Laranjeiras 

(Sabor River), the latter to be a dual purpose project for power 

and irrigation if at that time the irrigation feature still is 

needed and shows economic justification. 

3. The Picote project be considerei the hydroelectric 

project of first priority and it consist of a gravity concrete 

dam approxiiiiately 100 m high at a point about 22.4 km above the 

Tormes River, with full pool at elevation 471 m above sea levei, 

a normal head of 74 m, the power house, tunnels and other operating 

features on the Portuguese side of the river, an initial power 

installation of 93,000 kw, and an estlmated construction cost 

of about 426,000 contos. 

4. The sequence of subsequent hydroelectric construction 

on the main Douro and its Portuguese tributaries be; Bemposta, 

Miranda, Carrapatelo, Régua, Valeira, Pocinho, and projects on 

the tributaries. 

5. Construction be inltlated as soon as practicable and 

prosecuted as rapidly as funds and other considerations permit, 

In order to displace as much exLsting thermal capaclty as possible 

while still keeping abreast of load growth. 

6. A 25,000 kw thermal generating plant be built at Germunde 
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to bum Pejao coal and that its design and construction be under- 

taken as soon as the grade of fuel to be used is decided. 

7". Full seam mining be employed In the Pejao coal mines, and 

the output processed by separating the fines and washing the 

residue; and that production be increased to about 575»000 tons 

annually, in order to yield about 300,000 tons of marketable 

fuel a year. 

8 • Exploitation of iron ore deposits in the vloinity of 

Moncorvo be gradually stepped up.to about 2,000,000 tons a year 

with beneficiation at the mines to produce aboút 1,000,000 tons 

a year of concentrated ore, 

9".. Exploratory borings to determine more definitely the 

volume of coal and iron ore reserves be continued. 

10. Study be made of the feasibllity and desirability of 

establishing a domestic iron and steel industry, for which, if 

recommendations 6 and 7 above are adopted, there would be available 

annually between 40,000 and 50,000 tons of Douro Basin coal. 

H. A movable-bed model study of the Foz do Douro be made in 

order to verify conclusions as to feasibility and probable first 

cost and maintenance requirements, and lengths and alignxnents of 

structures required for its improvement to afford safe and 

dependable passage for ocean commerce using the harbors of Porto 

and Gaia. 

]I2 . Contingent upon a realistic program for the construction 

of hydroelectric power dams on the Douro River that will schedule 

completion of the Carrapatelo, Régua and Valeira projects before 

the coal and iron ore reserves are seriously depleted, or before 
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such extensive broad gauge railroari. improvement-s nade In the 

interest of ore movement, thármvlgation project outlined in 

Chapter VII be adopted, and a lock and mováble crest dam at Ataes 

be built as soon as practicable, to serve as the first unit thereof. 

13. Even if the comprehensive navigation project does 

not at the moment appear practicable because of the anticipated 

delay in the hydroelectric dam construction, or for other reasons, 

detailed study of foundation, bank conditions, and sand movements 

at Ataes be nade, with a view to constructing the least expensive 

structure at that polnt for improving navigation to Entre-os-Rios 

or Germunde. Inasmuch as Carrapatelo, Régua and Valeira dams 

probably vd.ll be built before nany years have elapsed, and wi 11 

provide deep navigation pools, it does not seem advisable to 

plan a structure at Ataes that would permanently llmit ali navi- 

gation on the river to drafts of less than 2.7 meters. 

NOTEí Detailed estimates for the con»truction of the 

recormended projecta are contained in Appendix E. 
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

1. Proved reserves at Pejao are 10,583,396 metric tons in place. 

Probable reserves are 20,068,747 metric tons in place. Based 

upon proposed increased production of 383,300 metric tons of 

washed coal per year, the safe life of these mines is 35 years. 

It is probable that the life of these mines may be extended to 

45 years. 

2. The S, Pedro da Cove Mine has certain and probable coal reserves 

of 10,782,662 metric tons in place. At the present rate of pro- 

duction the economic life of this mine is about 25 years. 

3. S. Pedro da Cova Mine can supply 26^ ash washed fines with 9900 

3.T.U. per pound at a cost of 188$ per metric ton h% moisture 

allowed F.O.B. power plant with 28$ allowed for transportation, 

storage and rehandling from the mine to the power plant. 

4. Pejao Mines can supply 20^ ash unwashed fines with 10,250 B.T.U. 

per pound at a cost of 200$ per metric ton 5% moisture allowed 

F.O.B. power plant with 25$ allowed for transportation, storage 

and rehandling from the mine to the power plant. 

5. Pejao coal has a lower specific gravity than S. Pedro da Cova 

coal, 1.5 v.s. 1.7. The inherent ash in Pejao coal is lower than 

S, Pedro da Cova coal. These factors result in lower ash fines 

and make this coal, with fines removed, easier to clean than S. 

Pedro da Cova coal. 

6. No allowance has been made in the cost of coal for profit to the 

mine operators. 

7. Capital expenditures of 19,000,000$ and $500,000 are required at 
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Pejao i-Iines to increase production, install washing plant, aerial 

tramway and coal storage. 

8, Capital expenditures required at S. Pedro da Cova Mine for track, 

transportation equipment, aerial tramway and coal storage are 

9,940,000$ and $300,000. 

9. S. Pedro da Cove Mine could either supply the power plant from 

its present production, therefore increasing the araount of coal 

imports required by Portugal, or from increased production, 

thereby shortening the life of the mine to about 17 years. 

10. Location of the power station at Germunde, expansion of Germunde 

and Fojo Mines to produce 575,000 tons run-of-mine per year, 

washing ali Pejao output except screenings furnished to the power 

plant are recommended from raining and over-all economic point of 

view. 
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CHAPTER NO. 1 

ASSIGNMENT AND GENERAL DESCRIPTION 
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We were given the assignment of investigating and reporting 

on the reserves and facilities of the following coal mines, vdth 

respect to their ability to supply coal to the proposed new Rio Douro 

Thermal Power Plant; 

1. Sao Pedro da Cova iline 

2. Pejao Mines (consisting of Gerraunde and Fojo Mines) 

These mines are located in the carboniferous basin of the 

Douro which is the principal coal field of Portugal. Accompanying 

map, Exhibit No. 1, shows the location of these properties with 

relation to the surrounding territory. 

Douro coal field is in the northeast part of Portugal. 

Following a general directicn NW-SE, it extends from Apolia to a 

place near Gafanhao, passing through S. Pedro da Cova and Pejao. 

The approxlmate length of the basin is 90 kilometers and it is 

crossed by several rivers, the most important being the Douro. 

Width of carboniferous rock outcrop is very irregular, attaining one 

kilometer in the region of S. Pedro da Cova and disappearing in cer- 

tain places. 
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GEOLOGICAL AGE AND OCCURREMCES 

The carboniferous formation is overlaid with Pre-Cambric 

and Siluric period rocks. 

Hinable seams are of médium grade anthracite. The carbon- 

iferous zones of S. Pedro da Cova and Pejao are the only ones ■which 

up to the present time have shown any economic value. 

That part of the basin which goes from the Ni/í end of S. 

Pedro da Cova to the SE extremity of the concession of Pejao has been 

for some years súbjected to systematic study and exploration. 

Borehcles have been drilled in the S. Pedro da Cova area and 

also in the Germunde area, and a drilling program laid out for the 

Fojo area, where one borehole has been completed. The Fojo area has 

been developed to an approximate length of 6 kilometers. 

TRANSPORTATICN AND COMMUNICATIONS 

S. PEDRO DA COVA MINE 

This mine is connected with the Town of Porto by two roads, 

one of them going through Sondomer and the other through Velongo. 

The distances respectively are about 14 and 17 kilometers. There 

is also an electric railroad which transports passengers, merchandise 

and coal. This coal is transported to the power station of Transportas 

Colectivas do Porto. An aerial tramway, about 9>100 meters long is 

used to transport coal from the mine to storage yarde» These storage 

yards are located at the railroad station in Porto, from where coal 

is distributed by railroad or trucks to consumers, 

The aerial tramway is of a Bleichert type, with a capacity 

of 30 tons per hour. 
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PEJAO MINES 

GERMUNDE MINE 

This mine is located on the northeast end of the concession, 

on the left bank of the River Douro. It is connected with Castelo de 

Paiva and Entre-Os-Rios by National Highway No, 222, and also to 

Porto by another route about 40 kilometers long. 

On the right bank of the Douro, in front of Germunde, is the 

village of Melres. A highway is being constructed which will connect 

Porto to Foz-do-Sousa, Melres and Entre-os-Rios. 

Ali Germunde coal is transported on the Douro River, 

FOJO MINE 

This mine is located at the southeast end of the concession. 

The concession area is crossed at a place called Cascarvalhosa by 

National Highway No, 224 from Castelo de Paiva to Arouca. 

Fojo and Germunde Mines are connected by a narrow gauge 

(mine owned) railway for the transportation of coal. It has a length 

of about 10 kilometers, 60 cm gauge, A new mine shaft has been con- 

structed at Fojo, and in the future, the entire production from Fojo 

mine will be hoisted through this shaft and loaded into cars for 

transfer to the Germunde picking plant, 

The new Fojo Mine is modem in every respect and combines 

excellent technical design with good construction and modem equip- 

ment. 

The caging and dumping arrangements at the shaft top are 

exceptionally well planned and are controlled and operated by only one 

operator. 
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This arrangement which is shown in the accompanying picture, 

Exhibit No. 2, and in the sketch, Exhibit No. 3, shows how good design 

can result in shaft head structures with moderate capital outlay and 

low operating cost. 
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CHAPTER NCo II 

QUALITY AND ANALISES OF COAL 
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Coal in the carboniferous basin of Douro is a médium grade 

anthracite and, as mined, has a speciflc gravity varying from 1.5 

at Fojo Mine to 1.7 at S. Pedro da Cova. 

It is very friable and is often mixed with clay, giving it 

a dull, greasy appearance with a plastic consistency, In other places 

the coal is more solidly massed but quite friable and when pressed 

between the fingers reduces to dust. It has a high percentage of ash 

and sulphur which decreases its heating and industrial value. However, 

this does not prevent its use in cement factories and for railroads 

and thermal power stations. 

The '■'Chauffage*' or heating anthracite is hard and bright, 

and when exposed to the atmosphere has irridescent even surfaces. 

The following analyses by Instituto Português de 

Combustiveis show the quality of the coal and characteristics of the 

ash. 
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S. PEDRO DA COVA MUJES 

RUN-OF-MINE COAL (DRIED IN THE AIR) 

Moisture 3-69% 

Ash 36.29^ 

Volatile Matter 5.51^ 

Fixed Carbon 54.51$ 

Combustible Sulphur 0.79$ 

Sulphur in the Ash 0.07$ 

Upper heating value 4629 kg/cal 

Lower heating value 4542 kg/cal 

MARKET COAL 

Moisture Ash 
Volatile 
Matter 

Fixed 
Carbon 

Heating 
Value 

Combustible 
Sulphur 

$ $ $ $ kg/cal $ 

Chauffage 4.15 8.63 3.52 83.70 7170 0.62 

2nd grade coal 3.24 35.00* 4.66 57.05 4820 0.63 

Cribled pea coal 3.73 14.99 3.83 77.45 6610   

Cribled washed 
coal . 3.59 26.22* 4.63 65.56 5600 0.83 

0 to 8 mm. 
washed coal 3.89 26.98* 4.36 64.77 5500 0.81 

Normal raixture 4.09 40.81* 5.90 49.20 4210   

Special dust 3.23 24.46         

Schlamms 4.70 32.60 5.36 47.44 4720 

Remarks; The percentage of ash marked * is definitely 
greater than the average values furnished 
by the Concessionnaire. 
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ANALYSIS OF ASH FROM RUN-OF-MIWE CCAL 

Si02 55.05^ 

Fe203 1 <>1% 

a1203 33.64^ 

CaO l.SSJÊ 

MnO 0.04^ 

MgO 1.02^ 

Na20 0.2k% 

KgO 3.54^ 

CO2 0.33% 

P205 0.22% 

S03 0.2% 

tío2 Traces 

Initial 
Deformation 1500° ( 

PEJAO MINES 

RUN-QF-MINE COAL 

Tests on Fojo and Germunde run-of-mine as furnished are not 

representative of the product of the mines, but are the result of 

selective miningo 

The introduction of full seam mining, which vd.ll follow the 

construction of a cleaning plant, vdll result in an ash content in the 

run-of-mine at least equal to that at S. Pedro da Cova or about 37.5^* 

Samples of run-of-mine submitted for independent analysis to combus- 

tion equipment manufacturers support this percentage of ash in the 

run-of-mine at Pejao. 
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MARKET COAL 

Compact 
Anthracite 

Cribled 
Industrial 

Industrial 
Mixture 

Chauffage 
Briquette 

Volatile 
Moisture Ash Matter 

% % % 

3.64 17.73 3.11 

4.16 18.85 3.10 

4.4S 21.07 4.02 

3.24 27.71 5.29 

Fixed Keating Combustible 
Carbon Value Sulphur 

% Kg/Cal. % 

75.52 6160 1.82 

73.39 6020 0.9Ô 

70,43 5800 1.91 

62.77 5340 0.91 
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ANALYSIS OF ASH FROM RUN-OF-MPIE COAL 

Si02 51o00^ 

Fe203 17o20^ 

ai2o3 27o07% 

CaO Traces 

MnO 0.115S 

MgO 2.1+3% 

Na20 0,26% 

M20 3.10% 

CO2 0.10% 

P205 0.60% 

S03 o.ut>% 

Initial Deformation 1365° C 

Softening Teraperatiare 1395° C 

Fluid Temperatura 1415° C 

The combustion characteristics of Pejao coal will be dis- 

cussed more fully in another part of the report. Hovrever, we have 

studied the reports of Babcock & Uilcox on this coal and note that 

It is their belief that under forced draught, run-of-mine coal con- 
♦ 

taining up to 1+6% ash can be bumed, 

It is our considered judgment that the new therrnal station 

should be tied to the Pejao coal reserve rather than the S. Pedro 

da Cova reserve, and for that reason we will discuss the Pejao 

facilities at considerable length later in this report. 

S. Pedro da Cova coal reserve, of course, always can be con- 

sidered as reinforcement reserves to Pejao reserves in a long-range 

therrnal plant installation. 
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CHAPTER NO. III 

CALCULATIONS OF RESERVE COAL AND LIFE OF MIFES 
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PEJAO MIMES 

PERCENTAGE OF REJECTS 

The mining loss at the Pejao Mines is estimated at 15^. 

This includes mine pillars, mine losses and rejects in the mine. 

It is proposed to construct a modera washing plant at Pejao 

(Germunde). Losses of recoverable coal In the washing plant and 

rejects from the run-of-mine will be about 15%, thus, the total re- 

co very from the coal in place will be about 70%, 

GERMUNDE RESERVES 

The method employed in calculating the reserves is shown 

in the following example of computations in connection with the 

accompanying map, Exhibit No. 4. The thickness of the seams is the 

total of ali searas. The specific gravity is taken at 1.5. 
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2 

3 
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5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

1-4 

15 

16 

17 

18 

GERMUNDE RESERVES ESJIMATED FROM ■i.iAF 

25 f 86 x 166 x 11 x 1.5 
2 

86 j- 112 x 75 x 2.4 x 1.5 
2 

112 -f 134 x 59 x 1.3 x 1.5 
2 

184 \r 216 x 89 x 5.3 x 1.5 
2 

216 | 240 x 68 x 12.5 x 1.5 
2 

136 x 42 x 2.5 x 1.5 
2 

333 4- 371 x 59 x 13-4 x 1.5 
2 

370 i 398 x 73 x 5.7 x 1.5 
2 

398 -l- 434 x 100 x 5 x 1.5 
2 

434 f- 510 x 210 x 1.5 x 1.5 
2: 

196 x 203 x 13 x 1.5 

313 f 343 x 82 x 7.5 x 1.5 
2 

343 l 271 x 121 x 7.5 x 1.5 
2 

467 1 313 x 256 x 5.8 x 1.5 
2 

329 ^ 285 x 73 x 3.5 x 1.5 
2 

285 1 271 x 95 x 3.5 x 1.5 
2 

292 j- 23A x 368 x 1 x 1.5 
2 

234 x 87 x 1 x 1.5 

Metric Tons 
In Plsce 

152, OU 

26,730 

U,150 

Ul,510 

290,700 

10,710 

417,436 

239,675 

312,000 

223,020 

775,866 

302,580 

417,904 

868,608 

117,658 

138,652 

145,176 

30.537 



Total Carried Forward 4,624,926 

ADDITIONAL RESERVES ESTIMATED FRQM EOREHQLES NOS. 1 to 8 

Metric Tons 
In Place 

Section ABCD = 132 » 240 x 686 x 8.5 x 1.5 = 1,626,849 
2 

Section CDEF = 86 4- 132 x 292 x 1.5 x 1,5 = 71,613 
2 

Section EFGH = 86 ^ 58 x 213 x 1,5 x 1,5 - 34,506 
2 

Section GHILK = 58 •» 24 x 237 x 6 x 1,5 = 87.453 

2 1,320,421 1,320,421 

GRAITO TOTAL 6,445,347 

Germunde Total Reserves Certain 6,445,347 H, tons, which 
less 1951 production of 61,951 M. tons gives a net reserve 
of 6,383,396 M, tons. In this total is included 395,632 
M, tons found in mine in Sections A,B,C,D,F,G, as showi 
on Exhibit No. 4» 

PROBABLE RESERVES (GERMUNDE) 

Metric Tons 
In Place 

Section NOPQ = 418 -V 488 
2 

x 686 x 5.5 x 1,5 ::: 
2,563,753 

Section PQRS = 488 « 514 
2 

x 292 x 5 x 1.5 ^ 1,097,190 

Section RS TV = 514^450 
2 

x 121 x 5 x 1.5 ::: 
437,415 

Section LIITK = 538 ^ 294 
2 

x 329 x 1.5 x 1,5 ::: 
307,944 

Section TTKV = 188 -6 124 
2 

x 329 x 5 x 1,5 = 384,930 

Section LLII = 285 ^ 271 
2 

x 95 x 2 x 1,5 :: 79,230 

Section IIW = 176 <- 212 
2 

x 95 x 5 x 1.5 138,225 

Section IVZ = 176 x 455 X 1 X 1.5 ^ 60,060 

TOTAL 5,068,747 
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SUMMARY 

Gerraunde Mine total coal reserves vdll then be as follows; 

Metric Tons 
In Place 

Certain 6,303,396 

Probable $.068.747 

Total 11,452,143 

FOJO AREA RESERVES 

Fojo reserves are estimated from information obtained 

from mining and from one bcrehole. The drilling of more boreholes 

in this area is under way and the results are expected to increase 

the reserves in the "certain" class. The specific gravity of Fojo 

coal is also 1.$. 

Fojo reserves are estimated at: 

Metric Tons 
In Place 

Certain 4,200,000 

Probable 15.000.000 

Total 19,200,000 
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LIFE CF PSJAO MINES AT PROPOSED FUTURE OUTPUT 

The mine life calculation is projectei on the basis of a 

forecaet hy the present operator of Fojo and Gemunde Mines of the 

annual production through a proposed cleaning plant. 

PRESENT PRODUCTION PROPOSED PRODUCTION 

Metric Tons Metric Tons 
Hand Picked V/ashed Coal 

Fojo 200,000 230,000 

Gemunde 60,000 153.300 

Total 260,000 303,300 

From the preceding reserve calculations we have: 

Reserves in Place - Metric Tons 

Certain Reserves Probable Reserves Probable Total 

Germunde 6,383,396 5,068,747 11,452,143 

Fojo 4.200.000 15.000.000 19.200.000 

Total 10,583,396 20,068,747 30,652,143 

Allowing for 15$ mining loss and 15$ cleaning plant loss 

will reduce the recoverable reserves to 70$ of the reserve in place. 

FUTURE LIFE BASED QN TOTAL CERTAIN RESERVES 

70$ of 10,583,396 + 383,300 tons = 20 years approximately 

FUTURE LIFE DASBD ON CERTAIM AND PROBABLE RESERVES 

70$ of 30,652,143 -s- 383,300 tons = 56 years approximately 

MOST PROBABLE RESERVE LIFE 

Certain 10,583,396 metric tons 

One-half or Probable 10,034.373 metric tons 

20,617,769 metic tons 

70$ of 20,617,769 4 383,300 tons = 38 years approximately 
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The foregoing is based on the fact that these mines will 

produce 383,300 metric tons per year of market coal, of which 100,000 

tons yearly may be diverted to the power plant, and 283,300 tons for 

other markets. 

In case the probable reserve should prove deficient, more 

coal could be diverted frora the industry total of 283,300 tons, It 

seems, therefore, that it is safe to assume that the power plant can 

be assured of a 35-year supply of coal exclusive of S. Pedro da Cova 

reserve of 10,782,665 metric tons in place. 
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CHAPTER fiC. IV 

GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF PEJAO MINES 
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/ GERMUNDE MINE 

There are four seams of coal in this mine, three of which 

are being rained at present by means of drifts. It is proposed to 

sink a new shaft near the River Douro to operate the lower leveis. 

The present workings have access drifts on the 4> 137-4 

meter levei; the ^ 87-4 meter levei and the 35-71 meter levei, 

and have natural drainage and ventilation. 

There are no locomotives in this mine, the mine cars being 

pushed by hand. 

Two 12 H.P. diesel locomotives are being rebuilt at Fojo 

and will be used at the Germunde lline in the near future. There are 

100 mine cars in use. These cars have a capacity of 0.9 metric ton. 

Mine cars are pushed by hand from the loading points to the 

preparation plant. The preparation plant handles the coal from Fojo 

mine in addition to the coal from Germunde mine. Coal is hand picked 

only. 

A new modem washing plant is proposed to handle the output 

of Fojo and Germunde mines. It will be located near the Douro River 

at Germunde Mine, V/e understand that the tentative site of the pro- 

posed new Thermal Power Plant, on the right hand bank of the Douro 

River, will be about 500 metera from the Germunde preparation plant, 

and of this distance, 200 meters will be a river span. 

AIR C0MPRESS0RS 

The compressed air station is located on the surface and 

contains three compressors, one of 25 H.P., one of 80 H.P., and one 
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of 50 H,P. Pneumatic wet drills are used for driving entries, chutes, 

and crosscuts in the bottom rock. 

ENTRIES 

Double track entries are 3 meters wide by 2.2 meters high. 

Single track entries are 1.5 meters wide by 2.2 meters high. The 

retum (ventilation) entries are about 1 meter wide by 2 meters high, 

Raises and chutes are 1.2 meters by 1 meter and run in height up to 

50 meters. Ladders are installed in the raises. The rails are 12 

to 14 kLlograms per meter with a track gauge of 60 c.m. 

The entries are well timbered with eight to ten inch tim- 

ber sets. Reinforced concrete mine sets have been tried since 194Ô 

and most of these sets are still in use, 

METHOD OF WORK 

There are four seams, three of which are being worked in 

the Germunde Mine. The pitch of the seams is 40° to vertical. Strike 

entries are driven in the bottom rock, and cross entries are driven 

on about 50 meter centers to cut the three seams. The method of 

mining is the slicing system with backfill. Each slice is about 2.2 

meters high. 

Generally, the collars of the timber sets are recovered, 

Coal is transportei in wheelbarrows from the working face to the coal 

chutes. Raises and coal chutes are carried up with the backfill. The 

amount of timber used is about 75 kg per ton of coal mined. 

Exhibit No. 5 shows a section through the Germunde Mine, 

For the purpose of estiraating traffic for the Douro River 

Navigation Project, and on the assumption that the thermal plant is 
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located so as to use coal from Fojo and Germunde mines, the river 

traffic of commercial coal from these properties would be 283,300 tons 

per year, exclusive of the coal used in the therraal planto 
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FOJO MINS 

There is one seam in the property 4 meters to 40 meters thick 

with an average thickness of 11 to 13 meters. The pitch of the seam 

ranges from 50° to 80°. The reserves as shown previously have been 

estimated from mine workings and one borehole. The length along the 

strike is about 3»5 km. A new shaft has been constructed and in a few 

months, it will handle ali of the coal produced at Fojo. The headframe 

is constructed of reinforced concrete and the surface and bottom landings 

are equipped with fully autoraatic installations, 

The shaft is 4.5 meters in diameter, 80 meters deep and con- 

crete lined, The cages are single deck and hold two cars and are equip- 

ped with safety dogs on rigid guides. Hoisting arrangement has a de- 

signed capacity of 1200 metric tons a day. The mine cars have a capacity 

of 0,7 tons and run on 60 c.m. gauge track. 

At present there are 160 mine cars in use and 200 new mine cars 

on order. 

The distance from the new shaft to the Germunde picking plant 

and loading dock is 10 kilometers. Fojo Iline has four diesel locomotives 

underground, 2-30 H.P. and 2-20 H.P. 

Six steara locomotives are used on the surface 2-45 H.P. and 

4 - 20 to 25 H.P, 

There are 102 surface railroad cars to transport the coal to 

the picking plant. The running gear on these cars consist of 2 trucks 

to each car, to enable them to take sharp curves. 
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Surface railroad cars have the following capacities; 

10 - 5COO Kg. capacity 
50 - 6000 Kg, capacity 
34 - 7500 Kg, capacity 

In addition to this transportation equipment, the company 

ov/ns 45 - 50 river barges and hires an average of 40 barges, The 

barges have a capacity of 40 to 60 tons. The whole output from Fojo 

and Germunde is transportei to market on the River Douro. 

Electric power is taken from the general network power system, 

There is one substation ■which contains: 

7 transformers - 1,162,0 K.V.A, 
1 transformer - 29.3 K.V.A, 

Total 1,191.3 K.V.A. 

Voltage 1500 - 380 - 220 
Cycle 50 

PUMPING STATIOM AT FQOT OF MEVI SHAFT 

There are no priming puraps, The equipment consists of the 

f ollovdng: 

1-37 K.W centrifugal pump working 
1-37 K.W. centrifugal pump spare 

These pumps are good for 75 meter head and are fitted with 

check and gate valves in a 6" diameter discharge line., 

During March, 1952 this pump worked five minutes per hour, 

It is proposed to construct sumps with 24 hour capacity, 

AIR COMPRESSÕES 

The compressed air station is located on the surface and 

contains; 

1 - 175 H.P, Ingersoll-Rand Air Compressor 
1 - 25 H.P. Ingersoll-Rand Air Compressor 

They are complete with interraediate and after-coolers and air 

receivers. 
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DRILLS 

Compressed air drills are used underground for driving entries 

in the bottom rock» There are 13 wet and 3 dry drills, of which 8 are 

stopeharamers. There is also one jumbo with column and two mounts. The 

drill bits have carbon inseris. 

EXPLOSIVES 

Explosive storage is located underground at Germunde mine and 

has a capacity of five tons. The explosives are transported to the 

various mines in small quantities by auto cars. 

ENTRIES 

Double track entries are 3 M. wide inside the timber at rail 

levei and 2.2 meters high from top of rail to underside of timber collar. 

Single track entries are 1.5 meters vdde by 2.2 meters high. 

Raises and chutes are 1.2 meters by 1.0 meter and range in 

height up to 50 meters. Raises are equipped with ladders. 

Fojo mine has natural ventilation and retum air exhausts to 

the atmosphere at Choupelo Shaft. 

We have recited this equipment in some detail so as to empha- 

size that the mine is well equipped for long range operation. 

METHOD OF WORK 

There is one coal seam in Fojo mine having an average thickness 

of 11-13 meters with a pitch of 50° to 80°. 

Strike entries are driven in the bottom rock, and cross entries 

are driven on about 50 meter centers to cut the seara. 

Method of mining is the slicing system with backfill, working 

up the raise on the backfill. Each sliee is about 2.2 raeters high. 
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Some timber is recovered when the backfill is put in. Usually the 

collars of the timber sets are recovered. Coal from working faces is 

transported in wheelbarrows over the backfill to the coal chutes. 

Raises and coal chutes are carried up with the backfill. Coal is won 

by the use of hand picks, and miners produce about 6 tons per shift. 

The amount of timber used is about 75 Kg. per ton. IJhere the seam is 

thick they tum off the room entry (which is along the strike and at 

the footwall) and drive to the hanging wall taking ali the coal in that 

slice and backfilling before starting a new slice. The height of the 

slice is 2.2 meters, 

Exhibit No, 6 shows a section through Fojo Mine with projections 

of future work. 
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CMANGE HOUSES 

Present capacity of the change houss is 50 men» A new change 

house is being constructed at Fojo with capacity for 100 men» 

GENERAL COMMEMTS - PEJAO MIME3 

Empreza Carbonifera do Douro, Lda., operates the Germunde and 

Fojo mines, 

The owner of these mines is Mr. Jean Tyssen and the operation 

is conducted by Jacques Tyssen, his son, He is a young man of progres- 

sivo ideas and has capable assistants well versed in the technical and 

adxninistrative problems of coal raining. 

Office records are complete and mining and geologic mapping and 

borehole recordings are excellent, Administration buildings, store- 

houses, shops and mine buildings are of excellent design and substantial 

construction, 

The new Fojo mine which has just been completed shows excel- 

lent engineering design and construction, and careful selection of equip- 

ment. 

Staff personnel is excellently housed in homes of modem con- 

struction and with modem facilities. Sixteen houses for technical 

workers are being erected at Santa Barbara near Fojo mine. These houses 

are attractive in appearance, and consist of kitchen, living room, three 

to four bedrooms, shower bath and toilet facilities, electric lights, 

storage space and ample ground for gardening. Picture marked Exhibit 

No, 7, shows some of this housing. 

In addition, the Company has built an excellent store in which 

commissary supplies and other items necessary for those living in 
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i solaitea are for sale, This store is run on a cooperatice 

basis for the benefit cf the .rorkers, Its affairs are coaducted by a 

couaniitee of workers who are elected perioiically by the workers, nEipie 

provision has been raade for recreational facilities for staff, techni- 

oians and workers. These facilities consist of tennis courts, football 

fields, bowling alleys and competitive sports events are conducted. 

Social and medicai services form an important part of the con- 

duct cf this operation. The Company maintains an excellent hospital, 

and now has near completion an unusually modem dispensary for workers 

and their families. In this dispensary will be installed the most 

modem equipment such as x-ray machines, infared and ultra violet ma chinês, 

dental equipment and minor surgical equipment, 

The Company employs five doctors, six inale nurses, three women 

nurses and two women who visit the nomes of workers to discuss health 

and social welfare with the families, 

"Je have recited these activities in considerable detail because 

they are evidences of sound raanagement and good labor relations which 

are essential elements in maintaining a labor force on a stable basis, 

It gives us assurance that a power plant, which may depend upon 

this Company's ability to maintain a steady and uniform supply of coal, 

can safely rely on its source of supply. 



Exhibit No. 7 
Housing at Pejao Minss 

PlERCE MANAGEMENT. INC. 



CHAPTER NO. Y 

PEJAO MINES - OPERATING AWALYSIS, 

PRODUCTION, COSTS, LABOR AND EFFICIENCIES 
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The following information was fumished to us by Mr» Jacques 

Tyssen, Operating I-Ianager: 

COST OF COAL 

Cost Per Hetric Ton 
Present Prodaction - Hand Picked 

Items of Gost Fo.io Mine Germunde 

Mining Cost 70$ 82$ 
Railroad 6$$ — 
Screening and Pick-up 3 6 
Repairs and Maintenance 5 5 
General Expense at Mines 15 15 
Medicai Services 3 3 
Social Services 10 10 
Amortization 15 15 
Adrainistration (Ports) 10 10 
Government Taxes for Housing 
and Social Purposes 8 8 

14515 154$ 

PRODUCTION 

Tonnages produced from these mines for the past five years 

are as follows: 

Hand Picked Run-of-Mine Metric Tons 

Germunde Fojo Total 

1947 43,426 161,512 204,938 

1948 47*781 163,760 211,541 

1949 57,401 206,355 263,756 

1950 63,501 194,950 258,451 

1951 61,951 196,618 258,569 
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ANALYSIS OF PRODUCTION AND COSTS 

It vdll be noted from the foregoing that there has been a 

progressiva increase in the production trend over the past five years 

despite many serious problems which tend to retard production such as: 

1. Lack of constant supply of electric power 

2. Difficulty of securing supplies and equipment 

3» Difficulty of securing timber 

4. Insufficient labor 

5. Poor river transportation 

Most of these problems are susceptible to improvement. The 

current house building program will ease the labor shortage, and the 

power situation should materially improve. Beneficiai regulations by 

the Portugese Government could eliminate much of the difficulties 

mentioned in 2 and 3 above, Assuming the Douro River Navigation Program 

is approved. No» 5 would be solved by the construction and use of much 

larger boats to convey coal to Porto or Leixões. 

As Gemunde is a new mine, it is possible to increase pro- 

duction to 200,000 metric tons hand picked coal per year over a maximum 

period of five years. The rate of increase is dependent upon raarket de- 

mand for coal and capital available for mine development. Ue are of the 

opinion that this mine can obtain a production of 150,000 tons per year 

by the time the power plant can be completed. 

At Fojo Mine, production can be increased to 300,000 metric 

tons hand picked per year during the year 1953» It is safe to assume 

that by the time a power plant is built, the combined tonnage from these 

mines can be 450,000 metric tons hand picked coal per year. 
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The coal requirements of the power plaht at the date of this 

study had not definitely been determined but are assumed for the purpose 

of this report to be a maximum of 100,000 tons of low heating value fuel 

per year. 

Thus, it willbe seen that production increases at Germunde and 

Fojo can easily supply this demand, We estimate that Germunde Mine on 

a conservative basis, after allowing for mining losses and washery reject 

losses, can produce 8,000,000 tons of cleaned coal. 

It is possible that the life of Germunde Mine will be greatly 

increased as further exploration develops new reserve areas not included 

in our calculations. Our analysis is predicted on the fact that a new 

washing plant will be erected on the left bank of the Douro River at 

Germunde with a capacity of 1200 tons raw coal per shift. 

The total production of run-of-mine coal from both Germunde and 

Fojo amounting to 575,000 metric tons run-of-mine per year (equivalent 

to 500,000 metric tons per year hand picked) will be sent to the plant. 

The requirements of the power plant up to 120,000 tons per 

year of l/6U" x 0" unwashed fines containing about 20% ash can be dry 

separated and sent to the power plant. The balance of the product, or 

plus 1/64" size, will be higher in ash and will be cleaned in the washing 

plant to produce an 18^ ash product. It is anticipated that the recovery 

from this plant will be two-thirds of the total input, or 383,300 metric 

tons of shipped coal per year. If the power plant requirements are 

100,000 tons per year, the balance, or 283,300 metric tons, will be 

available for other raarkets. In the event the power plant requirements 

are in excess of 120,000 metric tons per year, additional washed coal 
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can be sent to the power plant, Coal washability curves submitted by 

the operator, the tests of Babcock and Wilcox, screen and ash tests on 

fine coal, are the basis for our recommendation that the power plant 

burn 1/64" x cTfines. 

We must consider the proposed increased production schedule at 

this point in our cost of coal analysis because obviously the cost of 

producing coal is dependent upon annual production volume, 

Ue were advised by Mr. Jacques Tyssen that the price of coal 

to the power plant would be between 115 to 120 Escudos per ton. 

The cost of coal, as shown in the foregoing table, averages 

147 Escudos per metric tcn of hand picked coal at the mine, when the 

cost is spread over both mines. Considering the low wage scale in 

effect which spread over ali categories of men equals 25.90 Escudos 

per man including bonuses, the cost of coal is unusually high àuo to 

low efficiency. 

The r:.anagement fumished us on April ISthj , 1952 a li st 

the two mines as shown below: 

Germunde Fo.io Total 

Face and Backfi.ll Men 208 556 764 

Preparation and Development Já J1 

Total Mining Workmen 239 602 841 

Transportation and Maintenanco 45 242 294 

Total Underground 284 351 1135 

Outside Employees 66 84 150 

Railroad, Picking Tables, 
Repairs and Office _2á 31? 414* 

Total Employees 445 1254 1699 

*Distributed in proportion to respective production of each mine. 
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Using 1951 results, we can calculate present efficiency as 

follows; 

Yearly Days Number 
Production Worked of Men 

PRODUCTION 
Man-Days Per Man-Day 

Gemunde 61,951 296 445 131,720 . 470 tons 

Fojo 196.618 296 1254 371.1Q4 .536 

Total 258,569 296 1699 502,904 .50 ton per day 

The over-all efficiency of 0.5 ton per man-day is unusally 

low, and is approxiniately one-half of European average productivity. 

This low efficiency is caused by: 

a. Low state of transport mechanisation 

b. Complete back-filling of seams 

c. Low total production in relation to facilities 
for increased production. 

As the production of Germunde and Fojo increases, the 

efficiency will rise rapidly through the mechanization of Germunde 

transportation and the fact that workers in the office, river transport, 

washery and pickers, technical workers and general service workers will 

not increase in proportion to tonnage increase. It is a fair assumption 

that workers on mining and back-filling and dcvelopment will increase 

in direct proporticn to tonnage increases. If Germunde increases from 

60,000 tons per year to 200,000 nstric tons of hand picked coal, this 

represents an increase of 233^. If Fojo increases from 200,000 tons to 

300,000 metric tons of hand picked coal yearly, this represents an in- 

crease of 50^. 

It is our opinion, based cn experience, that face workers 

will increase roughly in proportion to tonnage increases and ali other 
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workers probably 25^. On this basis we can project a new labor force 

for each mine as follows: 

GERMJKDE FOJO TOTAL 
Pre sent Future Pre sent Future Future 

Face and Back-fill 
Men 208 4Ô5 556 834 1319 

Preparation and 
Development -ii 72 46 84 156 

Total Mining Workers 239 557 602 918 1475 

Transport and 
Maintenance 45 56 249 311 367 

284 613 851 1229 1842 

Outside Eioployees 66 82 e4 105 187 

Railroad Pickers, 
Repairs and Office 
Men _25 112 319 400 519 

Total Employees 445 814 1254 1734 2548 

FOJO 

Based on a yearly production of 300>000 tons, 300 work days 

and 1734 nien, the efficiency vd.ll be .577 tons as against .536 tons 

or an increase of about £$in. efficiency. Based on this efficiency, the 

proforma cost shset vjould be as follovrs; 

Per Metric Ton Hand Picked 

Present Future 

Mining Cost 70$ 70$ 
Railroad 6$5 6$ 
Screening 31 2$76 
Repairs 5$ 4$60 
General Expenses at Mine 15$ 13$80 
Medicai Services 3$ 2$76 
Social Services 10$ 9$20 
Amortization 15$ 15$ 
Porto Adrninistration 10$ 9$20 
Government Taxes 8$ 8$ 

145$5 141$32^ 

*This does not take into acco-unt any added efficiency due 
to greater mechanization in the future. 
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GERMUNDE 

Based on a yearly production of 200,000 tons, 300 work days 

and 814 men, the efficiency would be .82 tons per inan day as against 

.47 tons per man-day or an increased efficiency of 75^» 

Based on the 75/ê increased efficiency projected for Germunde 

Mine, the proforraa or projected cost of production at Germunde should 

be approxLrnately as follows; 

Per Metric Ton Hand Picked 

Present Future 

Mining Cost S2$ 82$ 
Railroad — 
Screening and Picking 6 1$50 
Repairs and Maintenance 5 1$25 
General Expense at Mine 15 3$75 
Medicai Services 3 «75 
Social Services 10 2$50 
Amortization 15 15$ 
Porto Administration 10 2$50 
Government Taxes 8 8$ 

154$ H7$25 

The combined efficiency of both mines should increase to 

,65 to ,70 tons per man-day as against ,5 tons at present or approxi- 

mately 34^, 

Average future cost of both mines would be determined as 

follows; 

Fojo 300,000 tons at 141$00 = 42,300,000$ 

Germunde 200,000 tons at 117125 = 23,450.000$ 

TOTAL 500,000 tons at 131$5 = 65,750,000$ * 

*Undoubtedly manageraent will adjust the distribution of these 

costs as between each mine as Germunde»s tonnage increases. 
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As the power plant vdll probably be located across the river 

from the Germunde loading point, and an aerial tramway built across the 

river, both capital cost and operating cost of the facilities necessary 

from the mine to the power plant may be considered as part of the power 

plant installation. The cost price at the mine should govern the sale 

price to the power plant. 
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CHAPTER NO. VI 

COST OF COAL DELIVERED TO POWER PLANT 
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The IHnistry of Economy, through the General Director of Fuel, 

has fumished certain data relative to the sales price of different 

sizes and grades of anthracite as follows; 

Price per ton MM 
Types of Fuel at Porto Size Grading 

Price Adjusted 
From Porto to Mine 

Keating 4451 35-/36 420$ * 

Forge 375$ 5-/15 350$ 

Normal 305$ 35-/70 280$ 

Industrial Coal 

Run-of-Mine 200$ 175$ 

Sifted 200$ 0/20 175$ 

Sifted 200$ 0/10 175$ 

* After deducting 25$ for transportation from mine to Porto. 

The sales distribution of the coal produced by this company 

in 1951 shows the following; 

Metric Tons Sizing 

Cement Industry 106,813 0 x 10 M.M. 
Power Stations 11,557 10 M.M.x 30 M.M. 

Railroads 4,914 10 M.M.x 30 M.M, 
Industrial Clients 58,884 10 M.M.x 30 M.M. 
Railroad Briquettes 30,035     

Industrial Briquettes 7,617 
Domestic Briquettes 24,706 —    

It is not possible to say at this time with great accuracy 

what the price of power plant coal should be, because this price can 

only be accurately determined after the washeiy is in operation, and 

careful screen analyses are raade to determine the percentages of coal 

sold at various price leveis. 

An approxiTnate coraputation of the costs of the v/ashed coal 

and screenings sent to the power plant would be as follows: 
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Annual Amount - 500,000 tons hand picked at 131|5 - 65,750,( 

Less Screening and Picking 500,000 tons at 6$ 3.000.000 

62,750,000^ 

Plus Cleaning Plant Costs 575,000 
Run-of-Mine at 8$ 4.600,000 

TOTAL ANNUAL AMOUNT 67,350,000$ 

Cost Per Market Ton - 303,300 tons 175$ 

The heating value per pound of the 20^ ash screenings, 5% 

moisture allowed, vdll be 10,250 B.T.U. and the 18^ ash washed coal, 

5^ moisture allowed, 10,526 B.T.U. 

In addition to the above costs at the mine, the cost to the 

power plant will have to include the cost of delivering the coal from 

the cleaning plant to the power plant. 

If the cleaning plant is built on the left bank of the Douro 

River at Germunde, and the power plant and storage yards are built on 

the opposite bank of the river, and using capital cost data from Chapter 

No. VII, the cost of delivering the coal from the cleaning plant to the 

power plant is estimated as follows: 

AERIAL TRAMWAY 

Capital Cost $200,000 plus 500,000$ = 6,500,000$ 

Average Interest Rate over Amortizing Life at 6$ = 3% 

Amortizing Life - 30 years 

Per Year Per Ton 

Maintenance & Power Costs 200,000$ 2$00 

Interest 3/6 on 6,500,000$ 195,000$ 1$95 

Amortization of Capital 
(30 years) 217.000$ 2$17 

Total Fixed Charges 612,000$ 6$12 
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STORAC-E YARD 

Capital Cost $300,000 plus 500,000$ = 9,500,000$ 

Per Year Per Ton 

Malntenance and Power Costs 300,000$ 3$00 

Interest 3$ on 9,500,000$ 285,000$ 2$85 

Amortizatlon of Capital 
(30 years) 317,000$ 3$17 

Distributing and Reloading 
Storage Coal 7$00 

Total Storage Cost l6$02 

The above charges represent 22$ per ton to be added to mine 

cost, and if we add a safety factor of 3$ per ton, it requires that 25$ 

be added to the mine cost of coal, making a total cost to the Power Plant 

of 200$ per metric ton. 

The sale price of coal to the Power Plant will have to be 

negotiated on the basis of conditions prevailing at the time the Power 

Plant is put into operation. 
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CHAPTER NO. VII 

CAPITAL EXPENDITURE EREAKDCWN 
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The following estimates are,, for the capital cost of increas- 

ing the Pejao Mines production to 575,000 metric tons run-of-mine per 

year, coal cleaning plant required and facilities for delivering and 

storing coal. 

PEJAO MINES CAPITAL EXPENDITURES 

Local Currency Amount 

Cleaning Plant 9,000,000$ 

New Shaft completely equipped 5,000,000 

Compressor and Transformers 1,000,000 

Drift and Crosscuts 3,000,000 

Houses and Roads 1,000,000 

TOTAL 19,000,000$ 

PC.JER PLANT CAPITAL EXPENDITURES 

AERIAL TRAMWAY AND STCRAGE YARD EQUIPMEMT 

Local Currency Anniin+. 

Erecting Aerial Tramway 500,000$ 

Preparing Storage Site 500,000$ 

TOTAL 1,000,000$ 

Foreign Currency 

Aerial Tramway 500 Meters 
50 tons per hour $200,000 

Storage Yard Equipment 300.000 

TOTAL $500,000 
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CHAPTER NO» VIII 

PEDRO DA COVA MINE 
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GENERAL DESGRIPTION QF MINE 

The coal reserves in place, certain and probable, are estimated 

at 10,782,662 metric tons, which are proved by ten boreholes and infor- 

mation gained from mine workings. The mine workings are extensive since 

the mine has been operated since about 1820. 

There are six seams of coal of which four are being worked. 

Their thickneas varies from 0 to 10 meters with an average of about 

2 1/2 meters, 

Coal is of the Silurian Age and is highly folded and faulted, 

The pitch of the seams is 60 to 90°; the strike is N50¥o 

Footwall is schist and the hanging is partly altered sandstone. 

Main hoisting shaft, named S. Vicente, handles the coal from 

three leveis, namely the 48, 94 and 148 meter leveis. Levei 188 to be 

opened in the future will also use the S, Vicente shaft, 

Four active openings to the surface are used. They are; 

hoisting shaft; manway shaft; material and supply shaft, and ventilation 

shaft. 

The hoisting shaft is vertical, 4 meters in diameter and 148 

meters deep, It is equipped with a 230 H.P. double drum hoist, rope 

32 rara diameter, 

Hoist capacity at a depth of 200 meters is 100 metric tons 

per hour. 

Ventilation shaft is rectangular in section, 3»8 x 2.3 meters 

inclined, and has a 60 H.P. ventilating fan installed on the surface. 

In order to improve the ventilation, one 16 H.P, fan and one 8 H.P. fan 

are installed inside the mine, The water gauge is 80 mm. 
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PERCENTAGE OF REJECTS 

Mining recovery is estiraated at 90^ and this includes mine 

pillars, mine losses, and rejects in the mine, 

The percentage of rejects from hand picking is 12 to 13% and 

the percentage of rejects from washery is 10^, Some of the rejects 

come from dilution, a reasonable estiraate of the recovery raarketable 

coal is 73% of the reserves, 

COAL RESERVES IN PLACE - S, PEDRO DA COVA MINE 

Specific Gravity 1,7 - Data taken from maps and reports dated 

1945 < 
Metric Tons 

Seams 
Coal in 
Sight 

Reserves 
Certain 

Reserves 
Probable Total 

1 545,045 1,858,083 779,229 3,182,357 

2 206,227 1,299,082 479,972 1,985,281 

3 925,985 1,315,375 881,280 3,122,640 

4 627,300 750,125 1,159,675 2,537,100 

5 797,512   450,075 1,247,587 

Passal 
Seam 412.794 244,800 657.594 

T0TALS 3,102,069 5,635,459 3,995,031 12,732,559 

PRODUCTION 1946 - 1951 

1946 
1947 
194Ô 
1949 
1950 
1951 

TOTAL 

Metric Tons 

254,S12 
211,662 
227,544 
254,293 
255,512 
258,600 

1,462,423 
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Reserves exhausted 1946 - 1951 

1.462.423 = 1,949,897 Metric Tons 
.75 

Coal reserves remaining January 1, 1952 - Metric Tons. 

January 1, 1946 12,732,559 
Exhausted 1946 - 1951 1.949.897 

Balance - January 1, 1952 10,782,662 

At the present rate of production, S. Pedro da Cova Mine has 

on indicated economic life of about twenty-flve years. 

COMPRESSED AIR STATION 

Compressed air station is located on the surface and consists 

of: 

1 - 160 H.P. Ingersoll-Rand Air Compressor - water cooled 

3-40 H.P. Ingersoll-Rand Air Compressors - air cooled 

Compressora operate at 100 pounds per square inch working 

pressure. 

Entries are driven in the bottom rock and jackhammers are used 

for the drilling. There are about 10 wet drills in use and 10 spare. 

Mine is free from gas and workmen use open lights. Gangways and 

cross-cuts are well illuminated using the 220 volt electric circuit, 

ENTRIES 

Double track entries are 3»5 meters wide at rail levei and 

2 meters high. 

Single track entries are 2.5 meters víide and 2 meters high. 

They are well timbered, using timber from 20 to 25 cm diameter. 

TRANSPORTATION 

Mine car tracks are 60 cm gauge with rails weighing 8 to 14 

Kg. per meter. There are about 300 mine cars in use fitted with plain 

bearings and the capacity of the car is 0.50 cúbic meter. 
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Mine cars are taken to the foot of the shaft by means of two 

diesel locomotives of 10 H.P. each» 

The company proposes to purchase two diesel locomotives, one 

30 II,P. and one 10 K.P., and to relay the mine car tracks with 24 Kg. 

per meter rails. There are two inclined shafts inside the mine located 

on the second levei in the Ist seam, These shafts handle the coal from 

the lower leveis. IJhere the pitch is not great the mine cars are hoisted 

up on the 60 c.m. mine car track. Where the pitch is great, an inclined 

shaft cage of two mine car capacity is used. 

PUMPING PLMT 

Pump room is located at the foot of the shaft and contains: 

1 - Pump 110 H.P. working 
1 - Pump 50 H.P. spare 

There are no priming pumps. The discharge line is 6 l/V diameter. In 

March, 1952 pump worked two hours out of eight. During the winter, the 

pump works about 4 hours in eight hours. 

FIRST AID 

First Aid Station is under the supervision of a doctor. No 

hospital is provided because S, Pedro da Cova is located near Porto t 

where ali hospital cases are taken. 

CHANGE HOUSE 

The main change house has a capacity for 100 men, plus a change 

house for the foremen and staff. Rest rooms are provided for the women 

workers. 

EXPLOSIVES 

Explosive magazine has a capacity of 2 metric tons. 
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GENERAL 

Surface buildings are kept in good repair with generally good 

housekeeping. 

The standard of living and education is about equal to that 

in Porto. 

METHOD OF WORK 

Several methods of work are employed depending on the con- 

ditions, such as the pitch of the seam, thickness and nature of the 

coal, roof, floor, etc. 

Generally, the seam is blocked off in about 25 x 25 meter 

blocks, and the coal is won by attacking the working faces with tvro 

to six men. 

As the coal is worked out and the face advanced, the exhausted 

area is backfilled with rock from the development work. 

V/here the pitch of the seam is not great, cuts are carried 

along the strike of the seam and the advance carried down the pitch 

of the seam, backfilling being done to the raise and held in place by 

timber. 

In fairly steep pitching seams the face is advanced along 

the strike with access roads through the backfill. In other places the 

coal is worked advancing down the pitch. 

The amount of timber used is about 60 Kg. per ton of coal. 

Face men produce about six to eight tons of coal per shift. 

The average output for inside men is two tons per shift. 

Engineer Augusto Farinas de Almeida, the General líanager, 

states that S. Pedro da Cova mine could increase its production and 
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supply 120,000 tons of coal to the Power Plant by the use of the proposed 

two new locomotives and 24 Kg. rails. 

PREPARATION 

Lump sizes of coal are hand picked while the fine sizes are 

screened and washed in a Rheolaveur fine-coal cleaning plant. 

Respect total rejects by test frora the picking plant and the washery 

were found to be 22.4^ of the run-of-mine production. 

V/ater used at the preparation plant is pumped from a stream 

called the Little River. 

COAL SI2ING MD ANALISES 

The sizes, percentage of ash, and the heating value of coal 

produced at S, Pedro da Cova are: 

SIZE OF COAL 
ASH C0NTENT 

PERCENT 
HEATING VALUE 

CAL/KG. 

Heating 16 7100 
Motor 15 6600 
Motor Second Class 35 4800 
Foundry 15 6600 
Motor (Size about Pea) 25 5700 
Washed Motor 25 5700 
Screened and Washed 25 5700 
0/8 Washed 27 5500 
Dust Washed 26 5600 
Sludge 37 4600 
Screened Normal Not Washed 47 3700 
Mixed Normal 34 4900 
Dust 37 4600 

CAPITAL COST NECESPARY TO MSET POttER PLAI^T REQUIREMHMTS 

If S. Pedro da Cova production is expanded to meet power plant 

requirements, then the owner will have to make certain expenditures to 

expand production. These expenditures are as follows; 
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1 Aerial tram to Douro River Loading 
station 7 1/2 km at 1,200,000$ per km 9,000,000$ 

1 30 H.P<. Diesel Locomotive 160,000$ 

1 10 H.P. Diesel Locomotive 120,000$ 

3.5 km of track (28 Kg. per meter) 160,000$ 

Total Capital Cost 9,440,000$ 

If S. Pedro da Cova coal is supplied to a power plant located 

about 5 km. east of Porto on the right bank of the Douro River, there 

would be additional capital charges against the power plant for storage 

and reclairaing equipment of: 

Storage Yard Equipment $300,000 plus 500,000$ 

Charges of 16$ per ton to cover amortizaticn, maintenance and 

distribution would have to be added to the mine price, 

COST 0F COAL AT S. PEDRO DA COVA 

The cost of coal at S. Pedro da Cova is approxiraately as 

follows; 

Per Ton 

Labor 83$ 

Materials 26$ 

Social Charges 24$ 

Royalties and Taxes 5$ 

General Expenses 9$ 

Washing 4$ 

Porto Administration 9$ 

Estimated Mine Price 160$ 

Added Cost of Storage 
and Rehandling 16$ 

Estimated Amortization 12$ 

Expected Cost Delivered 
at Power Plant 188$ 
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The heating value of this coal, assuraing washed dust of 2b% 

ash grade is fumished, will be 9900 BoT.U., based on a moisture content 

of /$. 

This mine is well equipped to produce coal for the Power Plant 

and has excellent top works, but has a shorter life and its location in 

respeft to the proposed location of the Power Plant would add additional 

costs for transporting this coal up the Douro River. 
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Mr. Gerald T. McCarthv 
Knappen-TippettstAbbett-McCarthy, Engineers 
62 West fortv-seventh Street 
New York, New York 

Dear Mr. McCarthy: 

SUBMITTEO HEREIN IS REPORT IN CONNECTION WITH THE I RON ORE 
depôs 1t5 of Northern Portugal. We wish to call your particular at- 
TENTION TO THE STATEMENT CONTAINCO IN THE PREFACE 0F THIS REPORT, 
WHICH WE ARE REPEATING HEREWITH FOR EMPHASIS. 

"|T SHOULD BE RECOGNIZEO THAT THIS IS STRICTLY 
A PRELIMINARY REPORT WHICH EVALUATES THE P03- 
SIBIL < TIE S OF THREE IRON ORE OlSTRICTS WHICH 
HAVE NOT HAD THE BENEFIT OF SUFFIOENT DRILL- 
ING ANO EXPLORATION TO DETERMINE THEIR FULL 
VALUE. 0BVIOUSLY, THEIR ECONOMIC VALUE DEPENOS 
UPON THE ABILITV TO FINO A MARKET OF SUFFICIENT 
VOLUME TO JUSTIFY LARGE CAPITAL EXPENDITURE3. 
BECAUSE THE ORES ARE LOW GRADE, FURTHER ECONOMIC 
ANO ENGINEER'NG STUDIES OF A DE T A I LEO NATURE 
MUST BE MAOE| NOT ONLY OF THE ORE-BOOIES, BUT 
ALSO OF THE PROBLEM OF ORE CONCENTRATION TO A 
DEGREE THAT INSURES MINIMUM TRAFF IC CHARGES 
TO COMPETITIVE MARKETS, ANO OF A QUALITV THAT 
FINOS REAOY ACCEPTANCE IN THESE MARKETS. 

The conclusions are that the Moncorvo Region 
IN PARTICULAR, OESERVES A COMPLETE ANO OETA • LEO 
GEOLOGICAL, ENGINEERING ANO ECONOMIC STUDY TO 
PROVE QUANT I T jES ANO COST ESTIMATES, ANO TO PRO- 
VlDE MINING ANO BE NE FICAT t ON PLANS TO THE POINT 
WHERE CAPITAL COST ESTIMATES CAN BE MAOE WITH 
ASSURANCE. 

MOREOVER, THE ECONOMICS OF CREATING A 8MALL 
STEEL INOUSTRV REQUIRES CAREFUL EVALUATION OF 
THE RAW PRODUCTS THAT ENTER INTO STEEL PRO- 
DUCTION AND THE OETERMINATION OF THE ECONOMIC 
LOCATION POR A STEEL MILL. 



MR. G. T. McCarthy - 2 - July 8, 1952 

The abscnce of coking coal requires research 
WORK TO DETERMINE THE BEST TVPE OF FURNACE 
TO USE IN REOUCING HIGH SÍLICA ORES WITH 
NON-COKING COALS." 

WE PARTICULARLY WISH TO COMMENO THE EXCELLENT HELP AND 
COOPERATION EXTENDEO BY OFFICIALS OF THE PORTUGUESE GOVERNMENT, 
AND ALSO THE ASSISTANCE EXTENDEO BY MEMBERS OF YOUR STAFF. 

VERY TRULY YOURS, 

IANAGEMENT, INC. 

Rousselle 
Executive vTce-President 
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We were given the assignment by the Portuguess Government, 

through Knappen-Tippetts-Abbett-McCarthy, of making a preliminary ex- 

amination of the iron ore deposite of northem Portugal, and of deter- 

mining their competitive position and economic importance, 

Under date of June fourth, I-Ir. Lucien Eaton of this firm, was 

sent to Portugal for the purpose of making this study. 

The districts visited were the following: 

lo Vila Cova 

2. Guadramil 

3. Moncorvo 

'.lerabers of the Serviço de Fomento Mineiro of the Portuguese 

Government accompanied Mr. Eaton on the trip, and furnished him with 

transportation, maps and reports, arranged for hotel accommodations and 

were of the greatest assistance in every wayo 

It should be recognized that this is strictly a preliminary 

report which evaluates the possibilities of three iron ore districts which 

have not had the benefit of sufficient drilling and exploration to deter- 

mine their full value, Obviously, their economic value depends upon the 

ability to find a raarket of sufficient volume to justify large capital 

expenditures» Because the ores are low grade, further economic and 

engineering studies of a detailed nature must be made, not only of the 

ore bodies, but also of the problem of ore concentration to a degree that 

insures minimum traffic charges to competitive markets, and of a quality 

that finds ready acceptance in these markets. 

The conclusions are that the Moncorvo Region in particular de- 

serves a complete and detailed geological, engineering and economic study 

to prove quantities and cost estimates, and to provide raining and 
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benefication plans to the point where capital cost estimates can be rnade 

with assurance. 

Moreovers the economics of creating a sraall steel industry 

requires careful evaluation of the raw products that enter into steel 

production and the determination of the economic location for a steel 

min . 

The absence of coking coal requires research work to determine 

the best type of furnace to use in reducing high silica ores with non- 

coking coalSo Recent developments in South Africa using the German 

Krupp-Renn Process raay point the way for similar development in Portugal. 

ASSIGNMENT 

The purpose of the examination was to make a preliminary study 

of the iron ore deposits and to write a report, which will state: 

1. The probable amoimt of ore which can be expected. 

2. The probable average analysis of the ore, and its suita- 

bility for the production of iron, using Portuguese coal. 

3. The probable cost of production. 

4. The probable market for the ore both present and future, 

5. The best location for a steel plant in Portugal using 

Portuguese coal and ore. 

A basic reason for the exaraination was also to determine whether 

or not enough freight can be expected from these mines to warrant pre- 

parations for shipping the ore down the Douro River in barges to Porto 

and Leixões rather than by rail. 
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CHAPTER NO. I 

ESTIMAIS OF ORE RESERVES 
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The reserves of positive and probable ore, that is to say, the 

total ore which is reasonably assured, we have estimated as follows: 

Tons 

Vila Cova 50,000 
Guadramil 2,000,000 
Moncorvo 78,000,000 

TOTAL 80,050,000 

Additional ore raay be inferred from geological structure, but 

more development will have to be done to prove its reasonable assurance. 

Figures vdll be given in greater detail later in this report, 

vihen the deposits are being described» 
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CHAPTER NO. II 

AVERAGE ANALYSIS 
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AH of the ore Is low-grade. By hand-sorting and mixing, the 

analysis of a llmited amount of ore In each district could be Improved 

to such an extent that It could be sold, but the proportlon of such ore 

to the total Is relatively small. Ali, or nearly ali, of the ore ap- 

pears to be amenable to concentration. The Vila Cova ore can be con- 

centrated magnetlcally. The carbonate ore at Guadranill can be concen- 

trated by roastlng. The Moncorvo ore can be cleaned by heavy media 

separation, and can probably be concentrated by fine grinding and washing, 

possibly with íiotation. The ore is richer in iron by 10 percent than 

the taconltes of Lake Superior In the United States, and should therefore 

have a better concentrat.ing ratio, not more than 2 to 1, Most of the 

Moncorvo ore can be mined cheaply in open pits, and the cost of the con- 

centrated ore should be low enough to place it in a strong competitivo 

position. 

The average analysis, calculated from published figures, and 

those shown on maps and sectlons, ie» as followsj 

DISTRICT ORE 
FE 
of 
íL_ 

Si02 

% 

PHOS, 

% 

S 

Vila Cova Magnetite 35 33 

Guadramil Limonite 50 8 1.3 .15 

Guadramil Siderite 40 6 .7 .15 

Moncorvo Martlte 43.6 28.8 

Except for some of the Guadramil ore, the silica content of the 

raw ore is too high to permit its use as the only feed for a blast furnace. 

If mixed vdth basic ores, such as are found in England, it should work 

very well. Furnace men do not like to use ore which contains more than 18^ 

silica, except vinder unusual conditions and then In llmited quantltles only. 

The average silica content of the furnace charge should be 8$. Most of the 
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ore at Moncorvo contains more than 20% SÍO2, and 17111 therefore be un- 

acceptable. At the Minas de Moncorvo, a satisfactory analysis is being 

maintained by careful mixing of two grades of ore and by discarding the 

fines, but a large proportion of the ore cannot be used at ali. 
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CHAPTER NO. III 

prObabee cost of production 
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VILA COVA 

The cost of production at Vila Cova "will be relatively high, 

and will vary with the degree of concentration. The quantity produced will 

be so small that it may be disregardedo 

GUADRAMIL 

Three fourths of the ore at Guadramil will have to be mined 

underground, and conditions are unfavorable for cheap miningo The ore is 

narrow and hard, Above water levei the walls are soft and weak. Timber 

is scarce and expensive. Mining by horizontal cut-and-fill is almost 

compulsory, and this raethod of raining is expensive. 

Possibly one fourth of the ore can be mined in open pits by 

stripping both walls, but the cost per ton for stripping will be high, 

because the ore is narrow, and the ore would have to be cleaned by heavy 

media separation or by hand-sorting before shipment. 

If the railroad is not extended to the ore deposits, the cost 

of trucking to Bragança, 37 kms., will be prohibitive, and the amount of 

ore indicated is barely enough to justify the capital expense of building 

the railroad. 

The distance by rail from Guadramil to Leixões would be approxi- 

mately 320 kms., and the freight rate would be about 106$. 

The siderite ore should be roasted, either at or near Leixões or 

at the mines, using low-grade coal from the Porto district. Whether 

roasting should be done at the mines or the port will depend on the dif- 

ference between the freight on the coal and the saving in freight on the 

roasted ore. A favorable freight rate on the coal should be obtained, 

because it would make a payload for the cars both going up and coming down. 
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The cost of ore delivered at Leixões is estimated as follows; 

COST OF MINIMG GUADRAMIL ORE 

Mining 

Trucking to Railroad 

General Expense 

Roasting 

TOTAL 

Freight to Leixões 

Dock charges at Leixões 

Govemment Tax 

TOTAL 

Probable selling price of 

roaoted ore at Leixões 

PROFIT 

MONCORVO 

Most of the ore can be mined in large open pits, the ore being 

drilled with churn drills and loaded into trucks by power shovels. It 

vdll be hauled to a crushing plant at the head of a wire-rope tramway., 

vrhich vdll lower it to a concentratlng plant at the bottom of the hill 

near the railroad, where it will be screened, cleaned by heavy-media 

(sink float), ground fine enough to release the silica, and be concen- 

trated to 60^ iron and less than 10% silica. These results should be 

possible on a ratio cf two tons of crude ore to one ton of concentrates. 

If the concentrates are "pelletized11, that is, made into round pellets, 

1 cm. to 2 cm. in diameter, they will be an .Vdaal feed for a blast fur- 

nace. nPelletizingw costs only half as much as sintering. 

50$ 

5 

10 

U 

80$ 

106 

18 

2 

206 

209 

3$ 
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The cost of ore delivered on shipboard at Leixões is conserv- 

atively estimated as follows; 

Per Ton 

Mining (2tons) 45$ 
Aerial Tramway 5 
Crushing and Screening 5 
Sink-float Cleaning 5 
Grinding and Flotation (lo8 tons) 25 
General Expense 10 
Pelletizing (1 ton) 15 

TOTAL 110| 

Government Royalty Tax 4 
Transport to Leixões 72 
Dock Chv.rgss at Leixões _1S 
Cost on Shipboard 204f 
Sale s Price 244$ 

PROFIT 40$ 

It should be possible to reduce these cost figures by 20^, 

especially those on the railroad and docks. 
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CHAPTER NO. IV - 

PROBABLE ÍIARKET 
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The present price of iron ore is exceptionaUy high, but it is 

unlikely to decline rnuch, except in periods of industrial depression. 

Follovàng the Civil V/ar in the United States, the price paid for'5 

ore of approximately the same grade as the Portuguese ores waa:the aameaa® 

that paid now for Portuguese ore; but, when large deposits of higher grade 

ore were found, the demand for the high-silica ores disappeared, and the 

price of ali ore declined, 

The ore situation now, however, is quite different from what it 

was then—eighty years ago. The high-grade ores of England are exhausted, 

and so are those of Northern Spain, The Riff ores of Spanish Horocco are 

said to be increasing rapidly in sulphur content and to be approaching 

exhaustion. There is some good ore left in Southern Spain, but the end is 

said to be in sight. The French ores in Normandy and Brittany are similar 

to those in Portugal, although the silica content is less. In the Erzberg 

deposits in Áustria the oxidized ore has been exhausted, and only siderite 

remains. The Lorraine ore deposits remain virtually unchanged, although 

the ore close to the surface has been mined. The only place in Europe 

west of the Iron Curtain, where more high-grade ore is available now than 

in the past is Norway and Sweden. 

High-grade ore must be brought long distances by water to reach 

the iron furnaces of VJestem Europe. It comes from Bell Island, Newfoundlar 

Newfoundland, and will soon be coming from Labrador. It comes from the 

West Coast of Africa and from Brazil. The long distances that these ores 

must be shipped makes the competitive position of the Portuguese ores much 

better that it was in the past. Moreover, the recent experiments in con- 

centrating iron ore that is high in silica in the United States have 
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pointed the way for reducing the sílica corvtent of the Portuguese ores. 

If the sílica content of Portuguese ores is reduced and the 

iron content increased, it should be possible to sell a million tons of 

Portuguese ore a year for use abroad or to use it for inaking iron in 

Portugal. 
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CHAPTER NO» V 

SITE FOR A STEEL PLANT 
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The principal raw materiais for making iron are iron ore, coal 

or charcoal, and limestone, The location of these materiais has an 

important bearing on the choice of a site for the plant, but the most 

important factor is the market for steel productso Unless ali three of 

the ravr materiais are ciose together, it is usually best to build the plant 

near the market, because the freight rates on raw materiais are much lower 

than those on finished products. Other important considerations are 

proximity to an adequate source of electric power and to a plentiful 

supply of clean, fresh water and good transportation facilities. 

In Portugal ali of these items, except the ore, are near Porto, 

and a site near Leixões is indicated. 

There raay be other considerations, however, which will affect 

the choice of a site for a plant. In order to prevent too great a con- 

centra tion of population in the Porto district with its consequent in- 

crease in the cost of living and higher wage-scale, and in order to give 

employment to the people in or near the mining district, it may be better 

to locate the plant near the mines. 

The question has arisen as to whether or not the Portuguese coal, 

which is anthracite, can be used for making iron. This coal does not 

coke well, although some sort of coke could probably be made by raixing 

the coal with high-volatile from abroad or vdth petroleum distillation 

residues. However, anthracite coal was used for making iron long before 

coke carne into use, Until 1040 the state of Massachusetts was the largest 

producer of iron in the United States, and ali of this iron was made with 

charcoal, Then it was found that anthracite coal could be used instead 

of charcoal, and the iron business moved to Eastern Pennsylvania, Then 

the Pittsburgh seam of bituminous coal was found to make excellent coke, 

and the iron business moved to the Pittsburgh district, 
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CHAPTER NO. VI 

DESCRIPTIOWS OF THE ORE DEPOSITE 

VILA COVE DO MARAO 
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REFERENCES 

The iron ore deposite now being worked are described in detail 

in Volume 11, Fase, 3 and 4 of Estudos, Notas e Trabalhos do Serviço de 

Fomento lilneiro, published in 1946, Most of the maps used in this report 

on Vila Cova are taken from that volume, 

HISTORY 

The Vila Cova deposits were worked very many years ago, possibly 

by the Romans; but the old workings indicate that only the softer ore, 

found at the tops of steep anticlines, was mined. The ore was probably 

smelted in forges, using charcoal for fuel, 

In recent years an attempt vias made to find the downviard extention 

of these Iodes by driving tunnels and crosscuts under them, but only partial 

success was achieved. 

The knovm deposits are novr being worked by the Sociedad das Minas 

de Vila Cova with headquarters in Porto, 

SITUATION AND EXTENT 

The deposits are situated on the southeastem slope of the Alto 

do Siao less than 1 km. north of the village of Vila Cova. Vila Cova is 

9 kms. west by north from Vila Real, which is the nearest shipping point 

on the railroad, The distance by road from Vila Cova to Vila Real is 22 

kms., but a new road is now being built jointly by the mining company and 

the government, which will reduce the distance to 14,5 kms. 

The altitude of the deposits varies from 870 m. to 1,000 m. above 

sea-level, 

There are six mining concessions in the district, of which only 

one, Monte das Rosarias, has any known ore, This concession is held by the 
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Sociedad das ;iLnas de Vila Cova» 

The deposits extend northwsst for 500 m, from the portal of a 

tunnel, which is 600 m. north of the village of Vila Cova. Farther to 

the north on the north flank of the Alto do Siao there are small outcrops 

of iron fomiation, but they do not appear to be of commercial importance, 

A magnetic survey of the mineralized area has been made, and 

shows some other magnetic zones besides those mentioned, but the indi- 

cations on surface and the size of the positive abnoraialities in mag- 

netism do not indicate ore-bodies of commercial size. An estimate of ore 

based on the magnetic survey was made, and a large tonnage was estimated, 

but the figures are quite unreliable, and have little basis in fact. 

TRANSPORTATION 

At present the ore is hauled 22 kms. by truck to Vila Real, where 

it is loaded by hand into small gondola cars on a narrow gauge (l m.) 

track. The narrow gauge track joins the wide_gauge (1.665 m.) track on the 

Rio Douro near the town of Peso de Régua, 16 kms. in a straight line, 29 

kms. by rail, south of Vila Real. 

From Régua to Leixões is 119 kms. on the wide-gauge track. 

We were told that ore had been hauled directly to Porto by truck 

at a cost of ^2 U. S. per ton, a distance of 113 kms. (70 miles) by road. 

This is 3^ per ton-mile, and is less than actual cost. The trucks must 

have had loads both to and from Porto. 

It has been proposed to build a wire-rope traraway from the mine 

to Régua, a distance of 22 kms., but, unless new development shows up a 

lot of new ore, the ore reserves are much too small to justify such an 

investment. 
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An altemative plan, which would eliminate the transfer of ore 

from narrow-gauge to wide-gauge tract at Régua, would be to haul directly 

by truck to Régua. The distance by road is now 50 kms., but it could be 

shortened to 40 kms. by a little new construction. 

Freight rates are at present about 1 1/2 ^ U. S. per ton-mile, 

which is considerably more than is charged for long hauls of Lake Superior 

ore, 

MODE OF OGCURRENCE OF THE ORE 

The ore occurs as magnetite disseminated through bands of rock 

that are interstratified with quartzite. The bands of magnetitè^ are 

narrow, usually only a few cms. vd.de, but the total width of the vein may 

be 4 m. or even more, 

The rocks in which the magnetite occurs are closely folded, and 

the best ore appears to be along the sides and near the tops of the anti- 

clines. The general strike of the anticlines is northwest, In many ways 

the structure is similar to that of the gold reefs at Bendigo in Austrália, 

but the anticlines are smaller, sharper and not so persistent. 

The ore mined by the "ancients" was that found at the tops of 

the anticlines, and presumably was softer and probably rlcher than that 

in the sides, or legs, of the anticlines. The ore mined at present is in 

the legs of the anticlines, and is generally wider in the southwest leg. 

ANALYSIS 

Saraples were taken as follows: 

1, Run-of-mine from floors and walls of drifts on the 
bottom levei. No. 4, in the Galeria de Tecto and 
the Galeria de Muro. 

2. Hand-sorted Ore. 

3. Unsorted Ore. 

4, Unsorted Ore from No. 3® 
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At the time of typing results of analyses had not been received. 

From previous sampling the average ore mined contains about 

35$ Fe and 33$ Si02. 

DEVELOPMENT AND EXPLORATION 

The ore is foxrnd on both sides of a steep valley, in idiich 

flows a small stream, knovm as Ribeira de Sobugueira. On the east side 

of this valley are two old openings on the ápices of two sharp anticlines. 

The lower of these is kno"wn as Esperança, and was opened at an elevatlon 

of 935 nu above sea levei. The anticline pitched gently downward to the 

northwest, and was followed for a total of 75 m. The lox-rer openings are 

1 
filled with rock, and cannot be seen. They are known as Pesquisa Teotopcio 

Pereira. f 

20 m. east of Esperança and 5 m. higher is an old opening kjhown 

as Salazar. Little can be seen here, although the ore was followed f^r 

nearly 30 m. The opening follows the crest of a small anticline, and ^he 

lower part of the workings is filled with waste. 

On the west side of the valley there are three old openings, 

which are apparently on the same anticline„ The highest of these openings 

is called Carvalho, or No. 1. It is an open-cut, and was opened at an 

elevation of 1010 m. above soa levei. It is in ore which dips steeply to 

the south and which at one place is 13 m. wide, although the ore is not ali 

of good grade for the full width. Drifts along foot wall and hanging wall 

have followed the ore northwest for 65 m. The ore apparently pitches 

downwards towards the northwest. 

Pext lower down is another open-cut, called Sala de Jantar. 

It was opened at an elevation of 970 m., and was driven southwest into 

the hillside for 20 m. in ore 6 m. wide. It is called No. 2. 
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No. 3 vfas a small open-cut in the hillside at an elevation of 

930 m. above sea levei, 90 m. southeast of Jantar. There are now two 

gangs of men working at No. 3» following the ore to the northwest, The 

appearance of the vrorkings resembled that of No, 1. From No. 3 a long 

incline was driven dovmwards at an inclination of -15^ to the northwest 

for a distance of 75 m. It followed a vein of ore 4 m. wide. This 

incline is called the Poco Angelo. 

At a place near the stream at an elevation of 895 m. a tunnel, 

called the Galeria Principal, or No, 4, was driven 70 m. a little west of 

north to reach a point under Esperança, and a short branch was driven 

northeast in an endeavor to find the downward extension of Pesquiza 
t 

Salazar. No ore was found in either place. 

A long crosscut, called Antiga Traversa, was then driven nearly 

100 m. southwest and from it a drift, known as Galeria Angelo, was driven 

northwest and west until it reached the ore at the bottom of the Poco 

Angelo. Two drifts were driven northwest in this ore, the northem drift, 

Galeria de Muro, following a vein 2 m. wide, and the southem drift, 

Galeria de Tecto, following a vein 4 m, wide. A cross-cut was also driven 

north under the Sala de Jantar, or Mo. 2, but found only a narrow seam of 

ore. 

With the exception of the Poco Angelo and the tunnel at No. 4 

the openings were inade for the extraction of ore and not for exploration, 

and do not show much ore. 

There are other old workings on the line of the Iode Northwest 

of Carvalho, or No. 1, at Angelo IV on the map, and above, but the vein 

appears to be very narrow and uncertain. 
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RESERVES 

Estimate of the known ore is as follows: 

Positive Ore 25,000 tons 

Probable Ore 

Inferred Ore 

Total 

Total 

;25.000 tons 

50,000 tons 

50,000 tons 

100,000 tons 

MINING METHODS 

Most of the ore will have to be mlned underground 

with the use of little timber and the percentage of extraction 

is unlikely to be higher than 15%' 

CONCENTRATIQN 

At present the only form of concentration in use is 

picking out the lean material by hand, but the ore should be 

amenable to magnetic concentration. The best practice appears 

to be to crush the ore to about 3 in» (75 mm.) and then put it 

ovèr a Dings Magnetic Drum vrfLth a strong-field. This will dis- 

ca rd only the clean rock that contains little iron. 

The concentrates should then be put over a Dings 

Magnetic Drum with a weak field, This will remove the puré ore. 

The reject should then be put over a magnetic drum with a strong 

field, the fines being fed to a crocket wet magnetic concentrator 

By proper adjustment this treatment should be able to 

tum out a product containing 65$ Fe or better» By fine grinding 

a product containing 69$ Fe can probably be obtained. 

By concentration before shipment much of the cost of 

freight will be eliminated. 
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PRODUCTIQN 

Production vd.ll be relatively small, and will probably be 

not more than 30,000 tons a year, not enough to affect the traffic 

problem on the Douro River. 

The competitive position of Vila Cova ore vd.ll depend on 

the degree of concentration. If the ore is concentrated into a 

high-grade product, containing 65% Fe or better, it should find 

a ready market In England, France and Belgium, but the quantity 

vdll be small. 
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r.HAPTER NO. VII, 

DESCRIPTION OF ORE DEPOSITS 
GUADRAMIL 
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REFERENCES 

The iron deposite at Guadramll, are described in detail 

in Volime VI Fase, 1-4 of Estudos Notas e Trabalhos do Serviço 

de Fomento Mineiro, published in 1952. The map and sections used 

in this report -were taken from this volume. 

^ HISTORY 

The soft parts of the outerops of the Guadramil ore- 

deposits were mined long ago by the Romans, They had no explosives 

and could not mine the harder ore. Durlng the Mlddle Ages some 

ore was probably mined for local consumption, but the amount 

was insignificant. 

SITUATION AND EXTENT 

The deposits are near the top of a low range of bare, 

rounded hills, called Barreiras Brancas, on the high plateau 

37 knis. by road northeast of the town of Bragança, Bistrict of 

Bragança, in the provlnce of Trao-^os-MoÈites. The ore bed orosses 

the Spanish border, but soon pinches out. 

The road from Bragança to Guadramll conslsts of 20 kms. 

of graded, water-bound macadam, 10 kms. of graded highway with 

earth or gravei surface and 7 kms. of ungraded, single track dirt 

road, 37 kms. in ali. One bridge will have to be built, 

There are seven concessions on the ore deposits, covering 

325 hectares (811 acres). One of the concessions, No. 834, has 

been abandoned, and one. No.1081, is for gold. 

TRANSPORTATION 

The distance by road from the mines to Bragança is 

37 kms. Bragança is the end of a narrow-gauge railroad, which 

r.ta 
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starts at Tua on the Rio Douro, and follows the Rio Tua Valley up to 

Mirandela, and then tums northeast across the plateau. From Tua 

to Bragança is 135 kms. Ore would be transferred to the vti-de- 

gauge railroad at Tua, the haul from Tua to Leixões being 157 kms. 

If the railroad is extended to the mine, the total haul from the 

mines to Leixões will be between 320 and 330 kms, and on the pre- 

sent basis the freight rate would be 106$ per ton, 

MODE QF OCCURRENCE OF THE ORE 

The ore occurs as three beds, two of which, Barreiras 

Brancas, and Barreiras Brancas No. 1, stand nearly vertical. The 

third bed, v/hich lies between the other two, dips north about 35°. 

The beds strike northwest-southeast. Ali three beds may be parts 

of one bed, which has been cut up by faults. 

The footwall and hanging wall are quartizite and schist. 

Both walls are weak and badly weathered as far down as water levei. 

The outcrop ore, where it has been left, is almost typical 

"Brown Ore". Only the harder ore has been left, the softer ore 

having been mined by the Romans. 

Below water levei the ore is siderite. It is hard and 

gray and unoxidized, when first mined, but soon changes color to 

reddish brown. 

Above water levei the ore is llmonite and hydrous-hematite, 

and is a mixture of hard and soft. The Romans mined much of the 

soft ore. 

ANALYSIS 

Samples of oxidized "Brown Ore" were taken from two 

crosscuts, T-^ and U^. 
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Another sample was taken from a typical exposure of 

partly altered ore. 

A fourth sample was taken from unaltered siderite in the 

Ganderas shaft near the Spanish border. 

From data published the analyses of the two average 

grades of ore appear to be: 

Fe Slo2 Phos.^ S.% 

Llmonite 50 Ô 1.3 .15 

Siderite 40 6 .7 .15 

The âilica content is lower and the phosphorus content 

much higher than in Vila Cova or Moncorvo. 

Roasting the siderite, which contains 40$ Fe will raise 

the iron content to 48$ and the silica to 7$. 

DEVELOPMENT AND EXPL0RATI0M 

The Serviço de Fomento Mineiro has done a large amount of 

exploratory work in the distrlct in the past few years, 

Shafts have been sunk to depths as follows: 

Name Depth M. 

Poco Casona 49 

Castelões 50 

Barreiras Brancas Norte 16 

Gandeiras 65 

Pena de Ferro 16 

Buracote 52 

A large number of trenches has been dug both to explore 

the beds and to determine the geological structure. 

Several small inclines and tunnels have also been driven. 
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These shafts, trenches, inclines and tunnels are shovm on Map 

No. 6. 

From the infoncation given by this work the outcrop 

has been mapped and the lengths and thickness of the three beds 

have been shovm to be as follows: 
Average 

Bed Length Thickness Dip 

Serra das Barreiras Brancas 1800 5»2 78° SW 

Monte da Gandeira 400 3.0 18° SE 

Serra das Barreiras No. 1 800 4.1 73° SE 

RESERVES 

Ne estima te the knov/n ore, positive and probable, as 

follows: 
Tons 

Barreiras Brancas 1,000,000 
Monte da Gandeira 500,000 
Ba-Rfeiras .Brancas No. 1 500*000 

TOTAL 2,000,000 

MINING METHODS 

No ore is now belng mlned. The ore nearest the surface 

:can be mined in open pits by stripplng off the weathered footwall 

and hanging wall rocks to a depth of about 12 m,, leaving the 

sides sloping 35°. 

In the steeper ore both sides must be stripped, but 

some of the ore, partlcularly that in the Monte de Gandeira, has 

to be stripped only on the hanging wall side. 

The ore below the stripped portion will have to be mlned 

•underground. 

Reasonably strong ore with weak walls must be mined by a 

stoping method which either uses a large amount of timber or uses 
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rock or sand filling. Tiuiber is scarce and expensive, and so 

only a filling method is left. Horizontal cut-and-fill is indicated. 

This is not a cheap method of mining, but it is well adapted to 

mining much of the ore above the water levei. 

Below water levei, the walls are stronger and the ore 

is harder. It can probably be mined by shrinkage stoplng, which is 

cheaper than cut-and-fill. 

The percentage of extraction by underground mining will 

be between 60% and 75%' 

CONCENTRATIQN 

The limonite ore is not amenable to concentration» The 

siderlte ore contains only &%> to 10^ of impurities other than C02» 

The COg can be driven off by heat, using low-grade fuel. The re- 

sulting improvement in iron content and in sti-ucture will nake the 

ore more readlly marketable, and, if roasted at the mines, will 

reduce the cost of transportation. 

It may be cheaper however to do the roasting near Porto, 

using fines from local coal mines. Whlchever location gives the 

lower cost should be used. The weight of the ore will be reduced 

about 20%t and this saving In freight must be matched with the 

cost of freight on the coal before a decision is reached. 

PR0DUCTI0N 

Considering the size of the reserves and the capital ex- 

pense, the mines should have a life of at least ten years. This 

means SOO to 1,000 tons a day, which is about ali that the 

railroad can handle. 
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COMPETITIVE POSITIDN 

The long haxil by rail, especially on the narrow-gauge 

track, makes the competitive position of the Guadramll ore very 

weak. Estlmated costs, as shown prevlously show too small a pro- 

fit to justlfy the risks involved. 
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CHAPTER NO. VIII 

DESCRIPTION OF THE ORE DEPOSITS 
MONCORVO 
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REFERENCES 

Moat of the information in regard to the ore deposite at 

Moncorvo v/as obtained In the fleld, but was supplemented by a re- 

port furnished by the Serviço de Fomento Mineiro, written in 1948, 

and by maps and cross~sections from the same source. Ferrominas, 

Lda., also furnished maps and cross-sections of its ovzn operations, 

whlch were very helpful, 

HISTORY 

The Moncorvo ore deposits must have been known by the 

Romans, but the ore was too hard to mine, and too silicious for 

them to smelt. The Romans preferred the soft limonitic ores that 

they found at Guadramil and in the Burgos District in Spain. 

Some years ago the deposits attracted the attention of 

the Germans, and the more promlnent deposits were filedl on in con- 

cessiona, Proc. No. 267-275 and 277 and 278, and were held until 

the last world war. These concessions.-are now in the name of the 

Companhia Mineiro de Moncorvo and are in litigation. 

The French Company of Schneider and Compagnie also ac- 

quired 23 concessions. Most of them have float ore only» 

In the current year a company called Ferrominas Lda., 

has begun operations on the Concession Fragas da Carvalhosa, No. 

290, and has shipped between 30,000 and 40,000 tons of ore to 

England. 

SITUATION AND EXTENT 

The Moncorvo iron ore deposits are the largest in Portugal 

They are situated on the hills east of the City of Torre de Moncorvo 

In the Bragança District of the Province of Tras-os-Montes. They 
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are 8 kms. in a direct line northeast of the Rio Douro, and are 

20 kms. By road and 22 kms by narrow-gauge railroad from Pocinho 

on the south side of the river. The ore deposits are at elevations 

of 800 to 900 M. above sea levei and 200 to 300 M. above the rail- 

road, which in tum has a drop of 300 M, to the Rio Douro at 

Pocinho. 

The ore is found on the tops of the hllls, formlng 

hard caps, which have resisted erosion. On the flanks of the hills 

there are widespread deposits of líFloat" ore, which on the lower 

slopes consist of rounded pebbles and small boulders. 

The hills on which the iron ore is found form a curve 

like a giant fish hook, 3 kms to 4 kms, Long, of which the 

Cabeço da Mua forms the point and the Alto do Mendel and Fragas de 

Cotavla the shahk. The Alto do Mendel is 2 kms. southeast of the 

city of Torre de Moncorvo. 

There are 35 concessions of 50 hectares each coverlng 

the ore in place and the float ore on the flanks of the hllls. 

TRANSPORTATION 

The ore can be easily lowered from the hilltop by wire 

rope tramways to the narrow-gauge railroad 2 kms. to 3 kms. east 

of Torre de Moncorvo. From the loading point it is 22 kms. down 

grade to Pocinho on the south side of the Rio Douro, where the 

ore is transferred by hand to ca.rs-on the wide-gauge track. From 

Pocinho to Leixões is 202 kms, 

MODE 0F OCCURRENCE 0F THE ORE 

The ore occurs as a thick bed which has been folded and 

faulted extensively, The ore is interstratified with quartsite 
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and schist, thin bands of rock cutting the ore into many layers. 

The ore was apparently origlnally siderite, (iron car- 

bonate), of sedimentary origin, and has been oxidized to martite, 

an oxide of iron of the same chemical compositlon as hematite, 

Because of its hardness the ore bed has resisted erosion 
f 

and is now found on the tops of the hills, The principal ore de- 

posita are on the following concessions: 

1. Cabeço da Mua 
2. Fragas da Cotovia and Alto do Mendel 
3. Fragas da Carvalhosa 
4. Santa Maria 

The Cabeço da Mua deposit is a syncline, v/hich has a 

wide fault zone running through it. 

On Fragas da Cotovia and Alto do Mendel the formation 

stands on end, and the width of the deposit perhaps may be accounted 

for by repetiblve folding. 

On Fragas da Carvalhosa there are three beds, possibly 

four, which are displaced by faults and dip south at 20° to 40°. 

At Santa Maria the beds stand at a steep angle, and 

apparently are displaced by faults, which may make them appear to 

be wider than they are. 

ANALYSIS 

By averaging the analyses given on cross-sections and 

maps of the deposits, the average analysis of the ore has been 

calculated. 
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Fe S102 

1. Cabeço da Mua 45.05 26.86 

2. Cotovia 41.76 30.46 

3. Alto do Mendel 41.00 33.76 

4. Fragas de Carvalho (estimated) 45.00 25.00 

>5. Weigjited average of 4 principal deposits 43.6 28.8 

DEVELOPMENT AND EXPLQRATION 

On surface a very large number of trenches were dug 

and several pits were sunk by the Companhia Mineira de Moncorvo, 

and underground a large amount of tunneling, cross-cutting and 

shaft sinking was done, Most of these operrmgs can now be seen, 

and there are very good maps and records. This e^cploratlon work 

is shown in part on Map No. 8. Most of the underground work was 

inspected but little can be seen now in the trenches. 

Little work has been done on development of float ore, 

and an accurate estimate is impossible. 

RESERVES 

Reserves of positive and probable ore are estimated 

as follows: 

Tons 

Cabeço da Mua 40,000,000 
Fragas de Cotovia and Greto 

de Mendel 25,000,000 
Santa Ma ria 5 >000,000 
Fragas da Carvalhosa 5,000,000 
Float Ore 3.000.000 

TOTAL 78,000,000 

MINING METHODS 

The ore must be stripped clean first, and the stripped 
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material dumped off the ore formation, where it will not interfere 

with later operations, 

The ore vd.ll then be mined in open pits in benches 10 M. 

to 15 M, high. Drllling vd.ll be done vdth chum drills, loading 

vd.th power shovels, and hauling vd.th large trucks. 

Ore vd.ll be sent down to the railroad by aerial tramway. 

It will have to be crushed before it is loaded on the tramway, and 

the crusher will be on the hill at the head of the tramway. 

The ore will need cleaning and» concentrating. The mill 

will be beside the railway. If the mill is located in a central 

position, it will serve for ali of the deposits, and they can be 

mined one at a time, the ndning equipment and aerial tramway being 

moved from one site to the next in succession. 

At a production of 2,000,000 tons of crude ore per year, 

the deposits will last about 40 years. 

C0NCENTRATI0N 

If it is to be of commercial value, the ore must be 

concentrated. This can be accomplished by cleaning it first by 

heavy-media separation or by cyclone separators, followed by fine 

grinding and flotation. The best practice appears to be to float 

off the silica. 

By a concentration ratio of not more than 2:1 it should 

be possible to obtain a product containing 60% iron and less than 

10^ S10 . 
2 

PRODUCTION 

It should be possible to sell 1,000,000 tons a year of 

ore containing 60$ iron and less than 10^ silica. This would 
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require a production of 2,000,000 tons of crude ore a year; about 

7,000 tons a day. 

Some of the waste material should be good for concrete 

aggregate, road metal and railway ballast. 

At 2,000,000 tons a year the deposits should last a 

mlnimum of forty years. 

COMPETITIVE P0SITI0N 

If the ore is concentrated to 60% Fe and less than 10^ 

S102, it should comnand a ready market at nearly ali times, and 

its competitive position should be very good. 
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APPENDIX C 

HYDROLOGY 

1. Runoff Data in Portugal 

Flood history - The great floods on the Douro River are 

not renarkable from the point of ví.ew of high discharge per unit 

of drainage area. Below the confluence of the Esla River, at 

the beginning of the International Douro, where the drainage area 

is 63,000 km , or about the same as at the proposed Picote project, 

Q 
the maximum discharge of record in 1909 attained 0.11 m/sec/km2. 

As compared vdth American rivers of about the same drainage area, 

it is less than one-third the discharge reached by the record 

floods on the Susquehanna River on the north atlantic region and 

by the Ohio River in the north central region, less than one-half 

the maximum runoff of the Tennessee River in the south central 

part, and Sacramento River in Califórnia, and about half that of 

the Colorado River in Texas. However, it is about 50 percent 

greater than the maximum attained by the Republican River in 

Kansas, in the western plains area. 

The Douro River flood records are outstanding frcm the point 

of view of their antiqulty. It is fairly well established from 

extensive research by Spanish hydraulic engineers that, for the 

reach just dowistream from the confluence with the Esla River, 

the flood of 1909, which attained 7000 m^/sec», was the greatest 

ever experienced from the XlIIth century onward, although on 

the Douro River upstream from the confluence vdth the Esla River, 
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o 
the flood of 1860, with dlscharge of 3000 m /sec., seems to have 

exceeded that of 1909. Downstream on the Portuguese Douro near 

the Bltetos gage, the flood of 1739 may have exceeded the 1909 

flood by a slight margin, but the evidence is not conclusive 

on this pointo 

Before its regulation by the Ricobayo Reservoir, the Esla 

River was the greatest flood-producing tributary in the Douro 

Basin. The peak floods from this area were greater than from 

the entire area of the Douro River above the junctlon with the 

Esla. One reason for this difference is the large amount of 

valley storage in the flat reach between the Esla River and 

Valladolid, Since the completion of the reservoir on the Esla, 

there has been a great flood on January 19, 1939, with a peak 

3 
inflow greater than 6000 m /sec which was regulated In the 

reservoir and modified to a peak outflow of 3500 mVsec. The 

spillway capacity at the RicobayoReservoir is 5000 m /sec, The 

spillway capacities at the Spanish Villalcampo and Castro pro- 

jecta on the raain river upstream from the proposed Picote pro- 

ject are 11,000 m^/aec. The drainage areas at these projects 

are substantially the same as at Picote» The Spanish Saucelle 

project on the downstream Spanish section of the International 

Douro will have a spillway capacity of 12,500 m /sec, The drain- 

age area at Saucelle exceeds that at Picote by 15^ as it includes 

the drainage basin of the Tomes River and some minor tributaries. 
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B. Available recorda - Records of flow were needed to compute 

the output of the existing hydroelectrlc plants, and to determine 

the performance of proposed projecte. The gaging stations selected 

for the studies were either at the plant sites, as close as possi~ 

ble to these sites, or on drainage areas as nearly similar as 

could be found to those under consideration. A list of gaging 

stations with their periods of record is given in Table C-l. 

Tables C-2 to C-l5 inclusive show the average monthly flow 

and average annual flows for the various gaging stations. Tables 

C-16 and C-17 show the averages and extremes, both for the period 

of record and the period of study 19A2-1950» for various rivers 

not in the Douro Basin, for rivers in the Douro Basin and for the 

proposed Douro River projects, 

C. Period of record selected for study - The period 1942-1950 

was selected for investigation because it was desired to assure 

dependable operation of the proposed projects under criticai 

conditions. Since this period contains the two severe droughts 

of 1944-1945 and 1949 it was well adapted to this particular pur- 

pose, An important advantage of this recent period is that re- 

cords of flow covering it are available. On the Zezere River the 

Cabril record began in 1942 and the Castelo do Bode record in 

193S-1939» The Cavado River records began in 1939-1940. Since 

these records are used to compute the major part of the hydro- 

electric output, an attempt to go very much further back than 

1942 would place the whole study on a foundation of increasingly 

uncertain extrapolation. It is also possible that this period 
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may mark the initial stage of a lóng tem dry cycle iti Europe 

although we do not know enough of the cyclical aspect of hydrology 

to be able to affim this vdth certainty. 

The data in Tables C-16 and C-17 indicate that the average 

runoff of Portuguese rivers for the 1942-1950 period v/as markedly 

lower than that for a longer period of record. However, the 

Douro River record in Table C-17 shows that the period included 

several years of average runoff and one year (1946-1947) with 

runoff notably greater than the average. 

D, Computations of flow at exlsting hydroelectric plants - 

Flows were available at the plant sites at the follòwing loca- 

tions; Lima River at Lindoso (See Table C-15)> Zezere River at 

Castelo do Bode (See Table C-15)# Zezere River at Cabril (See 

Table C-13, and Ocreza River at Pracana See Table G-12). The 

Tejo River at Belver can be included in this list since the 

drainage area at the plant does not differ byrnore than 2 percent 

from that at the gaging station at Vila Velha do Rodao. (See Plate 27). 

In a number of instances, the gaging station is close to 

the plant site on the same stream or nearby in the same basin 

where the rainfall and other characteristics are similar. At 

several places the flows were estimated to be proportional to 

the respectiva drainage areas at the gaging station and at 

the plants. For enample, the flow of the Rabagao River at the 

Vila Nova plant (Table C-21) v/as computed from the Cavado River 

record at Paradela, and the Cavado River flow at the Salamonde, 

Canicada and Penide plants (see Table G-22 to C-24, respectively) 
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were obtained from the Cavado River record below Rio Caldo. 

For the remaining plants, the flows were fo\ind by proportion- 

ing according to drainage areas, using a gaging station with a 

tributary area where the precipitation vias believed to be similar 

to that at the plant under consideration,* In addition, atrthose 

plants listed subsequently vihich are identified by an asterisk, 

the estlmated flows for the years 1943 through 1945 viere taken 

from a report entitled "Estudo da Conjugação Entre As Producoes 

de Energia Hidráulica e Térmica em Portugal" by Sr. Moniz Pereira, 

published in February 1952 by the Associacao Industrial Portuguesa, 

Flows at the Santa Luzia (see Table C-18) plant on the Pampilhosa 

River whose tributary area includes a diversion from the Ceira 

River were obtained by proportion from the Zezere River at Cabril. 

Flows at the four plants of the Serra da Estrela* system on the 

Alva River (Sabugueiro I*, Senhora do Desterro*, Ponte de Jugais* 

and Vila Cova*, see Table C-25 to C-28) were obtídned by propor- 

tion from the Cavado River at Paradela, as were the flows at 

the four plants of the Ave River* system (Cuilhofrsl*, Ermal*, 

Ponte da Esperança* and Senhora do Porto* see Table C-29 tò: 

C-30), the four plants of the Alforfa River system (Cova da 

Nave, Pedra da Figuaira, Alforfa and Estrela - see Table C-41 

to C-44), the Covas plant (see Table 34) on the iílnho River, the 

Mesa do Galo plant (see Table C-33) on the Borralha River, and 

the Comete plant on the Bugio River. 

Flows at the Chocalho* plant (see Table C-31) on the Varosa 

River, and the Freigil plant (see Table C-32) on the Cabrum River 

* See Table 17a. 
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were obtained by proportion from the Tavora River records at Ponte 

Nova. The Sabor River records at Laranjeiras were used to compute 

the flows of the four plants of the Niza River system (Povoa, Poio- 

Bruceira, Velada and Foz - Tables C-37 to C-40) as well as the 

flows at four irrigation projecta developing incidental power, 

namely, the Cabeço Monteiro plant (See Table C-4ê) on the Ponsul 

River, the Pego do Altar plant (See Table C-47) on the Santa 

Catarina River, the Vale do Gaio plant (See Table C-4â) on the 

Xarrama River, and the Pego Longo (See Table C-49) plant on the 

Campllhas River. The flows of a fifth irrigation and power project 

the Maranhao plant (See Table C-45) on the Seda River were obtained 

by proportion from the Tejo River records at Vila Velha de Rodao. 

E» Exbenaion of records - Some records of insufficient length 

were exbended by plotting a correlation curve betwaen the available 

flows and concurrent flows at another gaging statior. and then extra 

polating from the curve. For example, the record of the Zezere 

River at Cabril was thus extended to cover the earli.er part of 1942 

from a correlation with the Zezere River at Castelo do Bode, This 

method was also used in extending records In the Douro Basin, as 

indicated belcw. 

2. Runoff Data in the Douro Basin 

A. Analyrós of records on International and National. Douro - 

On the main Douro River, from the beginning of the International 

Douro to the mouth of the river, a total of 17 gage-height records 

have been maintained at various points and for intermittent periods 

of time. The longcst records are at Puente Pino In Spain, and at 

Régua and Escamarao - Bitetos in Portugal. The Spanish record is 
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availáble for 20 years and the two Portugaese records have been 

collected for about 30 yearsc Intermittent current - meter mea- 

surements of discharge have been made in the last 10 years in the 

vicinlty of 10 of the gaging stages. (See Plate 21). 

The stream - gaging data on the main Douro River were carefully 

examined with a view for making revisions if necessary. A study 

of the Bitetos record indicated that the discharge measurements 

plotted over a wide range and could not be dependod upon to give 

a reUlable rating curve. Apparently the slope of the river varied 

vdth rising and falling stages and with changes in the great sand 

bar at Bitetos. Attempts were made to correlate the discharge 

vdth both stage and slope. The slope was measured by taking the 

difference between ga.ge readings at Mourilhe (Carrapatelo) and 

Bitebos. The results were not satisfactory, although some corre- 
/ 

lation between discharge and slope was indicated. 

A study then was made of the long gage-height record obtained 

at Régua, at the quai gage opposite the town, at the old bridge 

above the town and at Begauste, a short distance above the bridge. 

Satisfactory gage relations were established between the gage 

readings at the three points and verified by readings in the 

summer of 1952. A consistent stage-discharge relation was establish- 

ed for the bridge gage and daily discharges were computed for the 

period June 1923 to date. There were short periods of missing 

record prior to 1932. A comparison between the new record at 

Régua and the prevlously computed record at Bitetos, indicated 

that the latter record gave conslstently smaller discharges than 

Régua. The difference was sometimes as much as 3Q£. It should 
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be noted that the first power estimates for the Carrapatelo dam 

site, made by the Hydraulic Services on the basis of the Bitetos 

record, ylelded very conservative results. 

The runoff record for the Puente Pino record on the Interna- 

tional Douro was obtained from the office of the Spanish Hydro- 

graphic Service in Valladolid. The derivation of the record from 

the basic data was not examined, but correlation studies were 

made botween the average monthly flows at Puente Pino and the 

corresponding flows in periods of concurrent record at Sendim on 

the International Douro and at Pocinho and Régua on the National 

Douro. The studies indicated that the Spanish record was reascn- 

ably consistent with ali available data on the main river. 

B • Computation of flows at proposed pro.jects on the Douro 

River - For the proposed Bemposta, Picote and Miranda projects 

on the International Douro, the Spanish record at Puente Pino 

just upstream from the International section was used without 

adjustment as the difference In drainage areas between the gaging 

station and the dam sites is less than one percent. 

For the proposed Carrapatelo project, the flow was computed 

from the Régua runoff record, with a small adjustment for differ- 

ence on drainage area. For the proposed Régua project, of course, 

the records for the Regoa gage were used dlrectly. The flows at 

the proposed Valeira, project were found by subtractlng the dis- 

charge of the Tavora River from the Régua flows and proportioning 

the remainder accordlng to the ratio of the net drainage areas. 

The flows at the proposed Pocinho project were obtained from the 

Valeira discharge as found above by subtractlng the flow of the 
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Sabor River and then proportloning the remainder according to the 

ratio of the net drainage areas. 

C. Computatlons of flows at proposed projecta on tributarles 

of the Douro Rlver - In the case of the proposed Laranjeiras pro- 

ject on the Sabor River, the proposed Vale de Madeira project on 

the Goa River, and the proposed Fragas da Torre project on the 

Paiva River, the gaglng stations are at the project sites. For 

the proposed Vilar-Tabuaço project on the Tavora River, the flows 

were found by proportion from the Tavora River gaging station at 

Ponte Nova. The Tavora River record was extrapolated for the period 

prior to October 1947 by means of a correlation with the Paiva River 

at Castro Daire. The Sabor River record at Laranjeiras was extra- 

polated after September 1949 by means of a correlation with the 

Tavora River at Ponte Nova. The Goa River record at Vale do 

Areal was extrapolated for the period prior to October 1946 by 

means of a correlation with the Sabor River at Laranjeiras. 

3. Evaporation from Reservoir Surfaces 

No evaporation records were available in Portugal, except 

those from a "Piche" instrument at the Observatório da Serra do 

Pilar, which do not represent evaporation from a free water sur- 

face. In the United States a value sometimes used in the southeast 

for annual evaporation is 45 inches (114 cm). Reservoir evapora- 

tion in the southwestern states may reach 90 inches (228 cm) or 

more. In Portugal the climate is drler than that in the south- 

eastem United States, but not as hot as in the southwestern states. 

Records of a similar type of mediterranean climate in Greece and 

Turkey indicate average annual reservoir evaporation varying be- 
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tween 100 and 120 cnu Weighing ali the factors, and considering 

particularly the prevalence of high vdnds for long periods in 

Portugal, an estimated average annual evaporation of 150 cm is 
* 

considered to be reasonable and conservative. The distribution 

for each month of the year was computed from the ratio that the 

monthly evaporation from the Piche instrument bears to its annual 

total. The adopted figures for monthly evaporation are shown in 

Table C-51. The reservoir surface from which evaporation takes 

place was assumed to be that corresponding to the average head 

at the power plant. 
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TABLE C-l 

LIoT OF Gi.GIKG ET^TIONS 

BASIN RIVER STaTION PERIOD OF RSCGRD 

Douro Douro Régua 1922-23 To 1951-52 (Inc.) 

Douro Douro Puento pino 1930-31 To 1950-51 (Inc.) 

Douro Rai Va Castro Daire 1917-18 To 1950-51 (Inc.) 

Douro Pai Va Fragas da Torre 193A-35 To 1950-51 

Douro Tavora Ponte Nova 194.7-A8 To 1951-52 

Douro Sabor Laranj eiras 1937-38 To 1943-49 (Inc.) 

Douro Coa Vale do Areal 194.6-4.7 To 1951-52 

Cavado Cavado Paradela 1939-AO To 1951-52 

Cavado Cavado Rio Caldo 1939-40 To 1951-52 

Tejo Tejo V,V. do Rodao 1902-03 To 1949-50 

Tejo Ocreza Pracana 1932-33 To 1949-50 

Tejo Lezere ponte do Cabril 1941-42 To 1950-51 

Tejo Zezere Castelo do Bode 1938-39 To 1950-51 

Lima Lima Lindoso 1920-21 To 1951-52 
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WATER YEAR OCTOBER NOVEMBER DECEMBER JANUARY FEBRUARY MARCH 

1930-1931 135 261 121 559 392 1,009 
1931-1932 135 188 290 268 199 281 
1932-1933 113 217 905 506 612 967 
1933-1931 93 112 209 115 291 566 
1931-1935 13 68 136 321 101 711 

1935-1936 92 130 569 1,630 1,785 1,303 
1936-1937 113 196 166 311 1,015 1,011 
1937-1938 207 132 818 612 116 212 
1938-1939 61 207 107 1,258 512 320 
1939-1910 260 501 319 739 1,351 813 

1910-1911 191 393 312 876 l-,22 1 1,171 
1911-1912 181 200 212 268 310 371 
1912-1913 226 251 362 978 532 358 
1913-1911 213 398 388 290 295 316 
1911-1915 120 216 313 261 379 263 

1915-1916 63 126 337 316 313 279 
1916-1917 111 151 228 290 810 1,315 
1917-1918 198 113 197 686 791 361 
1918-1919 101 92 176 183 139 55 
1919-1950 105 93 220 231 197 197 

1950-1951 100 89 223 303 761 1,051 

TABLE C-2 

DOURO RIVER AT PUENTE PINO 

OBSERVED AVERAGE MONTHLY FLOW IN m3/s 

(DRAINAGE AREA = 63,300 km2) 

APRIL MAY JUNE JULY AUGUST SEPTEMBER AVERAGE ANNUAL 

553 328 129 58 38 19 328 
281 338 200 116 60 80 231 
126 337 171 69 10 15 373 
769 593 303 278 100 39 319 
287 315 310 82 80 79 269 

1,618 798 111 257 81 96 731 
836 383 213 125 98 112 391 
175 201 183 127 86 73 300 
709 211 191 131 99 118 358 
226 121 196 120 93 131 133 

762 898 620 212 110 161 582 
100 396 121 110 171 163 250 
306 280 155 135 121 123 319 
266 179 161 168 98 86 238 
195 158 92 86 56 66 181-i 

159 858 110 133 195 185 309 
702 118 231 115 105 137 392 
211 315 173 159 121 116 292 

78 80 82 66 37 18 95 - ' 
126 129 281 1 11 123 115 163 - J- 

162 332 227 131 89 121 321 

Average for the period: 328 
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YEAR JANUARY FEBRUARY MARCH APRIL MAY JUNE 

1912 308 333 871 777 787 225 
1913 1,612 1,032 718 561 109 131 
1911 390 291 372 527 227 157 
1915 317 187 286 197 118 109 
1916 603 515 606 1,018 1,182 618 

1917 191 1,588 2,320 1,237 662 312 
1918 1,116 1,212 631 165 608 329 
1919 117 275 127 156 128 100 
1950 332 559 101 228 287 156 

Note: Flows derived from Douro River at Régua. 

TABLE C-3 

DOURO RI VER AT CARRAPATELO 

AVERAGE MONTHLY FLOW IN m3/s 

(DRAINAGE AREA : 93,175 km2) 

JULY AUGUST SEPTEMBER OCTOBER NOVEMBER DECEMBER AVERAGE ANNUAL 

113 112 112 201 351 727 115" 
131 126 11 1 386 171 606 528 
135 96 82 99 209 377 217 
90 55 65 50 223 879 215 

156 197 186 113 181 119 513 

183 115 189 216 202 313 658 
173 158 121 109 112 339 176 
98 51 63 131 151 311 173 

179 111 160 137 110 312 278 

Average for the period: 392 
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WATER YEAR OCTOBER NOVEMBER DECEMBER JANUARY FEBRUARY MARCH 

1922 - 1923 
1923 - 1924 80 366 770 896 1,015 1,713 
1924 - 1925 117 - 978 656 717 888 
1925 - 1926 188 939 - 188 2,451 - 
1926 - 1927 51 2,055 1,828 833 786 1,395 

1927 - 1928 211 579 1,356 1,538 1,088 1,590 
1928 - 1929 254 178 578 939 1,098 765 
1929 - 1930 - - - - - - 

1930 - 1931 - - - - - - 
1931 - 1932 180 898 299 355 242 533 

1932 " 1933 295 377 1,477 1,078 872 1,351 
1933 - 1934 163 303 425 613 368 858 
1934 - 1935 49 168 1,019 646 514 1,036 
1935 - 1936 215 323 1,266 3, 149 3, 148 2,266 
1936 - 1937 188 330 336 1,004 1,789 1,933 

1937 - 1938 239 1,023 1,596 954 614 354 
1938 - 1939 85 186 554 1,954 893 422 
1939 - 1940 443 729 499 1,378 2,056 1,453 
1940 - 1941 196 604 461 1,659 2,228 1,703 
1941 - 1942 146 246 262 304 329 863 

1942 - 1943 199 349 718 1,621 1,020 709 
1943 - 1944 381 468 598 385 290 367 
1944 - 1945 98 206 372 343* 481 283 
1945 - 1946 49 220 867 595 508 599 
1946 - 1947 141 182 414 487 1,567 2,290 

1947 " 1948 243 198 309 1,398 1,227 623 
1948 - 1949 108 11 1 335 442 272 126 
1949 - 1950 132 152 339 327 552 396 
1950 " 1951 135 138 308 523 1, 137 1,750 
1951 - 1952 227 1,039 546 501 526 508 

*Estimated from partia! record and comparison with Bitetos. 

TABLE C-3a 

DOURO RI VER AT RÉGUA 

OBSERVED AVERAGE MONTHLY FLOW IN m3/s 

(DRAINAGE AREA = 92,225 kmZ) 

APRIL MAY JUNE JULY AUGUST SEPTEMBER AVERAGE ANNUAL 

87 70 60 
• " 

1,517 661 215 69 50 129 623 
995 

1 1 i Li 
828 594 212 72 - - 

1 y 1 1 ^ 
990 645 404 117 63 53 768 

1,497 779 271 88 - - 
\ 

- 515 517 - - - - 

763 392 158 48 - - _ 
402 464 271 164 93 128 336 

621 480 245 141 73 54 589 
1, 176 934 41 1 278 170 119 485 

480 527 532 271 203 174 468 
2,488 1,115 590 384 115 115 1,264 
1,275 589 369 150 108 132 684 

262 268 142 129 126 106 484 
875 327 307 150 113 1 18 499 
508 661 312 131 101 105 698 

1, 109 1,289 867 251 136 138 887 
767 777 222 112 140 140 359 

554 404 132 129 124 1 10 506 
520 224 155 133 95* 81 308 
195 146 108 89 54 64 203 

1,004 1,462 640 154 195 184 540 
1,221 654 308 181 143 187 648 

4 60 600 326 171 156 122 486 
154 126 99 96 50 62 165 
225 283 450 177 139 158 278 
719 542 388 151 142 176 509 

1,060 651 - - - - 

Average for the period: 536 
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YEAR JANUARY FEBRUARY MARCH APRIL MAY JUNE 

1912 288.0 312.5 810.0 722.5 730.0 208.5 
1913 1,507.0 963-0 672.5 526.0 385.0 125.8 
1914 363.0 275.5 317.0 191.0 212.0 117.8 
1915 323.0 155.0 268.2 185.3 139.0 102.8 
1916 560.0 180-0 560.0 952.0 1,381.0 601.0 

1917 156.0 1,151.0 2,150.0 1,150.0 619.0 292.5 
1918 1,299.0 1,160.0 589.0 135.5 570.0 309.5 
1-919 117.0 257.5 118.9 115.7 119.3 91.0 
1950 311.0 520-0 373.5 212.8 268.0 128.0 

Note: Flows derived from Douro River at Régua. 

YEAR JANUARY FEBRUARY MARCH APRIL MAY JUNE 

1912 275.0 300.0 713.0 655.0 661-0 190.2 
1943 1,309.0 865-0 626.0 195.5 371.5 122. 1 
1911 313.5 262.0 331.5 169.0 203.0 111.0 
1915 311.0 110.0 260.5 180.1 131.8 99.8 
1916 533.0 152.0 507.5 879.0 1,263.0 562.5 

1917 120.0 1,223.0 1,900.0 1,011.0 587.0 282.0 
1918 1,095.0 1,066.0 517.0 101.0 533.0 292.5 
1919 381.0 211.7 112.0 139.7 115.1 90.8 
1950 296.3 170.5 337.3 196.1 218.7 108.0 

Note: Flows derived from the Douro River at Régua. 

TABLE C-3b 

DOURO RIVER AT VALEIRA 

AVERA6E MONTHLY FLOW IN m3/s 

(0RA1NAGE AREA = 87,775 km2) 

JULY AUGUST SEPTEMBER OCTOBER NOVEMBER DECEMBER AVERAGE ANNUAL 

106.1 133.7 133.7 189.5 332.0 673.0 386.6 
123.1 1 18.5 101.6 319.5 112.0 563.0 190.0 
126.8 90.7 77.3 93.1 196-0 319.0 230.8 
85.0 51.5 61.1 16.7 208.5 791.0 226.7 

115.9 186.0 175.6 133.9 170.7 386.0 177.9 

172.6 136.5 178.6 232.2 189.0 292.3 610.2 
163.0 119-0 1 16.1 103.0 105.8 317.0 113.1 
91.6 17.7 59.2 125.9 114.0 321.8 161.9 

168.4 132.8 151-0 129.0 131.1 292.7 259.9 

Average for the period: 365.2 

TABLE C-3c 

DOURO RIVER AT POCINHO 

Average MONTHLY FLOW IN m3/s 

(DRAINAGE AREA = 82,775 km2) 

JULY AUGUST SEPTEMBER OCTOBER NOVEMBER DECEMBER AVERAGE ANNUAL 

102.0 130.7 129-8 180.7 311.5 592.5 351.0 
120.1 116.1 100.0 311.0 120.0 532.5 119.3 
123.8 88.1 75. 1 90.8 190.8 337.2 221.6 
82.9 50.6 60.0 15.5 199.5 681.5 212.2 

110. 1 182.0 171.1 128.6 161.3 361.5 115. 1 

168.5 133.8 171.0 223.5 182.0 270.0 550-6 
158.5 115.0 1 11. 1 100.5 101.2 290.0 103.6 
88.5 46.7 57.1 122.1 136.8 301.5 153.3 

161.0 129.8 117.7 126.0 126.3 279.8 211.0 

Average for the period: 337.1 
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TABLE C-3d 

DOURO RI VER AT MIRANDA, BEMPOSTA AND PICOTE 

AVERAGE MONTHLY FLOW IN m3/s 

(DRAIHAGE AREAS = 63,500, 63,750 and 63,850 km2) 

YEAR JANUARY FEBRUARY MARCH APRIL MAY JUNE JULY AUGUST SEPTEMBER OCTOBER NOVEMBER DECEMBER AVERAGE ANNUAL 

19^2 268 310 371 100 396 121 110 171 163 226 251 362 268 
1913 978 532 358 306 280 155 135 121 123 213 398 388 332 
1911 290 295 316 266 179 161 168 98 86 120 216 313 209 
1915 261 379 263 195 158 92 86 56 66 63 126 337 171 
1916 316 313 279 159 858 110 133 195 185 111 151 228 308 

1917 290 810 1,315 702 118 231 115 105 137 198 113 197 393 
1918 686 791 361 211 315 173 159 121 116 101 92 176 278 
1919 183 139 55 78 80 82 66 37 18 105 93 220 99 
1950 231 197 197 126 129 281 111 123 115 100 89 223 163 

Average for the per iod: 217 

Note; Flows assumed to be the same as for the Douro Ri ver a.t Puente Pino since the drainage areas are substantially the same. 
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WATER YEAR OCTOBER NOVEMBER DECEMBER JAHUARY FEBRUARY MARCH 

1917 - 1918 0.3 0.1 0-3 1-8 3. 1 2.5 
1918 - 1919 0.1 7.1 6.1 21.1 73.0 21.5 
1919 - 1920 0-3 3.2 8-5 15.9 6.0 8.5 
1920 - 1921 8.0 7.3 11.7 1 1-0 12.2 1.2 
1921 - 1922 0.1 0-7 3.3 22.3 15.8 18.3 

1922 - 1923 6-5 13.6 10.9 12.3 26.9 12-8 
1923 - 1921 0.8 6.1 9.6 17. 1 21.6 15.0 
1921 - 1925 2.1 10.8 17.7 12.6 16.5 10.9 
1925 - 1926 2.2 11.6 11.8 11.0 61-0 13.7 
1926 - 1927 0-7 31.2 9.0 10.8 11.9 26.2 

1927 - 1928 0-5 2.3 28-3 9-8 7.3 19.3 
1928 - 1929 1.0 2. 1 1.1 5.7 16.8 8.8 
1929 - 1930 0.9 7.9 38.6 23.9 20.9 19.0 
1930 - 1931 0-3 2.5 5. 1 17-9 1.3 17.5 
1931 - 1932 1.6 17.3 1.8 7.6 1.7 5.5 

1932 - 1933 3.1 3.7 20.9 11.8 8.6 20.8 
1933 - 1931 0-3 0.5 2-7 7.1 3.5 19.7 
1931 - 1935 0-2 0-6 32.1 7.6 11.9 10.1 
1935 - 1936 0-2 6.6 17-8 73.1 55.1 38-2 
1936 - 1937 0^1 1.1 2.0 3.5 30-8 11.1 

1937 - 1938 1.2 15.6 23.1 11.8 5. 1 2.7 
1938 - 1939 0-2 0.1 8.3 37-6 12.0 5.8 
1939 - 1910 7.3 8-6 6.9 21.2 38.1 22.1 
1910 - 1911 0.7 9.5 5.0 39.2 38.1 21.0 
1911 - 1912 0-3 1.0 2.2 2.9 2.7 15.9 

1912 - 1913 1. 1 2.1 13.6 39.7 13.7 5.9 
1913 - 1911 15.1 6.5 9. 1 5.3 2.7 1.6 
1911 - 1915 0.1 1.1 7.6 5.7 6.2 2-9 
1915 - 1916 0.3 2.1 32.2 9.1 7.1 13.2 
1916 - 1917 1.3 1.2 10.3 10.1 11.9 31.1 

1917 - 1918 0.1 0-6 1-7 38-9 12.2 5.9 
1918 - 1919 0.1 0-8 6-1 8- 1 3.3 2. 1 
1919 - 1950 0-53 2.51 3.83 2.96 13.17 8.73 
1950 - 1951 0-52 3.01 5.07 12.11 33.72 36.72 

TABLE C-14 

PAIVA RI VER AT CASTRO DAIRE 

OBSERVED AVERAGE MONTHLY FLOW IN m3/s 

(DRAINAGE AREA = 293 km2) 

APRIL MAY JUNE JULY AUGUST SEPTEMBER AVERAGE ANNUAL 

12.1 3.1 0-9 0-5 0.1 0-6 2.1 
13-9 1.3 1.6 0- 7 0-2 0-2 13.1 
21.1 7- 1 3-9 1.3 0.1 0.3 6.1 

1.9 1.3 0.7 0-2 0.1 0.2 5.2 
28.6 6,3 1. 1 1.0 0.1 0-5 8-5 

12.1 6.5 2.1 0.7 0.3 0-2 8.8 
15-6 7.5 3.5 0.7 0-3 1.1 1 1-0 
11.5 6.8 5.6 2.2 0.7 0-5 8-2 
17.1 6.7 2-9 0-6 0-2 0.2 11.8 
8.7 1.0 1-7 1.3 0-3 0.1 9.1 

31.6 11-7 8.0 1.3 0-1 0-5 10.3 
3.6 2.6 0.9 0.6 0- 1 0-3 3-9 

18.1 7. 1 2-8 1-2 0.1 0.1 11.8 
9-2 7-3 1. 1 1.0 0-5 0.1 5.8 
8- 1 6-1 3.8 1.2 0.3 1.7 5.2 

5.8 1.2 1. 1 0.3 O-1 0.2 7.0 
13. 1 5.2 1.1 0.3 0-2 0.2 1.5 
1.1 3.8 2.5 0-6 0-2 0-2 6-5 

29- 1 6.1 2.1 1.0 0.2 0-2 21.7 
16.2 1-8 1-6 0-3 0- 1 0-3 8-5 

1.2 1.5 0-3 0-2 0.1 0- 1 5.3 
11.5 1.3 2.2 0-6 0.3 0.1 7.2 
8-2 7.0 2.5 0.7 0-2 0-2 10-6 

16.8 13.1 7.3 2.2 0-5 0.3 12.9 
11.3 13.5 1.5 1.0 0-3 0.3 1.9 

1.3 2-3 0.6 0.1 0.2 0-9 7- 1 
7.0 2-8 0-9 0.6 0.3 0-3 1.6 
1.1 1-1 0-5 0-2 0.1 0-2 2.3 
9-6 11.8 11.2 1-9 0.6 0.7 8.6 

17.5 6.6 2.6 0.7 0-3 0-3 1 1. 1 

5.0 1.6 3.0 0.7 0-1 0-2 6.1 
1.5 1.1 0.7 0-5 O-1 0-2 2.1 
1. 11 1-69 1.26 1.60 0.11 0-31 3-9 
6-78 7-15 5.68 1.83 0-56 0-53 9-5 

Average for the period: 7.9 

(. 
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WATER YEAR OCTOBER NOVEMBER DECEMBER JANUARY FEBRUARY MARCH 

1934 " 1935 - - - - 32.3 27.7 
1935 " 1936 1.2 37. 1 155-2 177.5 141.5 107.8 
1936 - 1937 2.8 6.0 5.9 100-5 79-3 106.3 
1937 - 1938 5.7 41.0 70.6 32-7 11.7 7.6 
1938 - 1939 2.3 6.5 37-7 110.3 35.4 16.6 

1939 - 1940 21.6 24.8 17.7 61.8 106-0 54.3 
1940 - 1941 4.4 30.4 12.6 107-1 113-0 60.8 
1941 - 1942 2.2 12.2 6.6 10-6 9.5 43- 1 
1942 - 1943 4.0 7.6 42.3 101-4 34.7 16. 1 
1943 " 1944 49.4 15.4 26.7 12.8 7-3 10.9 

1944 - 1945 2-0 6.2 23-9 16.4 16.5 6.9 
1945 " 1946 2.5 11.9 78-4 20-8 17-4 31.5 
1946 " 1947 5.0 14.7 35.8 32.0 138.2 98-0 
1947 " 1948 1.6 3.4 20.6 1 12.3 29.4 14. 1 
1948 " 1949 2.4 3.0 24.7 22.7 7.4 4.7 

1949 " 1950 2.27 13.42 1 1.95 8.09 49.32 23.07 
1950 - 1951 1-66 14.00 16.70 40.76 94.44 102. 1 1 

WATER YEAR OCTOBER NOVEMBER DECEMBER JANUARY FEBRUARY MARCH 

1947 - 1948 
1948 - 1949 
1949 - 1950 
1950 - 1951 
1951 - 1952 

0-24 
0.12 
0.37 
0-16 
0-35 

0.33 
0.33 
1.09 
0-62 

15.97 

3.06 
3.29 
2-66 
1.79 
5.01 

39-79 
5.65 
2-09 
6. 17 
4.12 

13-37 
2.60 
8.99 

20-96 

6.84 
1.68 
6.72 

33.26 

TABLE C-5 

PAIVA RI VER AT FRAGAS DA TORRE 

OBSERVEO AVERAGE MONTHLY FLOW IN m3/s 

(DRAINAGE AREA = 663 kinZ) 

APRIL MAY JUNE JULY AUGUST SEPTEMBER AVERAGE ANNUAL 

10-8 II.0 8-4 2.4 M 1.0 - 
71.6 17-2 7.6 4.4 1.9 1.7 60-4 
48.4 14.0 6-3 2. 1 1.4 2.3 31.3 

5. 1 7.0 2.0 1.2 0-8 1.6 15-6 
38.3 12.9 7.8 3-7 2.4 4.7 23.2 

21.6 21.6 7.4 3.2 1.7 2.0 28-6 
49.0 38. 1 21.8 7-3 2.6 2.0 37.4 
30.2 38-7 13.3 3.6 0.7 2-0 14.4 
10.4 6.0 2.2 1.8 1-0 4.2 19.3 
25.7 7-5 3.3 2.3 1.3 1.7 13.7 

4.7 4.6 2-7 0-7 0-6 1-0 7-2 
21.6 38.2 24. 1 4.2 1.7 2.2 21.2 
50.3 16.3 5.9 1.8 1.0 1.2 33.4 
12-9 12.0 6.9 1.6 1.4 0-9 18.1 
3.3 2.9 1.6 0-6 0.2 1.4 6-2 

9.21 15.70 1 1.83 4. 15 1.18 1 -02 12.6 
16.50 20-90 13.71 5. 16 1.95 1.88 27.5 

Average for the period: 23. 1 

TABLE C -6 

TAVORA RI VER AT PONTE NOVA 

OBSERVEO AVERAGE MONTHLY FLOW IN m3/s 

(DRAINAGE AREA = 444 km2) 

APRIL MAY JUNE JULY AUGUST SEPTEMBER AVERAGE ANNUAL 

4.27 
1.68 
2-97 
5.79 

4.23 
1.22 
3.30 
4.76 

2.45 
0-59 
2-84 
3-27 

0-35 
0-21 
1.01 
1.89 

0.18 
0-09 
0.14 
0-22 

0. 12 
0-08 
0. 12 
0-22 

6-27 
1.46 
2.69 
6- 59 

_ - - • 

Average for the period: 4.25 
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WATER YEAR OCTOBER NOVEMBER DECEMBER JANUARY FEBRUARY MARCH 

1937 - 1938 - 63.15 211.91 33-81 11.93 9. 11 
1938 - 1939 0-25 1-72 li. 12 131.81 35.03 13.32 
1939 - 1910 0-00 17.33 11.19 79.57 135.37 69.32 
1910 - 1911 3.27 10.52 13.63 173.61 207.17 110.18 
1911 - 1912 1.55 9-51 8-27 7-99 6.98 83.31 

1912 - 1913 5.18 11.58 68.78 171.53 81-70 35.33 
1913 - 1911 28-97 11.16 20-85 13.03 8.70 9-28 
1911 - 1915 0.75 1.77 5.12 5-90 6.95 2.70 
1915 - 1916 - 5.29 99-38 17.11 19.16 12.89 
1916 - 1917 2-89 6-10 17.71 28.28 208-02 215.52 

1917 - 1918 1.37 3.52 17-27 183.99 71-67 31.83 
1918 - 1919 0-72 2-76 21.71 28.98 8.30 1.91 

WATER YEAR OCTOBER NOVEMBER DECEMBER JANUARY FEBRUARY MARCH 

1916 - 1917 - 2.10 3.10 7-60 63-30 77.00 
1917 - 1918 0-70 1.30 9-00 53.00 32-70 20-10 
1918 - 1919 0-23 1.37 10.81 18.83 3.95 1.78 
1919 - 1950 1.31 1.82 12.23 1 1.76 25.15 13.23 
1950 - 1951 2-05 1-00 5.10 13.20 30- 10 58. 10 

1951 - 1952 2-80 18-20 13.00 8.00 6-00 - 

TABLE C-7 

SABOR RIVER AT LARANJEIRAS 

OBSERVED AVERAGE MONTHLY FLOW IN m3/s 

(DRAINAGE AREA = 3,H60.3 km2) 

APRIL MAY JUNE JULY AUGUST SEPTEMBER AVERAGE ANNUAL 

1.31 1.25 1.01 0.22 0-02 0-01 - 
30-20 8.77 5.71 1.13 0-39 1.00 20-06 
20-16 17.11 5.71 1.35 0-91 0-37 30. 17 
73.03 63.66 29.27 6.60 2.82 0-87 60-39 
56.22 51. 11 11.59 2.50 0.58 1.61 20-61 

21.05 6.95 1.52 0-82 0-29 2.77 31.23 
13.17 5.60 1.31 0-75 0.61 0.77 9-79 

1.81 1.55 1.16 - 0-00 0-00 - 
56.77 97-68 27.82 3.30 0.81 1.29 - 
86.81 21.38 5.31 1-02 0-31 1.11 19-60 

26.93 26.68 11.53 1.16 1.28 0.11 32-00 
3.53 1-77 1.16 1.12 0-10 1.00 6-39 

Average for the period (excluding 1937 - 1938 and 1911 - 1916): 29.25 

TABLE C-8 

COA RIVER AT VALE DO AREAL 

OBSERVED AVERAGE MONTHLY FLOW IN m3/s 

(DRAINAGE AREA = |,100 km2) 

APRIL MAY JUNE JULY AUGUST SEPTEMBE-R AVERAGE ANNUAL 

65-00 11-90 1.10 0-80 0-00 0-00 - 
10-30 22-00 1.03 0-73 0-29 0-00 13. 12 
2-85 2.50 2-35 0-77 0-00 O- 18 3-80 
6-72 21.61 11.63 3.62 0-91 0-53 9.99 

11.80 8.70 5.30 3.00 0.11 0-50 11.87 

Average for the period: 9.70 
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WATER YEAR OCTOBER NOVEMBER DECEMBER JANUARY FE8RUARY MARCH 

1939 - 1940 12.6 16.5 10-6 33.5 44.3 20- 1 
1940 " 1941 2-0 27.5 5.4 43. 1 43.9 27-4 
1941 - 1942 O-12 6-2 2.8 5.2 3.3 24. 1 
1942 - 1943 2-8 7,0 31.6 49.6 16.4 7.2 
1943 - 1944 18.0 6.9 7-5 4.4 2.4 4.6 

1944 - 1945 0. 55 2.2 7.7 8- 1 7.0 2.6 
1945 - 1946 1.0 6.5 27.4 10-3 8-5 15.6 
1946 - 1947 4.7 11.4 16.6 14.3 54.3 52.3 
1947 " 1948 1.4 1-7 11.5 51.7 11.2 6.3 
1948 " 1949 0-45 5.9 21.1 10-0 4.4 3.7 

1949 - 1950 4.8 11.8 9.7 5.6 36.2 11.5 
1950 - 1951 0.83 15.5 11.5 17.7 42.6 31.9 
1951 - 1952 1-86 27.4 8.9 

WATER YEAR OCTOBER NOVEMBER DECEMBER JANUARY FEBRUARY MARCH 

1939 - 1940 85. 5 92.5 47.7 147.1 207- 1 93.2 
1940 " 1941 12.4 117.4 27.2 180.5 176.5 165.3 
1941 - 1942 4.4 33.7 14.4 26-8 16.8 109-3 
1942 - 1943 10.4 32.5 100.5 164.5 62.3 24.7 
1943 - 1944 90.9 30-2 41.1 23.3 14.0 31.2 

1944 - 1945 6-2 14.1 52.7 27.2 40.8 14.0 
1945 - 1946 16.4 13.7 136.4 40.4 37-2 66-2 
1946 - 1947 27.2 50.2 74.8 60.1 255.8 229. 1 
1947 " 1948 6.7 10.1 65.6 227-8 47.9 23.7 
1948 - 1949 4. 1 24.3 86. 1 40..8 22-5 12.1 

1949 - 1950 23-7 61.0 35.7 19.8 136. 1 45.6 
1950 " 1951 4.7 72.7 46.2 74.5 188.2 138.2 
1951 - 1952 11-6 121.0 39.7 - - - 

TABLE C-9 

CAVADO RI VER AT PARADELA 

OBSERVED AVERAGE MONTHLY FLOW IN m3/s 

(DRAINAGE AREA = 221 kin2) 

APRIL MAY JUNE JULY AUGUST SEPTEMBER AVERAGE ANNI 

14.5 1 1-8 4.2 1. 1 0-57 0-47 14.2 
24.2 21.1 11.2 2. 1 0-66 0-35 17.4 
18.5 21.5 7. 1 1.4 0.31 0-67 7.6 
4.3 2. 1 0.41 0-61 0.08 0.85 10.2 

14.3 3.9 1.5 2.3 0.7 0.68 5.6 

2.4 3.2 1.5 0-48 0-44 0-42 3.0 
10- 1 17.2 11.6 1.7 0.59 1.2 9-3 
21-8 7-4 1.3 0-48 0.39 0-47 15.5 
5.4 8- 5 4.0 0-9 1.3 0-45 8.7 
2.6 1.5 1. 1 0.42 0-15 2-0 4.4 

4.0 1 1.0 6-4 1-6 0-45 0.52 8.6 
6.5 9.4 5.0 1.6 0.63 0-69 12.0 

Average for the period: 9.7 

TABLE C-IO 

CAVADO RI VER BELOW MOUTH OF RIO CALDO 

OBSERVED AVERAGE MONTHLY FLOW IN m3/s 

(DRAINAGE AREA = 760 km2) 

APRIL MAY JUNE JULY AUGUST SEPTEMBER AVERAGE ANNUAL FLOW 

51.1 42.5 17.7 8.1 3.57 2.94 66.5 
73.3 78.5 53.9 13.5 6.0 4.0 75.7 
70. 1 72.9 40-4 10.8 5.2 7.9 34.4 
16. 1 11.2 5.1 12.4 3.2 10.6 37.8 
68. 1 17.5 10-3 12.3 7.0 7.6 29-5 

13.2 12.7 6.3 2.4 3.7 5.4 16.6 
37.7 72.7 56.2 5.6 2.7 9-4 41.2 
82.6 33.2 8.0 3.9 2.3 3. 1 69.2 
21.9 31.8 13.4 3.9 7.9 2.4 38.6 
9.3 5.6 5. 1 1.8 0-88 11.4 18.7 

16.3 38.6 22-8 7-4 3.2 3.1 34.4 
25.3 39.2 2| .6 6.6 3.5 4. 1 52.1 

Average for the period: 42-9 
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WATER YEAR OCTOBER NOVEMBER DECEMBER JANUARY FEBRUARY MARCH APRIL 

1902 - 1903 188 570 502 348 221 148 1 16 
1903 - 1904 98 97 300 424 1,720 895 333 
1904 - 1905 64 123 236 214 136 184 167 
1905 - 1906 56 362 347 763 

III 
203 185 308 

1906 - 1907 224 427 150 165 85 134 

1907 - 1908 582 1,304 901 1,080 271 183 188 
1908 - 1909 61 157 207 146 109 213 178 
1909 - 1910 31 429 1,890 409 338 367 310 
1910 - 1911 149 346 2,640 332 299 308 629 
1911 - 1912 226 321 1,060 669 3,760 1,010 373 

1912 - 1913 98 71 71 456 302 245 268 
1913 - 1914 1,070 1,660 264 178 1,050 563 310 
1914 - 1915 33 121 889 1,300 883 1,240 617 
1915 - 1916 49 183 1,230 503 484 2,760 621 
1916 - 1917 50 243 1,920 841 2,490 1,060 466 

1917 - 1918 61 62 62 509 149 130 337 
1918 - 1919 37 118 133 314 2,380 1,046 1, 164 
1919 - 1920 152 593 285 272 470 494 402 
1920 - 1921 125 197 238 271 368 218 124 
1921 - 1922 173 124 161 488 544 352 371 

1922 - 1923 289 261 231 252 432 357 516 
1923 - 1924 36 368 432 525 783 1,455 1,312 
1924 - (925 63 336 569 197 281 261 219 
1925 - 1926 32 177 1,403 307 2,175 636 635 
1926 - 1927 79 1,043 428 264 544 558 286 

1927 - 1928 53 278 1,529 - 328 1,097 827 
1928 - 1929 138 178 128 136 511 535 128 
1929 - 1930 37 121 573 544 687 564 538 
1930 - 1931 86 66 125 334 97 867 240 
1931 - 1932 260 381 121 147 166 442 153 

1932 - 1933 123 221 1,574 1.049 643 1,073 255 
1933 - 1934 91 110 169 201 108 210 701 
1934 - 1935 22 62 681 223 127 277 11 1 
1935 - 1936 26 121 1,111 2,914 3,462 2,388 1,994 
1936 - 1937 189 178 190 1,245 1,864 1,828 714 

1937 - 1938 280 2,367 1,085 449 239 169 124 
1938 - 1939 54 88 414 1,467 694 213 706 
1939 - 1940 481 835 720 2,316 1,926 1,007 371 
1940 - 1941 139 151 200 2,521 2,170 1,374 748 
1941 - 1942 71 273 159 151 154 928 638 

1942 - 1943 137 459 987 1,210 903 1,075 599 
1943 - 1944 145 247 220 168 94 91 363 
1944 - 1945 68 163 209 197 226 126 103 
1945 - 1946 16 24 2,455 622 249 981 1,912 
1946 - 1947 6 98 146 236 5,166 7,915 2, 155 

1947 - 1948 154 113 172 750 677 295 244 
1948 - 1949 44 66 141 138 68 55 71 
1949 - 1950 92 83 279 165 276 121 59 

TABLE C-lI 

TEJO RI VER AT RODAO 

OBSERVED AVERAGE MONTHLY FLOW IN m3/s 

(DRAINAGE AREA = 59,167 km2) 

MAY JUNE JULY AUGUST SEPTEM 

255 233 84 30 70 
140 101 50 15 35 
106 158 80 29 40 
306 193 76 27 129 
167 86 24 14 52 

146 146 60 24 49 
143 128 36 8 21 
234 157 49 18 31 
304 353 109 56 60 
266 130 53 30 38 

115 80 31 10 29 
209 1 10 76 19 19 
429 231 80 44 43 
452 164 66 29 30 
389 218 84 38 69 

141 72 25 8 30 
253 195 63 26 25 
223 123 50 19 24 
- 173 143 185 50 

163 144 31 49 27 

202 94 44 17 24 
246 94 36 19 75 
146 246 73 19 14 
419 134 51 19 24 
159 89 41 17 17 

858 284 80 37 121 
146 87 51 1 1 50 
409 415 120 40 28 
103 61 25 10 21 
153 77 33 13 71 

167 90 38 33 25 
197 75 21 15 18 
176 166 40 18 13 
732 451 258 174 163 
303 185 87 37 41 

233 68 29 17 61 
157 132 45 27 49 
290 182 92 38 40 
814 296 145 62 46 
447 127 42 16 48 

384 84 42 23 90 
153 81 38 16 58 
37 27 1 1 5 3 

3,329 498 103 43 55 
743 358 209 142 217 

449 180 47 34 34 
42 33 14 8 84 

117 89 24 11 12 

AVERAGE ANNUAL FLOW 

230 
351 
128 
246 
137 

41 I 
117 
355 
465 
661 

148 
461 
492 
548 
656 

132 
480 
259 

219 

227 
448 
202 
501 
294 

175 
340 
170 
168 

441 
160 
160 

I, 150 
572 

427 
337 
692 
722 
254 

499 
140 

98 
857 

1,449 

262 
64 

11 1 

Average flow for period; 379 
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WATER YEAR OCTOBER NOVEMBER DECEMBER JANUARY FEBRUARY MARCH 

1932 - 1933 8-6 14. 1 61-1 53.8 27-8 40.3 
1933 - 1934 6.8 7.5 12-3 20-2 6.7 34.0 
1931 - 1935 2.0 5.0 61.1 15.9 7.0 19.6 
1935 - 1936 2.2 17-9 59.3 108.2 113.5 106.5 
1936 - 1937 4.4 6.6 6. 1 61.8 57.2 85.0 

1937 - 1938 7.5 55. 1 77.9 30.6 13.0 12.4 
1938 - 1939 3.5 7.5 21.7 82.4 28.2 12.4 
1939 - 1940 22-0 27.8 34.2 102.0 107-6 91.7 
1940 - 1941 4.3 24.3 8.0 84.9 1 14.0 66.2 
1941 - 1942 1.8 11.6 4.8 7.5 8.5 113.0 

1942 - 1943 14.7 49.3 67.8 132.7 25.2 47-0 
1943 - 1944 7.4 8.4 10-4 4.4 2.6 4.7 
1944 - 1945 1.4 10.3 11.4 6.6 4.6 3.0 
1945 - 1946 13.1 11.4 80-1 24.2 13.1 29.7 
1946 - 1947 2.2 3-7 5.2 18-3 132.4 98. 1 

1947 " 1948 10-0 3.7 17.5 80.7 33-0 21.6 
1948 - 1949 1.4 1.8 18.4 19-9 6.6 4.1 
1949 - 1950 7.9 10-6 81.4 23.7 34.2 14.8 

TABLE C-12 

OCREZA RI VER AT PRAGANA 

OBSERVEO AVERAGE MONTHLY FLOW IN m3/s 

(DRAINA6E AREA = |,mO km2) 

APRIL MAY JUNE JULY AUGUST SEPTEMBER AVERAGE ANNUAL 

13.9 15.4 4.5 2.2 1.6 2.0 20-4 
47.1 12.2 4.3 2.1 2.1 2.1 13.1 
7.5 6.8 4.4 2.8 1.8 1-8 11.3 

74.6 21.4 10.4 4.4 2.6 2.6 43.6 
39.7 1 1.0 11.7 2.9 2.4 3.2 24.3 

9.7 12.6 5.2 2-9 2.3 3. 1 19.4 
30-4 13.8 10.8 3. 1 1.6 3.3 18.2 
20-2 19.1 5.8 1.8 0-4 0-4 36.1 
42.2 39-0 10.6 4-7 0.7 0.7 33.3 
33.5 18.4 5. 1 1-8 0.8 3-6 17-5 

18.8 7.3 2-9 1.8 0,6 3-7 31-0 
20-3 4.3 2.0 1.2 0-5 1.2 5.6 
4.5 3.6 2.6 1.2 0-0 0-0 4. 1 

20-0 67.0 13.4 2.0 0-8 1.5 23-0 
35.7 10-1 3. 1 0.6 0-1 1.7 25.9 

9.4 15.7 7-2 1.3 0.8 1.0 16.8 
3-9 2.6 2.3 1.3 0-0 15.3 6.5 
8.0 31.4 18.9 5.5 0-9 1.6 19.9 

Average for the period; 20.6 

Ali flows converted to m^/s from recorded data in cu. m. X IO3 

\ 
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WATER YEAR 0CT0BER HOVEMBER DECEMBER JANUARY FEBRUARY MARCH 

1941 - 1942 - . - - - 12.30 185.43 
1942 - 1943 37-88 92.37 140.55 314.01 115.90 1 18.09 
1943 - 1944 24-90 30.83 55.56 24.57 8-54 1 1.68 
1944 - 1945 3-39 23.15 30-10 17.75 16.39 7-52 
1945 - 1946 13- 16 45.84 189.91 53-73 32-80 78.15 

1946 - 1947 7.27 13.36 23.26 41.44 285.38 230-31 
1947 - 1948 8-54 4.49 40.92 177.24 92.57 55.87 
1948 - 1949 4.54 4.33 52.20 52.79 12.05 8-02 
1949 - 1950 1 1-58 20-42 80-38 31.84 99.10 45.90 
1950 - 1951 8.09 23.15 24.72 79-73 173-68 202.97 

WATER YEAR OCTOBER NOVEMBER DECEMBER JANUARY FEBRUARY MARCH 

1938 " 1939 - _ - - - - 
1939 - 1940 81-20 90-20 125.40 369-70 388.30 338.30 
1940 " 1941 14.20 93.50 25.80 317.42 419.59 247-00 
1941 - 1942 2-27 28-87 12.21 26.00 22-00 295-36 
1942 " 1943 44.60 104.70 184.50 438-00 164.00 186.90 

1943 - 1944 39-10 44.40 102.20 33-00 14.40 23.34 
1944 - 1945 3.13 32-96 43-70 29.70 27.04 11.25 
1945 - 1946 16.10 52.30 261.20 80.71 52.88 113.59 
1946 - 1947 9.80 19.42 34.00 66.00 433.00 320-00 
1947 - 1948 14.13 5.70 66. 10 261.10 124.40 86.90 

1948 - 1949 0-47 1.27 55.00 61.00 6-00 4.00 
1949 - 1950 12-00 28.86 128.16 47-22 139-20 63.79 
1950 - 1951 IO-00 27-00 33-00 - - - 

TABLE C -13 

ZEZERE RIVER AT PONTE DO CABRIL 

OBSERVED AVERAGE MONTHLY FLOW IN m3/s 

(DRAINAGE AREA = 2,340 km2) 

APRIL MAY JUNE JULY AUGUST SEPTEMBER AVERAGE ANNUAL FLOW 

87.75 228-26 14.63 2.52 0.82 1.94 
64.00 25.14 4.79 3-22 2.12 23.54 78-47 
73.09 11.59 6.06 3.58 2-68 3.45 21.38 

7-95 5.67 2-77 1.02 1-74 1.07 9.88 
86.03 189.76 47.62 8.43 7.08 5.21 63.14 

122.26 2.87 8.59 4.68 4.81 6,16 62.53 
30-47 46.19 21-00 4.25 2-88 4. 10 40.71 

6.31 4.08 2.16 0-85 0.18 8.40 12.99 
20-06 81-00 37-98* 9-08 3-09 4.41 37.07 

■ 
Average for the period: 40-77 

TABLE C-IU 

ZEZERE AT CASTELO DO BODE 

OBSERVED AVERAGE MONTHLY FLOW IN m3/s 

• (DRAINAGE AREA = 3,950 km2) 

APRIL MAY JUNE JULY AUGUST SEPTEMBER AVERAGE ANNUAL FLOW 

131.20 58.80 46.70 ' 12.70 5.50 13.90 - 
72-80 70.40 22.50 3.50 0.16 0.06 130.21 

158.48 142-54 38.30 18. 12 2.59 1.64 123.27 
143.80 108.60 23.00 2.90 0.50 2.00 55.63 
90.90 40.40 6.30 3.30 1.10 39.00 108.64 

95.20 22-74 7.70 2-80 1.66 3.05 32.47 
11.33 7.00 1.55 0-20 0-30 0-20 14.03 
93.93 221-75 68.50 9-90 5.98 3.89 81.73 

157.00 42.00 13.00 6.00 6,00 7,00 92.77 
50. 10 71-80 32. 10 0.73 0-26 0-00 59.44 

2-00 0.50 0-00 0-00 0,00 13-90 12.01 
28-02 92.40 45.20 13.40 2.00 6.00 50.52 

Average for the period: 69.16 
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WATER YEAR 

1920 - 1921 
1921 - 1922 
1922 - 1923 
1923 - 1921 
1921 - 1925 

1925 - 1926 
1926 - 1927 
1927 - 1928 
1928 - 1929 
1929 - 1930 

1930 - 1931 
1931 - 1932 
1932 - 1933 
1933 - 1931 
1931 - 1935 

1935 - 1936 
1936 - 1937 
1937 - 1938 
1938 - 1939 
1939 - 1910 

1910 - 1911 
1911 - 1912 
1912 - 1913 
1913 - 1911 
1911 - 1915 

1915 - 1916 
1916 - 1917 
1917 - 1918 
1918 - 1919 
1919 - 1950 

1950 - 1951 
1951 - 1952 

0CT0BER 

68.72 
12.66 
32-06 
30-72 
10.11 

76-79 
22-05 
11.11 
20.93 
8.62 

52.76 
28.01 
73-28 
30-32 
2.57 

3.35 
6-63 
9. II 
1.36 

66.91 

10.85 
2.12 

19.69 
58.73 
5.22 

11.81 
8.82 
3.31 
7.72 

11.02 

10.82 
11.29 

NOVEMBER 

15.25 
25.25 
68-50 
51.60 
67-20 

171.66 
I12.53 
37-25 
33.23 
93.57 

50.29 
96.51 
51. 19 
29.61 
16.31 

79.62 
30.71 
88-10 
33.11 
71.33 

69.93 
30.75 
25.75 
26.07 
11.51 

10.31 
18.63 
10.29 
12.17 
53-09 

65.85 
III.80 

DECEMBER 

17. 17 
36.33 
66.55 
50.71 

117.17 

118.68 
12.10 
95-25 
38-26 

150.52 

51.19 
11.56 

151-88 
59.22 

161.65 

121.91 
22.73 

127-26 
81-97 
16.73 

33.19 
16.30 
89.15 
29.66 
58.18 

131.67 
78-58 
77.22 
58.80 
29-52 

56.13 
17-29 

JANUARY 

52-16 
61-19 
68-13 
91-19 
99.91 

118-07 
59.50 
18-75 
33.68 

119-18 

95-89 
81.11 

111.36 
67-02 
39-35 

229.18 
113.22 
82.79 

212.72 
125.97 

172.02 
35.07 

200.73 
16.12 
19.62 

50.21 
68-31 

191.06 
17.31 
21.30 

I10.36 
38-67 

FEBRUARY 

50.20 
85-30 

112.08 
89-11 

121.52 

127.59 
103.91 
38-90 
81.36 
95-89 

37.31 
I I 1.36 
66-39 
26.01 
53- 18 

227.28 
166.68 
25.51 
56.61 

217.86 

217.13 
18.93 
87.61 
11.55 
16.06 

35.52 
259-57 

63.51 
16.06 

121.10 

162.32 
33.18 

MARCH 

29-99 
119. 67 
81-79 

I12.67 
95-52 

58.65 
161.37 
120-87 
39-76 
66-61 

151.52 
88.87 

I 19.19 
106-23 
73.70 

189.06 
237-25 

16.18 
28-68 
98.58 

158.76 
121.19 
31.12 
18.18 
10.73 

63.03 
230.59 
27.08 
13.36 
59-91 

163-97 
19.58 

TABLE C-15 

LIMA RIVER AT LINDOSO 

OBSERVED AVERAGE MONTHLY FLOW IN ni3/s 

(DRAINAGE AREA = 1,511 km2) 

APRIL MAY JUNE JULY AUGUST SEPTEMBER AVERAGE ANNUAL 

19-78 27-22 16.39 5.07 1-86 1. 11 30.69 
121.39 11.22 23.13 6-33 2.07 2.52 15.26 
87-22 10-00 17.55 2-93 1.17 1.23 18-51 

100-16 57.26 26.06 5.11 1.73 12.75 52.50 
111.57 79-78 12.67 11.91 5.52 5.39 67.08 

106-91 18-61 32.13 7-39 2.08 1.17 72.51 
11.91 23-98 12.92 18-87 6-21 10-72 51.62 

113.03 81.57 51.91 10.17 2.50 7-01 51.30 
18. 11 25.76 12-62 15. 19 2.1 1 2.86 26-99 
95-91 88-68 82.61 73.96 61-98 58- 16 58. 16 

66-97 58.18 30-58 11.11 10-10 9-58 52-70 
99.08 83.68 75. 17 61.19 3.19 23.16 66.65 
37.51 11.11 10-90 5.08 0-97 1.73 56. 16 
89-21 31.61 13.61 1-90 2.11 2.98 38-83 
50-12 38-33 7-13 13.06 3.11 2.61 38.73 

127.72 32.56 23.50 13.27 3.38 2.29 87-79 
121.01 32.10 13.13 3.32 0-98 1.19 61-99 

8.92 11-05 1.15 1-08 0-11 5.13 31.72 
85.59 21.88 21.30 10-80 12.82 1 L. 59 53.95 
56.90 69.79 21.80 7.25 2.1 1 1.11 65.81 

113.71 110.31 61.98 11.10 1.12 2.11 82.99 
61.21 87.70 35.10 7.23 2.90 1.57 35.56 
15.80 8.85 2.95 2.19 0.78 5.97 10.91 
66.59 12.11 5.58 7.08 2.71 3.35 21.53 
11.11 13.72 7-20 1.58 1.57 2.00 15.96 

11.12 77.29 18-89 6- 69 2.80 6-56 13.77 
113-09 11.29 11.91 2.90 1.11 2.85 72.58 

19.61 31.78 15.35 2.93 6.36 5.83 38.37 
9.91 7.89 6.85 6.13 1.18 6.50 16.16 

19-83 13.37 28-16 10.06 9-62 1 1. 11 35. 15 

36.1 1 19.00 20-53 8-36 8-31 11.12 58.58 
61.68 - - - - - - 

Average flow for period: 19.25 
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R i ver 

Douro 

Douro 

Pa iva 

Pa i va 

Tavora 

Sabor 

Stat ion 

Régua 

Puente Pino 

Castro Daire 

Fragas da 
Torre 

Moinho da 
Ponte Nova 

Laranje i ras 

Dra i nage 
Area 
km2 

92,225 

63.300 

293 

663 

W 

3,460 

Period Average 
of FIow 

Record m3/s 

1931-32 519.8 
to 

1950-51 

1930-31 328.0 
to 

1950-51 

1917-18 7,9 
to 

1950-51 

1935-36 23.1 
to 

1950-51 

1947-48 4.3 
to 

1950-51 

1938-39 26.97 
to 

1948-49 

Coa Vale do Areal I, 100 1946-47 11.70 
to 

1950-51 

TABLE C-16 

GAGING STATI0HS IN 

DOURO RI VER BAS IH 

AVERAGE FL0WS AND EXTREMES IN ni3/s 

FOR THE PERIOD 0F RECORD 

Minimum Flow Maximum Flow 

Min imum 
Month 

48.0 

37.0 

0.1 

0.2 

0.08 

0.0 

0.0 

Minimum 
Day 

0.06 

0.0 

Max imum 
Month 

3, 149 

1,785 

73.4 

177.5 

39.79 

215.52 

77.0 

Max imum 
Day 

III■89 

Date 
of 

Occurrence 

July '31 

Jan. '36 

Aug. '49 

Feb.. '36 

Aug.'38S'49 
Sept. '39 
Jan. '36 

Aug. '49 

Jan. '36 

Sept.'49 
Sept.4-13,49 
Aug. 11-18,49 

Jan. '48 
Mar.16,51 

Oct. '39 
Aug.& Sept.45 

Mar. '47 
1,200.54 Jan.29,'48 

Aug. 4 Sept.47 
Sept484Aug.49 

Mar. '47 

Average 
Flow 
m3/s 

388.1 

249.0 

5.7 

16.3 

4.33 

22.0 

10.0 

FOR THE PERIOD 1942 - 1950 

Minimum Flow Maximum Flow 

Minimum Minimum 
Month Day 

49.0 

37.0 

0.1 

0-2 

Maximum Maximum 
Month Day 

2,290 

1,315 

44.9 

138.2 

Date 
of 

Occurrence 

Oct. '45 

tar. '47 

Aug. <49 

Mar. '47 

Aug. '49 

Feb, '47 

Aug. '49 

Feb. '47 
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R i ver Station 
Dra inage 

Area 
km2 

Period Average 
of Flow 

Record m3/s 

Cavado Paradela 221 1939-^0 
to 

1950-51 

Cavado Below Mouth 
of Caldo Ri ver 

760 1939-10 
to 

1950-51 

Tejo Vi la Velha de 
Rodao 

59,167 1902-03 
to 

1919-50 

Ocreza Pracana 1,110 1932-33 
to 

1919-50 

Zezere Ponte do 
Cabr i1 

2,310 1912-13 
to 

1919-50 

Zezere Castelo do 
Bode 

3,950 1939-10 
to 

1919-50 

Lima Lindoso 1,511 1920-21 
to 

1950-51 

9.7 

12.9 

378.6 

20.6 

10-77 

69. 16 

50-06 

TABLE C-17 

GAGING STATI0NS IN BASINS 

0THER THAN THE DOURO 

AVERAGE FL0WS AND EXTREMES IN m3/s 

FOR THE PERIOD 0F RECORD 

Minimum Flow Maximum Flow 

FOR THE PERIOD 1912 - 1950 

Min imum 
Month 

0-08 

0.88 

3.0 

0.0 

0. 18 

0.0 

0-11 

1: i n i mum 
Day 

0.15 

0.0 

Max imum 
Month 

51.3 

255.8 

7,915 

130.2 

138.0 

259.57 

Max imum 
Day 

2,011-8 

Date 
of 

Occurrence 

Aug. '13 

Feb. '17 

Aug. '19 

Feb. '17 

Sept.'15 

Mar. '17 

Aug. and 
Sept.'15 
Aug. '19 
Jan. '13 

Aug. 30431, 
1919* 

311.01 2,669-0 Jan. 20,13 

Sep.18; June, 
July&Aug.19* 

Jan. '13 
Jan.21,II 

Aug. '38 

Feb. '17 

Average 
Flow 
m3/s 

8.1 

35.6 

115-0 

16.7 

56.36 

35.59 

Minimum Flow 

Min imum 
Month 

0.08 

0.88 

3.0 

0.0 

0.0 

0.78 

0.0 

Maximum Flow 

Mimimum 
Day 

Max imum 
Month 

51.3 

255.8 

7,915 

130.2 

138.0 

259.57 

Max imum 
Day 

2,039-0 

Date 
of 

Occurrence 

Aug.'13 

Feb.'17 

Aug.'19 

Feb.'17 

Sept.'15 

Mar. '17 

Aug. and 
Sept.'15 
Aug. '19 
Jan. '13 

Sep.lg; June, 
JulysAug.19* 

Jan.21,13 

Aug. '13 

Feb. '17 

*There are other dates during which the minimum daily flow occurred. 
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Station 

Carrapatelo* 

Régua 

Valeira * 

Pocinho * 

Bemposta 

Picote ** 

Miranda ** 

Dra inage 
Area 
km2 

93,475 

92,225 

87.775 

82.775 

63.850 

63.750 

63.500 

Period 
of 

Record 

1931-51 

1931-51 

1931-51 

1931-51 

1930-51 

1930-51 

1930-51 

Average 
Fl ow 
m3/s 

524.9 

519.8 

497.0 

488.0 

328.0 

328.0 

328.0 

FOR THE PERIOD 0F RECORD 

Minimum Flow Maximum Flow 

Minimum Minimum Maximum Maximum 
Month Day Month Day 

48.5 

48.0 

45.9 

45.0 

37.0 

37.0 

37.0 

3, 180 

3, 149 

3,010 

2,956 

1,785 

1,785 

1,785 

* Flow computed from Régua record. 
** Flow computed from Bemposta record. 

TABLE C~17a 

PR0P0SED DOURO RI VER PR0JECTS 

AVERAGE FL0WS AND EXTREMES IN m3/s 

0ate Average Minimum Flow Maximum Flow [)a^e 

of Flow . . . . . of 
Record m3/s M,nl,T Minimum Ma)<l,T MaX,mum Record 

' Month Day Month Day 

July '31 392.0 49.5 - Oct. •45 
Jan. •36 2,313 Mar. '47 

July '31 388.1 49.0 - Oct. •45 
Jan. '36 2,290 Mar. •47 

July '31 371.0 46.8 _ Oct. •45 
Jan. '36 2, 190 Mar. '47 

July '31 364.0 46.0 _ Oct. •45 
Jan. •36 2, 150 Mar. '47 

Aug. '49 247.0 37.0 - Aug. '49 
Feb. '36 1.315 Mar. '47 

Aug. '49 247.0 37.0 - Aug. '49 
Feb. '36 1,315 Mar. '47 

Aug. •49 247.0 37.0 - Aug. '49 
Feb. '36 1.315 Mar. '47 



YEAR 

1942 
1943 
IW 
I 945 
I9i*6 

191+7 
191+8 
191+9 
1950 

JANUARY 

0.6 
15.2* 
0.0* 
2.6* 
2.1 

1.6 
6.8 
2-0 
1.2 

FEBRUARY 

0.6 
1.1* 
0.6* 
0.0* 
1.3 

i 1.0 
3.6 
0.5 
3.8 

MARCH 

7.7 
6.5* 
1.1* 
0.2* 
3.0 

8.9 
2.1 
0.3 
1-8 

APRIL 

3.6 
1.8* 
5.3* 
0.5* 
3.3 

•+.7 
1.2 
0.2 
0-8 

MAY 

2.7 
0.1* 
0.i+* 
1.0* 
7.3 

0.1 
1.8 
0.2 
3.1 

JUNE 

0.6 
0.0* 
0.1* 
0.0* 
1.8 

0.3 
0.8 
0.1 
1.5 

8 I.) *Flows from "ESTUDO DA CONJUGACAO ENTRE AS PRODUCOES DE ENERGIA HIDRÁULICA 
E TÉRMICA EM PORTUGAL" by Moniz Pereira. 

2.) Ali other flows derived from Zezere River flows at Porte do Cabril. 

YEAR 

191+2 
191+3 
igi+t 
191+5 
191+6 

19H7 
191+8 
+91+9 
1950 

JANUARY 

16.9* 
3II+.0 

21+.6 
17.8 
53.7 

i+l.i+ 
177.2 
52-8 
31.8 

FEBRUARY 

H+.5* 
115.9 

8.5 
16.1+ 
32.8 

285.1+ 
92-6 
12.0 
99.1 

MARCH 

200.0* 
I 18.1 

I 1.7 
7.5 

78.2 

230.3 
55.9 
8.0 

i+5.9 

APRIL 

91+. 0* 
64.0 
73.1 
8.0 

86.0 

122.3 
30.5 
6.3 

20.1 

MAY 

69.0* 
25.1 
11.6 
5.7 

189.8 

2-9 
46.2 

4. I 
81.0 

JUNE 

15.0* 
4.8 
6.1 
2.8 

47.6 

8.6 
21.0 
2.2 

38.0 

Note: *Flows extrapolated from Zezere River at Castelo do Bode. 
See Table C-13, page C-24, for actual record of Ponte do Cabril by water-years. 

TABLE C-18 

PAMPILHOSA AND CEIRA RIVERS AT SANTA LUZIA 

AVERAGE MONTHLY FLOW IN m3/s 

(ORAINAGE AREA = 90km2) 

JULY AUGUST SEPTEMBER OCTOBER NOVEMBER DECEMBER AVERAGE ANNUAL FLOW 

0.1 0.1 0- 1 1.5 3.6 5.4 2.2 
0.2* 0.0* 1.7* 2.7* 0.7* 7.1* 3.1 
0.1* 0.0* 0.2* 0.5* 4.4* .4.4* 1.4 
0.0* 0.0* 0.0* 0.7* 4.5* 14.4* 2.0 
0.3 0.3 0.2 0-3 0-5 0.9 1-8 

0.2 0.2 0.2 0.3 0.2 1.6 2.4 
0-2 0-1 0-2 0-2 0-2 2-0 1-6 
0.0 0.0 0.3 0-4 0.8 3.1 0.7 
0-3 0- 1 0-2 0-3 0-9 1.0 1.2 

Average for the period: 1.8 

• 

TABLE C-19 

ZEZERE RIVER AT PONTE DO CABRIL 

AVERAGE MONTHLY FLOW IN m3/s 

(DRAINAGE AREA = 2,340 km2) 

JULY AUGUST SEPTEMBER OCTOBER NOVEMBER DECEMBER AVERAGE ANNUAL FLOW 

3.2* 1.5* 2.7* 37.9 92.4 140-6 57.3 
3.2 2.1 23.5 24.9 30.8 55.6 65.2 

3-6 2-7 3.4 3.4 23.2 30.1 16.8 

1.0 1.7 1. 1 13.2 45.8 189.9 25.9 

8.4 7.1 5.2 7.3 13.4 23.3 46.1 

4.7 4.8 6.2 8.5 4.5 40.9 63-4 
4.2 2.9 4. 1 4.5 4.3 52.2 41.3 

0.8 0-2 8-4 11.6 20-4 80.4 17.3 

9.1 3. 1 4.4 8-1 23.2 24.7 32.4 

Average for the period: 40*6 
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YEAR JANUARY FEBRUARY MARCH APRIL MAY JUNE 

1942 26.0 22-0 295.4 143.8 108.6 23.0 
1943 438.0 164.0 186.9 90.9 40.4 6.3 

1944 33.0 14.4 23.3 95.2 22.7 7.7 

1945 29.7 27.0 11.2 1 1.3 7.0 1.6 

1946 80.7 52.9 113.6 93.9 221.8 68.5 

1947 66.0 433.0 320.0 157.0 42.0 13.0 

1948 261.1 124.4 86.9 50.1 71.8 32. 1 

1949 61.0 6.0 4.0 2.0 0.5 0.0 
1950 47.2 139.2 63.8 28.0 92.4 45.2 

Note; For 1938-1951 record by water-years, see Table C-l4, page C-24. 

YEAR 

1942 
1943 
1944 
1945 
1946 

1947 
1948 
1949 
1950 

JAHUARY 

5.6 
50.0 
5.7* 
6.8* 

11.2 

15.5 
56.2 
10.8 
6.1 

FEBRUARY 

3.6 
7.6* 
2.7* 
7.6* 
9.2 

58.9 
12.2 
4.8 

39.3 

MARCH 

26.2 
7.6* 
6.5* 
1.5* 

16.9 

56.8 
6.8 
4.0 

12.5 

APRIL 

20. I 
4.6* 
9.5* 
3.1* 

I 1.0 

23.7 
5.9 
2.8 
4.3 

MAY 

23.4 
1.9* 
3.8* 
2.3* 

18.7 

8.0 
9,2 
1.6 

11.9 

JUNE 

7.7 
I. I* 
1.5* 
l.l* 

12.6 

1.4 
4.3 
I .2 
7.0 

Notes: 
|.) * Flows from "ESTUDO DA CONJUGACAO ENTRE AS PRODUCOES 

DE ENERGIA HIDRÁULICA E TÉRMICA EM PORTUGAL" by Moniz Pereira 

2.) Ali other flows derived from Cavado River at Paradela. 

TABLE C-20 

ZEZERE RIVER AT CASTELO DO BODE 

OBSERVED AVERAGE MONTHLY FLOW IN m3/s 

(ORA 1NAGE AREA = 3,950 kni2) 

JULY AUGUST SEPTEMBER OCTOBER NOVEMBER DECEMBER AVERAGE ANNUAL FLOW 

2-9 0-5 2-0 44.6 104.7 184.5 79.8 
3.3 1.1 39.0 39.1 44.4 102.2 96.3 
2.8 1.7 3.0 .3.1 33.0 43.7 23.6 
0.2 0.3 0.2 16.1 52.3 261.2 34.8 
9.9 6.0 3.9 9.8 19.4 34.0 59.5 

6,0 6.0 7.0 14.1 5.7 66.1 94.7 
0.7 0.3 -0.0 .0.5 1.3 -55.0 57.0 
0.0 0.0 13.9 12.0 28.9 128.2 21.4 

13.4 2.0 6.0 10.0 27.0 33.0 42,3 

% Average for the period: 56.6 

TABLE C-21 

RABAGAO RIVER AT VENDA NOVA 

AVERAGE MONTHLY FLOW IN m3/S 

(DRAINAGE AREA - 240 I<m2) 

JULY AUGUST SEPTEMBER OCTOBER NOVEMBER DECEMBER AVERAGE ANNUAL 

1.5 0-3 0.7 3.0 7-6 34.3 11.2 
0-4* l.l* 0.8* 16.8* 7.2* 8.4* 9.0 
1.9* 0.8* 0.8* 0.4* 1.5* 8.8* 3.7 
0.4* 0.4* 0.4* 0.8* 6.9* 30.1* 5.1 
1.8 0.6 1.3 5.1 12.4 18.0 9.9 

0.5 0.4 0.5 1.5 1.8 12.5 15.1 
1.0 1.4 0.5 0.5 6.4 22.9 10.6 
0.5 0.2 2.2 5.2 12.8 10.5 4.7 
1.7 0.5 0.6 0.9 16.8 12,5 9.5 

Average for the pe r i od: 8.8 
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YEAR 

1912 
1913 
1911 
1915 
1916 

1917 
1918 
1919 
1950 

JANUARY 

22.0 
135.0 

19.1 
22.3 
33.1 

19.3 
186.7 
33.5 
16.2 

FEBRUARY 

13.8 
51.2 
11.5 
33.5 
30.5 

209.7 
39.3 
18.1 

111.8 

MARCH 

89.7 
20.2 
25.6 
11.5 
51.3 

188.0 
19.1 
9.9 

37.1 

APRIL 

57.5 
13.2 
55.9 
10.8 
30.9 

67.8 
18.0 
7.6 

13.1 

MAY 

59.8 
9.2 

11.5 
10.1 
59.7 

27.2 
26. I 
1.6 

31.7 

JUNE 

33.2 
I.2 
8.1 
5.2 

16.1 

6.6 
II.0 
1.2 

18.7 

Note: Flows derived from Cavado River at Rio Caldo. 

YEAR 

1912 
1913 
1911 
1915 
1916 

1917 
1918 
1919 
1950 

JANUARY 

27.6 
169.5 
21-0 
28.0 
11.7 

62.0 
231.5 

12.2 
20.1 

FEBRUARY 

17.3 
61.2 
11.1 
12.1 
38.3 

263.5 
19.1 
23.2 

110.5 

MARCH 

112.7 
25.1 
32.2 
11.1 
68.2 

236.0 
21.1 
12.5 
17.0 

APRIL 

72.3 
16.6 
70.2 
13.6 
38.8 

85.2 
22.6 
9.6 

16.8 

MAY 

75.2 
11.5 
18.0 
13. I 
71.9 

31.2 
-^32.8 

5.8 
39.8 

JUNE 

11.6 
5.3 

10.6 
6.5 

57.9 

8.2 
13.8 
5.3 

23.5 

Note: Flows derived from Cavado River at Rio Caldo. 

TABLE C-22 

CAVADO RIVER AT SALAMOHDE 

AVERAGE MONTHLY FLOW IN m3/s 

(DRAINAGE AREA = 623 km2) 

JULY AUGUST SEPTEMBER OCTOBER NOVEMBER DECEMBER AVERAGE ANNUAL 

8.9 1.3 6.5 8.5 26.7 82.5 31.5 
10.2 2.6 8.7 71.5 21.8 33.7 32.3 
10. 1 5,7 6.2 5.1 11.6 13.2 18.1 
2.0 3.0 1.13 13.1 11.2 112.0 23.3 
1.6 2.2 7.7 22.3 11.2 61.1 32-8 

3.2 1.9 2.5 5.5 8.3 53-8 52.0 
3.2 6.5 2.0 3.1 19.9 70.6 33.9 
1.5 0.7 8.5 19.1 50.0 29.3 15.6 
6. i 2.6 2.5 3.8 59.7 37.9 28.5 

Average for the period: 30.| 

TABLE C-23 

CAVADO RIVER AT CANIÇADA 

AVERAGE MONTHLY FLOW IN m3/s 

(DRAINAGE AREA = 783 km2) 

JULY AUGUST SEPTEMBER OCTOBER NOVEMBER DECEMBER AVERAGE ANNUAL 

1 l.l 5.1 8- 1 10.7 33.5 103.5 13.2 

12.8 3.3 10.9 93.6 31.1 12.1 10.6 

12.7 7-2 7.8 6.1 11.5 51.3 22.7 

2.5 3.8 5.6 16.9 11.1 110.7 25. 1 

5.8 2.8 9.7 28-0 51.7 77.1 11.2 

1.0 2.1 3.2 6.9 10.1 67.6 65.3 
1-0 8-1 2.5 1.2 25.1 88.8 12.5 

1-9 0.9 11.8 21.1 62.8 36.8 19.8 

7.6 3.3 3.2 1.8 75.0 17.6 35.8 

Average for the period: 37.1 
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YEAR JANUARY FEBRUARY MARCH APRIL MAY JUNE 

1912 16.6 29.2 190.5 122-0 126.8 70.1 
1913 286,5 108.5 13.0 28.0 19.5 8.9 
1911 10.5 21.1 51.3 1 18.5 30.5 17.9 
1915 17.3 71.2 21.1 23.0 22.1 li .0 
1916 70.3 61.8 1 15.3 65.6 126.6 97.8 

1917 101.7 115.0 398-0 113-8 57.8 13.9 
1918 396.0 83.1 11.2 38.1 55.3 23.3 
1919 71.1 39,2 21.1 16.2 9.8 8.9 
1950 31.5 237.0 79-1 28.1 67.2 39.7 

Note: Flows derived from Cavado River at Rio Caldo. 

YEAR 

1912 
1913 
1911 
1915 
1916 

1917 
1918 
1919 
1950 

JANUARY 

0.3 
1.6* 
0.1* 
0.1* 
0.5 

0.7 
2-6 
0.5 
0.3 

FEBRUARY 

0-2 
0.0* 
0.0* 
0. I* 
0.1 

2.7 
0.6 
0.2 
1.8 

MARCH 

1.2 
0.9* 
0.5* 
0. I* 
0.8 

2.6 
0.3 
0.2 
0.6 

APRIL 

0.9 
0.6* 
0.7* 
0.3* 
0-5 

l.l 
0-3 
0.1 
0.2 

MAY 

l.l 
0.1* 
1.3* 
0.3* 
0.9 

0.1 
0-1 
0.1 
0.6 

JUNE 

0-1 
0.0* 
0.5* 
0.2* 
0.6 

0. I 
0-2 
0.1 
0.3 

Notes; 
I.) » Flows from "ESTUDO DA C0NJUGACA0 ENTRE AS PRODUCOES 

DE ENERGIA HIDRÁULICA E TÉRMICA EM PORTUGAL" by Moniz Pereira 

2.) Ali other flows derived from Cavado River at Paradela. 

TABLE C-2U 

CAVADO RIVER AT PENIDE 

AVERAGE MONTHLY FLOW IN m3/s 

(DRAINAGE AREA = 1,321 km2) 

JULY AUGUST SEPTEMBER OCTOBER NOVEMBER DECEMBER AVERAGE ANNI 

18.8 90.1 13.7 18.1 56.5 175.0 79.8 
21.6 5.6 18.1 158.0 52.5 71.5 68.5 
21.1 12.2 13.2 10.8 21.6 91.6 38.3 
1.2 6.1 9.1 28.6 23.8 227.5 11.6 
9.8 1.7 16.1 17.1 87.1 130.1 69.7 

6.8 1.0 5.1 11.6 17.6 1 11.2 110.2 
6.8 13.8 1.2 7.1 12.3 150.0 71.8 
3.1 1.5 19.8 11.3 106.2 62.2 33.1 

12.9 5.6 5.1 8-2 126.5 80.1 60.1 

Average for the period 63.7 

TABLE C-25 

CANIÇADA AND LORIGA RIVERS AT SABUGUEIRO I 

AVERAGE MONTHLY FLOW IN m3/s 

(DRAINAGE AREA - II km2) 

JULY AUGUST SEPTEMBER OCTOBER NOVEMBER DECEMBER AVERAGE ANNUAL 

0- 1 0.0 0.0 0.1 0-1 1-6 0.5 
0.1* 0.0* 1.6* l.l* 0,5* 0.8* 0.6 
0-3* 0.3* 0.1* 0.2* 0.6* 0.6* 0.1 
0.1* 0.2* 0.0* 0.6* l.l* 1.8* 0.1 
0.1 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.6 0.8 0.5 

0.0 0.0 0.0 0-1 0. i 0.6 0.7 
0.0 0.1 0.0 0.0 0-2 1-0 0.5 

0.0 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.6 0.5 0.2 
0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.8 0.6 0.1 

Average for the period: 0.5 
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YEAR 

1912 
1913 
1911 
1915 
1916 

1917 
1918 
1919 
1950 

JANUARY 

1.2 
5.6* 
0.2* 
1.3* 
2.3 

3.2 
11.7 
2.3 
1.3 

FEBRUARY 

0.8 
0.1* 
0.1* 
0.2* 
1.9 

12.3 
2.5 
1.0 
8.2 

MARCH 

5.1 
3.5* 
1.7* 
0.2* 
3.5 

11.8 
1.1 
0.8 
2.6 

APRIL 

1.2 
2. I* 
2.5* 
1.0* 
2.3 

1.9 
1.2 
0.6 
0.9 

MAY 

1.9 
0.5* 
1.8* 
l.l* 
3.9 

1.7 
1.9 
0.3 
2.5 

Notes: 
1) *Flows from "ESTUDO DA CONJUGACAO ENTRE AS PRODUCOES 

DE ENERGIA HIDRÁULICA E TÉRMICA EM PORTUGAL" by Moniz Pereira 

2) Ali other flows derived from Cavado River at Paradela. 

YEAR 

1912 
1913 
1911 
1915 
1916 

1917 
1918 
1919 
1950 

JANUARY 

1.6 
7-1* 
0-3* 
1-8* 
3.1 

1.3 
15.7 
3.0 
1-7 

FEBRUARY 

1-0 
0-2* 
0-1* 
0-3* 
2.6 

16.1 
3.1 
1.3 

11.0 

MARCH 

7-3 
1.6* 
2.2* 
0-5* 
1.7 

15.8 
1.9 
M 
3.5 

APRIL 

5.6 
2.8* 
3.1* 
1.3* 
3.1 

6.6 
1.6 
0.8 
1.2 

MAY 

6.5 
0.7* 
2.2* 
1-6* 
5.2 

. 2.2 
2.6 
0-1 
3.3 

Notes; 
1) *Flows from "ESTUDO DA CONJUGACAO ENTRE AS PRODUCOES 

DE ENERGIA HIDRÁULICA E TÉRMICA EM PORTUGAL" by Moniz Pereira 

2) Ali other flows derived from Cavado at Paradela. 

TABLE C-26 

ALVA RIVER AT SENHORA DO DESTERRO 

AVERAGE MONTHLY FLOW IN m3/s 

(ORAINAGE AREA = 50 km2) 

JULY AUGUST SEPTEMBER OCTOBER NOVEMBER DECEMBER AVERAGE ANNUAL 

0-3 0-1 0-2 0.6 1.6 7-2 2.3 
1.5* 0.1* 3.3* 1.1* 1.6* 3.1* 2.1 
0.9* l.l* 0.1* 0.8* 2.3* 2.6* 1.3 
0.2* 0.5* 0. 1* 1.7* 3.9* 6.5* 1.1 
0.1 0.1 0.3 l.l 2.6 3.8 2.1 

0.1 0. 1 0.1 0-3 0-1 2.6 3.2 
0-2 0-3 0-1 0.1 1.3 1.8 2.2 
0.1 0.0 0-1 l.l 2.7 2.2 I.C 
0.1 0-1 0-1 0-2 3.5 2.6 2-0 

Average for the period: 2*0 

TABLE C-27 

ALVA RIVER AT PONTE DE JOGAIS 

AVERAGE MONTHLY FLOW IN rn^/s 

(DRAINAGE AREA = 67 km2) 

JULY AUGUST SEPTEMBER OCTOBER NOVEMBER DECEMBER AVERAGE ANNUAL 

o.i 0.1 0-2 0-8 2.1 9.6 3. 1 
2.0* 0.2* 1.2* 5.1* 2.2* 1. 1* 2-8 
1.2* 1.1* 0.7* 1.3* 3.2* 3.8* 1.8 
0-3* 0.8* 0-2* 2-0* 5.2* 8.8* 2-0 
0.5 0.2 0.1 1.1 3.1 5.0 2.8 

0.2 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.5 3.5 1.2 
0-2 o.i O-1 0-1 1-8 6.1 3.0 
0-1 0- 1 0.6 1.1 3.6 2-9 1.3 
0.5 0. 1 0.2 0-2 1.7 3.5 2.6 

Average for the period: 2-6 
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YEAR JANUARY FEBRUARY MARCH APRIL MAY JUNE 

1912 1.6 1-0 7,6 5.9 6.8 2.2 
1943 7.6* 0.2* 4.8* 2.9* 0.7* 0.1* 
I9<W 0.3* 0-2* 2.2* 3.5* 2-2* 2.3* 
1945 1.8* 0-3* 0-5* 1.3* 1.6* 1.0* 
1946 3.3 2-7 5.0 3.2 5.4 3.7 

1947 4.5 17.2 16.6 6.9 2.4 0.4 
1948 16.4 3.6 2.0 1.7 2.7 1.3 
1949 3.2 1.4 1.2 0.8 0.5 0.4 
1950 1.8 11.5 3.6 1.3 3.5 2-0 

Notes: 
D *Flows from " ESTUDO DA CONJUGACAO ENTRE AS PRODUCOES 

DE ENERGIA HIDRÁULICA E TÉRMICA EM PORTUGAL" by Moniz Pere ira 

2) Ali other flows derived from Cavado River at Paradela. 
< 

YEAR JANUARY FEBRUARY MARCH APRIL MAY JUNE 

1942 2-9 1.8 13.3 10-2 11-8 3-9 

1943 27.4 9.0 4.0 2.4 1.2 0.2 
1944 2.4 1.3 2.5 7.9 2.2 0.8 
1945 4.5 3.9 1.4 1.3 1.8 0.8 

1946 5.7 4.7 8.6 5.6 9.5 6.4 

1947 7.9 29.9 28.8 12.0 4.1 0.7 
1948 28.5 6.2 3.5 3.0 4-7 2.2 

1949 5.5 2.4 2.0 1.4 0.8 0.6 

1950 3.1 20.0 6.3 2.2 6. 1 3.5 

Notes; 
1) Flows der ived from Cavado R iver at Paradela. 

2) Flows of Ave River at Erinal and at Ponte da Esperança assumed the same as 
those at Gu i1hofre i. 

TABLE C-28 

ALVA RI VER AT VILA COVA 

AVERAGE MONTHLY FLOW IN mS/s 

(DRAINAGE AREA = 71 km2) 

JULY AUGUST SEPTEMBER OCTOBER NOVEMBER DECEMBER AVERAGE ANNUAL 

0.4 0. 1 0-2 0.9 2.2 10-0 3.2 
2.1* 0.2* 4.4* 5.6* 2.2* 4.2* 2.9 
1.2* 1.5* 0.7* 1.4* 3.3* 3.9* 1.9 
0.3* 0.8* 0-2* 2.1* 5.2* 9-1* 2.0 
0.5 0.2 0.4 1.5 3.6 5.3 2.9 

0.2 0.1 0.2 0.4 0.5 3.6 4.4 
0.3 0.4 0.1 0.1 1.9 6.7 3.1 
0.1 0.1 0.6 1.5 3.7 3.1 1.4 
0.5 0.1 0.2 0.3 4.9 3.6 2.8 

Average for the period: 2-7 

í 

TABLE C-29 

AVE RI VER AT GUILHOFREi 

AVERAGE MONTHLY FLOW IN m3/s 

(DRAINAGE AREA = 122 km2) 

JULY AUGUST SEPTEMBER OCTOBER NOVEMBER DECEMBER AVERAGE ANNUAL 

0-8 0-2 0-4 1.6 3-9 17.4 5.7 
0.3 0.0 0.5 9.9 3.8 4. 1 5.2 
1.3 0.4 0-4 0.3 1.2 4.2 2.1 
0.3 0.2 0.2 0.6 3.6 15.1 2.8 
0.9 0.3 0.7 2.5 6.3 9-2 5.0 

0-3 0-2 0-3 0.8 0.9 6.3 7.7 
0.5 0.7 0-2 0-2 3.2 11.6 5.4 
0.2 0. 1 1. 1 2.6 6.5 5.3 2.4 
0.9 0-2 0-3 0-5 8-5 6.3 4.8 

Average for the period; H.6 
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YEAR JANUARY FEBRUARY MARCH APRIL MAY JUNE 

1942 3.5 2-2 16.4 12.6 14.6 4.8 
1943 33.6 II. 1 4.9 2.9 1.4 0.3 
1944 3.0 1.6 3.1 9.7 2.6 1-0 
1945 5.5 4.8 1.8 1.6 2.2 1.0 
1946 7.0 5.8 10.6 6.8 11.7 7.9 

1947 9.7 36.8 35.5 14.8 5.0 0.9 
1948 35.1 7.6 4.3 3.7 5.8 2.7 
1949 6.8 3.0 2.5 1.8 1-0 0.8 
1950 3.8 24.6 7.8 2.7 7.5 4.3 

Note: Flows derived from Cavado R iver at Paradela. 

YEAR 

I 912 
IStS 
1944 
1945 
1946 

1947 
1948 
1949 
1950 

JANUARY 

1.7 
16.2* 
2.7* 
4. I* 
6.0 

6.9 
27-3 
3.9 
1.4 

FEBRUARY 

1.3 
15.1* 

1.9* 
3.8* 
4.0 

31.6 
9.2 
1.8 
6-2 

MARCH 

I 1.2 
4. I* 
2.7* 
1.8* 
9.0 

26.8 
4.7 
1.2 
4.6 

APRIL 

7.4 
3.5* 
5.2* 
1.4* 
6.1 

12-0 
2.9 
1.2 
2.0 

MAY 

9-3 
1.8* 
2.4* 
1.1* 

10.3 

4.1 
2.9 
8-4 
2.3 

JUNE 

2.6 
0.4* 
0.6* 
0.5* 
7.2. 

1.4 
1.7 
0-4 
2-0 

Notes: 
1) •From "ESTUDO DA C0NJU6ACA0 ENTRE AS PRODUCOES 

DE ENERGIA HIDRÁULICA E TÉRMICA EM PORTUGAL" by Moniz Pereira. 

2) Ali other flows derived from Tavora River at Ponte Nova. 

TABLE C-30 

AVE RIVER AT SENHORA DO PORTO 

AVERAGE MONTHLY FLOW IN m3/s 

(DRAlNAGE AREA = 150 kin2) 

JULY AUGUST SEPTEMBER OCTOBER NOVEMBER DECEMBER AVERAGE ANNUAL 

1.0 0-2 0-4 1.9 4.8 21.4 7.0 
0.4 0.1 0.6 12.2 4.7 5.1 6-4 
1.6 0.5 0-5 0-4 1.5 5.2 2.6 
0.3 0.3 0.3 0.7 4.4 18.6 3.4 
1-2 0.4 0.8 3.2 7.7 11.2 6.2 

0.3 0.3 0.3 i .0 1.2 7.8 9.5 
0.6 0.9 0.3 0.3 4.0 14.3 6.6 
0.3 0.1 1.4 3.3 8.0 6.6 3.0 
1.1 0.3 0.4 0.6 10.5 7.8 5.9 

Average for the period: 5.6 

JULY 

0.5 
0.3* 
0.3* 
0. I* 
1.0 

0.3 
0-2 
0-1 
0.7 

TABLE C-31 

VAROSA RIVER AT CHOCALHO 

AVERAGE MONTHLY FLOW IN m3/s 

(DRAlNAGE AREA - 305 km2) 

AUGUST SEPTEMBER OCTOBER NOVEMBER DECEMBER 

0-1 0- 1 0-6 1.3 9-3 

0.0* 0,3* 19.2* 4.3* 5.0* 

o.o* 0.1* 0.2* 0.9* 4.2* 

o.o* 0.0* 0.0* 1.5* 6.9* 

0-3 0-3 0.6 2.4 6-9 

0.1 0.1 0-2 0-2 2.1 

0- 1 0.1 0. 1 0.2 2.3 

0-1 0-1 0-3 0.7 1-8 

0-1 O-1 0- 1 0-4 1.2 

AVERAGE ANNUAL FLOW 

3.8 
5.8 
1.8 
1.8 
4.5 

7.2 
4.3 
1-7 
1-8 

Average for the period: 3.6 
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YEAR JANUARY FEBRUARY MARCH APRIL MAY JUNE 

1942 0.4 0*3 2.4 1.6 2.0 0.6 
1943 6.8 1.8 0.8 0.5 0.3 0.1 
1944 0.7 0.3 0.6 0.9 0.3 0.1 
1945 0.8 0.8 0.3 0.2 0.1 0.0 
1946 1.3 0.9 1.9 1.3 2.2 1-6 

1947 1.5 6.8 5.8 2.6 0.9 0.3 
1948 5.9 2.0 1.0 0.6 0.6 0.4 
1949 0.8 0.4 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.1 
1950 0.3 1.3 1.0 0.4 0.5 0.4 

Note: Flows derived from Tavora River at Ponte Nova. 

YEAR JANUARY FEBRUARY MARCH APRIL MAY 

1942 1.6 1-0 7.6 5-9 6.8 
1943 15.7 5.2 2.3 1.4 0.7 
1944 1.4 0.8 1.5 4.5 1.2 
1945 2.6 2.2 0.8 0.8 1.0 
1946 3.3 2.7 5.0 3.2 5.4 

1947 4.5 17.2 16.6 6.9 2.4 
1948 16.4 3-6 2.0 1.7 2.7 
1949 3.2 1.4 1.2 0.8 0.5 
1950 1.8 11.5 3.6 1.3 3.5 

JUNE 

2.2 
0. I 
0.5 
0.5 
3.7 

0.4 
1.3 
0.4 
2.0 

Note: Flows derived from Cavado River at Paradela. 

TABLE C-32 

CABRUM RIVER AT FREI6IL 

AVERAGE M0NTHLY FL0W IN m3/s 

(DRAINAGE AREA = 66 km2) 

JULY AUGUST SEPTEMBER OCTOBER NOVEMBER DECEMBER AVERAGE ANNUAL 

0- 1 0-0 0-0 0-1 0-3 2-0 0.8 
0.0 0.0 0. 1 2.3 0.8 1.3 1.2 
0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1 1-0 0.3 
0-0 0.0 0.0 0-0 0.3 5.4 0.7 
0-2 0.1 0-1 O-1 0-5 1.5 1-0 

0.1 0.0 o.o 0.0 0.0 0.5 1.5 
1.0 0.0 0.0 o.o 0.0 0-5 1.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.4 0.2 
0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.3 0.4 

Average for the period: o.8 

TABLE C-33 

BORRALHA RIVER AT MESA DO GALO 

AVERAGE MONTHLY FLOW IN m3/s 

{DRAINAGE AREA = 70 km2) 

JULY AUGUST SEPTEMBER OCTOBER NOVEMBER DECEMBER AVERAGE ANNUAL 

0.4 0-1 0.2 0.9 2.2 10.0 3.3 
0.2 0.0 0.3 5.7 2.2 2.4 3.0 
0.7 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.7 2.4 1.2 
0.2 0.1 0.1 0.3 2. 1 8.7 1.6 
0.5 0.2 0.4 1.5 3.6 5.3 2.9 

0.2 0.1 0.2 0.4 0.5 3.6 4.4 
0.3 0.4 0.1 0.1 1.9 6.7 3.1 
0. 1 0.1 0.6 1.5 3.7 3.1 1.4 
0.5 0.1 0.2 0.3 4.9 3.6 2.8 

Average for the period: 2.6 
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YEAR JANUARY FEBRUARY MARCH APRIL MAY JUNE 

1912 1.0 2.5 18.6 11.2 16.6 5.5 
1913 38.2 12-6 5.5 3.3 1.6 3-2 
1911 3.1 1.8 3.5 11-0 3.0 1.2 
1915 6.2 5.1 2.0 1.8 2.5 1.2 
1916 7.9 6.5 12.0 7.8 13.2 8.9 

1917 11.0 11.8 10.2 16.8 5.7 LO 
1918 39.8 8.6 1.8 1.2 6.5 3.1 
1919 7.7 3.1 2.8 2.0 1.2 0.8 
1950 1.3 27.9 8.8 3.1 8,5 1.9 

Note: Flows derived from Cavado River at Paradela. 

YEAR JANUARY FEBRUARY MARCH APRIL MAY JUNE 

1912 119.0 156.0 911-5 622.5 111.8 126.2 
1913 1,290.9 880.1 1,089.0 595.5 380.9 88.1 
1911 169.2 91.1 97.1 359.1 152.3 82.0 
1915 77.3 88.6 19.1 10-6 11.7 10.8 
1916 211.0 97.8 381.5 719.5 1,301.5 195.7 

1917 92.7 2,021.0 3,100.0 815.0 291.6 110.8 
1918 773.5 697.5 301.0 250.6 162.2 185.8 
1919 161.8* 70.7* 23.7* 30.1* 22-6* 11.0* 
1950 82.1* 212-0* 136.0* 52.1* 73.2* 113.8* 

Notes: 
|) Flows derived from Tejo River at Rodao. 

2) *Flows for these months extrapolated from Douro River flows at Bitetos. 

TABLE C-3U 

MINHO RIVER AT COVAS 

AVERAGE MOHTHLY FLOW IN m3/s 

(DRAINAGE AREA = 170 km2) 

JULY AUGUST SEPTEMBER OCTOBER NOVEMBER DECEMBER AVERAGE ANNUAL 

LI 0.2 0.5 2.2 5.1 21.3 7.9 
0.5 0.1 0.6 13.8 5.3 5.8 7.5 
1.8 0.5 0.5 0.1 1.7 5.9 2.9 
0.1 0.3 0.3 0.8 5.0 21.1 3.9 
1.3 0.1 0.9 3.6 8.8 12.8 7.0 

0,1 0.3 0.1 LI 1.3 8.8 10.7 
0.7 LO 0.1 0.1 1.5 16.2 7.5 
0.3 0.1 1.5 3.7 9.1 7.5 3.3 
1.2 0.1 0.1 0.6 11.9 8.8 6.7 

Average for the pe r i od: 6,1 

TABLE C-35 

TEJO RIVER AT BELVER 

AVERAGF MONTHLY FLOW IN m3/s 

(DRAINAGE AREA = 61,000 km2) 

JULY AUGUST SEPTEMBER OCTOBER NOVEMBER DECEMBER AVERAGE ANNUAL 

11.1 18.9 17.6 132.1 155.0 992.1 311.1 
11.1 23.6 89.1 132.0 210.0 221.8 122.5 
38.6 17.1 59.2 26.8 63.9 82.0 103.1 
1.3 2.0 LI 6.3 9.1 961-6 105.9 

10.1 16.9 21.6 2.1 38.6 57.3 262.8 

82.1 55.8 85.2 159.1 115.9 177.8 597.5 
18.1 35.2 35.1 23.7* 22.6* 108.2* 215.7 
12-6* 1.5* 1 • 6* 20.6* 31.6* 99.9* 11.1 
28.8* 21.1* 21.9* 21.1* 21.0* 81.9* 77.6 

Average for the period; 211.2 
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YEAR JANUARY FEBRUARY MARCH APR1L MAY JUNE 

1942 7.5 8-5 113.0 33.5 18.4 5. 1 
1943 132.7 25.2 47.0 18.8 7.3 2.9 
1944 4.4 2.6 4.7 20-3 4.3 2.0 
1945 6.6 4.6 3.0 4.5 3.6 2.6 
1946 24.2 13.1 29.7 20.0 67.0 13.4 

1947 18.3 132.4 98.1 35.7 10. 1 3.1 
1948 80.7 33.0 21.6 9.4 15.7 7.2 
1949 19.9 6.6 4.1 3.9 2.6 2.3 
1950 23.7 314-2 14.8 8.0 31.4 18.9 

Note: •Flows derived from Tavora River at Ponte Nova 

See Table C-12, page C-23', for actual record by water-years. 

YEAR JANUARY FEBRUARY MARCH APRIL MAY JUNE 

1942 0-4 0.3 3.7 2.5 2.4 0.7 
1943 7.8 3,7 1.6 0.9 0.3 0.1 
1-944 0.6 0.4 0.4 0.6 0.3 0.1 
1945 0.3 0.3 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 
1946 0.8 0.9 1.9 2.5 4.4 1.2 

1947 1.3 9.3 9.7 3.9 1.0 0.2 
1948 8.2 3.3 1.4 1.2 1.2 0.5 
1949 1.3 0.4 0.2 0.2 0.1 0.1 
1950 0.4 1.8 1.3 0.6 0.6 0.6 

Note: Flows derived from Sabor River at Laranjeiras. 

I 

TABLE C-36 

OCREZA RIVER AT PRAGANA 

AVERAGE MONTHLY FLOW IN m3/s 

(DRAINAGE AREA = 1,410 km2) 

JULY AUGUST SEPTEMBER OCTOBER NOVEMBER DECEMBER AVERAGE ANNUAL 

1-8 0.8 3.6 14.7 49.3 67.8 27.0 
1.8 0.6 3.7 7.4 8.4 10.4 22.2 
1.2 0.5 1.2 1.4 10.3 11.4 5.4 
1.2 o.o 0.0 13.1 1 1.4 80. 1 10.9 
2.0 0.8 1.5 2.2 3.7 5.2 15.2 

0.6 0.1 1.7 10.0 3.7 17.5 27.6 
1.3 0.8 1.0 1.4 1.8 18.4 16.0 
1.3 0.0 15.3 7.9 10.6 81.4 13.0 
5.5 0.9 1.6 0.5* 2.0* 5.7* 12.3 

Average for the period: 16.6 

TABLE C-37 

NIZA RIVER AT POVOA 

AVERAGE MONTHLY FLOW IN in3/s 

(DRAINAGE AREA = 155 km2) 

JULY AUGUST SEPTEMBER OCTOBER NOVEMBER DECEMBER AVERAGE ANNUAL 

0.1 0.0 0- 1 0-2 C.5 3.1 L.2 
0.0 0.0 0.1 1.3 0.6 0.9 1.4 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0,1 0.2 0.^ 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.2 4.5 0.5 
0.1 0.0 0.1 0.1 0.3 0.8 l.l 

0.0 0.0 0. 1 0.2 0.2 0.8 2.2 
0.1 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.1 1.0 1.4 
0. 1 0.0 o.o 0.1 0.2 0.5 0.3 
0.2 0,0 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.3 0.5 

Average for the period: 1.0 
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YEAR JANUARY FEBRUARY MARCH APRIL MAY JUNE 

1912 0.1 0.3 3.8 2.6 2-5 0.7 
1913 8.0 3.7 1.6 1.0 0.3 0.I 
1911 0.6 0.1 0.1 0.6 0.3 0,1 
1915 0.3 0.3 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 
1916 0.8 0.9 2.0 2.6 1.5 1.3 

1917 1.3 9.5 9.8 1.0 1.0 0.2 
1918 8.1 3.1 1.5 1.2 1.2 0.5 
1919 1.3 0.1 0.2 0.2 0.1 0.1 
1950 0.1 1.9 1.1 0.6 0.7 0.6 

Note: Flows derived from Sabor River at Laranjeiras. 

YEAR JANUARY FEBRUARY MARCH APRIL MAY JUNE 

1912 0-5 0-1 5.0 3.1 3.3 0.9 
1913 10.5 1.9 2.1 1.3 0.1 0.1 
1911 0.8 0.5 0..6 0.8 0.3 0.1 
1915 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.1 
1916 1.0 1.2 2.6 3.1 5.9 1.7 

1917 1-7 12.6 13.0 5.2 1.3 0.3 
1918 ll.l 1.5 1.9 1-6 1.6 0-7 
1919 1-8 0.5 0.3 0.2 0.1 0.1 
1950 0.6 2.1 1.8 0.8 0.9 0-8 

Note: Flows derived from Sabor River at Laranjeiras. 

TABLE C-38 / 

NIZA RIVER AT POIO BRUCE IRA 

AVERAGE MONTHLY FLOW IN m3/s - 

(DRAINAGE AREA - 158 km2) 

JULY AUGUST SEPTEMBER OCTOBER NOVEMBER DECEMBER AVERAGE ANNUAL 

0-1 0.0 0.1 0-3 0-5 3.1 1.2 
0.0 0.0 0.1 1.3 0.7 1.0 1.5 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.2 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.2 1.5 0.5 
0.2 0.0 0.1 0.1 0.3 0.8 l.l 

0.0 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.2 0.8 2.3 
0.1 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.1 1.0 1.5 
0.1 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.5 0.3 
0.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.1 0.5 

Average for the period: 1.0 

TABLE C-39 

NIZA RIVER AT VELADA 

AVERAGE MONTHLY FLOW IN m3/s 

(DRAINAGE AREA « 209 km2) 

JULY AUGUST SEPTEMBER OCTOBER NOVEMBER DECEMBER AVERAGE ANNUAL FLOW 

0.2 0.0 0.1 0.3 0.7 1.2 1.6 
0.0 0.0 0.2 1.7 0.9 1.3 2.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.3 0.3 
0.0 0.0 o.o 0.0 0.3 6.0 0.6 
0.2 0.0 0. 1 0.2 0.1 l.l 1-5 

0.1 0.0 0.1 0.3 0.2 1.0 3-0 
0. 1 0.1 o.o 0.0 0.2 1.3 1.9 
0.1 0.0 0.1 0.1 0,3 0.7 0,1 
0.3 0.0 o.o o.o 0.2 0.5 0-7 

Average for the period; |.3 
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YEAR JANUARY FEBRUARY 

1942 0.6 0.5 
1943 13.7 6.4 
1944- UO 0.7 
1945 0.5 0.5 
1946 1.3 1.5 

1947 2-2 16.4 
1948 14.5 5.9 
1949 2.3 0.7 
1950 0.7 3.2 

MARCH APRIL MAY JUNE 

6.6 t-t H-3 M 
2.8 1.7 0.5 0.1 
0.7 1.0 0.H 0.1 
0.2 0.1 0.1 0.1 
3.4 4.5 7.7 2.2 

16.9 6.8 1.7 0.4 
2.5 2.1 2.1 0.9 
0-4 0-3 O-l O-l 
2.4 1.0 l.l 1.0 

Note: Flows derived from Sabor River at Laranjeiras. 

YEAR 

1942 
1943 
1944 
1945 
1946 

1947 
1948 
1949 
1950 

JANUARY 

0.02 
0-22 
0.02 
0.04 
0.05 

0.06 
0.23 
0.04 
0.02 

FEBRUARY 

0.02 
0.07 
0.01 
0.03 
0.04 

0.25 
0.05 
0.02 
0.16 

MARCH 

0.11 
0.03 
0.02 
0.01 
0.07 

0.24 
0.03 
0.02 
0.05 

APRIL 

0.08 
0.02 
0.06 
0.01 
0,05 

0.10 
0.02 
0.01 
0.02 

MAY 

0.10 
0.01 
0.02 
0.01 
0.08 

0.03 
0.04 
0.01 
0.05 

JUNE 

0.03 
0.00 
0.01 
0.01 
0.05 

0.01 
0.02 
0.01 
0.03 

Note: Flows derived from records of Cavado River at Paradela. 

TABLE C-UO 

NIZA RIVER AT FOZ 

AVERAGE MONTHLY FLOW IN ni3/s 

(DRAINAGE AREA = 272 Km2) 

JULY AUGUST SEPTEMBER OCTOBER NOVEMBER DECEMBER AVERAGE ANNUAL 

0.2 0.0 0.1 0.4 0.9 5.4 2.0 
0.1 0.0 0.2 2-3 l.l 1.6 2.5 
0. 1 o.o 0. 1 0. 1 0. 1 0.4 0.4 
0.0 0.0 0-0 0.0 0.4 7.8 0.8 
0.3 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.5 1.4 1.9 

0.1 o.o O-1 0-3 0.3 1.4 3.9 
0.1 0- 1 0.0 0,1 0.2 1.7 2.5 
0-1 0.0 0-1 0.1 0.4 0.9 0.5 
0.3 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.6 0.9 

Average for the period: |.7 

/ 

TABLE C-UI 

ALFORFA RIVER AT COVÃO DA NAVE 

AVERAGE MONTHLY FLOW IN m3/s 

(DRAINAGE AREA = 1 km2) 

JULY AUGUST SEPTEMBER OCTOBER NOVEMBER DECEMBER AVERAGE ANNUAL 

0.01 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.03 0.14 0.05 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.08 0.03 0.03 0.04 
0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.04 0.02 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.03 0.12 0.02 
0.01 0.00 0.01 0.02 0.05 0.08 0.04 

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.01 0.05 0.06 
0.00 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.03 0.10 0.04 
0.00 0.00 0.01 0.02 0.05 0.04 0.02 
0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.07 0.05 0.04 

Average for the period: 0.04 
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YEAR JANUARY FEBRUARY MARCH APRIL MAY JUNE 

1942 0.1 0.1 0.6 0.4 0.5 0.2 
1943 1.1 0.4 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.0 
1944 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.3 0.1 0.0 
1945 0.2 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.0 
1946 0.2 0.2 0.4 0.2 0.4 0.3 

1947 0.3 1.2 1.2 0.5 0.2 0.0 
1948 1.2 0.2 0. 1 0.1 0.2 0. i 
1949 0.2 ■ 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.0 0.0 
1950 0.1 0.8 0.3 0.1 0.2 0.2 

Note: Flows derived from records of Cavado River at Paradela. 

YEAR JANUARY FEBRUARY MARCH APRIL MAY JUNE 

1942 0.2 0.1 1.0 0.8 0.9 0.3 
1943 2.0 0.7 0.3 0.2 0.1 o.o 
1944 0.2 0.1 0.2 0.6 0.2 0.1 
1945 0.3 0.3 0.1 0. 1 0. 1 0. 1 
1946 0.4 0.3 0.6 0.4 0.7 0.5 

1947 0.6 2.2 2. 1 0.9 0.3 0.1 
1948 2-1 0.5 0.3 0.2 0.3 0,2 
1949 0,4 0.2 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.0 
1950 0.2 1.5 0.5 0.2 0.5 0.3 

Note: Flows derived from records of Cavado River at ParadeIa. 

TABLE C-U2 

ALFORFA RIVER AT PEDRA DA FIGUEIRA 

AVERAGE MONTHLY FLOW IN iti3/s 

(ORA 1NAGE AREA = 5 km2) 

JULY AUGUST SEPTEMBER OCTOBER NOVEMBER DECEMBER AVERAGE ANNUAL 

0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.7 0.2 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.4 0.2 0.2 0.2 
0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.1 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.2 0.6 0.1 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.3 0.4 0.2 

0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.3 0.3 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.5 0.2 
0.0 0.0 0.1 0.1 0.3 0.2 0.1 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.4 0.3 0.2 

Average for the pe r i od: 0.2 

TABLE C-U3 

ALFORFA RIVER AT ALFORFA 

AVERAGE MONTHLY FLOW IN m3/s 

(ORA INAGE AREA -9 kmZ) 

JULY AUGUST SEPTEMBER OCTOBER NOVEMBER DECEMBER AVERAGE ANNUAL FLOW 

0.1 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.3 1.3 0.4 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.7 0.3 0.3 0.4 
0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.3 0.2 
0.0 0.0 o.o 0.0 0.3 1.1 0-2 
0.1 0.0 0.0 0.2 0.5 0.7 0.4 

0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.1 0.5 0.6 
0.0 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.2 0.9 0.4 
0.0 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.5 0.4 0.2 
0. 1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.6 0.5 0.4 

Average for the pe r i od: 0.4 
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TABLE C-HH 

ALFORFA RI VER AT ESTRELA 

OBSERAVERAGE MOHTHLY FLOW IN m3/s .M.S. 

(DRAINAGE AREA = 12 km2) 

YEAR JANUARY FEBRUARY MARCH APRIL MAY JUNE JULY 

1942 0.3 0-2 1.3 1.0 1.2 0.4 0.1 
1943 2.7 0.9 0.4 0.2 0.1 0.0 0.0 
1944 0.2 0.1 0.2 0.8 0.2 0.1 0.1 
1945 0.4 0.4 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.1 0.0 
1946 0.6 0.5 0.8 0.5 0.9 0.6 0.1 

1947 0.8 3.0 2.8 1.2 0.4 0.1 0.0 
1948 2.8 0.6 0.3 0.3 0.5 0.2 0.0 
1949 0.5 0.2 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.0 
1950 0.3 2.0 0.6 0.2 0.6 0.3 0.1 

Note: Flows derived from records of Cavado River at Paradela. 

AUGUST 

0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.1 

0.0 
0.1 
0.0 
0.0 

SEPTEMBER 

0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.1 

0.0 
0.0 
0.1 
0.0 

OCTOBER 

0.2 
1.0 
0.0 
0.1 
0.3 

0.1 
0.0 
0.3 
0.0 

NOVEMBER 

0.4 
0.4 
0.1 
0.4 
0.6 

0.1 
0.3 
0.6 
0.8 

DECEMBER AVERAGE ANNUAL FLOW 

1.7 0.6 
0.4 0.5 
0.4 0.2 
1.5 0.3 
0.9 0.5 

0.6 0.8 • 
l.l 0.5 
0.5 0.2 
0.6 0.5 

Average for the period: 0.5 

TABLE C-U5 

SEDA RI VER AT MARANHAO 

AVERAGE MONTHLY FLOW IN mS/s 

(DRAINAGE AREA = 2,282 km2) 

YEAR JANUARY FEBRUARY MARCH APRIL MAY JUNE JULY AUGUST SEPTEMBER OCTOBER NOVEMBER DECEMBER AVERAGE ANNUAL 

1942 5.5* 4.6* 38.5* 16.4* 5.5* 0.6* 0.1* 0.0* 0.0* 0.4* 4.2* 29.2* 8.8 

1943 40.2* 48.2* 39.8* 8.8* 5.0* 0.4* 0. 1* 0.0* 0.4* 0.4* 0.6* 2.4* 12.2 

1944 1-0* 0.5* 0.7* 1.2* 0.2* 0.3* 0.0* 0.0* 0.0* 0.0 0.1 0.1 0.3 
1945 0.1 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0,0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 36.0 3.0 
1946 1.6 0.2 4.2 26.3 48.8 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1 6.8 

1947 0.2 75.9 1 16.7 31.7 2.3 0.5 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.7 0.3 0.8 19.1 

1948 17.4 14.0 2.5 1.7 6.2 0.9 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0** 0.0** 0.3** 3.6 

1949 .7** 0.1** 0.0** 0.0** 1.4** 0.0** 0.0** 0.0** 0.0** 0.0** 0.0** 0.2** 0.2 

1950 0.1** 1.6** 0.5** 0.0** 0.1** 0.5** 0.0** 0.0** 0.0** 0.0** 0.0** 0.1** 0.2 

Average for the period: 6.0 

Notes: 
# I) *From "JUNTA AUTONOMA DAS OBRAS DE HIDRÁULICA AGRÍCOLA - RELATÓRIO DE 1941/44" pg. (between) 248-249. 

2) Other flows derived from Tejo River at Vila Velha de Rodao, from "Anuário das Servicas Hidráulicos" Vol. 2 (|944-45 pg. 13 i 1946-47 p. 9) 
3)*»Vila Valha de Rodao flows for these months extrapolated from Douro River flows at Bitetos. 
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YEAR JANUARY 

1942 1-2* 
1943 16.3* 
1944 1.3 
1945 0.6 
1946 1.8 

1-947 2.9 
1948 19-0 
1-949 3.0 
1950 0.9 

Notes: 
1) *Flows from "JUNTA AUTONOMA DAS OBRAS DE HIDRÁULICA AGRÍCOLA, RELATÓRIO DE 1941/44", pp. 

2) Other flows derived from Sabor River at Laranjeiras. 

YEAR JANUARY FEBRUARY MARCH APRIL MAY JUNE 

1942 1.7 1.5 18.0 12.1 11.7 3.1 
1943 37.6 17.6 7.6 4.5 1.5 0.3 
1944 2.8 1.9 2.0 2.8 1.2 0.3 

1945 1.3 1.5 0.6 0.4 0.3 0.3 
1946 3.7 4.2 9.2 12.2 21.1 6.0 

1947 6.1 45.0 46.5 18.7 4.6 1.1 
1948 39.6 16.1 6.9 5.8 5.8 2.5 
1949 6.2 1.8 1.1 0.8 0.4 0.3 
1950 2.0 8.7 6.5 2.8 3.1 2.7 

Note: Flows derived from 
1 

Sabor River at Laranje i ras. 

FEBRUARY 

0.8* 
4.6* 
0.9 
0.7 
2.0 

21.6 
7.7 
0.9 
4.2 

MARCH 

16.4* 
12.6* 
1.0 
0.3 
4.4 

22.3 
3.3 
0.5 
3.1 

APRIL 

5.2* 
3.7* 
1.4 
0.2 
5.9 

9.0 
2.8 
0-4 
1.4 

MAY 

2.8* 
0.8* 
0.6 
0.2 

10. I 

2.2 
2.8 
0.2 
1.5 

JUNE 

0-3* 
o.r 
0.1 
0.1 
2.9 

0.5 
1.2 
0.2 
1.3 

TABLE C-U6 

PONSUL RIVER AT CABECO MONTEIRO 

AVERAGE MONTHLY FLOW IN m3/s 

(DRAINA6E AREA = 358 km2) 

fTEMBER OCTOBER NOVEMBER DECEMBER AVERAGE ANNUAL 

0.0* 1.2* 6.8* 16.2* 4.2 
0.2* 3.0 1.5 2.2 3.5 
0.1 0.1 0.2 -0.6 0.5 
0.0 0.0 0.5 10.3 l.l 
0.1 0.3 0.7 1.8 2.5 

0- 1 0.5 0.4 1.8 5. 1 
0.0 0.1 0.3 2.2 3.3 
0. 1 0.2 0.5 1.2 0.6 
0.1 0.1 0.3 0.8 1.2 

Average for the period; 2.4 

TABLE C-M7 

SANTA CATARINA RIVER AT PEGO DO ALTAR 

AVERAGE MONTHLY FLOW IN m3/s 

(ORAINAGE AREA = 746 I<m2) 

SEPTEMBER OCTOBER NOVEMBER DECEMBER AVERAGE ANNUAL 

0.3 1.2 2.5 14.8 5.6 
0.6 6.2 3.1 4.5 7.0 
0.2 0.2 0.4 1.2 l.l 
0-0 0.1 l.l 21.4 2.3 
0.3 0.6 1.4 3.8 5.3 

0.3 0.9 0.8 3.7 10-7 
0.1 0.2 0.6 4.7 6.9 
0.2 0.3 1.0 2.5 1.2 
0.1 0.1 0.6 1.7 2.4 

Average for the period: 4.7 



YEAR JANUARY FEBRUARY MARCH APR1L MAY JUNE 

I9it2 1.2 1.0 12.3 8.3 8.0 2.1 
1-9113 25.7 12.0 5.2 3. 1 1.0 0.2 
19H4 1.9 1.3 1.4 1.9 0.8 0.2 
1945 0.9 1-0 0.4 0.3 0.2 0.2 
1946 2.5 2.9 6.3 8.4 14.4 4. 1 

1947 4.2 30.6 31.7 12.8 3.1 0.8 
1948 27. 1 1 1.0 4.7 4.0 3.9 1.7 
1949 4.3 1.2 0.7 0.5 0.3 0.2 
1950 1.3 6.0 4.4 1.9 2.1 1.8 

Note: Flows derived from Sabor River at Laranjeiras. 

YEAR JANUARY FEBRUARY MARCH APRIL MAY JUNE 

1942 0-3 0-2 2.6 1.8 1.7 0.5 
1943 5.5 2.6 1.1 0.7 0.2 0.1 
1944 0-4 0.3 0.3 0.4 0.2 0.0 
1945 0.2 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.0 
1946 0.5 0.6 1.4 1.8 3-1 0.9 

1947 0.9 6.6 6.8 2.7 0.7 0.2 
1948 5.8 2.4 1.0 0.8 0.8 0.4 
1949 0.9 0.3 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.1 
1950 0.3 1.3 1.0 0.4 0.5 0.4 

Note: Flows derived from Sabor River at Laranjeiras. 

TABLE c-ne 

XARRAMA RIVER AT VALE DO GAIO 

AVERAGE MONTHLY FLOW IN m3/s 

(DRAINAGE AREA = 509 km2) 

JULY AUGUST SEPTEMBER OCTOBER HOVEMBER DECEMBER AVERAGE ANNUAL 

0.4 0. 1 0.2 0.8 1.7 10. 1 3.8 
0. 1 0.0 0.4 4.3 2. 1 3. 1 4.8 
0. 1 0. 1 0. 1 0. 1 0.3 0.8 0.8 
0. 1 0.0 0.0 0- 1 0.8 14.6 1.6 
0.5 0. 1 0.2 0.4 0.9 2.6 3.6 

0.2 0.1 0.2 0.6 0.5 2-5 7.3 
0.2 0.2 0. 1 0. 1 0.4 3.2 4.7 
0.2 0.0 0. í 0.2 0.7 1.7 0.8 
0.6 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.4 l.l 1.7 

Average for the period: 3.2 

TABLE C-U9 

CAMPI LHAS RIVER AT PEGO LONGO 

AVERAGE MONTHLY FLOW IN m3/s 

(DRAINAGE AREA = 109 km2) 

JULY AUGUST SEPTEMBER OCTOBER NOVEMBER DECEMBER AVERAGE ANNUAL 

0. 1 0.0 0.1 0-2 0-4 2.2 0-8 
0.0 0.0 0. 1 0.9 0.5 0.7 1-0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.2 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.2 3.1 0.3 
0.1 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.6 0.8 

0.0 0.0 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.5 1,6 
0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.7 1.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.4 0.2 
0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.4 

Average for the period: o.7 
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YEAR JANUARY FEBRUARY MARCH APRIL MAY JUNE 

1-942 35. 1 18.9 121.2 64.2 87.7 35.4 
1943 200.7 87.6 31.1 15.8 8.8 3.0 
1-944 16. 1 11.6 18.5 66.6 12.4 5.6 
1945 49.6 16. 1 10.7 1 1.1 13.7 7.2 
1946 50.2 35.5 63.0 44.4 77.3 48.9 

1947 68.3 259-6 230.6 113.1 44.3 11-9 
1948 194. 1 63.5 27. 1 19.6 34.8 15.4 
1949 47.3 16.1 13.4 9.9 7.9 6.8 
1950 21.3 121.4 59.9 19.8 43.4 28.5 

TABLE C-50 

LIMA RIVER AT LINDOSO 

OBSERVED AVERAGE MOHTHLY FLOW IN m3/s 

(DRAINAGE AREA = 1,514 km2) 

JULY AUGUST SEPTEMBER OCTOBER NOVEMBER DECEMBER AVERAGE ANNUAL 

7.2 2.9 4.6 19.7 25.8 89.4 42.7 
2.2 0.8 6.0 58.7 26. 1 29.7 39.2 
7. 1 2.7 3.4 5.2 14.5 58.2 18.5 

1 • 6 1-6 2.0 14.8 40.3 134.7 25.3 
6.7 2.8 6.6 8.8 48.6 78.6 39.3 

2.9 1.4 2.8 3.3 10.3 77.2 68.8 
2.9 6.4 5.8 7.7 12.5 58.8 37.4 
6.1 4.5 6.5 14.0 53. 1 29.5 17.9 

10.1 9.6 11. i 10.8 65.8 56. 1 38-2 

Average for the period: 36.4 
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TABLE C-5X 

ASSUi-iED kONTHLY EVAPCRATIOiv' FRGi-I PEu^RVOIR 

IN I-xETERS QF DEPTH 

MON TH 

Januury 

February 

March 

April 

May 

June 

July 

August 

Septeraber 

October 

November 

December 

Totc.l Annual Lvaporation 
in Meters of Depth 

DLi.JTli IN METIRS 

0.07 

0.09 

0.12 

0.15 

0.15 

0.15 

0.15 

0.18 

0.15 

0.12 

0.09 

0.08  

1.50 
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APPEtfDIX D 

POWER COMPUTATIONS 

1. Routing of Flows Through Existing Plants 

A. Basic procedure - Using the flows detennined as described 

above it was possible to assume an operation of the hydroelectric 

plants, both existing and proposed, vhich vould develop the greatest 

amount of dependable energy and best meet existing or enticipated' 

demand. As the problem involved fitting the proposed Douro plants 

into the national system, raany plants had to be investigated and 

their most adventageous operation studied, which required a long 

time and a large volume of computations. 

In routing the flow through existing plants, the various hydro- 

electric systems presented problems of varying complexity. The 

largest share of the work was spent in developing the output of the 

more important systems and plants. The basic considerations given 

belov apply generally. The upper limit of the output, obviously, is 

the installed capacity of the plant. In the case of comparatively 

low-head plants, corrections were made for reduction in plant capac- 

ity due to decreased head during periods of high tailwater result- 

ing from high flows. These corrections were found later to be of 

very little practical importance in the oversll system operation. 

In the case of the reservoir plants, loss in plant capacity had to 

be allowed for where the drawdown decreased the head to the point 

where it was insufficient to force enough water through the turbines 

to develop their rated capacity. No loss in output would be involved 
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here, but there would be a reduction xn peaking capaclty vhich had 

to be checked againat system demand as shown by the monthly load 

duration curves. Because of the large existing installed capacity 

in the Portuguese power systou, it was found always possible to 

setisfy the peak demand, in spite of the loss in peaking capacity 

which vould occur at some plants during drought periods. 

In the discussion which follows, dependable capacities during 

the dry period are established for the various existing systems and 

individual plants. These are not to be interpreted as evaluations 

of these projects, or estimates of what they actually contribute to 

the Portuguese power system. They simply represent one of the steps 

in the analysis the object of which was to find the capability of 

the entire system during the criticai dry period in order to deter- 

mine the requirements of proposed future projects. 

B. Zezere River system»- 

(1) General - The Zezere River system is the most importent 

group of hydroelectric plants in Portugal and because of its large 

storage and great installed capacity it has the most promising pos- 

sibilities for acting as a kind of "hydraulic flywheel" to supplement 

new major run-of-river projects and stabilize the entire growing 

Portuguese power system for a long time to come, if it is operated 

with that end in view. Proceeding downstream, the system would con- 

sist of four reservoirs and their associated plants in series, the 

existing Senta Luzia project, the Cabril project now under construc- 

tion, the Bouça project, schoduled for construction, and the exist- 

ing Castelo do Bode project. 

*See note on Bouça project at end of this Ippendix. 
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(2) The Santa Luzia project, the smallest plant of the 

group, is located on the Pajnpilhosa River, a tributary of the Zezere 

River. The drainage area at the site initially was 50 km'"-, but a 

diversion by means of a tunnel has added a drainage area of 40 kitr 

from the neighboring Ceira River Basin, so that the total area trib- 

utary to the plant is 90 km^. The Santa Luzia Reservoir has a use- 

ful storage of 50,000,000 The head is developed by means of a 

steel pipeline 44-69 m long with a diameter varying from 1.80 to 1.45 

m in diameter. The average net head after deducting the friction 

losses in the pipeline- is 297 m. The minimum net head vould be 

257 m. The installed capacity of the plant is 17,000 kw. At max- 

imum drawdown, the capacity would drop to 11,000 kv. 

(3) The Cabril pro.ject when completed will be the second 

largest plant in Portugal. It is located on the main Zezere River. 

The drainage area at the site is 234-0 km^. The reservoir would have 

a useful storage capacity of 500,000,000 m^. The head would be 

developed by a plant at the dam, The maximum head will be 115 m, 

the average head - 96 m, and the minimum head - 65 m. The installed 

capacity of the plant will be 107,000 kw. At maximum drawdown, the 

capacity will drop to 61,000 kw. 

(4) The Costelo do Bode plant is the largest in Portugal. 

It is also located on the main Zezere River. The drainage area at 

the site is 3947 km^. The reservoir has a useful storage capacity 

of 875,000,000 m3. The head is developed by a plant at the dam. The 

maximum head is 95 m, the average - 83 m, and the minimum - 53 m. 

The installed capacity of the plant is 135*000 kw, At maximum ."/?••- - 
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drawdowfl,. t-he,capeeiif',to J£3-,<0^0 kw. 

(5) System capabllity - The totsl installed capacity of the 

Zezere River system will be therefore 259,000 kw, while the total peak 

ing capacity at lowest drawdown will be 1^5,000 kw. 

The effectiveness of a given amount of storage is determined 

by the total average head through which the stored waters would be 

used to generate energy. The average head below the Castelo do Bode 

Reservoir is the head at the plant, 83 m, and the stored energy in 

the full reservoir would amount to 225,000 kw-mos. (A kilowatt-month 

represents the energy in one kilowatt of power operating during one 

average month.) The average head below the Cabril reservoir would 

amount to the sum of the heads at Cabril and Castelo do Bode, or 179 

m, and the stored energy in the full Cabril Reservoir would amount 

to 276,500 kw-mos. The average head below the Santa Luzia Reservoir 

would amount to the sum of the heads at the plants at Santa Luzia, 

Cabril and Castelo do Bode, or 4-76 m, and the stored energy in the 

full Santa Luzia Reservoir would amount to 73,700 kw-mos. The stored 

energy in the three reservoirs would total 575,200 kw-mos. 

The first approxiina tion to determining the output of the 

system was obtained ty using a method of routing energy, rather than 

flows, which is analogous to the conventional method of routing for 

a single plant. The output of the natural flow at each plant is 

computed, month by month, and the monthly totais found for the system. 

The energy in storage is then added to or subtracted from the output 

from natural flows to determine the total regulated output of the 

system. Since this method is based on assuming an average net head 
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for the power plants, another routing was then made, this time a con- 

ventional one, in vhich the heads vere varied in accordance vith the 

drawdowns. The system was regulated to maintain continuous output 

during the criticai dry periods of 194A-194-5 and 19A9, and the depend- 

able capacity was found to be 4-4.,000 kw (at 100^ load factor). 

A rule curve indicating the total energy storage in the 

system was developed to control the operation to yield the minimum 

continuous output of ^,000 kw and at the same time draw dovn the 

reservoir to yield as much energy as possible. This rale curve 

indicates a safe drawdown of only 20 percent of the total. Beyond 

this point, drawing for additional energy would endanger the con- 

tinued operation of the Portuguese power system during a severe 

drought, unless, of course, surplus steam capacity were available 

to raake up the deficiency. As explained in Chapter VIII of the 

report, the raethod of regulation of the Zezere River system was fur- 

ther modified to supplement the output of the proposed new run-of- 

river plants. No rule curve was derived for the re-regulated operation 

C. Cavado River system^ - (1) General - The Cavado River system 

comes next in importance to the Zezere River system, and because of 

its large storage U0 percent that of Zezere in terms of energy) and 

its greet installed capacity, it can be of considerable assistance in 

stabilizing the operation of the Portuguese power system. Proceeding 

downstream, the system would consist of three reservoirs and four 

plants in series, the existing Venda Nova-Vila Nova project, the Sal- 

amonde project nov inider constraction, the Canicada oroject now under 

•K-See no,tp pn Paradela projep^ at, end of th±§ AppPhdtx. 
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construction and the existing Penide project. This last project has 

no storage of its ovn. 

(2) The Venda Hova-Vlla Mova pro.ject, the mo st important 

of the group, consists of a dam and reservoir on the Rsbagao River, 

a tributaiy of the Cavado River, from which waterways 3>5 ton long 

divert the vater to a power plant located on the Cavado River. The 

drainage area at the dam site is 24-0 The useful reservoir 

O 
storage is 92,000,000 cr. The heed is developed by a tunnel and 

gallery 2650 m long vi th a diameter varying frora 3.2 to 2.4- meters 

and a penstock 817 m long vi th a diameter varying from 2.4 to 1.8 m. 

After deducting the friction losses in the waterways, the maximum 

net head is 403 m, the average net head - 378 m, and the minimum 

net head - 349 m. The installed capacity of the plant is 76,800 kw. 

At maximum drawdown, the capacity is reduced to 67,600 kv. 

(3) The Salamonde project is located on the Cavado River. 

The drainage area at the site is 623 km^. The useful reservoir 

storage vill be 55,000,000 m3. The plant vill be located underground 

near the dam,and the head vill be developed by means of a horseshoe 

tailrace tunnel about 1900 m long vith an equivalent diameter of 6.2 n. 

After deducting the friction loss in the wstervays, the maximum net 

head vill be 122 m, the average net head vill be 111 m, and the min- 

imum net head be 81 m. The installed capacity of the plant vill 

be 38,000 kw. The capacity at maximum dravdovn vill be reduced to 

25,S00 kv. 
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(4.) The Canficada pro.ject is located on the Cavado Fiver. 

The drainage area at the site is 783 The useful reservoir stor- 

age will be 115,000,000 m3. The plant will be located underground 

near the dam and the head will be developed by means of a tailrace 

tunnel vi th a length of 7600 m. After deducting the friction loss 

in the watervays, the maximum net head will be 96 m, the average 

net head will be 85 ia,and the minimum net head will be 58.5 m. The 

installed capacity of the pl.ant will be 45,000 kw. At maxiniuui draw- 

down, the capacity will be reduced to 25,200 kw. 

(5) The Penide plant is located on the Cavado Fiver at a 

site where the drainage area is 1321 km2. There is no storage at the 

plant. The head is 6 m and the installed capacity of the plant is 

I84O kw. 

(6) System capability - The total installed capacity of the 

system is therefore 161,640 kw, while its total peaking capacity at 

lowest drawdown would be 120,400 kw. 

The average head below the Canicada Feservoir would be 

equal to the sum of the heads at Canicada and Penide, or 91 and 

the stored energy in the full Canicada reservoir would be 32,400 

kilowatt-months. The average head below the Salamonde reservoir 

would be the sum of the heads at Salamonde, Canicada and Penide, or 

202 m, and the stored energy in the full Salamonde reservoir would 

34,400 kilowatt-months. The average head below the Venda Nova reser- 

voir would be the sum of the heads at Vende Nova-Vila Nova, Salamonde, 

Canicada and Penide, or 580 meters and the stored energy in the full 

Venda Nova reservoir would be 165,500 kilowatt-months. The stored 
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energy in thc three reservoirs would total 232,300 kilowatt-months. 

The routing for the Cavado system vas done in the sarne 

manner as the one for the Zezere system, and the same comments apply 

as vere made in the discussion of that system. The Cavado system vas 

found to have a dependable capacity of 38,000 kw (at 100 percent load 

factor) during the criticai drought period. 

Lindoso project - The existing Lindoso project is located on 

the Lima River just a fev km from the Spanish frontier, at a site 

where the arainage area is 1514- knrS The project proper has negligible 

storage but regulation is furnished ty tvo reservoirs in Spain, each 

having 80,000,000 m3 of useful storage. One is the Conchas Reservoir 

on the Lima River, and the other is the newly constructed Salas 

Reservoir on the Sales River. The head at the Lindoso plant is 

developed by a cenal and tunnel vhich divert the water from an up- 

stream site on the river to a pond vi th a capacity of 180,000 m3 

from vhich a tunnel and penstocks lead to the olant. The average 

net head, vhich can vith little error be regarded as constant, is I84. m. 

The installed capacity at the plant is 60,000 kw, but its effective 

peaking capacity over any protracted period can be considered to be 

only 4.0,000 kw, oving to the limited hydraulic capacity of the water- 

ways. The natural flows at the Lindoso site were assumed to be regu- 

lated by operating the tvo Spanish reservoirs in such a manner as to 

yield the maximum dependable capacity at Lindoso during the criticai 

drought period. This continuous capacity vas found to be 19,4.00 kw 

(at 100 percent load factor). 
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E. Te .jo Ri ver system - The Tejo River system consiste of two 

existing plants, Pracana and Belver. 

(1) The Pracana project is located on the Ocreza River^ a 

tributary of the Tejo River, at a site where the drainage area is 

14.10 The reservoir has a useful storage capacity of 90,000,000 

v?, The head is developed fcy a plant at the dam, and varies be- 

tween a maxiraum of 54.. 5 m and a mininium of 22 m, with an average of 

42 m. The installed capacity at the plant is 12,800 kw. At max- 

irniun reservoir drawdovn the plant capacity falis to U,900 kw. 

(2) The Belver project is located on the Tejo River, down- 

stream from the mouth of the Ocreza River, at a site where the drain- 

s ge area is 61,000 km^. The reservoir storage is negligible. The 

head is developed by a plant at the dam. It is constant at 15 ni, 

except at high flows of the Tejo River, when the head (and capacity 

of the plant) are reduced. Corrections were made for this condition. 

The installed capacity of the plant is 3^,000 kw, but during major 

floods the capacity drops to 8300 kw or even less. 

(3) System capability - The two plants were assumed to 

operate to obtain the maximum continuous capacity during the criticai 

dry period. This continuous capacity was found to be 5>100 kw (at 

100 percent load factor). The minimum peaking capacity of the system 

would occur during floods on the Tejo River, and was found to amount 

to ebout 21,100 kw, compared with a combined installed capacity of 

44.,800 kw. 

F. Serra da Estrela system - (1) General - The Serra da Estrela 

systera consists of four high-heod plants in series. Proceeding down- 
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stream, they are the Sabugueiro I, Senhora do Desterro, Ponte de 

Jugais, and Vila Cova plants. None of these has any storage of its 

own. Most of the storage, 15,000,000 m3, is located upstroam from 

oabugueiro in the Lagoa Comprida and Cavoes de Lariga reservoirs 

which have a total drainage area of 11 km2. Then there is another 

6,000,000 of storage in tvo reservoirs having a total drainage 

area of 10 km2 on streams which enter between the Sabugueiro and the 

Senhora do Desterro plants. 

(2) The Sabugueiro project is located on the Alva Pdver, a 

tributary of the Mondego River, at a point where the drainage area is 

12 km*. The constant net head of 580 m at the plant is developed by 

r system of long canais and pipe lines. The capacity of the plant is 

12,800 kw. 

^3) The Senhora do Desterro plant is located on the Alva 

River at a site where the drainage area is 50 Ion2. A low dam diverts 

the water into a canal and penstock to create a constant net head of 

171 m. The capacity of the plant when it is reconstructed will be 

8300 kw. 

U) The Ponte de Jugais plant is located on the Alva River 

at a site where the drainage area is 67 km2. A canal leading from the 

tailrace of the Senhora do Desterro plant is joined by another canal 

leading from a diversion dam on the Canica River, and the combined 

flow is taken by a penstock which develops a constant net head of 

225 m. The capacity of the plant is 12,000 kw. 
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(5) The Vila Cova plant is located on the Alva River at a 

site where the drainage area is 71 km^. A low dam diverts the water 

into a canal and penstock to develop a constant net head of 205 ni» 

The capacity of the plant is 11,000 kw. 

(6) System capability - The installed capacity of the system 

is 44,100 kw, and ali of it is always available for peaking purposes. 

Flows vere routed in such a manner as to obtain the maximum 

continuous output at the Senhora do Desterro plant during the criticai 

dry period. Using this criterion, the dependable capacity for the 

system was found to be about 7200 kw (at 100^ loaa factor). 

G. Ave River system - (1) General - The Ave River system (also 

called the Ermal system) consists of four plants in series on the Ave 

River. Proceeding dovnstream, they are the Guilofrei plant, which is 

the only one having storage, the Ermal plant, the Ponte da Esperança 

plant, and the Senhora do Porto plant. 

(2) The Guilofrei pro.ject is located at a site with a drain- 

age area of 122 km2. The reservoir has a useful storage of 21,000,000 

m-3. The head is developed ty a plant at the dam. It varies between 

a maximum of 35*6 m and a minimum of 11 m. The average head is 26 m. 

The installed capacity of the plant is 1920 kw. The capacity be- 

comes negligible at the lowest reservoir drawdown. 

(3) The Ermnl pro.ject has a tributaiy drainage area of 

122 km2, the same as Guilofrei. A canal from the tailrace of the 

Guilofrei plant and penstocks are used to develop the constant net 

head of 82 m, The installed capacity of the plant is 10,4^0 kw. 
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(4.) The Ponte da Esperança plant has a tributary drainage 

O 
erea of 124. kni • A low dam on the Ave River diverts the water into 

a canal and penstock to develop a constant net head of 26 m. The 

instslled capacity of the plant is 2720 kw. 

(5) The Senhora do Porto plant has a tributary drainage area 

of 150 km2. It is supplied from a diversion dam on the Ave Piver from 

which a canal and concrete penstock lead to the plant and develop a 

constant net head of 50 ^ The installed capacity of the plant is 

5240 kv. 

(6) System capability - The installed capacity of the system • 

is 20,280 kw. The peaking capacity would be reduced to 18,360 kw at 

maximum dravdovn of the Guilofrei Reservoir. 

Flows were routed in such a manner as to obtain the maximum 

continuous output at the Ermal plant during the criticai dry period. 

Using this criterion, the dependable capacity of the system vas found 

to be about 2700 kw (100^ load factor). 

H. Niza Piver system - (1) General - The Niza River system con- 

sists of four plsnts in series on the Niza River, a tributary of the 

Tejo River. Proceeding downstream, they are the Povoa, Poio-Bruceira, 

Velada and Foz plants, 

(2) The Povoa project is located at a site where the drain- 

age area is 155 km^. The reservoir has a useful storage of 22,000,000 

rrA The average head of 27 m is developed by a plant at the dam. The 

installed capacity of the plant is 736 kw. 
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(3) The Poio-Bruceira pro.ject has a tributary area of 158 

km . It consists of a dam and reservoir having a useful storage of 

6,000,000 v?, from vhich a canal, gallery and penstock lead to the 

plant, developing a constant net head of 62 m. The installed capacity 

of the plant is 1712 kv. 

2 
(4.) The Velada plant has a tributary area of 209 km . A 

low dam diverts the water into a canal, gallery and penstock to develop 

a constant net head of 108 m. The installed capacity of the plant is 

4480 kw. 

(5) The Foz plant has a tributary area of 272 km^. The con- 

stant net head of 13 m is developed by a plant at the dam. The in- 

stalled capacity of the plant is 560 kw. 

(6) System capability - The total installed capacity of the 

system is 74.88 kw, alraost ali of which vould always be available for 

peaking purposes. 

Flows were routed to obtain the maximum continuous output 

at the Velada plant during the criticai dry period. Using this cri- 

terion, the dependable capacity of the system was found to be about 

1000 kw (at 1005b load factor). 

I. Alforfa River system - (1) Generrl - The Alforfa River system 

consists of four plants in series on the Alforfa River, a tributary of 

the Zezere River, vhich is in turn a tributary of the Tejo River. 

Proceeding downstream, they are the Covão da Nave, Pedra Da Figueira, 

Alforfa and Estrela plants. 

(2) The Covão da Nave project, which is the only one having 

storage, is located at a site where the drainage area is 1 km^. The 
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reservoir has a useful storage capacity of 2,000,000 A penstock 

leading from the dam develops an avorage net head of 218 ra. The in- 

stalled capacity of the plant is lOQO kw. 

(3) The Pedra da Figueira plant is located at a site vhere 

the drainage area is 5 kra^. A canal and penstock deveiop a constant 

net head of 316 m. The installed capacity of the plant is 1616 kw. 

(A) The Alforfa plant is located at a site where the drain- 

age area is 9 km2. a canal and penstock deveiop a constant net head 

of 208 m. The installed capacity of the plant is 2600 kw. 

(5) The Estrela plant is located at a site where the drainage 

area is 12 km^. a canal and penstock develop a constant net head of 

Aó m. The installed capacity of the plant is 1100 kw. 

(6) System capability - The installed capacity of the system 

is 6316 kw, and ali of it is always available for peaking purposes. 

Flows were routed to obtain the raaximum continuous output 

at the Pedra da Figueira plant during the criticai dry period. Using 

this criterion, the dependable capacity of the system was found to be 

about A50 kw (at 100% load factor). 

J. Run-of-river plants - For the run-of-river plants the esti- 

ma ted flows were routed through the plants. at constant head. Pertinent 

data on the run-of-river plants are glven in Table D-l. 
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TABLE D-l 

RIJN-OF-EIVER PLMTS 

Plant River 
Dminage 

Az-pa 
Ocm*) 

Head 
(m) 

Plant 
Capacity 

(kv) 

Chocalho Varosa 305 161 10,24-0 

Freigil Cabrum 66 120 2,500 

Mesa do Galo Borralha 70 68 1,470 

Covas Coura 170 22 648 

Corvete Bugio Unknovn 100 1,000 

K. Irriga ti on oro.iects - (1) General - The irriga tion projects 

were assumed to be operated during the irrigation season as nearly as 

possitle according to the schedules outlined in the Portuguesa irriga- 

tion report dated 194-5 "Hidráulica Agricola". The pover output is 

available whenever water is released for irrigation purposes or vhen 

water is otherwise wasted over the spillwuy, in vhich event it is used 

to generate pover up to the limit of the plant capacity. 

(2) The iviaranhao pro.ject, now under construction, is located 

on the Seda River at a site where the drainage area is 2282 km"2. The 

reservoir vill have a useful capacity of 127,000,000 The maximum 

head vill be 4-0 ra. The average effective hesd vill be 37 m and the 

installed capacity vill be 5000 kv. The assumed schedule of irriga- 

tion releases in m^/sec is as follovs: April, 7.6; May, 9.0; 
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June, 9.0; July, 9.8; August, 9-6; September, B.2; and during the 

other months of the year, zero. 

(3) The Cabeço Monteiro nro.lect is located on the Ponsul 

River at a site where the drainage area is 358 km2. The reservoir 

has a usefui capacity of 77,000,000 The maximum head is 34 m. 

The average head will be 27 m. The installed capacity is 2080 kw. 

The assumed schedule of irrigation releases in m^/sec is as follows: 

April, 3-3; May, 5.6; June, 8.0; July, 10.5; August, 10.5; September, 

5.6; October 3.9; and during the other months of the year, zero. 

(4) The Pego do Altar pro.iect is located on the Santa 

Catarina River at a site where the drainage area is 74-6 km2. The 

leservoir has a useful capacity of 80,000,000 m^. The average head 

is 34 meters. The installed capacity is 2000 kw, The assumed schedule 

of irrigation releases is 5-1 m^/sec uniformly from April to Septem- 

ber inclusive, and zero during the other months of the year. 

(5) The Vale do Gaio pro.iect is located on the Xarrama 

River at a site where the drainage area. is 509 km . The reservoir 

has a useful capacity of 60,000,000 m3. The average head is 20 m 

and the installed capacity is 1030 kw. The assumed schedule of irri- 

gation releases is 3.8 m3/sec uniformly from April to September inclu- 

sive, and zero during tho other months of the year. 

(6) The Pegp Longo pro.iect, now under construction, is lo- 

cated on the Campilhas River at a site where the drainage area is 109 

km2. The reservoir will have a useful capacity of 20,000,000 m3. 

The average head will be 16 m und the installed capacity will be 440 

kw. The assumed schedule of irrigation releases is 1.3 m3/sec uni- 

formly from April to September inclusive, and zero during the other 

months of the year. 
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2. Routing of Flows Through Proposed Projects 

A. Pro.jects on the tributaries of the Douro Ri ver - On the tribu- 

taries of the Douro River, four projects having storage for regula- 

tion were studied. They are described in Chapter XII. For each pro- 

ject, the flovs vere routed through the reservoir, and the storage 

used to produce a unlform pover output during the criticai dry periods. 

Allovance vas rnade for evapora ti on as explained in paragraph 3., above. 

It is believed that leakage through the concrete structures and the 

rocky abutments vould not constitute a serious problem if the founda- 

tions were properly grouted. For the Sabor Project a deduction was 

nade in the power estimates for the irrigation diversions which would 

flow through a tunnel into the adjacent Vilarica Vnlley, and would not 

pass through the turbines. The effect of varying hesds was included 

in ali the pertinent computations. 

The average annual energy production was determined by routing 

the flow through the assumed power installation. The method of ob- 

taining the usable energy is described in Chapter X of this report. 

The results are shown in Table X-4- 

B. Projects on the International Douro - On the International 

Douro, the three proposed projects Bemposta, Picote and Mirando will 

be operated with their reservoirs full, except for possible drawdown 

for daily or week-end pondage. This may becorae necessary if the up- 

stream Spanish power plants at Castro and Villnlcampo are operated 

as peaking plants, but it is understood that present Spanish plans 

call for their use chiefly as base load plants. In view of the high 

average flow of the river, it is estimated that the effective head 
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would be very nearly eoual to the maximum head. Kowever, a drawdovn 

of about 10 m is anticipated at the proposed Picote project which 

would provide 11,000,000 of pondage corresponding to about 80^ of 

the planfs daily requirements. Under normal conditions of full pool 

elevrtion and rated output of 93^000 kw, the discharge of the plant 

will be 155 m^/sec. 

As shown on the hydrograph of average monthly flow on Plate 28, 

the river flow has marked seasonel variations, being abundant in the 

winter snd spring, and decreasing to relatively small values in the 

summer and fali. Since operation of the Ricobayo Reservoir began on 

the Esla River, the surmner flows on the International Douro have been 

more dependable. In the future, they will be still further improved, 

as this reservoir will supply flow for a number of Spanish-owned 

power plants, the Villalcampo and Castro plants upstream from the 

proposed projecte, and downstream, the Saucelle plant and ultixnately 

the proposed Aldeadavila plant. The operation of the Rlcabayo Reser- 

voir would of course tend to equalize the daily flows during the month 

as well as the monthly averages. 

Variations in flow and in output are to be expected in the opera- 

tion of the proposed plants on the International Douro. Their firm 

capacities do not depend on the minimum regulated flow but have been 

determined in accordance with the firming-up effect of the existing 

large Portuguese reservoir systeras, as explained in Chapter VIII of 

this report. For this reason the proposed International Douro plants, 

as well as those on the Portuguese Douro, would be in a position to 

benefit from a general improvement in low-flow regulation, even though 
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there might be occasions when the discharge became unusually small. 

Mo credit vas taken for future increases in the low flow in assign- 

ing the installed capacities, but it is recoraraended that provisions 

be made during initial construction for the future expansion of the 

proposed plants to take care of this and other possibilities. 

C. Pro.jects on the Portuguese Douro - On the Portuguese Douro, 

the four proposed projecta, Carrapatelo Régua, Valeira and Pocinho 

would be operated in a raanner similar to the projects on the Inter- 

national Douro, that is, at full pool, except for daily or weekly 

pondage. Ali the projects except Pocinho would be equipped with 

navigation locks. In making the routings, an allowance of 2 m^/sec 

vas deducted from the flows at these projects, to allow for the water 

used in lockages and for leakage through the lock gates. As may be 

seen from Table C-16 and 0-17, the average flows are appreciably 

higher on the Portuguese Douro than on the International Douro, while 

the dry season flows do not differ as much, beceuse the regulation is 

accomplished in the Spanish portion of the basin. The effect of flood 

conditions on the power output of the proposed projects is discussed 

in Ohapter XIII. 

3. Spanish Projects in the Douro Basin 

A number of existing and proposed Spanish projects will affect 

the future runoff and power production of the International and National 

Douro. 

A. Irrigation projects - As may be seen from the map of the Douro 

Basin in Plate 3, there are a large number of small reservoirs in the 

basin, distributed around the rim. These are almost ali irrigation 
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reservoirs. According to the report on the Douro River by the Port- 

uguese Hydraulic Services, dated 194-8, the drainage area controlled 

O 
by the existing irrigation reservoirs is about 300Q vtólQ íut,ure 

irrigation reservoirs will control an additional 8000 km^ of area. 

The rainfall and runoff in the controlled areas are more than the 

average for the Spanish basin. The proposed reservoirs vill have an 

aggregate storage capacity sorrewhat less than 2,000,000,000 m , and 

vill control, to a varying degree, more than 12^ of the drainage 

area contributing to the International Douro, and a still greater 

proportion of the runoff. They vill operate to reduce the high 

winter flovs and to increase somewhat the flow in the months vhen 

the tributaries are normally dry under natural conditions. The con- 

tribution to summer runoff vill depend on the amount of "retum flow" 

from agricultural areas, and on the reuse of the retum flows in 

downstreom areas. There may be some contribution to dependable 

capacity of the power plants downstream. In general, the net re- 

sult will be to decrease the average annual flows owing to the con- 

sumptive use of vater on the irrigated areas. The overall effect on 

the proposed International Douro and Portuguese Douro projects is not 

easy to forecast, but it will tend to be beneficiai rather than 

adverse. 

B. Power pro.iects - The most import- nt of the Spanish develop- 

ments is the existing Ricobayo Reservoir on the Esla River, with a 

usable storage of more than 1,100,000,000 m3 which began operation 

in 1934-. It controls a drainage area of 17,000 km' and is operated 

for power regulation by the Spanish Iberduero Power Company, The 
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plant st the site h8.s a gross hesd of 85 m sn instailed capacity 

of UB,000 kva. 

On the Douro Piver in Spain upstream frora the coníluence vi th the 

Esls River, there is the sair 11 San Roman project vi th an instailed 

capacity of 4.950 leva. Dovmstreara from the mouth of the Isla there is 

the Villalcampo project which hes a useful storoge of 53,000,000 v?, 

a head of 37 m and an instriled capacity of 96,000 kvf. Further 

downstreaffi,, precisely at the hes d of the International Douro, is the 

almost-completed Castro project, vith a useful storage of 20,000,000 

a head of 40 m and an instailed capacity of 84,000 kva. Still 

further dovnstream on the Spanish portion of the International Douro, 

vhich is below the portion allotted to Portugal, is the Saucelle 

project, now under construction, with a useful storage of 56,000,000 

a head of 62 m and an instailed capacity of 180,000 kva. A big 

project is proposed for construction at Aldeãdevila, immediately up- 

stream from Saucelle in the Spanish portion of the International Douro. 

It vi11 have a useful storage of 82,000,000 m^, a head of 139 m and an 

instailed capacity of a.bout 480,000 kva. 

There are olaus for three reservoirs on the Tera River above the 

3 
Ricobayo Reservoir with a total storoge capacity of 120,000,000 nr. 

A reservoir on the Tormes River is under study, heving o storage 

capacity of 600,000,000 nr with a plant developing a head of 300 m. 

A dom and diversion tunnel are being stuaied on the liuebra River, 

which would deveiop a head of 740 m. The proposed reservoir storage 

capacity is believed to be about 100,000,000 to?. The eífect of the 

two last-nsined reservoirs would of course not be felt at the proposed 
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Portuguese pl^nts on the International Douro, tut vould improve the 

low flovs on the Portuguese Douro. 

The effect of the Mcobayo Peservoir in the past has been appre- 

ci&.ble in increasing the lov; flows and r.odifying flood flovs. It 

can be seen that the prospects in the future are for an incrersing 

amelioration of the low flovs on the Douro River, particuiarly vithin 

Portugal. Hovever, it is difficult to estimate this effect ntuner- 

ically. The reason for this is that the Spanish plants on the Douro 

River form part of a pover system vhich may have somevhat different 

operating requirements from the Portuguese system. No rule curve 

of operation has ever been devised for the Eicobayo Beservoir. The 

plan of operation is expected to be that vhich vill give the great- 

est economic return to the Iberduero system, vhich includes steam plants 

and hydroelectric plants in the Pyrenees,and it vill not necessarily 

parallel the renuirenents of Portugal. Hovever, in order to obtain 

the optimum retum on its investment, Iberduero vill have to make 

greater efforts than in the past to sustnin the dry season flows at 

its big Douro plants. Vhen the Aldeadavila project comes into exist- 

ence, there vill exist belov the Ricobayo Reservoir no less than four 

major Spanish plants vith an installed capacity aggregating 840,000 

kva, namely, the Villalcampo, Castro, Aldesdavila and Saucelle pro- 

jects, having a cumula tive head of 278 m. l.ith the inclusion of the 

pLint at the Ricobayo Peservoir, the total capacity vould rise to 

988,000 kva. ond the total herd to 363 m. As Spain is building 

addition<?l steam and hydroelectric plants, it is anticipated that 

operation in future years vill permit better regulations on the Douro 
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Biver. The Iberduero Company h&s supplied the folloving Informa- 

tion on its proposed plan of operatlon: (1) The ultima te plan of 

operé:tion of the Douro system will be to use the Ricobayo Reservoir 

to regulate suminer flovs and to close its gates ali vinter; (2) water 

will be withdrav/n from storrge beginning June 10 to 15 and the draft 

vill continue until November 15 to 20j (3) a miniraum flow of 120 

Tí:?/sec can be raainteined in the Douro, vithout the proposed reservoirs 

on the Torraes and other tributardes in ali knov/n dry periods except 

two, 1923 and 1929; (.4) minimum runoff would drop to 80 ra^/sec in a 

period equivalent to 1923 and lover in a recurrence of 194-9, but not ss 

lov as actually occurred in that year; and (5) any plant in the Port- 

uguese Douro must have sufficient pondage to regulate ílovs over the 

veek-end and Sponish holidays, as it is anticipated that the Sunday 

O 
dischíirge leaving the Saucelle plant will be reduced to 60 m /sec. 

NOTE 

As indicated previously, after corcpletion of the basic analyses, 

and too late for revisions, the Government of Portugal modified its 

Six-Year Plan to provide for the construction of the Bouça project 

in the Zezere system and the Paradela project in the Cavado system. 

A short description of these projeets follows. 

The Bouça pro.ject is scheduled for construction. It will be lo- 

cated on the Zezere River between the Castelo do Bode and Cabril 

plants and will develop the head remaining between thera. The installed 

capacity of the plant will about 65,000 kw operating at a constant 

head of 54 meters. The project will have no useful storage of its 

own but will benefit from the large volume of storage in the reser- 
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voirs upstreara and vill add appreciubly to the dependable capacity of 

the Zezere system. 

The Paradela pro.ject is scheduled for construction. The dam 

vill be located on the Cavado River, upstream from the junction 

vi th the Rabagao River, at a point vhere the druinage area is 2í8 . 

The gross head of /^IS m vill be developed by a tunnel and a pipeline 

11.8 km long. Space has been provided in the Vila dova poverhouse for 

its insb lled capscity of 40,000 kv. A usable reservoir storage 

capacity of 90,000,000 m3, together vith the additionsl inst"lled 

capacity, vill eugment apprecif-bly the fim output of the Cav::do 

system, since the vater relessed from its reservoir vill pass through 

sll the plants of the system, vith the exception of the Vendo dovt- 

Viia Nova development. 
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APPENDIX E 

COST E5TIMATES 

1. Scope 

The estimates of cost of the Douro River Developraent consist of two 

parts; The capital cost, including direct construction costs and indirect 

costs of each projectj the annual cost of administration, operation, 

maintenance, insvirance and anortization of capital cost of each project. 

2. Capital Costs 

A» Diroct cost - Detailed estimates of cost v;ere prepared for each 

project on the basis of in-place cost of ali materiais. This cost in- 

cludes; Purchase price, delivery to site, labor, apportionate part of 

construction plant, insurance, overhead, and profit of the constructor, 

and ali other incidental costs incurred in the process of erection and 

installation. Some iteras, such as turbines and certain construction 

plant equipment, include an extra cost for freight to Porto from point 

of manufacture. Based upon a quantity survey from prelininary designs, 

the cost for each project v/as coraputed using unit prices equivalent to a 

constructor^ bid price. These unit prices v/ere based on current bidding 

practice in and near the Douro River Basin, in particular, on construc- 

tion costs for Salanonde Dam and estimates for Vale de Madeira Dam. 

Where information about a particular itera v/as lacking, its cost was 

obtained from U.S. manufacturers and converted into Portuguese currency 

at the legal rate of exchange, 

Miscellaneous iteras include minor iteras, such as grout and v/ater 

stops, drainage and v/eephole piping, elevators and utilities, etc. 
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For a more precise estimate of the Picote project, the cost of con- 

struction plant was obtained separately, and the unit price of material 

reduced by the value of plant apportioned to it. The Picote estimate 

includes the provisions for eventual expansion, as described in Paragraph 

11 of Chapter XI. 

Table E-l lists the unit prices used in the estimates. 

B. Indirect cost - For the Picote project, it v;as determined that 

1C$ would cover contingencies, 6% the interest on capital investment 

during construction, 3.5^ the cost of issuing bonds and of procurement 

of capital, and 9/í the cost of studies, engineering and supervision. 

The total indirect cost of 28.555 was added to the capital cost to deter- 

mine the total cost. For other plants, estiinated in less detail, an 

additional % to 1% was allowed for contingencies and residences for 

operating personnel, making a total indirect cost of 33.5/5 to 35.5/5. 

C, Tables of capital costs - Tables E-2 through E-17 detail, by 

projecta, prelirainary estimates for the various hydroelectric, steam 

and navigation projecta. The estimates for px-ojects on the tributary 

plants, proposed several years in the future, are not given in as great 

detail as those for earlier plants, 

3. Annual Costs 

The annual cost of any hydroelectric project is based upon the 

assumption that ali structures and other installations would have a 

useful life of 70 years, while equipment, such as generators, gates, 

1 

hoists and cranes, would last 35 years. The percentage breakdown for 

total annual cost follows: 
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Item Installation Equipiaent 

5.75fo Interest 5.75^ 

Taxes, insvirance, raisc 0./,Q 0.A0 

Depreciation 1.43 2.86 

Total Anmial Co st 7.58^ 9.01^ 

These percentages are applied to the total project costs, excluding 

transmission and sv;itchyard costs, as detailed in Tables E-2 to E-12. 

Maintenance costs are derived from the experience of hydroelectric 

projects in the United States, adjusted by information available from 

Portuguese plants, The usefnl life of the diversion works at Bemposta 

v/as assnmed to be 70 years, The cost of maintaining tho canais in the 

Vilar Tabuaço scheme is included in the maintenance item (see Table E-18). 

The annual cost of transmission of pov/er is based on the experience 

of the United States Federal Pov/er Conmission. The form used in Table E-18 

includes the expense of operating the transmission systera and the losses 

of pov/er in transmission. The line loss factor is a function of the 

length of the transmission line. 

The annual costs of the navigation projects are detailed in Chapter 

VII and of the Pejao Therraal Plant, in Chapter IX. 
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TABLE E-l 

UNIT PfílCES 

Unit Cost Unit Cost 

Item Unit Picote * Other Pro.iec 

(Escudos) (Escudos) 
Land purchase ha 10,000 10,000 

clearing ha - 5,000 
Excavation - earth ra3 11 

rock, open cut m3 A3 70 
dam and spillway m3 68 no 
tunnel, large chamber m3 — U5 
tunnel, large diameter m3 157 190 
tunnel, vent access shaft ffl3 210 
tunnel, small diameter m3 265 
tunnel, suppo rt s (add11.) — 11 
smoothing of platforms m^ — 20 
smoothing of berms and ra^ AO 

slopes 
Dredging - send m3 — 5 

rock m3 — 330 
Drilling m3 90 120 
Maconry - rock 20 to 2500 kg m3 90 

rock, 2500 to 7500 kg m3 — 100 
concrete block in m3 — A20 

eupcrstructure 
concreta block, berm and m3 — A50 

slope 
Concrete - mass, for jetties ra3 350 

mass ISO kg cen!ent/m3 m3 291 3S0 
foundation 250 kg/m3 m3 - A20 
structuraJL 250 kg/m3 m3 A02 500 
beam and slab 300 kg/ni3 m3 7 AO 830 
tunnel lining 300 kg/nr m3 A55 550 
groutj.ng (incl. equlpment) m3 705 1,050 

Steel - relnforcing, mass kg A. 5 A.5 
reinfcrcing, structural kg 5 5 
structural kg 10 10 
gates kg 26 26 
hoists and operating equip. kg AA»A Al.A 

Timber m3 1,000 
Rock fill m3 50 50 
Rock fill (crib) m3 - AO 
Filter mater ial m3 - 60 
Riprap m3 - 24.0 
Articalated mattress m^ — 195 
Foundation treatment m - 2,200 
Anchors, incl. boles, steel and grout ea - 200 
Sheet steel piles (purcnase) kg - 6 
Steel piling (in place) n)^ - 105 
V/ood piling m - 30 

* Not including apportionate cost of construction plant, 
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TABLE E-2 

DETAILED COST ESIIMATE OF THE PICOTE PROJECT 

I tem Quantity 

CONSTRUCTIOH PLANT 
Construction Buildings and Shops 
Coarse and Fine Aggregate Plants 
Cement Handling Equipment 
Concrete Manufacturing Equipment 
Concrete Transfer Train System 
Cableway Plant 
Stationary and portable Compressors 
Grout Pumps and Mixers 
Pumps (Dewatering) 
Trucks (Assorted) 
Tractors and Graders 
Shovels (q-EIectric and 

f 3-w i 
Gas) 

Granes (3-with misc. hoistsj 
Automobiles (10) 
Electrical Generating and Lighting (1500 kw totaM 
Ut i1i t ies 
Personnel Accommodations 
M i sce11aneous 

SUB-TOTAL 
DEDUCT FOR SALVAGE 
SUB-TOTAL - CONSTRUCTION PLANT 

PERMANENT HOUSING 

RESERVOIR LAND 
Outright Purchase 2^0 
Easements 

SUB-TOTAL - RESERVOIR LAND 

R1 VER D1VERSI0N 
Excavation - Tunnel 
Concrete - Mass 

- Structural 
Rock F i11 
Steel - Reinforcing - Dam 
Dewatering and Pumping 
M í sce11aneous « 

SUB-TOTAL - RIVER DIVERSION 

ACCESS ROADS 
From Picote Village to Dam 3 
Vicinity of Dam (gm width-in rock) 5 

SUB-TOTAL - ACCESS ROADS 

50,000 
2,800 
1, 110 
1,000 

21,000 

Un i t 

ha 

m^ 
m3 
m3 
m3 
kg. 

km 
km 

Unit Cost 
(Escudos) 

10,000 

157 
291 
102 

50 
1. 

133,000 
1,260,000 

Total Cost 
(Contos) 

2,100 
3,600 
I ,800 
5,300 
1,200 
5,800 
3,200 

100 
1,600 
2,900 
1,300 
1,500 
2,100 

700 
1,200 

900 
1,800 
5,300 

19,000 
15,000 
31,000 

5,000 

2,100 
200 

2,600 

7,850 
700 
150 
200 
100 
500 

I, 100 

10,900 

100 
6,300 

6,700 

DAM 
Excavation - Dam j Spillway 
Concrete - Mass 

- Structural 
- Beam and Slab 

Steel - Reinforcing - Mass 
- Structural 

Dr i11i ng 
Grout ing 
Sp i1Iway 
Sp i1Iway 
Sp iIIway 
L i ght i ng 

Ta inter Gates 
Gate Hoists 
Gantry Crane 
System 

187,000 
206,000 

12,100 
500 

615,000 
85,000 
20,000 

900 
613,000 
200,000 

26,000 
10,200 
1,100 

620,000 
265,000 
200,000 
12,000 
18,000 

105,000 
7,000 

500 
1,300 
5,000 

I,063,000 

113,000 
22,300 

860,000 
160,000 

7,000 
200 

M i sce11aneous 

SUB-TOTAL - DAM 

INTAKE 
Excavation - Rock, Open Cut 
Concrete - Structural 

- Beam and Slab 
Steel - Reinforcing - Structural 

- Structural 
Intake Gates, Frames and Guides 
Intake Gate Hoists 
Intake Crane 

SUB-TOTAL - INTAKE 

WATERWAYS 
Excavation - Rock, Open Cut 

- Tunnel 
Concrete - Mass 

- Tunnel Lining 
Steel - Reinforcing, Mass 

- Structural 

SUB-TOTAL - WATERWAYS 

P0WERH0USE 
Excavation - Rock, Open Cut 
Concrete - Structural 
Steel - Reinforcing, Structural 

- Structural 
Dr i11i ng 
Grout ing 
M i sce11aneous 

SUB-TOTAL - POWERHOUSE 

POWER PLANT EOUIPMENT 
Turbines ano Governors (each 11,000 h.p. 
and 166*7 r.p.m.) 
Generators with Exciters and coolers 
Low Tension Electrical Equipment for 
Auxiliary Station Equipment 
Draft Tube Bulkhead Gates 
Gantry Crane (250-ton) 
Elevator 
Ut i1i t ies 
Freight to Ports 
Erect i on 
M i sce11aneous 

SUB-TOTAL - POWER PLANT EQUIPMENT 

SUB-TOTAL - OIRECT COST 
Cont i ngenc ies 
Interest during Construction 
Finance Charges 
Studies, Engineering, Supervision 

TOTAL COST (Excluding Switchyard and Transmission Line) 

SWITCHYARD 
Transformers - 10,000 kva, 3 phase, 13.8/150 kv 
Sw i tchgear 
Structures and Improvements 

SUB-TOTAL - DIRECT COST 
Indirect Costs - 28. 
TOTAL COST OF SWITCHYARD 

TRANSMISSION SYSTEM (195.5 km of Double Circuit 150 kv) 
Towers, Including Painting and Grounds 
Insu1ators 
Hardware 
Wires (Conductors and Grounds) 
M i sce11aneous 
Labor 
Engineering and Overhead 

(31,000 kw) 
Stat i on 

m3 
m3 
ml m13 

kg 
kg 
m3 nr5 

kg 
kg 

m3 
m3 
m3 
kg 
kg 
kg 
kg 
kg 

m3 
m3 
m3 
m3 
kg 
kg 

m3 
m3 
kg 
kg 
m 
m3 

ea 
ea 

ea 

68 
291 
102 
710 

1.5 
10 
90 

705 
26 
11.1 

L.S. 

13 
102 
710 

5 
10 
26 
11.1 
11.1 

13 
157 
291 
155 

1.5 
10 

13 
102 

5 
10 
90 

705 

m,000,000 
18,000,000 

I0.05& 
6.0% 
3.6% 
9.0% 

3,300,000 

12,720 
59,950 
1,980 

370 
2,760 

850 
1,800 

610 
16,720 
8,280 
5,000 

700 
1,730 

I16,500 

I, 120 
1, 100 
1,010 
3, 100 
2,650 
5,200 
1,710 

750 

I9,700 

1,510 
I, 100 

150 
590 

20 
10,630 

I7,000 

6,150 
8,960 
1,300 
1,600 

630 
110 

2,120 

21,200 

30,000 
51,000 
16,000 
3,000 

500 
5,000 

100 
1,700 
3,000 

10,000 
3, 100 

126,700 

363,300 
36,330 
21,780 
I2,700 
32.690 

166,800 

9,900 
10,000 

1,600 

21,500 
6,100 

27,600 

3 6, 675 
7,620 
3, 165 

33,025 
1,970 

18,190 
955 

TOTAL COST OF TRANSMISSION SYSTEM 101,600 

GRAND TOTAL - (Including Switchyard and Transmission Line) 596,000 



TABLE E-3 

COST ESTIMATE OF THE BEMPOSTA PROJECT 

Çuantity Unit 

256 

53,000 
2,800 
I, 160 
1,000 

11,000 
31,000 

I tem 

RESERVOIR LANO 
Outright Purchase 
Easements 

SUBTOTAL - RESERVOIR LANO 

RIVER DIVERSION 
Excavation - Tunnel 
Concrete - Mass 

- Structural 
Rock FMI 
Steel - Reinforcing, Dam 

- Reinforcing, Structural 
Dewatering & Pumping 
Miscellaneous 

SUBTOTAL - RIVER DIVERSION 

ACCESS ROADS 

DAM AND INTAKE 
Excavation - Dam & Spillway 
Concrete - Mass 
Steel - Reinforcing, Dam 
Foundat i on 
Gates 
Hoists 
Gantry Crane 
Miscellaneous 

SUBTOTAL - DAM AND INTAKE 

POWERHOUSE 
Excavation - Rock, Open Cut 
Concrete - Structural 
Steel - Reinforcing, Structural 
Miscellaneous 

SUBTOTAL - POWERHOUSE 

POWER PLANT EQUIPMENT 
Turb ines 
Generators 
Low Tens i on 
Aux iIiary 
Crane 
Fre i ght 
Erection 
Miscellaneous 

SUBTOTAL - POWER PLANT 

TOTAL D1RECT COST 

INDIRECT COST 

TOTAL COST (Exclusive of Switchyard & Transmission System) 

SWITCHYARD 

TRANSMISSION SYSTEM 
Towers, Including Painting and Land 
Insulators 
Hardware 
Wires, Conductors and Grounds 
Miscellaneous 
Labor 
Engineering and Overhead 

TOTAL COST OF TRANSMISSION SYSTEM 

GRAND TOTAL 

91,000 
229,000 
695,000 

220 
613,000 
200,000 

97,000 
19,300 

750,000 

ha 

m^ 
m3 
m3 
m3 
kg 
kg 

m 
kg 
kg 

m3 
m3 
kg 

Unit Cost 
(Escudos) 

10,000 

190 
380 
500 

50 
1. 
5 

110 . 
380 

1.5 
2,200 

26 
11.1 

70 
500 

5 

Total Cost 
(Contos) 

2,560 
210 

2,800 

10,070 
1,060 

580 
200 

60 
170 
980 
880 

11,000 

2,000 

10,010 
87,020 
3, 120 

190 
16,720 
8,280 
5,000 
3,260 

133,900 

6,790 
9,650 
3,750 
5,210 

25,100 

28,000 
19,000 
13,000 
2,500 
5,000 
3,000 

10,000 
5,500 

I 16,000 

291,100 

98,900 

393,000 

18,000 

11,200 
3,500 
1,500 

2I,600 
8,200 
8,800 
1,200 

59,000 

170,000 
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TABLK E-U 

COST ESTIMATE OF THE MIRANDA PROJECT 

I tem 

RESERVOIR LANO 
Outright Purchase 
Easements 

SUBTOTAL - RESERVOIR LANO 

RIVER DIVERSION 
Excavation - Tunnel 
Concrete - Mass 

- Structural 
Steel - Reinforcing, Dam 

- Reinforcing, Structural 
Rock Fill 
Dewatering J Pumping 
Miscellaneous 

SUBTOTAL - RIVER DIVERSION 

ACCESS ROADS 

DAM AND INTAKE 
Excavation - Dam & Spillway 
Concrete - Mass 
Steel - Reinforcing, Dam 
Foundation 
Gates 
Hoists 
Gantry Crane 
Miscellaneous 

SUBTOTAL - DAM AND INTAKE 

POWERHOUSE 
Excavation - Rock, Open Cut 
Concrete - Structural 
Steel - Reinforcing, Structural 
Miscellaneous 

SUBTOTAL - POWERHOUSE 

POWER PLANT EQUIPMENT 
Turbines 
Generators 
Low Tension 
Auxi1iary 
Crane 
Fre i ght 
Erection 
Miscellaneous 

SUBTOTAL - POWER PLANT EQUIPMENT 

TOTAL DIRECT COST 

INDIRECT COST 

TOTAL COST (Exclusive of Switchyard i Transmiss 

SWITCHYARD (Including Indirect Costs) 

TRANSMISSION SYSTEM 
Towers, Including Painting and Land 
Insulators 
Hardware 
Wires, Conductors and Grounds 
Miscellaneous 
Labor 
Engineering and Overhead 

TOTAL COST OF TRANSMISS10N SYSTEM 

GRAND TOTAL 

Quant i ty 

214 

43,000 
2,800 
I, 160 

13,400 
34,000 
4,000 

67,000 
167,000 
495,000 

200 
643,000 
200,000 

53,000 
18,400 

720,000 

i on) 

Un i t 

ha 

irr 
m^ 
m3 
kg 
kg 
m3 

mJ 

m3 
kg 
m 
kg 
kg 

m3 
m3 
kg 

Unit Cost 
(Escudos) 

10,000 

190 
380 
500 

4.5 
5 

50 

I 10 
380 

4.5 
2,200 

26 
41.4 

70 
500 

5 

Total Cost 
(Contos) 

2, 140 
260 

2,400 

8, 170 
1,060 

580 
60 

170 
200 
980 
780 

12,000 

5,000 

7,370 
63,760 
2,230 

440 
16,720 
8,280 
5,000 
2,500 

106,300 

3,710 
9,200 
3,600 
3,690 

20,200 

26,000 
47,000 
12,000 
2,400 
5,000 
3,000 
9,600 
3,800 

108,800 

254,700 

85,300 

340,000 

17,000 

19,000 
4,700 
2,000 

28,800 
I 1, 100 
I 1,800 

1,600 

79,000 

436,000 
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1ABLE E-5 

COSI ESTIMATE OF THE CARRAPATELO PROJECT 

Item Quantity 

RESERVOIR LAND 
DIVERSION - Coffer Dam 
ACCESS ROADS 

DAM 
Excavation - Dam & Spillway 16,000 
Concrete - Mass 113,000 

- Structural 11,700 
- Beam l Slab 3,000 

Steel - Reinforcing, Dam 72,000 
- Reinforcing, Structural 620,000 

Foundation 231 
Gates 1,315,000 
Hoists 277,000 
Gantry Crane 
Miscellaneous 

SUBTOTAL - DAM 

POWERHOUSE 
Excavation - Dam 4 Spillway 139,000 
Concrete - Foundation 105,000 

- Beam 4 Slab 1,000 
Steel - Reinforcing, Structural 1,580,000 
Miscellaneous 

SUBTOTAL - POWERHOUSE 

POWER PLANT EQUIPMEHT 
Turb i nes 
Generators 
Low Tens ion 
Aux i1iary 
Crane 
Freight 
Erect ion 
Miscellaneous 

SUBTOTAL - POWER PLANT EQUIPMEHT 

LOCK 
Excavation - Rock, Open Cut 186,000 

- Tunnels I,170 
- Shaft 200 

Concrete - Mass 17,800 
- Structural 2,700 
- Beam 4 Slab 300 

Steel - Reinforcing, Structural 51,000 
- Structural 7,000 

Anchorage 1,100 
Gates 598,000 
Hoists 78,000 
Bridge 

SUBTOTAL - LOCK 

TOTAL DIRECT COST 
Indirect Cost 

TOTAL COST (Exclusive of Switchyard 4 Transmission) 

SWITCHYARD (Including indirect Costs) 

TRAHSMISSION SYSTEM 
Towers, Including Painting 4 Land 
Insulators 
Hardware 
Wires, Conductors and Grounds 
Miscellaneous 
Labor 
Engineering and Overhead 

TOTAL COST OF TRANSMISSION SYSTEM 

GRAND TOTAL 

Un it Unit Cost 
(Escudos) 

m3 
m3 
m3 
m3 
kg 
kg 
m 
kg 
kg 

mJ 

m3 
m3 
kg 

m^ 
m3 
m3 
m3 
m3 
m^ 
kg 
kg 
ea 
kg 
kg 

110 
380 
500 
830 

1.5 
5 

2,200 
26 
11.1 

110 
120 
830 

5 

70 
265 
210 
120 
500 
830 

5 
10 

200 
26 
II. 

Total Cost 
(Contos) 

9,500 
6,000 

500 

5,060 
51,310 

7,350 
2,190 

320 
3, 100 

520 
31,970 

1 1,170 
5,000 
3,180 

128,100 

15,290 
11,100 

3,320 
7,900 
3,370 

73,980 

37,000 
69,000 
20,000 
1,000 
5,000 
3,000 

10,000 
5,000 

153,000 

13,020 
310 

10 
7,180 
1,350 

250 
270 

70 
220 

15,550 
3,230 

630 

11,120 

113,500 
138,500 
552,000 

21,000 

2,900 
700 
300 

1,100 
1,700 
1,800 

200 

12,000 

585,000 
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Item 

RESERVOIR 
Purchase 
Easement 

SUBTOTAL - RESERVOIR 

DIVERSION - Coffer Dam 

ACCESS ROADS 

TABLE E-6 

COST ESTIMATE OF THE RÉGUA PROJECT 

Quantity 

820 

Unit 

ha 

Unit Cost 
(Escudos) 

10,000 

DAM AND INTAKE 
Excavation - Dam S Spillway 
Concrete - Mass 

- Structural 
- Beam 4 Slab 

Steel - Reinforcing, Dam 
- Reinforcing, Structural 

Foundation 
Gates 
Hoists 
Crane 
Miscellaneous 

G1! ,000 
180,000 

13,900 
2,800 

90,000 
586,000 

380 
I,HIO,000 

270,000 

mJ 

m3 
m3 
m^ 
kg 
kg 
m 
kg 
kg 

I 10 
380 
500 
830 

1,5 
5 

2,200 
26 
11.1 

SUBTOTAL - DAM AND INTAKE 

POWERHOUSE 
Excavation - Dam 4 Spillway 
Concrete - Foundation 

- Beam 4 Slab 
Steel - Reinforcing, Structural 
Miscellaneous 

11,000 
73,100 
3,800 

1,150,000 

m0 

m^ 
m3 
kg 

I 10 
120 
830 

5 

SUBTOTAL - POWERHOUSE 

POWER PLANT EQUIPMENT 
Turbines 
Generators 
Low Tension 
Aux i 1 iary 
Crane 
Freight to Porto 
Erection 
Miscellaneous 

SUBTOTAL - POWER PLANT EQUIPMENT 

LOCK 
Excavation - Rock Open Cut 176,000 m3 
Concrete - Foundation 12,300 m3 

- Structural 1,700 m3 
- Beam and Slab 200 m3 

Steel - Reinforcing, Structural 10,000 kg 
- Structural 11,000 kg 

Anchors 800 ea 
Gates 328,000 kg 
Hoists 80,000 kg 
Br idge 
Miscellaneous 

70 
120 
500 
830 

5 
10 

200 
26 
11.1 

SUBTOTAL - LOCK 

TOTAL DIRECT COST 
INDIRECT COST 

TOTAL COST (Exclusive of Switchyard 4 Transmission System) 

SWITCHYARD (Including Indirect Cost) 

TRANSMISSION SYSTEM 
Towers, Painting and Land 
Insulators 
Hardware 
Wires, Conductors and Grounds 
Miscellaneous 
Labor 
Engineering and Overhead 

TOTAL COST OF TRANSMISSION SYSTEM 

GRAND TOTAL 

Total Cost 
(Contos) 

8,200 
100 

8,600 

6,000 

500 

7,010 
68,100 

6,950 
2,320 

100 
2,930 

810 
36, 660 
II,I80 
5,000 
5,780 

117,500 

1,810 
30,830 

3, 150 
7,210 
1,680 

50,710 

36,000 
69,000 
16,000 
1,000 
5,000 
3,000 

10,000 
6,000 

119,000 

12,320 
5,170 

850 
170 
200 
I 10 
160 

8,530 
3,310 

300 
510 

31,660 

391,000 
132,000 
526,000 

17,000 

5,500 
1,100 

600 
8,100 
3,200 
3,100 

500 

23,000 

566,000 
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TABLE E-7 

COSI ESIIMATE OF THE VALEIRA PROJECT 

Item Quantity 

RESERVOIR 
Purchase 772 
Easement 

SUBTOTAL - RESERVOIR 

DIVERSION 

ACCESS ROADS 

DAM AND INTAKE 
Excavation - Dam & Spillway 39,000 
Concrete - Mass 121,500 

- Structural 12,900 
- Beam 4 Slab 2,600 

Steel - Reinforcing, Dam 61,000 
- Reinforcing, Structural 510,000 

Foundation 270 
Gates 1,335,000 
Hoists 270,000 
Crane 
Miscellaneous 

SUBTOTAL - DAM AND INTAKE 

POWER HOUSE 
Excavation - Dam and Spillway 132,000 
Concrete - Foundation 93,000 

- Structural 3,500 
Steel - Reinforcing, Structural 1,100,000 
Miscellaneous 

SUBTOTAL - POWER HOUSE 

POWER PLANT EQUIPMENT 
Turbines 
Generators 
Low Tension 
Auxiliary 
Crane 
Freight 
Erection 
Miscellaneous 

SUBTOTAL - POWER PLANT EQUIPMENT 

LOCK 
Excavation - Rock, Open Cut 12,000 
Concrete - Foundation 17,600 

- Structural 3,600 
- Beam 4 Slab 300 

Steel - Reinforcing, Structural 50,000 
- Structural 13,000 

Anchors 1,100 
Gates 309,000 
Hoists 125,000 
Bridge 
Miscellaneous 

SUBTOTAL - LOCK 

TOTAL DIRECT COST 
INDIRECT COST 
TOTAL COST (Exclusive of Switchyard 4 Transmission) 

SWITCHYARD (Including Indirect Costs) 

TRANSMISSION SYSTEM 
Towers, Painting and Land 
Insulators 
Hardware 
Wires, Conductors and Grounds 
Miscellaneous 
Labor 
Engineering and Overhead 

TOTAL COST OF TRANSMISSION SYSTEM 

GRAND TOTAL 

Un it 

ha 

m^ 
m3 
m3 
m3 
kg 
kg 
m 
kg 
kg 

m3 
m3 
m3 
kg 

m3 
m3 
m3 
m3 
kg 
kg 
ea 
kg 
kg 

Un i t Cost 
(Escudos) 

10,000 

I 10 
380 
500 
830 

1.5 
5 

2,200 
26 
11.1 

I 10 
120 
830 

5 

70 
120 
500 
830 

5 
10 

200 
26 
11.1 

Total Cost 
(Contos) 

7,720 
380 

8,100 

6,000 

3,000 

1,290 
16, 170 

6,150 
2,320 

270 
2,700 

590 
31,710 
I 1,180 
5,000 
5,920 

I 19,600 

11,520 
39,060 
2,910 
7,000 
3,550 

67,010 

35,000 
65,000 
11,000 
3,000 
5,000 
3,000 

10,000 
1,000 

139,000 

2,910 
7,390 
1,800 

250 
250 
130 
220 

8,030 
5, 180 

510 
570 

27,260 

370,000 
121,000 
191,000 

18,000 

7,900 
2,000 

800 
12,000 
1,600 
5,000 

700 

33,000 

515,000 
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TABLE E-8 

I tem 

COST ESTIMATE OF THE POCINHO PROJECT 

Quantity Unit 

67,000 
131,800 
I1,800 
2300 

66,000 
1*98,000 

500 
,207,000 
233,000 

15,000 
1*6,700 
2,600 

,090,000 

RESERVOIR 
Purchase 7I*0 
Easement 

SUBTOTAL - RESERVOIR 

DIVERSION 

ACCESS ROADS 

DAM AND INTAKE 
Excavation - Dam í Spillway 
Conerete - Mass 

- Structural 
- Beam S Slab 

Steel - Reinforcing, Dam 
- Reinforcing, Structural 

Foundat i on 
Gates I 
Hoists 
Crane 
Miscellaneous 

SUBTOTAL - DAM AND INTAKE 

POWER HOUSE 
Excavation, Dam and Spillway 
Concrete - Foundation 

- Structural 
Steel - Reinforcing, Structural I 
Miscellaneous 

SUBTOTAL - POWER HOUSE 

POWER.PLANT EQUIPMENT 
Turb i nes 
Generators 
Low Tens i on 
Aux i I iary 
Crane 
Fre ight 
Erection 
Miscellaneous 

SUBTOTAL - POWER PLANT EQUIPMENT 

TOTAL DIRECT COST 
IND1RECT COST 

TOTAL COST (Exclusive of Switchyard í Transmission) 

SWITCHYARD (Including Indirect Costs) 

TRANSMISSION SYSTEM 
Towers, Painting and Land 
Insulators 
Hardware 
Wires, Conductors 4 Grounds 
M iscellaneous 
Labor 
Engineering 4 Overhead 

TOTAL COST OF TRANSMISSION SYSTEM 

GRAND TOTAL 

ha 

Unit Cost 
(Escudos) 

10,000 

m3 

m3 
m^ 
m3 
kg 
kg 
m 
kg 
kg 

110 
380 
500 
830 l*. 5 

5 
2,200 

26 
m.t 

m^ 
m3 
kg 

110 
i*20 
830 

5 

Total Cost 
(Contos* 

7300 
300 

7,700 

6,000 

300 

7,370 
50,080 

5,900 
1,990 

300 
2390 
I, 100 

31,380 
9,650 
5,000 
6,340 

121,600 

1,650 
19,610 
2,320 
5,200 
3,220 

32,000 

3I,000 
66,000 
25,000 
3,000 
5,000 
3,000 

10,000 
4,000 

147,000 

341,600 
105,400 
420,000 

14,000 

9,600 
2,400 
1,000 

14,600 
5,600 
6,000 

800 

40,000 

474,000 
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TABLE E-9 

COST ESTILIATE QF VILAR TABUAÇO PfiOJECT 

Item Total Cost 

....        (Contos) 

VILAR 

Expropriations 8,800 
Access 1 500 
Diversion 1*600 
Dam 51,500 
Powerhouse 900 
Equipment 3.^900 

SUBTOTAL AT VILAR 65,700 

WÀTERVÍAYS 

Canal 8,500 
Tunnel 37,500 
Surge tank 200 
Penstock 3,900 
Gate house 300 

SUBTOTAL OF UATERWAYS 50,A00 

TABUAÇO 

Powerhouse 700 
Equipment 9,800 

SUBTOTAL AT TABUAÇO 10,500 

TOTAL DIRECT COST 126,600 
Indirect Cost U2,U00 
TOTAL COST (Exclusive of sv/itchyard and 169,000 

transmission) 

Switchyard (including indirect costs) 1,800 
Transmission system (including indirect'costs) 2,200 

GRAND TOTAL 173,000 
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TAELE E-10 

COST ESTIMATE OF FkAGAS DA TORKE PftOJEGT 

Item Total Cost 
   (Contos) 

Expropriations 9,600 
Access 1,800 
Diversion 9,200 
Dam and Intake 101,700 
Yí atenvay s 111,800 
Powerhouse A,200 
Equipment 20,900 

TOTAL DIBECT COST 259,200 
Indirect Cost 86,800 
TOTAL COST (Exclusive of switchyard 34-6,000 

and transmission) 

Switciçrard (including indirect costs) 4,200 
Transmission system (including indirect costs) 1,800 

GRAND TOTAL 352,000 
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TABLK E-ll 

COST ESTTMATT'. OF VALE DE MADEIRA PilOJECT 

Item Total Cost 
   (Contos) 

IMP0UI3DIKG VÍORKS 

Expropriations 8,000 
Access 1,500 
Diversion SOO 
Dams 

Principal 136,000 
Lateral 3,000 

Auxiliary buildings  3.700 

SUBTOTAL-IIvIPOUDDING TOEKS 153,000 

GENERATING WORKS 

Tunnel 4-, 200 
Penstock 1,500 
Galleries 2,100 
Pov/erhouse 700 
Equipment 7,000 

SUBT0TAL-GEI\1 EBAÍING WORKS 15,500 

TOTAL DIRECT COST 168,500 
Indirect Cost 56.500 
TOTAL COST (Excluding sv/itchyard and transmission) 225,000 

Switchyard (including indirect costs) 2,000 
Transmission system (including indirect cost) 6,000 

GR/U D TOTAL 233,000 
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TABLE E-12 

COST ESTIiMTE OF LARANJEIRAS PROJECT 

Item Total Cost 
(Contos) 

Expropriations 20,000 
Access 1,000 
Diversion 12,800 
Dara 24.8,000 
Spillway 22,600 
Intalce and waterways 7,600 
Flood ccntrol 6,500 
Povrerhou se 1,500 
Equipraent 7,800 

TOTAL DIRECT COST 327,800 
Indirect Cost 109.800 
TOTAL COST 437,600 

Irrigation ollowance 10,600 
NET COST (Eoxluding switctyard and Transmission) 427,000 

Switchyard (incluaing indirect cost) 1,700 
Transmission system (including indirect cost) 3.300 

GRAED TOTAL 432,000 
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TABLE E-13 

DETAILED ESTIMATES OF COST OF CONSTRUCTION - 25,000 KW PEJAO STEAM PLANT 

I tem 
Design | 
45Í Ash 
(Contos) 

14 LANO 

STRUCTURES 4 IMPROVEMENTS 
Station Building 23,400 
Circulating Water Intake House 1,000 
Coal Handling j Miscellaneous Structures 1,100 
Yard Improvements 1,600 

BOI LER PLANT 
Boi ler - complete 28,733 
Coal Handling Equipment 3,629 
Ash Handling Equipment 7iq 
Feed Water System 908 
Water Supply 4 Purification System 671 
Boiler plant piping 5,692 

TURBO-GENERATOR 
Turbo-generator Unit - complete 22,108 
Circulating Water Pumps 922 

ACCESSORY ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT (Generator 
Main Connections, Station Control System, 
Station Auxiliary Power System, etc.) 6,108 

MISCELLANEOUS POWER PLANT EQUIPMENT 4,000 

SUB-TOTAL 100,599 

FREIGHT 5,714 

SUB-TOTAL 106,313 

Indirect costs - 35.5)í* 37,741 

TOTAL COST OF POWER PLANT 
(Exclusive of Step-up Substation) 144,054 

STEP-UP SUBSTATION - 12 KV/60 KV 
Transformer - 31,250 kva, 30, 
50 Cycle - 12 kv/60 kv. 2,472 
60 kv - Outdoor Air Blast 
Circuit Breaker - Complete 431 
Oisconnects 57 
Potential Transformers 150 
Current Transformers 95 
Steel 287 
Miscellaneous 294 
Freight 431 

SUB-TOTAL 4,217 

Indirect costs - 35.5)í* 1,497 

TOTAL COST OF STEP-UP SUBSTATION 5,714 

60 KV TRANSMISSION LINE - PEJAO TO ERMESINDE (24 km) 
Towers, Including Painting and Grounds 1,152 
Insulators 288 
Hardware 120 
Wires (Conductors and Grounds) 1,752 
Miscellaneous 672 
Labor 720 
Engineering and Overhead 96 

TOTAL COST OF TRANSMISSION LINE** 4,800 

GRAND TOTALS 154,568 

Design 2 
10% Ash 
(Contos) 

13,286 
1,000 
2,543 
I ,286 

28,022 
1,837 

429 
908 
671 

4,554 

22,108 
922 

6,108 

2,857 

86,559 

4,286 

90,845 

32,250 

123,095 

2,472 

431 
57 

150 
95 

287 
294 
431 

4,217 

1,497 

5,714 

1,152 
288 
120 

1,752 
672 
720 

96 

4,800 

133,609 

Design 3 
18% Ash 

(Contos) 

14 

13,286 
1,000 

842 
1,286 

28,022 
3,326 

429 
908 
671 

4,554 

22,108 
922 

6,108 

2,857 

86,333 

4,286 

90,619 

32,170 

122,789 

2,472 

431 
57 

150 
95 

287 
294 
431 

4,217 

1 ,497 

5,714 

1,152 
288 
120 

1,752 
672 
720 

96 

4,800 

133,303 

Interest During Construction 6.0% 
Finance Charges 3.5% 
Studies, Supervision, etc. 9.0% 
Residences for Personnel 2.0% 
Contingencies 15.0% 
Total 35.5% 

**This estimate covers installation and ali pcrtinent charges itomized under*. E-16 



TABLE E-IU 

ATAES HAVIGAT10H DAM 
MOVABLE CREST WE1R (SIDNEY GATES) ON SAND 

Item Quantity Un i t Unit Cost 
(Escudos) 

Total Cost 
(Contos) 

COFFERDAM 
Rock FMI (Cribs) 
T iraber 
Steel Sheet Piling - Purchase 
Placement and Renovai of Cribs & Piling 

Ali Stages 
Unwatering and Pumping 
Miscellaneous 

Salvage Savings 

SUBTOTAL - COFFERDAM 

UPSTREAM PR0TECT10N 
R i prap 
Concrete - Mass 
Steel - Reinforcing Dam 
Steel Sheet Pi 1ing 
Miscellaneous 

SUBTOTAL - UPSTREAM PROTECTIOK 

207,000 
1,360 

115,000 

3,300 
8,100 

12,000 
25,000 

m^ 
m3 
kg 

nw 
m3 
kg 
m^ 

10 
1,000 

6 

210 
380 

1.5 
105 

8,280 
1,360 
2,670 

2,690 
600 
500 

19,100 
1,800 

17,300 

790 
3, 190 

190 
2,620 

310 

7, 100 

DAM 
Excavation - Dam & Spillway 
Wood Pi 1ing 
Concrete - Mass 

- Structural 
- Beam & Slab 

Steel - Reinforcing, Dam 
- Reinforcing, Structural 

Gates 
Miscellaneous 

SUBTOTAL - DAM 

STILLING BASIN 
Wood Pi 1ing 
Filter Material 
Concrete - Structural 
Steel - Reinforcing, Structural 
R i prap 
Articulated Mattress 
Miscellaneous 

SUBTOTAL - STILLING BASIN 

L0CK 
Excavation - Rock, Open Cut 

- Sand 
Wood Pi1ing 
Concrete - Structural 
Steel - Reinforcing, Structural 
Anchors 
Gates 
Operating Equipment 
Poiree Dam 
Miscellaneous 

SUBTOTAL - L0CK 

TOTAL DIRECT COST 
INDIRECT COST 

TOTAL COST 

5,000 
9,100 

18,000 
7,500 
8,000 

90,000 
705,000 
910,000 

18,100 
3,700 
5,600 

168,000 
1,200 

17,200 

10,000 
28,500 

3,360 
33,000 

990,000 
1,900 

160,000 
208,500 

rw 
m3 m-3 

m3 
m3 
kg 
kg 
kg 

m3 
m3 
m3 

1 ma 
m2 

m3 
m3 
m 
m3 
kg 
ea 
kg 
kg 

110 
30 

380 
500 
830 

1.5 
5 

26 

30 
60 

500 
5 

210 
195 

70 
I I 
30 

500 
5 

200 
26 
11.1 

550 
280 

6,810 
3,750 
6,610 

100 
3,520 

23,660 
1,360 

17,000 

550 
220 

2,800 
810 
290 

3,350 
250 

8,300 

2,800 
310 
100 

16,500 
1,950 

380 
12,000 
8,630 

300 
830 

16,800 

126,500 
15,500 

172,000 
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TABLE E-15 

ATAES MAVIGATION DM 

SUMMAKZ ESTIMATE OF VAHIOUS SGHEIáES 

Type of Structare High weir Bear trap gates Sidney gates 

Foundation Rock Sand Rock Sand Rock Sand 

Cofferdam 18,100 18,100 17,300 17,300 17,300 17,300 

Upstrcam protecticn - 7,100 - 7,100 - 7,100 

Dam 13,800 16,400 31,100 37,500 41,600 47,000 

Stilling basin - 8,300 - 8,300 - 8,300 

Lock ^sí»0 47,200 44.100 46,800 44,100 46,800 

Total Direct coSt 76,A00 97,100 92,500 117,000 104,800 126,500 

Indireot Cost 25,600 36.900 32,500 p
 

b
 

0
 

0
 

35.200 t-
 

0
 

0
 

Total Cost 102,000 134,000 125,000 158,000 140,000 172,000 
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TABLE E-16 

EIMTRE-QS-KIOS MAVIGATION DM 

Item Quantity Unit Unit Cost Total Cost 
   (Escudos) (Contos) 

COFFERDAM 
Rock fill (crib) 149,000 m3 40 5,960 
Timber 3,040 m3 , 1,000 3,040 
Steel sheet piling - purchase 316,000 kg 6 1,900 
Placements renovai of cribs 

and piling ali stages L.S. 1,700 
Unwatering and ixunping L.S. 400 
í.iiscellaneous 500 

13,500 
Salvage savings 1,500 

SUBTOTAL-COFFERDAul 12,000 

D Alvi 
Excavation, dam and spillway 
Fourcljtion 
Couo ete, mass 
Cone rete, stiTicturel 
Goncrete, beam and slab 
Steel reinforcing, dam 
Steel reinforcing, struct. 
Gates 
Miscellaneous 

SUBTOTAL-DAM 

11,000 nr 110 1,210 
204 2,200 450 

10,500 m3 380 3,990 
5,000 m3 500 2,500 
4,300 m3 830 3,570 

53,000 kg 4.5 240 
408,000 kg 5 2,040 
392,000 kg 26 10,200 

800 

25,000 

LOCK 
Excavation, dam and spillway 11,000 m3 110 1,210 
Goncrete, structural 17,200 m3 500 8,600 
Steel, reinforcing, struct. 516,000 kg 5 2,580 
Anchors 1,400 ea 200 280 
Gates 250,000 kg 26 6,500 
Operating equipment 107,000 kg 41.4 4,430 
Miscellaneous 1,000 

SUBTOTAL-LOCK 24,600 

TOTAL DIRECT COST 61,600 
Indirect Costs 21,400 

TOTAL COST 83,000 
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TABLE E-17 

FORT OF FOZ DO EOUfíO JETTY FLAN 

Item Quantity Unit Unit Costs Total Costs 

DREDGING 
Dredging in Sand 1,568,000 m3 

o 5 7,840 
Dredging in Rock 70,000 m-^ 330 23.100 

SUBTOTAL-DREDGING 30,940 

NORTH JETTY 
Rock 20 to 2,500 kg 124,000 m3 90 11,200 
Rock 2.5 to 7.5 Tons 56,000 m3 100 5,600 
Sinoothing the platforms 9,500 20 190 
Smoothing benas and slopes 35,000 m2 40 1,400 
Concrete blocks in super- 

structure 20,500 m3 420 8,600 
Concrete blocks in berm 

and slopes VJ
l 

V. ■c
 

o
 

o
 

450 25,600 
Concrete in place in the 

supe.:structure 32,400 350 11.310 

SUBTCTAL-NORTH JETTY 63,900 

SOUTH JETTY 
Rock 20 to 2,500 kg 135,000 m^ 90 12,150 
Rock 2.5 to 7.5 Tons 62,000 m3 100 6,200 
Smoothing the platforms 10,500 m2 20 210 
Smoothing berms and slopes 38,300 m2 40 1,530 
Concrete blocks in super- 

structure 23,000 m^ 420 9,650 
Concrete blocks in berms 

and slopes 64,000 m3 450 28,800 
Concrete in place in the 

superstructure 36,000 m3 350 12,590 

SUBT0TAL-S0UTH JETTY 71,130 

TMINING V.JlLLS 115,200 m3 100 11.520 

TOTAL DIRECT COST 177,A90 
Indirect Cost 62,510 

TOTAL COST 2^0,000 
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TABLE E-18 

ANNUAL COSIS OF HYDROELECTRIC PROJECTS 

ITEM UNIT PICOTE BEMPOSTA MIRANDA CARRAPATELO RE6UA VALEIRA POC INH0 VILAR TABUAÇO FRAGAS DA TORRE VALE DA MADEIRA LARANJEIRAS 

Installed Capacity kw 93,000 76,000 72 ,000 87,300 70,000 77,000 57,000 7,600 18,000 8,700 6,100 

Capital Cost - Instailations 10^ contos 273 201 110 202 213 179 110 99 325 200 108 

Capital Cost - Equipment IO3 contos 191 189 200 350 313 315 280 70 21 25 19 

Capital Cost - Project IO3 contos 167 393 310 552 526 191 120 169 316 225 127 

Annual Cost - Instailations 7.58^ 10^ contos 20.7 15.5 10.6 15.3 16.1 13.6 10.6 7.5 21.6 15.2 30. 

Annual Cost - Equipment 9.01/í 103 contos 17.5 J 17.0 18.0 31.5 28.2 28.3 25.2 6.3 1.9 2.2 1. 

Annual Cost - Maintenance IO3 contos 5.6 5.0 1.8 5.2 1.7 5. 1 1.2 2. 1 2.3 1.6 I.l 

Annual Cost - Diversion IO3 contos 0.6 

Annual Cost - Project 103 contos 13.8 38.1 33.1 52.0 19.0 17.0 10.0 15.9 28.8 19.0 31.( 

Cost of Output at Busbar esc/kw 171 501 161 595 700 622 701 2,090 1,637 2,206 5,312 

Annual Cost of Step-Up Sub-Station esc/kw 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 

Step-Up Losses - 0.011 (A+ B) esc/kw 5 6 5 7 8 7 8 23 18 25 59 

Cost of Output at High Tension Terminal, Send íng esc/kw 505 536 198 631 737 658 738 2,112 I ,681 2,260 5,100 

Annual Cost of Transmission Lines esc/kw 107 91 109 11 33 13 70 30 10 71 16 

Line Loss Factor 0. 108 0.102 0. 113 0.018 0.061 0, 072 0.080 0.066 0.015 0.091 0.081 

Line Losses - Line Loss Factor (C + 0) esc/kw 66 61 69 31 17 51 65 113 76 219 157 

Cost of Output at High Tension Terminal, Rece iv ing esc/kw 678 691 676 676 817 752 873 2,315 1,770 2,550 5,903 

TOTAL ANNUAL COST 10^ contos 63.1 52.5 18.8 59.1 57.2 58.0 19.8 17.6 31.9 22.2 37. 
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CROSS SECTION OF BEARTRAP 
(COMPORTA DE ALÇAS, CORTE TRANSVERSAL) KNAPPEN TIPPETTS ABBETT McCARTHY 
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. RETAIN1NG WALL 
1 (MURO DE SUPORTE) 
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\ NAVOA / / s- yy NAVOATION CHANNEL x 

CANAL OE NAVEGAÇÃO) //-V ^// 

P0 //' 
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o 

o 
/• / 

B 

NORMAL POOL ELEV. 
' (NÍVEL DE AGUA MÉDIO) 

ORE LOADING FACILITIES 3KM BELOW POCINHO 
PLAN VIEW 

( CAIS DE CARREGAMENTO DE MINÉRIO 3KM A 
JUZANTE DE POUCINHO) 

(C.F PARA O PORTO) 
R.R.TO PORTO 

FILL 
(ATÊRRO) 

X, 

SECTION A-A 
(CORTE A-A) 

FILL 
(ATERRO) 

15 

30m 

SECTION B-B 
(CORTE B-B) 

FILL 
(ATÊRRO) TOP OF RETAINING WALL 

/(CRISTA DO MURO DE SUPORTE) 

WINCH 
(GUINCHO) 

x- 

NORMAL POOL 
EXISTING GROUND LINE 

(LINHA DO TERRENO EXISTENTE) 
(ARMAZENAMENTO NORMAL) 

10 Tíõ itõ iaõ Í9Õ zoo 
PROFILE I-H 
(PERFIL I-H) 

GOVERNMENT OF PORTUGAL 
DOURO BASIN DEVELOPMENT 

ORE LOADING FACILITIES 

BELOW POCINHO 
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(PORTUGAL, ESTIMATIVA) 

GOVERNMENT OF PORTUGAL 

DOURO BASIN DEVELOPMENT 

PRODUCTION OF ELECTRICITY 

KILOWATT HOURS PER CAPITA 
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NOTE; 

ASSUMING FULL OPER ATION OF TWO A M MON IJ M 
SULPHATE PLANTS BY 1954. 

OBSERVAÇÃO! 
ASSUME-SE QUE AS DUAS FABRICAS DE SULFATO DE 
AMONIO ESTARÃO EM PLENA PRODUÇÃO EM 1954. 

SPAIN 
(ESPANHA) 

1944 1946 1948 1950 1952 1954 1956 1958 1960 1962 1964 1966 1968 1970 

SOURCE : U. N. STAT1STICAL BULLETIN (FONTE DE INFORMAÇÃO: BULETIM ESTATÍSTICO DAO.N.U.) 



WORLD PRODUCTION OF ELECTR1CITY 

GENERATION 6^ ALL AGENCIES, 

INaUDlNG INDUSTRY FOR ITS OWN USE 

PRODUÇÃO MUNDIAL DE ELECTRICIDADE 
PRODUÇÃO DE TODAS AS EMPRESAS 

INCLUINDO A INDUSTRIAL PARA USO PROPRIO 
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OBSERVAÇÃO- 
NO GRÁFICO ABAIXO, A CURVA DA PRODUÇÃO REQUERIDA 

EM 1960 FOI SUBREIMPOSTA AS PRODUÇÕES DE POTENCIA 
QUE PODEM SER PRODUZIDAS PELO SISTEMA DE POTENCIA. 
EXISTENTE UTILIZANDO OS CAUDAIS REGISTADOS EM CADA ANO 
1942-1950, INCLUSIVE,MAIS 100,000 KW, DE CAPACIDADE   
TÉRMICA 
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QUE PODEM SER PRODUZIDAS PELO SISTEMA DE POTENCIA 
EXISTENTE UTILIZANDO OS CAUDAIS REGISTADOS EM CADA ANO, 
1942-19 50, INCLUSIVE, MAIS 100,000 KW DE CAPACIDADE 
TÉRMICA.   
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153.450 

CIRCULATING WATER DISCHARGE LINE (CONDUTA DE DESCARGA DE AGUA DE CIRCULA,CAO) 
^TURBO- PUMP DISCHARGE TUNNEL (TÚNEL DE DESCARGA DO GRUPO TURBO-BOMBA) 
^n^-TURBO-PUMP PLATFORM EL= IOM (PLATAFORMA PARA O GRUPO TURBO-'BOMBA) 

^CIRCULATING WATER TO CONDENSER (AGUA DE CIRCULACÃO PARA O CONDENSADOR) 

EXISTING \ 
STRUCTURES 

iNIVEL DA CHEIA DE 100 ANOSf 
/'36 M LEVEL= HEIGHT 

100 YEAR FLOOD STAGE 

[(EDIFÍCIOS 1 
i EXISTENTES) / 
— 

36 

i CIRCULATING WATER ( EIXO DO TÚNEL DE TOMADA DE AGUA 
INTAKE TUNNEL V. DE CIRCULARÃO) 

I i 
I  

mjF DOCK AREA -9 
AREA DA DOC O 

& O O 
^ o 

>/o 153.400 

ESTAÇAO)\(CASA DAS TURBINAS) /'SUB 
SUBSTATION 

ELEV. 45 M 
TURBINE ROOM 
FUOOR ELEV. 36 M 
(COTA DO PISO 36 M) 

-LUl 

* 
r / / / 

ZS 
BOILER HOUSE 

(CASA DAS 
^ CALDEIRAS) 

^ACCESS ROAt) 5M WIDE 
(ESTRADA-DE 'ÂCCESSO DE 
5M DE LARGURA) —f—=crT 

PAVED VAREA, E^.^GM 
(COTA DA AREA PAVIMENTADA= 36M) 30 

(CASA DO GUARDA) 
3UARDH0USE ^ K 

I520OO LITER OIL STORAG 
( DEPOSITO DÈ 152 OOÒ t 

LTS DE OLEO) > 
A A X-4—A 

FINE_ 
COAL 

, BIN 
63 

iS 70 
153.350 

\\\ 

\ \ \ 
REÇLA1MING HOPPER^r-H 

(TREMONHA DE RECUPERARÃO) 
\ \ \ 6ARAGE 

36 

73- 

^AREA„DE ARMAZENAGEM DE 
\CARVAO GRANDE-I5 000T) 
-y^" \ \\N \ \ \ \\\\\\N S \ \ \ \ 
XOAL STORAGE AREA-I5000T 
^VMLARG£SIZE_C^) 

80 \ 

50 

\ DEPOSITO DE 
CARVÃO FINO \ 

55 "COAL CONVEYOR FROM WASHERY 
TFITA TRANSPORTADORA DE CARVAO DA LAVARIA) \ 

A 2 
55. 

A- 

153.300 

I—' 

(ESCALA EM METROS) 
SCALE IN METERS 

10 20  30 
-H A 

50 

NOTE : 
CONTOURS SHOWN ARE EXISTING. 

OBSERVAÇÃO: 
AS CURVAS DE NÍVEL REPRESENTAM O TERRENO 
EXISTENTE 

GOVERNMENT OF PORTUGAL 

DOURO BASIN DEVELOPMENT 

PROPOSED SITE LAYOUT 
PEJAO THERMAL PLANT UTILI2ING 
UNWASHED MINE FÍNES (20%ASH) 

KNAPPEN 
ENGINEERS 
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OPEN STORAGE 
LAR6E SIZE COAL 

(18% ASH) 
(ARMAZENAGEM AO AR LIVRE 

DE CARVÃO GRANDE) 
(18% CINZAS) 

RECLAIMIN6 
HOPPER 

(TREMONHADE 

ELEV 36:m'":'"%-RECUPERAÇfe) 

ELEV. 32.34 m. 

FORCED DRAFT FAN 
/(VENTOINHA DE TIRAGEM FORÇADA) 

ELEV. 71.7 m. 

1NDUCED DRAFT FAN (VENTOINHA DE TIRAGEM INDUZIDA) 

AIR HEATER(AQUECEDOR DE AR) 

ELEV. 61.91 m. 

CONVEYOR 
FROM STORAGE 

(FITA TRANSPORTADORA 
DA ARMAZENAGEM) 

CONVEYOR 1 1 
FROM WASHERY \ 

(FITA TRANSPORTADORAX BURNER 
DA LAVARIA) \ (QUEIMADOR) 

STACK (CHAMINÉ) 

/• •. ;< STEAM OUTLET (SAÍDA DE VAPOR) 

2 ND SUPER HEATER ( 2a SOBREAQUECEDOR) 

I ST SUPER HEATER ( Ia SOBREAQUECEDOR) 

. BUNKER : 
CARVOEIRA) .A 

w 

ELEV. 54.29 m. 

(PONTE ROLANTE) 
XCRANE 

r (91^ 

I CONTROL 
i ROOM 
(SALA DE 
COMANDO) 

ELEV. 51.24 m 

SCALE 
(BALANO FINE COAL 

' " BIN 
(20% ASH) 

X 
STEAM INLET 
(ENTRADA DE VAPOR) 

n 

3.8 CLASS 
BOILEB h 

(CALDEIRA) Y 
(DEPOSITO DE 

CARVÃO FINO) 
(20% CINZAS) [h 

GEN, -f 
TUR. GERADOR 

ELEV. 42 .71 m. 

\ CIRC. PUMP 
y (BOMBA DE «AQUECEDORES)^ 

CIRCULAçX0)~^IH^,nV 
LUB oiL Ji—, iZT J-;.' 

TANK^H f/I: -Ko 

COND. 
MILL - 

(MOINHO- 4 
ELEV. 36 m 

EXHAUSTER ( TANQUE DE OLEO 
(BOMBA DE CARVÃO LUBRIFICANTE) 

PULVERIZADO) 

9.14 m. 10.67 m. 6.7| m .52m. 17.07 m. 6.89 m. 

52 m. 12.I9 m 

^.ELECTRICAL BAY 
( RECINTO O INSTALAÇÕES ELÉCTRICAS ) 

LABORATORY AND SHOP AREA 
( ÃREA PARA LABORATÓRIO E OFICINAS) 

BOILER HOUSE 
21.4 m. WIDE 

(CASA DAS CALDEIRAS) 
(21,4 m.DE LARGURA) 

TURBINE ROOM 
27.4 m. WIDE 

(CASA DAS TURBINAS ) 
(27,4 m. DE LARGURA) 

GOVERNMENT OF PORTUGAL 

DOURO BASIN DEVELOPMENT 

TRANSVERSE VIEW 

PEJÃO THERMAL PLANT UTILIZING 

UNWASHED MINE FINES (20% ASH) 
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STACK ELEVATION 7 1,7 M 

( COTA DA CHAMINÉ ) 

( CASA DAS CALDEIRAS) 

POWER PLANT FLOOR ELEVATION 36 M 

(COTA DO PISO DA CENTRAL) 

BOILER HOUSE 

(COTA DO TERRAPLENO DA SUB-ESTAÇAO) 

SUBSTATION AREA ELEVATION 45 M 

CIRCULATING 

(CONDUCTA DE AGUA 

(TURBINA HIDRÁULICA) 

WATER TURBINE 

RIO DOURO 

WATER LINE- 

DE CIRCULACAO) 

Tf^TK 

v/AN>/x\>/x\>/A\y/A\y/A\v/A\V/A\v/A\y//-\y/A\y/A\V/AN>/A\y/A\y/A\>//.\y/A\>7! 
v vav vav w v/>\7 av V/^v vav ^77^77^77^77^ 

TURBIN 

(SALA DAS 

E ROOM 

MAQUINAS) 

v^svy^v^wyysv/^vv 

?(BOMBA DE POÇO FUNDO) 

DEEP WELL PUMP 

TUNNEL (CIRCULATING WATER INTAj<E) 

(TOMADA DE AGUA DE CIRCULACAO) 

PROFILE 

ALONG CIRCULATING WATER INTAKE LOOKING SOUTH 

(PERFIL) 

(SEGUNDO A TOMADA DE AGUA DE CIRCULACAO, OLHANDO PARA SUL) 

GOVERNMENT OF PORTUGAL 

DOURO BASIN DEVELOPMENT 

SECTION AL PROFILE 

PE J AO THERMAL PLANT UTILIZING 

UNWASHED MINE FINES (20% ASH) 

KNAPPEN TIPPETTS 
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MARCH 1953 
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FULL POOL EL.552m 

FULL POOL EL.530m 
 5^  VILAR 

RES>. 
FULL POOL EL.527m 

J T 
(FULL INTO) POOL EL. -NÍVEL DE PLENO ARMAZENAM 

LEGEND Vilar Plant MIRANDA 
-RES. VALE DE 

RIVER 
(RIO) 

MADEIRA 
RES. Spamsh Border 

—(Fronteira) FULL POOL EL.471 m 
J ^ T 

TUNNEL 
(TÚNEL) 

JO_ , POWER PLANT 
El] (CENTRAL ELÉCTRICA) 

7 

DAM 
(BARRAGEM) 

PICOTE 
RES. 

Q: FULL POOL EL.397m 
▼ rja 

/ 

BEMPOSTA 
— RES. rm 

iílhl EL.340m   FULL POOL EL, 333m 
j i L.yj i 

PROPOSED 
T unnel 

ALDEADAVILA RES- 
(Spanish) 

Mouth of 
-Tormes River 
oz Do Rio Tormes) 

0[ FULL POOL EL. 207m. 
_1 ^ !▼ I 55 

FULL POOL EL. 250m 
.1 ▼ J J—. 

I 3 
tL- LARAN JEIRAS 

RES. FRAGAS DA TORRE 
RES. Tunnel 

r FULL POOL EL. 194(0. 
I .T l j_ 

I cai irei I P DP c 
TAILWATER EL.I I2m. 

ith of _i£j 
(ALBUFEIRA DE SAUCELLE(ESP) 

EM CONSTRUÇÃO 
SAUCELLE RES. 

Under Constr. 
(Sponish) 

Mouth of 
Sabor River 

TAILWATER EL. i34m. Porfuguese International Douro ■A Mouth of Huebra R iver 
( Douro Internacional Português) O o FULL POOL EL. I24m. 

 ^ iT 1 T obuaço Plant 
FULL POOL 

I ▼ I 
EL. 104 m. 

Mouth of 
Agueda River 

POCINHO 
« RES. 1 

Caninhas Plant GOVERNMENT OF PORTUGAL 
DOURO BASIN DEVELOPMENT 

PROFILE OF DOURO RIVER 
AND TRIBUTARIES SHOWING 

PROPOSED PROJECTS 
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' 0) VALEIRA 
RES—r- FULL EL. 73m. POOL 

ED /.3 (BARRAGEM DE NAVEGAÇAO ATA ES) 
ATÃES NAVIGATION DAM 

(Foz-Do Agueda) (BARRAGEM DE NAVEGAÇAO 
PERTO DE ENTRE-OS-RIOS 

Mouth of , 
Sabor River 

Barca de Alva 
(Spanish Border) 

Õu"0 EL.46 m. FULL POOL (Fronteiro) RÉGUA RES 
lliiTil (Foz Do Sabor) NAVIGATION DAM NEAR 

— ENTRE-OS- RIOS 
Moufh of 

/ Douro River 
"(Foz Do Douro) 

PORTO 
di NORMAL POOL EL.I0.25m. 

i pooi _ ' rHl iii—-7 
International 
—i ^1 

Douro Spamsh 
H 1- 

CARRAPATELO 
RES. — NORMAL POOL 

(NÍVEL NORMAL). EL.6.7m (Douro Internacional Espanhol 
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STATIONING IN KILOMETERS PROCEEDING UP STREAM FROM MOUTH OF RIVER 
{DISTANCIAS À ORIGEM EM KILOMETROS. ORIGEM". FOZ DO RIO DOURO) 



PICOTE 
"PROJECT 

510 

490 

470 

450 

WATER SURFACE AREA IN SQUARE K1L0METERS 
(AREAS INUNDADAS EM KM2) 

3 2 I 

o 430 

410 

390 

3 70 

/A REA 

Yíl 
lAKt A) 

— CAf 'ACITY 
(CIDADE) Ar A 

/ 

/ 

\ 

\ 

20 40 60 00 100 120 140 160 180 200 220 240 

CAPACITY IN MILLION CUBIC METERS 
(VOLUMES ARMAZENADOS EM M3) 

RESERVOIR AREA AND CAPACITY CURVES 
(CURVAS DAS AREAS INUNDADAS E CAPACIDADES DA 

ALBUFEIRA) 

■í.t, **0 

^ li 

\ 

,5 "Ol 

FULL POOL ELEVATION 471 m 
(NÍVEL DE PLENO ARMAZENAMENTO 471 m) 

/ 

\: 
\- 
\ 

MATCH LINE ^ \ 

(LINHA DE COINCIDÊNCIA) \ 

PLAN OF RESERVOIR 

(PLANTA DA ALBUFEIRA) 

\ 
\' 

3 

)< 

n 

MATCH LINE  
(LINHA DE COINCIDÊNCIA) 

"SOO 
*4-50- 

-*25- 

FULL POOL ELEVATION 471 m 
(NÍVEL DE PLENO ARMAZENAMENTO 
471 m) 

"7 

FULL POOL ELEVATION 471 m 

100 
SCALE IN METERS 

500 

(NÍVEL DE PLENO ARMAZENAMENTO 471 m. 

I 000 
-s-o, 

FULL POOL ELEVATION 471 m 
(NÍVEL DE PLENO ARMAZENAMENTO 471 m) 

,/ 

SSOr ^\ ) 
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UPSTREAM R0CKF1LL-, 
COFFERDAM / 

(ENSECADE1RA DE 
MONTANTE,DE 
ENROCAMENTO; 

FUTURE POWER 
/PLANT EXTENSION 

"(CENTRAL ELÉCTRICA 
FUTURA) ^ 

7 

O 

4^ 

to 
CONCRETE GRAVITY DAM 

(BARRAGEM DE GRAVIDADE,EM BETÃO) 

J RIO 

CD 

BERM 
(BERMA) 
EL. 393 

^— PENSTOCKS 
(CONDUTAS FORCADAS) 

z 

o o o 
INTAKE 12 M 

40 DIVERSION TUNNEL 
MENTRADA DO TÚNEL DE 'l\ '/ /T 
\ DERlVApAO DE 12 M) \ / 

^VX#/( ' 
INTAKE STRUCTURE 
(TOMADA DE AGUA) 

ri 

r sj- o. 

BERM 
(BERMA) 
EL. 4 49 

15 

z 

M 

\ 

\ 

Q 
\ 

-X 

Lr- 

—BENCH FCR FUTURE PENSTOCKS 
(BERMA PARA FUTURAS CONDUTAS FORÇADAS) 

PENSTOCKS 
(CONDUTAS FORÇADAS) 

DOWNSTREAM 
CONCRETE COFFERDAM 6 

( ENSECADEIR A DE 
JUZANTE,DE BETÃO) 

—A 

DOURO 

An 

POWER PLANT —- 
(CENTRAL ELÉCTRICA) 

■fúo 

47. 
r 

j. 
n 

soo 

FUTURE PENSTOCKS PLUGGED—1 

(CONDUTAS FORÇADAS FUTURAS,TAPADAS ) 

'OUTLET 12 M DIVER- 
SION TUNNEL. 

(SAÍDA DQ, TÚNEL DE 
DERlVApAO DE 12 M) 

TRAIN1NG WALL 
(MURO - GUIA) 

CONCRET 
REVESTIMENTO DE BETÃO) 

E L1NING 

/ 

-ér 
/ 

SECTION C-C 

(CORTE C-C) 

TAINTER GATE " 
(ALÇA DE SECTOR) 

ELEV. (8 MAX. TAILWATER AT FLOOD) 427.0- 
COTA (E NÍVEL DE ÁGUA DE CHEIA, A JUZANTE) 

I FUTURE POWER 
1 HOUSE EXTENSION 
((CENTRAL ELECTRIpA 
j FUTURA EXTENSÃO) 

1  

i 

i  
POWER HOUSE 

COENTRAL ELÉCTRICA) 

rn nrr nn 

IO 

PLAN 

10 20 30 40 50 

TAI LWATER ELEV. 397.0 
( NÍVEL DE AGUA A JUZANTE) 

CONCRETE LINING 
(REVESTIMENTO DE BETÃO) 

-TRA1N1NG WALL 
(MURO-GU1A ) L^CONCRETE' 

ROCK LINE^ // LINING 
■■"---.(LINHA DE ROCHA)//(REVESTIIMENTO. 

V." • 

ELEV 380 

J DE BETÃO) 

note: 

FOR SECTION B- B SEE PLATE NO. 20 

observação: 

CORTE B-B ENCONTRA-SE DESENHO 
NUMERO 20. 

TTRAVELING GRANE 
(GRUA AMOVÍVEL) 

ELEV. 477.0 
MAX. POOL ELEV. 471.0 

(NÍVEL MÁXIMO) 

FULL POWER ELEV. 471.0 
(NÍVEL DE PLENO ARMAZENAMENTO) 

INTAKE STRUCTURE 

',777 

GRAVITY DAM 

BARRAGEM DE GRAVIDADE) 

vmmwm 
  t.?. L.. 

0.15 

.0 : m 

(TOMADA DE AGUA ) 
ELEVATION OF SPILLWAY 

CREST 454.0 
(COTA DA CRISTA DO 

DESCARREGADOR) 

SCALE IN METERS 

SECTION A-A 

(CORTE A-A) 

GOVERNMENT OF PORTUGAL 

DOURO BASIN PROJECT 

PICOTE PROJECT 

PLAN AND CROSS SECTION 

KNAPPEN TIPPETTS 
ENG1NEERS 
MARCH 1953 

ABBETT MeCARTHY 
NEW YORK.N.Y, 

PLATE 18 
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SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION OF DAILY 

FLOOD PEAKS 

DURING PERIOD 1938-1951 

DOURO RIVER AT PUENTE PINO 
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NOTE: DRAINAGE AREA 63,300 KM2 
OBSERVAÇÃO: AREA DA BACIA HIDROGRÁFICA 63,300 KH 

KNAPPEN TIPPETTS ABBETT McCARTHY 
ENGINEERS NEW YORK, N.Y. 
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MAX1MUM TAILWATER 427mA[ . 
(NÍVEL MÁXIMO DE A'GUA A, 

juzante) 
REM0VA8LE HATCH 
COVERS OVER UNITS 

(COBERTURAS DE PLACAS 
AMOVÍVEIS) 

POWER PLANT 
3 UNITS EACH 
31,000 KW 
(CENTRAL 3 GRUPOS DE 
31.000 KW CADA) 

EL. 401 m. 

fW£ fl-rfi 

EL.428M 

:-k; 

m 
_lgl 

3 

♦ -i.: ■ .■/-■A 

- a' ;'''A 

ii: v. ;;; j j j; j j, 
/ 1 1 M I II   " " 1 I I ' 

llllllllllllllllllH11 

MINIMUM TAILWATER EL. 397 m 
(NÍVEL MÍNIMO DE ÁGUA A JUZANTE) 

(3 COMPORTAS DE SERVIÇO 
S.SmxGnn TIPO LAGARTA 
COMANDADAS HIDRAULICA- 

MENTE) 

OFFICES 
(ESCRITÓRIOS) i 
CONTROL ROOM 
(SALA DE COMANDO) 
CABLE ROOM 
(SALA DE CABOS) 
SUPPLY ROOM AND 

WORK SHOP 
(SALA pEARMAZENAGEM E OFICINA) 
LOW TENSION AUXILIARIES 

' (SALA DE BAIXA TENSÃO) 

* ■■ -.VAVig 

(GUIAS PARA COMPORTA DE 
EMERGÊNCIA DE S^mxGm ) 
SLOT FOR 3.5M.X6M. 
EMER6ENCY GATE 

3" 3.5M, x 6 M. HYDRAULICALLY 
OPERATED BROOME TYPE 
SERVICE GATES 

EL. 477ni 

FULL POWER POOL EL. 471 m. 
(NÍVEL DE RETENÇÃO NORMAL) ■*. t. 

■ D 

NÍVEL (MÍNIMO DA RETENÇÃO) 
MINIMUM POOL EL. 46lm 

VENT 
ÍTUBO DE AREJAMENTO) •a' 

TRASH RACK 
GRADE DE PROTEÇÃO) 

3 PENSTOCKS 4.3m. DIAMETER EL. 449 m 

7 (3 CONDUTAS FORCADAS DE (3 CONDUTAS FORÇADAS DE 
A.Sm DE DIÂMETRO) 

10 

(ESCALA EM METROS) 
SCALE IN METERS 

í O 10 20 
H l-l l-l l-l M I 

GOVERNMENT OF PORTUGAL 

DOURO BASIN DEVE L OPMENT 

PICOTE PROJECT 

CROSS-SECTION OF 

INTAKE AND POWER PLANT 

KNAPPEN • TIPPETTS 
ENGINEERS 

MARCH 1953 

ABBETT • Mc OARTHY 
NEW YORK, N.Y. 
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400 
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100 

OBSERVAÇÃO'- 

NO GRÁFICO ABAIXO A CURVA DA PRODUÇÃO REQUERIDA 
EM 1960 FOI SOBRElMPOSTA AS PROOUÇâTES DE POTENCIA 
QUE PODEM SER PRODUZIDAS PELO SISTEMA DE POTENCIA 
EXISTENTE M Al S O DE PICOTE, UTILIZ AN DO OS CAUDAIS 
REGISTADOS EM CADA ANO, 1942-1950, INCLUSIVE, MAIS 
100,000 KW DE CAPACIDADE TÉRMICA.   

1 
I I 1 i 

1 

i 
1 DEFICIT UNIFORME 

= 2-5x I O6 KWHR POR MES I 1 
1 i UNIFORM DEFICIT 

/ = 2. i i 5x10 KWHR PER MONTH 
I 

i 
/I I 

I 1 1 
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800 
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I 00 

I 9 47 I 948 I 949 1950 

L EGEND 

ZEZERE OUTPUT , 
(PRODUÇÃO DO ZEZERE) 

DEFICIT 

PICOTE OUTPUT * 
(PRODUÇÃO DE PICOTE) 

STEAM OUTPUT, * * 
(PRODUÇÃO TÉRMICA) 

r , OUTPUT FROM EXISTING 
I I HYDROELECTRIC PLANTS 

EXCLUDING ZEZERE 
(PRODUÇÃO DAS CENTRAIS 

HIDRÁULICAS EXISTENÍTES 
EXCLUINDO ZEZERE) 

^« 1960 REQUIREMENT * * * 
(DEMANDA EM 1960) 

* PLANT WITH INSTALLED CAPACITY OF 
93,000 KW AT 74 METER HEAO. 
(CENTRAL COM 93,000 KW CAPACIDADE 

INSTALADA,74 METROS DE QUEDA) 

* * 100,000 KW INSTALLED 
(INSTALADOS) 

í(ç Hí * INCLUDING AMMONIUM SULPHATE PLANTS , 
( INCLUINDO FABRICAS DE SULFATO DE AMONIO) 

NOTE: IN THE F0RE60ING GR A PH, THE 
CURVE OF THE 1960 POWER REQUIREMENT 
IS SUPERIM POSED IN TURN UPON THE POWER 
OUTPUTS THAT COULO BE PRODUCED BV THE 
EXISTING POWER SYSTEM. PLUS PICOTE, UTIL- 
IZING THE STREAM FLOWS EXPERIENCED IN 
EACH OF THE YEARS,I942- 1950 INCLUSIVE, 
PLUS 100,000 KW. OF THERMAL CAPACITY. 

GOVERNMENT OF PORTUGAL 

DOURO BASIN DEVELOPMENT 

OUTPUT OF SYSTEM 

INCLUDING PICOTE 

AFTER ZEZERE R EREGULATION 

KNAPPEN TIPPETTS ABBETT McCARTHY 
ENGINEERS NEW YORK, N.Y- 
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PEAK 
448 

MONTHLY LOAD DURATION CURVE 

REQUIREMENTS FOR JANUARY 1960 _ 400 

ZEZERE PLANTS 
(CENTRAIS DO ZÊZERE) 

POWER SUPPLY CORRESPONDING TO STREAM 
FLOW CONOITIONS OF JANUARY 1944. 
PROPOSED PICOTE PROJECT OPERATING AT 
FULL CAPACITY. 

PRODUÇÃO DE ENERGIA CORRESPONDENTE AOS 
CAUDAIS DE JANEIRA DE 1944. 
CENTRAL PROPOSTA PARA PICOTE FUNCION- 
ANDO A PLENA CARGA. 

LU 
íK 

300 < 
X 

CAVADO PLANTS^ 
(CENTRAIS DO CAVADO) 

AVE PLANTS 
(CENTRAIS DO AVE) SERRA DA ESTRELA PL ANTS ( CENTRAIS DA SERRA DA ESTRELA) 

1 I | I I 
IRRIGÂTION AND RUN OF RIVER PLANTS (CENTRAIS DE REGA E CENTRAIS A FIO DE AGUA 

ALFORFA AND NIZA PLANTS 
(CENTRAIS DE ALFORFA E NIZA) 

BELVER AND PRAGANA PLANTS 
(CENTRAIS DE BELVER E PRAGANA) 

200 

LINDOSO PLANT 
(CENTRAL DO LINDOSO) 

mm 
z 

m PROPOSED PICOTE PROJECT 
m(CENTRAL PROPOSTA PARA PICOTE 
/////// 

Z Z 
% 

P 

z 

STEAM PLANTS 
(CENTRAIS TÉRMICAS) 

90 70 

PERCENT OF TIME 

(PERCENTAGEM DE TEMPO) 

30 40 

observação: A PROPOSTA CENTRAL PARA PICOTE 
TEM UMA POTENCIA INSTALADA DE 
93.000 KW, FUNCIONANDO SOB UMA 
QUEDA DE 74 METROS. 

NOTE; PROPOSED PICOTE PROJECT HAS AN INSTALLED 
CAPACITY OF 93,000 KILOWATTS OPERATING 
AT A HEAD OF 74 METERS. 

400 
O) 
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O 
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Q 

MONTHLY LOAD DURATION CURVE 

REQUIREMENTS FOR AUGUST 1960 

POWER SUPPLY CORRESPONDING TO STREAM 

FLOW CONDITIONS OF AUGUST 1949. 
PROPOSED PICOTE PROJECT OPERATING AT 
MINIMUM CAPACITY. 

PRODUÇÃO DE ENERGIA CORRESPONDENTE AOS 
CAUDAIS DE AGOSTO DE 1949, 
CENTRAL PROPOSTA PARA PICOTE FUNCION- 
ANDO SOB CARGA MÍNIMA. 

ZEZE RE PLANTS 
(CENTRAIS DO ZEZERE) 

CAVADO PLANTS, 
(CENTRAIS DO CAVADO) SERRA DA ESTRELA PLANTS 

(CENTRAIS DA SERRA DA ESTRELA) 
rRUN OF RIVER AND AVE PLANT 
(CENTRAIS A FIO DE AGUA 

E DO AVE) 

BELVER AND PRAGANA PLANTS 
(CENTRAIS DE BELVER E PRACANA) 

LINDOSO PLANT 
(CENTRAL DO LINDOSO) 

77777 7 *yy 
PROPOSED PICOTE PROJECT 
RAL PROPOSTA PARA PICOTE) /(CENTRAL 

< í s s A. Z z z z 

IRRIGATION, ALFORFA AND NIZA PLANTS 
(CENTRAIS DE REGA, ALFORFA E NIZA) 

REMAINING DEFICIENCY 
(DEFICIT) 

STEAM PLANTS 
(CENTRAIS TÉRMICAS) 

100 80 90 60 40 20 30 

PERCENT OF TIME 

(PERCENTAGEM DE TEMPO) 

KNAPPEN-Tl PP ETTS - ABBETT-McCARTHY 
ENGINEERS NEW YORK, N.Y. 
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40 

20 

notes; 

VERTICAL PART OF STEP 1NDICATES 
8EGINNIN6 OF HYDRO PLANT OPERATION 

HYDRO GENERATION TO REPLACE ALL- 
STEAM AS RAP1DLY AS POSSIBLE 

(OBSERVAÇÕES;) / 

( A PARTE VERTICAL DO DEGRAU INDICA O  \-/- 
COMEÇO DA EXPLORAÇÃO DA CENTRAL HIDRÁULICA) 

.(A PRODUÇÃO HIDRO ELÉCTRICA SUBSTITUI / ^ 
TODA A PRODUÇÃO TÉRMICA O / ' 
MAIS RAPIDAMENTE POSSÍVEL) / / 

POCINHO 16.2 M 

VALEIRA 25. 2 MW. 

RÉGUA 23.6 MW. 

CARRAPATELO 33.6 MW. 

MIRANDA 40.6 MW. 

BEMPOSTA_ 42 MW ^ 

PICOTE 63.6 MW. 

PEJAO 25 MW.IN SERVICE 

(P 
L-J 

EJAO 25 MW. EM SERV 

2 YEARS 
4- 

2 AN OS) 
ço- 

7^ 

7^ 

7 

7^ 
7^ 

/ 

/ 

7 

7^ 

/ 

/ 

7^ 
7' 

✓'PEJAO NOt 
/ IN SERVICE 

6 1/2 YEARS 

7" 

7^ 

+Í4 

(PEJAO FORA DE SERVIÇO 1 
6 1/2 ANOS) i 

W. 7 

2Í 

7" 

y 
/ 

/ 

7 
7" 

~y 

/ 

/ 

y 

/ 

/ 

y 

/ 

/ 

y 

y 

/ 

/ 

y 

y 

y 

/ 

/ 

/ 

z 

/ 

/ 

z 

/ / 

/ 

T 

PEJAO BACK IN SERVICE 

(PEJAO OUTRA VEZ EM SERVIÇO) 

1952 1953 1954 1955 1956 1957 1958 1959 1960 1961 1962 1963 1964 

YEARS 
(ANOS) 

1965 1966 1967 1968 1969 1970 

DEFICIENCY OF FIRM CAPAC1TY 

WITH NO STEAM IN SYSTEM 

(DEFICIÊNCIA DE POTENCIA GARANTIDA 
" SEM POTENCIA TÉRMICA NO SISTEMA) 

_ DEFICIENCY OF FIRM CAPACITY 

WITH 25 M.W. STEAM IN SYSTEM 

(DEFICIÊNCIA DE POTENCIA GARANTIDA 

COM 25 MW DA POTENCIA TÉRMICA NO 
SISTEMA) 

DEFICIENCY OF FIRM CAPACITY 

WITH 100 M.W. STEAM IN SYSTEM 

.{DEFICIÊNCIA DE POTENCIA GARANTIDA 

COM 100 M.W. DA POTENCIA TÉRMICA NO 

SISTEMA) 

.DEFICIENCY OF FIRM CAPACITY 

WITH 125 M.W. STEAM IN SYSTEM 

(DEFICIÊNCIA DE POTENCIA GARANTIDA 

COM 125M.W DA POTENCIA TÉRMICA 

NO SISTEMA) 

GOVERNMENT OF PORTUGAL 

DOURO BASIN DEVELOPMENT 

STEP-DEVELOPMENT 

DOURO PROJECTS 

KNAPPEN TIPPETTS ABBETT McCARTHY 
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observação: 
N0 GRÁFICO ABAIXO, A CURVA DA PRODUÇÃO REQUERIDA 

EM 1960 FOI S0BREIM POSTA AS PRODUÇÕES DE P0TÇNCIA 
QUE PODEM SER PRODUZIDAS PELO SISTEMA DE POTENCIA 
EXISTENTE MAIS 0 DE PICOTE, UTILIZANDO OS CAUDAIS 
REGISTADOS EM CADA ANO, 1942*1950, INCLUSIVE, MAIS 
100,000 KW DE CAPACIDADE TÉRMICA, 
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1944 1948 1949 1950 
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* 

* * 

ZEZERE OUTPUT 
(PRODUÇÃO DO ZEZERE) 

DEFICIT 

PICOTE OUTPUT * 
(PRODUÇÃO DE PICOTE) 

STEAM OUTPUT * * 
(PRODUÇÃO TÉRMICA) 

OUTPUT FROM EXISTING 
HYDROELECTRIC PLANTS 
EXCLUDING ZEZERE 
(PRODUÇÃO DAS CENTRAIS 

HIDRÁULICAS EXISTENTES 
EXCLUINDO ZEZERE) 

1960 REQUIREMENT * * ^ 
(DEMANDA EM 1960) 

PLANT WITH INSTALLED CAPACITY OF 
93,000 KW AT 74 METER HEAD 
(CENTRAL COM 93,000 KW CAPACIDADE 

INSTALADA, 74 METROS DE QUEDA) 

100,000 KW INSTALLED 
( INSTALADOS ) 

■fc ^ * INCLUOING AMMONIUM SULPHATE PLANTS 
(INCLUINDO FÁBRICAS DE SULFATO DE AMONIO) 

NOTE: IN THE FOREGOING GRAPH, THE 
CURVE OF THE 1960 POWER REQUIREMENT 
IS SUPERIMPOSED IN TURN UPON THE POWER 
OUTPUTS THAT COULD BE PRODUCED BY THE 
EXISTING POWER SYSTEM, PLUS PICOTE, UTIL- 
IZING THE STREAM FLOWS EXPERIENCED IN 
EACH OF THE YEARS, 1942-1950 (1 NCLUSlVE), PLUS 
lOO.O-OO KW OF THERMAL CAPACITY 

GOVERNMENT OF PORTUGAL 

DOURO BASIN DEVELOPMENT 

OUTPUT OF SYSTEM 

INCLUDING PICOTE 

BEFORE ZEZERE REREGULATION 

KNAPPEN TIPPETTS 
EN GINEER S 

MARCH 1953 

ABBETT McCARTHY 
NEW YORK, N, Y. 
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900 

OBSERVAÇÃO 
1. a produção hidro-Eléctrica existente inclui 

TODAS AS CENTRAIS EXISTENTES, INCLUINDO AS DO — 
2EZERE E 00 CAVADO. 

2. A PRODUÇÃO DESPERDIÇADA DO PICOTE NÃO FOI INCLUÍDA 
3. NO GRÁFICO ABAIXO, A CURVA DA PRODUÇÃO REQUERIDA_ 

EM 1960 FOI SOBREIMPOSTA "ÂS POTENCIAS QUE PODEM SER 
PRODUZIDAS PELO SISTEMA EXISTENTES MAIS PICOTE, UTILIZANDO 
OS CAUDAIS REGISTADOS EM CADA ANO, 1942 I 9 50 ,1NCLUSIVE , 
MAIS 100,000 KW DE POTENCIA TÉRMICA. 
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* * 

DEFICIT 
(DEFICIT) 

WASTED OUTPUT FROM EXISTING 
HYDROELECTRIC PLANTS 

(PRODUÇÃO DESPERDIÇADA DAS 
CENTRAIS HIDRO-ELECTRIC AS 
EXISTENTES) 
USABLE OUTPUT FROM EXISTING 
HYDROELECTRIC PLANTS 

(PRODUÇÃO UTILIZÁVEL DAS CENTRAIS 
HIDRO-ELÉCTRICAS EXISTENTES) 

USABLE PICOTE OUTPUT * 
(PRODUÇÃO UTILIZÁVEL DE PICOTE) 

REQUIRED STEAM OUTPUT * * 
(PRODUÇÃO TÉRMICA EXIGIDA ) 

1960 REQUIREMENT * * * 
(PRODUÇÃO EXIGIDA EM 1960) 

PLANT WITH INSTALLED CAPACITY OF 
93,000 KW AT 74 METER HEAD 

(CENTRAL COM 93,000 KW DE POTENCIA 
INSTALADA SOB 74 METROS DE QUEDA) 

100,000 KW INSTALLED 
(100,000 KW INSTALADOS) 

* * * INCLUDING AMMONIUM SULPHATE PLANTS 
(INCLUINDO AS FABRICAS DE SULFATO 

DE AMÓNIO) 

NOTE- 
I. THE EXISTING HYDROELECTRIC OUTPUT INCLUDES ALL 

EXISTING PLANTS, INCLUDING ZEZERE AND CAVADO 
2, THE WASTED PICOTE OUTPUT IS NOT SHOWN- 
3. IN THE FOREGOING GRAPH, THE CURVE OF THE 1960 

POWER REQUIREMENT IS SUPERIMPOSED IN TURN UPON THE 
POWER OUTPUTS THAT COULO BE PROOUCED BY THE EXISTING 
POWER SYSTEM PLUS PI COTE, UTILIZI NG THE STREAM FLOWS 
EXPERIENCED IN EACH OF THE YEARS, 1942-1950 INCLUSIVE, 
PLUS 100,000 KW OF THERMAL CAPACITY, 

GOVERNMENT OF PORTUGAL 

DOURO BASIN DEVELOPMENT 

USABLE OUTPUT OF SYSTEM 

INCLUDING PICOTE 

AFTER ZEZERE REREGULATION 
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BEMPOSTA OUTPUT 
(PRODUÇÃO DA BEMPOSTA) 

PICOTE OUTPUT 
(PRODUÇÃO DO PICOTE) 

ZEZERE OUTPUT 
(PRODUÇÃO DO ZEZERE) 

OUTPUT FR0M EXISTING 
HYDROELECTRIC PLANTS 
(PRODUÇÃO DAS CENTRAIS 

HIDRÁULICAS EXISTENTES) 

OUTPUT FR0M PEJA0 STEAM PLANT 
(PRODUÇÃO DA CENTRAL TÉRMICA 

DO PEJÃ0) 

1957 REQUIREMENT * 
(PRODUÇÃO REQUERIDA EM 1957) 

INCLUDING AMM0NIUM SULPHATE PLANTS 
(INCLUINDO AS FABRICAS DE SULFATO 

DE AMON 10) 

NOTE: 
IN THE F0REG0ING GRAPH, THE CURVE 0F THE 

1957 POWER REQUIREMENT IS SUPERIMPOSED IN TURN 
UPON THE POWER OUTPUTS THAT COULD BE PRODUCED 
BY THE EXISTING POWER SYSTEM PLUS PICOTE AND 
BEMPOSTA, UTILIZING THE STREAM FLOWS EXPERIENCED 
IN EACH OF THE YEARS, 1942-1950 INCLUSIVE, PLUS 
THE 25,000 KW PEJAO THERMAL PLANT, WHICH IS USED 
ONLY WHEN NEEDED TO SATISFY THE REQUIREMENTS. 

OBSERVAÇÃO: 
NO GRÁFICO ABAIXO, A CURVA DA PRODUÇÃO 

REQUERIDA EM 1957 FOI SOBREIMPOSTA AS PRODUÇÕES 
DE POTENCIA QUE PODEM SER PRODUZIDAS PELO 
SISTEMA DE POTENCIA EXISTENTE ACRESCIDO DE 
PICOTE E BEMPOSTA UTILIZANDO OS CAUDAIS 
REGISTADOS EM CADA ANO, 19420-1950, INCLUSIVE, MAIS 
25,000 KW DA CENTRAL TÉRMICA 00 PEJÃO QUE SERÃO 
UTILIZADOS APENAS QUANDO NECESSÁRIOS PARA 
SATISFAZER OS REQUERIMENTOS. 

GOVERNMENT OF PORTUGAL 
DOURO BASIN DEVELOPMENT 

OUTPUT OF SYSTEM INCLUDING 

PICOTE , BEMPOSTA AND PEJÃO 

THERMAL PLANT 

BUT EXCLUDING EXISTING 
THERMAL CAPACITY 

AFTER ZEZERE RERE6ULAT10N 

KNAPPEN•TIPPETTS 
ENGINEERS 

MARCH 1953 

ABBETT • Mc CARTHY 
NEW YORK, N.Y. 
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O DOURO 
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O LIMA RIVER AT LINDOSO 

© CAVADO RIVER BELOW RIO CALDO 

® CAVADO RIVER AT PARADELA 

© PAIVA RIVER AT FRAGAS DA TORRE 

© PAIVA RIVER AT CASTRO DAIRE 

© DOURO RIVER AT RÉGUA 

© DOURO RIVER AT PUENTE PINO 

© TAVORA RIVER AT PONTE NOVA 

® SABOR RIVER AT LARANJEIRAS 

® CÔA RIVER AT VALE DO AREAL 

@ ZEZERE RIVER AT PONTE DO CABRIL 

0 ZÊZERE RIVER AT CASTELO DO BODE 

© OCREZA RIVER AT PRAGANA 

© TEJO RIVER AT VILA VELHA DE RODÃO 

SCALE IN KILOMETERS 
O 20 40 60 80 100 

GOVERNMENT OF PORTUGAL 
DOURO BASIN DEVELOPMENT 

SELECTED RIVER GAGING STATIONS 

IN PORTUGAL AND SPAIN 
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HYDR0GRAPH 0F AVERAGE M0NTHLY DISCHARGE 
DOURO RIVER AT PUENTE PINO 

( HIDROGRAMA DOS CAUDAIS MÉDIOS MENSAIS) 

(RIO DOURO EM PUENTE PINO) 

o z 
$ _ 1000 

1 MINI 
DURAT Of 

OF 
CURVE, 

1 1 1 1 1 1 
^VtrrAoL MUIN 1 MLT LMoCnAnL b 

DOURO RIVER at KUtIXIt KIT 

:URVA DAS DURAÇÕES 
DOS 

UDAIS MÉDIOS MENSAI CA 5 
RIO DOURO EM PUENTE PINO 

1 

\ 
\ 

\ 

10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 
PERCENT OF TIME DISCHARGE WAS 

EQUALED OR EXCEEDED 
(% DE TEMPO EM QUE 0 CAUDAL 

  FOI IGUALADO OU EXCEDIDO)  

1931 1932 

NOTE: ORAINAGE AREA 63,300 KM 2 

(OBSERVAÇXo: AREA DA BACIA HIDROGRÁFICA 63,300 KM2 ) 

1947 1948 1949 1950 
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